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INTRODUCTION 
 

Teaching as an Anti-Imperialist Practice: 
Teaching Against the Imperialist Machine  

 
 

 

 

TODAY WE, LIVE IN A WORLD THAT PROPHETS OF CAPITALISM DECLARE AS “END OF 

HISTORY.”  In the words of Francis Fukuyama, “Western liberal democracy [is] as 

the final form of human government.”1 Consequently, socialism, now celebrated 

by the organic intellectuals of capitalism as defunct, is consigned to the dustbin 

of history’s barbarism.  Yet the so-called Western liberal democracy proves to be 

more barbaric than its supposed nightmarish opposite, socialism. For today, the 

richest fifth of the world's people consumes eighty-six percent of all goods and 

services while the poorest fifth consumes just 1.3 percent. Indeed, the richest 

fifth consumes forty-five percent of all meat and fish, fifty-eight percent of all 

energy used and eighty-four percent of all paper, has seventy-four percent of all 

telephone lines and owns eighty-seven percent of all vehicles. The world's 225 

richest individuals, of whom sixty are Americans with total assets of $311 

billion, have a combined wealth of over $1 trillion—equal to the annual income 

of the poorest forty-seven percent of the entire world's population. On the 

opposite extreme, the poor consisting of the 4.4 billion people in developing 

countries, nearly three-fifths lack access to safe sewers, a third have no access to 

clean water, a quarter do not have adequate housing and a fifth have no access to 

modern health services of any kind. 

 More staggering is the fact that $40 billion a year is the estimated 

amount that the additional cost of achieving and maintaining universal access to 

basic education for all, basic health care for all, reproductive health care for all 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liberal_democracy
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women, adequate food for all, and clean water and safe sewers for all is roughly 

equivalent to less than four percent of the combined wealth of the 225 richest 

people in the world. Yet Americans spend $8 billion a year on cosmetics—$2 

billion more than the estimated annual total needed to provide basic education 

for everyone in the world! 

 Indeed what Fukuyama’s pseudo-Hegelian summative synthesis of 

twentieth century’s geist fails to accomplish is the Hegelian negation of negation. 

“Processes,” Frederick Engels wrote in Anti-Dühring, “which have an 

antagonistic nature contain a contradiction inside them. The transformation of 

one extreme into its opposites and, finally, as the basis of everything, the 

negation of the negation.”2 The contradictions within Western liberal capitalism, 

which the end of history prophets refuse to acknowledge, will bring it to its final 

negation.  But this is not a mechanistic reversal of Fukuyama or the ad hoc 

summoning of the historical inevitability of the socialism thesis. For we must 

also recognize that these contradictions are fought in history by “real” men and 

women.   

 But these struggles in history are only made possible by men and 

women coming to critical consciousness that demands “we change the world” 

rather than interpret it. Karl Marx further adds in “A Contribution to the Critique 

of Hegel’s Philosophy of Right” that, “[t]he weapon of criticism cannot, of course, 

replace criticism of the weapon, material force must be overthrown by material 

force; but theory also becomes a material force as soon as it has gripped the 

masses. Theory is capable of gripping the masses as soon as it demonstrates ad 

hominem, and it demonstrates ad hominem as soon as it becomes radical. To be 

radical is to grasp the root of the matter.”3 To be radical educator and 

intellectual today is to grasp “the root of the matter,” that is, that Western liberal 

democracy is bankrupt. History does not end with it, but it should be ended and 

buried in history to end its attendant monstrousity. It is also worth mentioning  

Louis Althusser’s prescient observation that, "what the bourgeoisie has installed 

as its number-one, i.e. as its dominant ideological State apparatus, is the 
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educational apparatus, which has in fact replaced in its functions the previously 

dominant ideological State apparatus, the Church,”4 is still very relevant today. 

The imperialists in tandem with transnational corporations are busy funding 

and importing  educational reforms and restructuring educational  system 

around the world to stall the collapse of the Western liberal democratic model. 

 And these global restructuring of education had stirred mass 

uprisings and oppositions.  For instance,  last 30 June, thousands demonstrated 

across Israel to demand lower cost for education, food, and housing. The 

protesters chanted: "The only solution to privatisation is revolution."  

Meanwhile last 28 June, more than 100,000 students and workers mobilized at 

La Alameda, in the capital Santiago (Chile) demanding free education for all 

during a cold and rainy day that resulted to the detention of  472 protesters. On 

1 July, students performed the Student Zombie March in New York (U.S.A.) with 

the theme, “The Night of The Living Debt.” Students met in Washington Park and 

marched through lower Manhattan to protest rising tuition costs and the 

Congress's plan to double interest rates on student loans on 1 July. In Australia, 

an estimated 25,000 public school teachers in the state of Victoria went on strike 

and about 200 primary and secondary schools were closed. The strike protested 

the cut in the annual salary of the tachers.5  

 In the Philippines, in 23 September of last year, throngs of students 

swarmed the street of Mendiola to demand higher state subsidy. Co-editor Gerry 

Lanuza, whose article is also included in this issue, describes this Hegelian 

cunning of reason embodied in this massive student strike as a  “protest against 

budget cut  [that] went beyond mere clamor for state subsidy for social services 

for it stood for what collective action could achieve—that is, it advanced and 

asserted substantive freedom as opposed to the pseudo-formalistic freedom of 

the market.” 

 In its desire to provide educational workers and students worldwide 

a venue for developing the “criticism of weapon,” the International League of 

People’s Struggle (ILPS) together with the Concerned Teachers/Educator for 
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Democracy and Nationalism (CONTEND) have put up the current journal 

Pingkian. Through this journal, the ILPS and CONTEND hope to further the 

emancipation of all oppressed people of the world by providing timely articles 

that will provide analysis of the current logic of monopoly capitalism in relation 

to educational system and pedagogical practices.  

 For its first issue, the journal includes the articles of Peter Chua, a 

Filipino-American teacher based in the US, and Gerry Lanuza, a member of 

CONTEND and teaches Sociology at the University of the Philippines. Peter 

Chua’s article documents the impact of neoliberal policy on the exploitation of 

Filipino teachers working in the United States. It shows how collective 

mobilization that is linked both with international teachers’ organization and 

local community can become an effective tool to contest the violence of 

neoliberal assault on migrant teachers. In the conclusion, Chua suggests, “The 

experiences from the justice campaign of the PGCPS [Prince George’s County 

Public Schools] Filipino overseas contract teachers and other earlier campaigns 

provide guidance in the development of more effective pro-migrant, pro-

education, and anti-trafficking organizing.”  

 The article on Gerry Lanuza commenses with a Hegelian reading of 

the strike of students, teachers, and educational workers on 23 September. He 

links the strike to the mounting worldwide protests against the neoliberal 

reforms in education that follows the IMF-WB defenition of lifelong education. 

The article ends by extolling all schools  to “use whatever, power [they] may 

possess in opposing and checking the voices of social conservatism and 

reaction.”  

A collection of statements and reflections by students, teachers, and 

organizations on the 23 September strike is also included. These vignettes 

express the real material effects of budget cut on educational and other basic 

social services on the daily lives of the basic sectors of society. It also shows the 

electrifying effects of the protest movements among those who joined.  
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The first issue also presents an article by Ed Villegas, a leading 

Filipino political economist. And a literary section includes a poem of Arman 

Albarillo, a recetly slained revolutionary rebel from Souther Tagalog, 

Philippines. Poems written to eulogize the revolutionary sacrifice of Ka Arman 

are included. The revolutionary martyrdom of Ka Arman should remind all 

educators that the struggle for human society entails great personal sacrifice. 

But we must all remember that the blood of the revolutonary martyrs  is the 

seed of the future classless society. Critical education therefore keeps alive these 

“dangerous memories” of the revolutionary martyrs. These dangerous 

memories, passed through pedagogical practice, are the bedrock of the 

consciousness  of the “subject of historical cognition.”  Or in the lyrical words of 

Walter Benjamin on his theses on history, “The subject of historical cognition is 

the battling, oppressed class itself. In Marx it steps forwards as the final enslaved 

and avenging class, which carries out the work of emancipation in the name of 

generations of downtrodden to its conclusion.”  

The Editors 
July 2012 
 
 
 
Notes 

                                                           
1 Francis Fukuyama, The End of History and the Last Man (Free Press, 1992). 
 
2 See F. Engels, “Herr Eugen Dühring’s Revolution in Science,” Karl Marx 
Frederick Engels:  Collected Works 25 (New York: International Publishers, 1976-
-), 125. 

3 Karl Marx, “A Contribution to the Critique of Hegel’s Philosophy of Right,” in  
http://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1843/critique-hpr/intro.htm, 
accessed 20 July 2012. 

4 Louis Althusser, Lenin and Philosophy and Other Essays (Monthly Review Press, 
1971) 
 
5 For a complete list of these protests worldwide, visit International Student 
Movement, “Education Protests in June 2012,” in http://www.emancipating-
education-for-all.org/protests_worldwide_june2012, accessed 20 July 2012. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francis_Fukuyama
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Capitalism is proving itself weak at the very point where its champions 
have thought it impregnable. It is failing to meet the pragmatic test;  

it no longer works; it is unable even to organize and maintain 
production. In its present form capitalism is not only  

cruel and inhuman; it is also 'wasteful' and inefficient. 
George Counts, Dare the School Build a New Social Order? 1932 

 
They tell you we are dreamers. The true dreamers are those who think 

things can go on indefinitely the way they are. We are not dreamers.  
We are awakening from a dream which is tuning into a nightmare.  

We are not destroying anything. We are only witnessing  
how the system is destroying itself. 

Zizek, Speech at Liberty Plaza, October 9, 2011  
 

If academics cannot defend the university as a public good and 
democratic public sphere, then who will? 

Henry Giroux, 2011 
 
 
 

 
The Day the “World Spirit” Marched to Mendiola 

ALEXANDRE KOJÈVE TALKED ABOUT HEGEL'S FAMOUS REMARK that upon seeing 

Napoleon enter Jena on horseback in 1806 he had witnessed the World Spirit 

who marked the closure of history and philosophy. It is well-known tale that 

Hegel finished his first great work The Phenomenology of Mind on the very eve of 

the decisive Battle of Jena, in which Napoleon broke the Prussian armies and 
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dismembered the kingdom. French soldiers entered Hegel’s house and set it 

afire just after he stuffed the last pages of the Phenomenology into his pocket and 

took refuge in the house of a high official of the town. Yet when Hegel saw 

Napoleon and his army marching at the streets of Jena, he said: “I saw the 

Emperor—that World Soul—riding out to reconnoiter the city; it is truly a 

wonderful sensation to see such an individual, concentrated here on a single 

point, astride a single horse, yet reaching across the world and ruling it….” Hegel 

praises Napoleon as the agent of a historical mission of which he (Napoleon) was 

only dimly aware.  

This is what I felt when I saw the throng of students swarming the 

street of Mendiola in 23 September. This time, no Napoleon and Emperor but 

only the students, their teachers and other progressive sectors of Philippine 

society marching as “World Soul.” Like Hegel I felt the superb sensation of seeing 

this throng of students and teachers united in their clamor for greater budget on 

social services, yet their voices “reaching across the world and ruling it….” In 

Hegelese, these “revolutionary heroes” disrupted the traffic of Mendiola and 

paralyzed the classes in their respective universities and colleges. Yet such 

creative destruction resulting from the “cunning of reason”—their protest 

against budget cut went beyond mere clamor for state subsidy for social services 

for it stood for what collective action could achieve—that is, it advanced and 

asserted substantive freedom as opposed to the pseudo-formalistic freedom of 

the market.  This is the essence of the strike against budget cut movement. And it 

needs to be repeated until the final victory is achieved just as Hegel celebrated 

the storming of Bastille every year! For those hundreds of face-less spirits that 

fused to be one world spirit, I dedicate this essay. 

The Crisis of Moribund Monopoly Capitalism  
and the Post-Washington Consensus 
 

Undeniably, today, according to Peter McLaren, a radical educational theorist, 

“capitalism has entered a global crisis of accumulation and profitability.” He 

explains: 
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Self-destructing as a result of intensified competition leading to 
overcapacity and overproduction and a fall in manufacturing 
profitability, the new era of flexible accumulation requires a 
number of ominous conditions: the total dismantling of the 
Fordist-Keynesian relationship between capital and labor; a 
shift toward the extraction of absolute surplus value; the 
suppression of labor incomes; a weakening of trade unions; 
longer working hours; more temporary jobs; and the creation 
of a permanent underclass. (McLaren 1998, 431) 

This self-destruction is precipitated by the worldwide dismal failure 

of neoliberal philosophy to salvage monopoly capitalism in its moribund stage.1 

Even the former campaigners of the Washington consensus have to admit that 

“the last three decades” of Washington-based view “that growth is threatened 

more by government incompetence and corruption than by market failures.”2 

They now openly acknowledge that “the Reagan-Thatcher doctrine” which states 

“that markets were an acceptable substitute for efficient government” has been 

refuted by the global crisis of monopoly capitalism. Nancy Birdsall and Francis 

Fukuyama (2011), two organic intellectuals of liberal capitalism grant: “The 

crisis [of global capitalism] demonstrated that unregulated or poorly regulated 

markets can produce extraordinary costs.” Hence the so-called “post-

Washington consensus” is now plugging up these dreadful problems without of 

course altering the basic structural foundations of neoliberalism (Cammack 

2002).3 As Arne Ruckert (2007) retorts,  

the current transformation of neoliberal development policy, 
from being narrowly focused on macroeconomic reforms to 
acknowledging the institutional and social prerequisites 
necessary for market expansion, are part of the political 
project to more seriously addresses the contradictions and 
social struggles engendered by neo-liberalism so as to further 
expand the reach of the market and socially embed neoliberal 
commodification processes. 

This belated acknowledgement of the failure of the market falls short 

in recognizing the inherent contradictions of monopoly capitalism. It dodges the 

conclusion that “[t]he globalization of capitalism and its political bedfellow, 
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neoliberalism, work together to democratize suffering, obliterate hope, and 

assassinate justice” (McLaren 1998, 431).   

The indictment of William Robinson against global capitalism is worth 

quoting at length: 

Global capitalism is predatory and parasitic. In today's global 
economy, capitalism is less benign, less responsive, to the 
interests of broad majorities around the world, and less 
accountable to society than ever before. Some 400 
transnational corporations own two-thirds of the planet's fixed 
assets and control 70 per cent of world trade. With the world's 
resources controlled by a few hundred global corporations, the 
life blood and the very fate of humanity is in the hands of 
transnational capital, which holds the power to make life and 
death decisions for millions of human beings. Such tremendous 
concentrations of economic power lead to tremendous 
concentrations of political power globally. Any discussion of 
"democracy" under such conditions becomes meaningless.... 
The paradox of the demise of dictatorships, "democratic 
transitions" and the spread of "democracy" around the world is 
explained by new forms of social control, and the misuse of the 
concept of democracy, the original meaning of which, the 
power (cratos) of the people (demos), has been disconfigured 
beyond recognition. What the transnational elite calls 
democracy is more accurately termed polyarchy, to borrow a 
concept from academia. Polyarchy is neither dictatorship nor 
democracy. It refers to a system in which a small group 
actually rules, on behalf of capital, and participation in 
decision-making by the majority is confined to choosing among 
competing elites in tightly controlled electoral processes. This 
"low-intensity democracy" is a form of consensual domination. 

From Liberalism to Neoliberal Reform of Education 

Neoliberalism means so many things to many scholars. But Marxist geographer, 

David Harvey (2005, 2), provides a good working definition of neoliberalism: 

Neoliberalism is in the first instance a theory of political 
economic practices that proposes that human well-being can 
best be advanced by liberating individual entrepreneurial 
freedoms and skills within an institutional framework 
characterized by strong private property rights, free markets, 
and free trade. The role of the state is to create and preserve an 
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institutional framework appropriate to such practices. The 
state has to guarantee, for example, the quality and integrity of 
money. It must also set up those military, defense, police, and 
legal structures and functions required to secure private 
property rights and to guarantee, by force if need be, the 
proper functioning of markets. Furthermore, if markets do not 
exist (in areas such as land, water, education, health care, 
social security, or environmental pollution) then they must be 
created, by state action if necessary. But beyond these tasks 
the state should not venture. State interventions in markets 
(once created) must be kept to a bare minimum because, 
according to the theory, the state cannot possibly possess 
enough information to second-guess market signals (prices) 
and because powerful interest groups will inevitably distort 
and bias state interventions (particularly in democracies) for 
their own benefit.   

What makes neoliberalism different from previous forms of liberalism 

is that while classical liberalism with its liberal-democratic project and order 

took care of human rights and liberties, neoliberalism is an ideology of the forces 

of historical restoration, a form of conservative revolution whose actors want to 

sink and dissolve, in a cold water of calculation, all relationships and institutions 

of solidarity among people (Mitrović 2005; see also Tae-Hee). In discussing the 

enigmatic nature of neoliberalism, Dag Thorsen (2010) provides a helpful 

delineation of the relationship between neoliberalism and “classical” liberalism:  

Neoliberalism is perhaps best perceived of as a more radical 
descendant of liberalism 'proper', in which perhaps more 
traditional liberal demands for 'equality of liberty' and 
'equality in liberty' have been bent out of shape into a demand 
for an almost total liberty for the talented and the ruthless, and 
their enterprises. 

This “total liberty for the talented and the ruthless, and their 

enterprises” constitutes  what Pierre Bourdieu (2001, 107) refers to as the 

"gospel" of neoliberalism. For Bourdieu, neoliberalism should be seen as a 

“conservative revolution” which “ratifies and glorifies the reign of... the financial 

markets, in other words the return of the kind of radical capitalism, with no 

other law than the return of maximum profit, an unfettered capitalism... pushed 

to the limits” (Bourdieu and Wacquant 2001; also,  Bourdieu 2001). This gospel 
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"leads to a combat by every means, including the destruction of the environment 

and human sacrifice, against any obstacle to the maximization of profit." For 

McLaren (1998, 431), this Gospel ratifies the “spontaneous philosophy of the 

people who run large multinationals and of the agents of high finance—in 

particular pension-fund managers. Relayed throughout the world by national 

and international politicians, civil servants, and most of all the universe of senior 

journalists - all more or less equally ignorant of the underlying mathematical 

theology - it is becoming a sort of universal belief, a new ecumenical gospel.” 

Neoliberal states accomplish this effectively by altering the  

boundaries between public and private sector; shifting public subsidy from 

welfare functions to entrepreneurial activity; exhibiting a preference for 

commercial solutions to public problems; empowering managers rather than 

workers; privileging the individual over collectivities  when collectivities pursue 

activities that would constrain capital; and favoring secrecy and various 

schemes of  classification of  information over public circulation of knowledge 

and civil liberties. The neoliberal philosophy of development is an expression of 

the worldwide conservative revolution that appeals to progress, reason, science, 

and humanity in order to justify the restoration of the ruling capitalist class and 

thus it tries to classify as outdated every single progressivist thought and action. 

Or as Mitrović (2005, 41), following Bourdieu’s critique of 

neoliberalism, correctly points out, 

The neoliberal discourse and program tend, at the global level, 
to induce a breech between economic logic  (based upon 
competition and which brings efficiency) and social logic  
(subjected to the  principle of justice) and then to 
instrumentalize the latter and subdue it to the former so that, 
through privatization, liberalization, deregulation, all collective 
institutions (of legal and welfare state and solidarity) will 
disintegrate; thus, there will be no active intermediary 
between individuals and social groups, owners and producers, 
the subordinated and the dominated, namely, there will be 
nothing except for the power of the market or a mere  interest 
in profit and economic efficiency. 
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The World Bank Speaks Ex Cathedra on Educational Reform 

The vulgate of neoliberal restructuring of education worldwide however is the 

missionary work of the World Bank (WB). There are several reasons why the 

WB introduced drastic reforms in education worldwide in the 1990s. There is 

the enrollment pressure arising from growing population especially from 

developing countries, the rising cost of education, the mounting scarcity of  

public revenue, and the growing dissatisfaction in many countries with the 

rigidities and inefficiencies of the public sector (Johnstone 1998). The Bank’s 

Lessons of Experience singled out the dismal quality of higher education 

especially those of state-sponsored higher learning institutions. Hence its 

agenda for enhanced quality in the early 1990s included attention to such 

reforms  as  improving  the  qualifications  of  teaching  staff  and  the  quality  of  

their instruction, the  appropriateness of  the  curriculum,  improved  student  

assessment  and selection;  and  the  extent  and  quality  of  facilities  such  as  

libraries,  computers,  and equipment. 

The Bank’s reform agenda turned to the neoliberal emphasis on the 

market. According to Johnstone’s review and analysis of the WB’s educational 

program in the 1990s: 

The reform agenda of the 90s, and almost certainly extending 
well into the next century, is oriented to the market rather 
than to public ownership or to governmental planning and 
regulation.  Underlying the market orientation of tertiary 
education is the ascendance, almost  worldwide,  of  market  
capitalism  and  the  principles  of  neo-liberal economics. 
(ibid., 4)  

It followed the basic premise John Barnes and Nicholas Barr, two of 

the Bank’s consultants, that higher education is a form of private good (Barnes 

and Barr 1988, 3; 6-9). According to Johnstone (ibid., 5), “This market 
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orientation has lead to elements of the reform agenda such as tuition, which 

shifts some of the higher education cost burden from taxpayers to parents and 

students, who are the ultimate beneficiaries of higher education, fees for 

institutionally-provided room and board, and more nearly market rates of 

interest on student loans, all of which rely upon market choices to signal worth 

and true trade-offs.” Consequently, marketization of higher education includes: 

(a) tuition, fees, and the sale of research and instruction via grants, contracts, 

and entrepreneurial training; (b) the private sector, including both non-profit 

and proprietary providers of  tertiary  education;  (c)  regional decentralization,  

or  the  devolution  of  authority  from  the  central  government  to  the regions; 

and, (d) institutional autonomy, or the devolution of authority from government, 

at whatever level, to institutions (ibid.). 

This worldwide marketization of education has sought to shift the 

orientation of academic labor in the direction of exchange value away from “use 

value.” The result is the transformation of students as "customers," a 

development that further reinforces the idea that a degree is a commodity (or 

"meal ticket") that (hopefully) can be exchanged for a job rather than as a liberal 

education that prepares students for life, citizenship, or the continuation and 

enrichment of a cultural heritage. In the same way, academics are drawn into 

this commodity discourse as they are encouraged to identify and treat students 

as customers, and aspire to receive "excellent" ratings (Willmott. 1995). 

These measures transformed students from learners to customers. 

Education custom-made for knowledge economy creates consumers rather than 

critical citizens.  

This contamination of learning with consumerism creates 
several dire problems. The most alarming are: the customer 
does not participate in production, only in consumption; the 
customer has the right to try out, test, and change, but never to 
fail; the customer purchases to own, not to share; the customer 
does not know renunciation; and finally and most alarmingly, 
the customer does not have the right not to choose. (Jakovljevic  
2008) 
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Acknowledging that the problem is not so much the cost as the 

inefficiency of learning, the WB championed lifelong learning as a guiding 

philosophy for its educational reform. This philosophy is tailored to fit to the 

emerging “knowledge economy.”  

The result is not Joseph Schumpeter’s “creative destruction” but 

selling out of higher education to market reforms. This intrusion of market and 

managerial principles into the ivory tower is aptly described by David Paul 

(2005): 

Over the past quarter century, the world of higher education 
has changed. While markets have always existed around higher 
educational institutions, those institutions have been sheltered 
in large measure from the impact of markets on their 
operations and culture. That world has changed, and higher 
educational institutions must now compete for students and 
other revenues and resources in an increasingly competitive 
marketplace (Zemsky, Shaman, & Shapiro, 2001). They have 
joined the market economy, and with it Joseph Schumpeter’s 
world of creative destruction. 

Moreover as Katrina Tomasevski argues, “the abyss between knowledge-based 

and education-deficit regions and countries is not likely to be narrowed 

spontaneously” by the introduction of market forces; it is likely to increase. 

Thus, defining the nature and scope of education that should remain exempt 

from trade and continue as a free public service continues to recede as 

educational systems are pressured into responding to the logic of free trade 

(Tomasevski 2005, 11-12). 

This shift from defining education as a public good and as a basic 

human right towards defining it as a private good, according to Sheila Slaughter 

and Gary Rhoades, creates an “academic capitalism” that orients institutional 

actors away from a public good knowledge regime, which values "knowledge as 

a public good to which the citizenry has claims" (Slaughter and Rhoades 2004, 

28), to constitute an "academic capitalism knowledge regime [that] values  
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knowledge privatization and profit taking in which institutions, inventor faculty, 

and corporations have claims that come before those of the public" (ibid., 29).  

The result for higher education is dismal, as shown in the review by 

Risa Lieberwitz (2005; see also Arnove 2005):   

University privatization and commercialization have had 
negative consequences for academic culture and the public 
interest. The basic principles of academic freedom, which 
depend on faculty autonomy and independence from 
conflicting interests, have been compromised by the 
consideration of the commercial potential of academic 
research. Faculty relations and research agendas have been 
affected by commercial interests and corporate involvement in 
research. Patents and exclusive licenses have restricted the 
public domain, harming academic work and the public interest 
by creating impediments on further research and enabling 
corporate licensees to engage in monopoly pricing. The 
university's institutional legitimacy and the faculty's role in 
furthering the university's public mission have been 
undermined by the conflict of interests created by the multiple 
university-industry and faculty-industry economic relations. 
The interweaving of university, faculty, and corporate interests 
has broad effects as the patenting and licensing of academic 
research enters national and international markets. 

The Myth of Knowledge Economy as the New Comparative Advantage  

Whereas industrial capitalism (which neo-Weberians like Bauman calls “solid 

modernity”) produced people who were futuristic and planned their life 

trajectories on long-term basis, in the globalized capitalism people are becoming 

more and more tentative about their life-plans. This has to do with the 

accelerated character of global capitalism. Harmut Rosa (2009, 101) explains: 

In sum, the individual’s reaction to social acceleration in 
late modernity seems to result in a new, situational form of 
identity, in which the dynamism of classical modernity, 
characterized by a strong sense of direction (perceived as 
progress), is replaced by a sense of directionless, frantic 
motion that is in fact a form of inertia. 
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What these neo-Weberian authors fail to realize is that this epochal 

shift has to do with the ascendancy of the Washington consensus or neoliberal 

philosophy. It is in this context of epochal shift that WB and the Organization for 

Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) are reframing the problem of 

education from cheap labor as basis for comparative advantage towards 

“knowledge economy.” WB therefore is vigorously pushing for educational 

reforms worldwide to enable the developing economies cope with this new 

condition. Its key features are privatization, deregulation, and marketization.  

But why target specifically higher education? In many ways, higher 

education is the exemplar of a proper neoliberal state agency. It is now 

characterized by: steep user fees (including tuition); dramatically  reduced labor 

costs achieved by outsourcing many classified personnel as well as  radically 

expanded use of contingent professional labor (adjunct and clinical professors);  

expansion of revenue generating areas (grant and  contract activity, university-

industry  partnerships, exploitation of  an array of intellectual property rights, 

distance education,  food services, book stores); participation in making more 

porous the boundaries between  public and private sector (economic 

development and innovation, startup companies,  technology transfer); heavy 

investment in academic fields close to the market (business schools and the 

biosciences) (Slaughter 2011). 

With the destruction of boundaries and the fluidity of boundaries in 

global economy, higher education is now redefined along the philosophy of 

lifelong learning which is consistent with the fluidity of rapid changing academic 

capitalism. Or as Deleuze puts it, “just as businesses are replacing factories, 

school is being replaced by continuing education and exams by continuous 

assessment. It's the surest way of turning education into a business.”  

Michael Peters describes the political economy of this transition from 

education as a form of discipline to education as a form of control: 

http://www.google.com.ph/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=what%20is%20oecd&source=web&cd=6&ved=0CEIQFjAF&url=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FOrganisation_for_Economic_Co-operation_and_Development&ei=Q8OsTvKfN6jKmQWijoHJDg&usg=AFQjCNGl0oIbVmqHvbB7DVGtqsl26ywRpQ&cad=rja
http://www.google.com.ph/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=what%20is%20oecd&source=web&cd=6&ved=0CEIQFjAF&url=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FOrganisation_for_Economic_Co-operation_and_Development&ei=Q8OsTvKfN6jKmQWijoHJDg&usg=AFQjCNGl0oIbVmqHvbB7DVGtqsl26ywRpQ&cad=rja
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The distinction between the two kinds of society [society of 
discipline and society of control] is revealed in the difference 
between monetary systems: the discipline of the gold standard 
versus the control of floating rates of exchange based on 
standard currencies. Here the dominant machine matched with 
the type of society is the computer, which indicates a different 
kind of capitalism from the nineteenth century based on a logic 
of concentration and the factory as a space of enclosure. 
Capitalism in the present situation is no longer involved in 
production that it has transferred to the Third World. It is a 
capitalism of a higher-order production based on selling 
services. It is consumer-oriented where the operation of 
markets has become an instrument of control, and control 
while short-term and of rapid turnover, is also continuous and 
without limit. It buys finished products or assembles parts, 
transforming products rather than specializing in their 
production. The factory has given way to the corporation and, 
thus, the underlying logic is not one of concentration, of 
enclosure; rather it is a dispersive logic based on the circuit or 
network. 

 A student therefore is expected to be flexible enough to adapt to the 

contingencies of the employment market. For Richard Lakes (2008, 432), by 

adopting the rhetoric of neoliberal reforms in education: 

Educational leaders have strayed far from their historic role in 
shaping ethical citizens who thereby serve the public trust, 
ensuring democratic practice in the affairs of state. Corporate 
and civic leaders use the schools to inculcate free-market 
values of individuality over community, privatized self-
interests over collective and sustainable capacity-building 
actions. 

But an important question remains: Is the WB and OECD right in 

claiming that “[c]omparative advantages among nations come less and less from 

abundant natural resources or cheap labor and increasingly from technical 

innovations and the competitive use of knowledge”? Joane Roberts (2009) 

provides a perceptive critique:  

Although in the advanced economies of the world knowledge is 
increasingly dominating economic activity, this is far from the 
case in developed countries, where there is still a high 
proportion of people surviving through subsistence farming. 
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Moreover, the knowledge economy is very much associated 
with high levels of development, yet underdevelopment, and 
the poverty that accompanies it, remains a dominant feature of 
the global economy. 

Citing Sha’s study, Roberts further argues, “over three billion people, 

almost half the world’s population, live on less than $2.50 a day. The poor of the 

world are busy living a hand-to-mouth existence with little opportunity to 

improve their lot through the acquisition of the skills required to engage in the 

knowledge economy.”  

Furthermore Joel Spring points out that there are not enough jobs in 

the knowledge economy to absorb school graduates into skilled jobs and that the 

anticipated increased demand for knowledge workers has not occurred. 

Multinational corporations have depressed wages by encouraging countries to 

invest heavily on schools that prepare students for knowledge economy. 

Consequently, this has created bran drain among developing countries 

especially India. According to statistics provided by the Organization of 

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), eighty-nine percent of skilled 

workers have immigrated from Guyana; 85.1 percent from Jamaica, 63.3 percent 

from Gambia, 62.2 from Fiji, 46.9 from Ghana, and 38.4 percent from Kenya 

(Spring 2009, 50). 

Educating the Entrepreneurial Student  
Under the Aegis Academic Capitalism  
 
According to Michael Peters, “The OECD and the World Bank have stressed the 

significance of education and training for the development of 'human resources,' 

for upskilling and increasing the competencies of workers, and for the 

production of research and scientific knowledge, as keys to participation in the 

new global knowledge economy.” Mainstream business management 

consultants like Peter Drucker and Michael Porter emphasize the importance of 

knowledge—its economics and productivity—as the basis for national 

competition within the international marketplace. These neoliberal pundits 

concur with WB pronouncement that “[A] knowledge-based economy relies 
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primarily on the use of ideas rather than physical abilities and on the application 

of technology rather than the transformation of raw materials or the 

exploitation of cheap labor. It is an economy in which knowledge is created, 

acquired, transmitted, and used more effectively by individuals, enterprises, 

organizations, and communities to promote economic and social development” 

(World Bank Institute 2003, 1). 

Davies and Guppy provides the economic backdrop for this shift 

towards “knowledge economy” paradigm: 

As low-skill jobs vanish (because of automation or job 
exporting), almost all employment will require minimal skills 
that schools must furnish. Further, globalization is ushering in 
a new era of required knowledge. Curricula concentrated on 
consumer relations, problem solving, entrepreneurialism, and 
cross-cultural "multiskilling" are central to this economic 
transformation. Employers will recruit people with broad 
educations and complement this with intensive on-the-job 
training. 

The educational arena has now become the primary target of 

neoliberal reforms. Amy M. Steketee (2004, 177) points out the reason 

particularly for basic education:  

Business leaders and politicians look to primary and secondary 
education providers to produce a well-trained and competitive 
labor force. Thus, primary and secondary schools are 
increasingly concerned with teaching technical skills essential 
to the production and transfer of goods in addition to 
promoting the social and academic aspects of global awareness 
and interconnectedness. Further, from very early ages children 
are accustomed to market influences in schools. This exposure 
to commercialization in schools, together with academic 
emphasis on preparing students for participation in the global 
workforce, indoctrinates children with the values of 
neoliberalism and facilitates its spread. 

Meanwhile, higher education, in global capitalist economy, serves 

merely “as a service to trade in or a commodity for boosting income for 

countries that have  the  ability  to  trade  in  this  area  and  export  their  higher  
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education programs,” rather than as an essential component for integral 

national development (Banya 2010). In short, higher education is a big 

business.4 

It is in this context of global restructuring of education that one must 

analyze the current reforms in Philippine education. The controversial and 

ambitious K+12 program is a direct outgrowth of this global reform. The 

Department of Education, as an ideological state apparatus of the subservient 

semi-colonial state, follows the neoliberal logic by citing The World Bank  

Philippines Skills Report in 2009 which reveals that “based on a survey of 

employers, serious gaps in critical skills of graduates such as  problem-solving,  

initiative  and  creativity,  and,  to  a  lesser  extent,  gaps  in  job-specific 

technical skills.” In response to the demands of the employment market, both 

local and global, the Department of Education (DepEd) (2010) envisions the 

ambitious K+12 program as a panacea to low quality of secondary education: 

Every  graduate  of  the  Enhanced  K+12  Basic  Education  
Program  is  an empowered  individual  who  has  learned,  
through  a  program  that  is  rooted  on sound educational 
principles and geared towards excellence, the foundations for 
learning  throughout  life,  the  competence  to  engage  in  work  
and  be  productive, the  ability  to  coexist  in  fruitful  harmony  
with  local  and  global  communities,  the capability to engage 
in autonomous critical thinking, and the capacity to transform 
others and one’s self. (Department of Education 2010) 

One of the goals of K+12 is  “[t]o  change  public  perception  that  high  

school  education  is  just  a preparation for college; rather, it should allow one to 

take advantage of  opportunities  for  gainful  career  or  employment  and/or  

self-employment in a rapidly changing and increasingly globalized 

environment.” 

 DepEd, following the global shift in global capitalism, is now 

transitioning from “educational production in mass society” to lifelong learning.5  

By educational production, it is meant “the pedagogical actions that transform 

students in mind and body, training them to take their places in the adult world.” 
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Traditionally, this educational production has its counterpart in the demands of 

the workplace, where the same virtues of punctuality, dependency, and 

subordination to established authority are so important” (Rothstein 1991, 142).  

This reflects the Fordist capitalist type of production suited to industrial 

capitalism. Generally, Fordist capitalism emerged immediately after the Second 

World War that was guided by state regulation as inspired by Keynesianism. 

However the crisis of Keynesianism and the dismantling of welfare state 

necessitated the evolution of capitalism to a different form of rationality, the 

post-Fordist style which is animated by neoliberal principles. Fordist model of 

centralized mass assembly production in which workers were the mass 

consumers of their products gave way to post-Fordism or flexible capitalism 

(Harvey 1989).  

The shift to post-Fordist capitalism or “flexible capitalism” meant the 

transfer of economic risks arising from economic crisis, from the state and 

collectivities to individuals who have to manage their own life situations 

through self-care. Parallel to this is the birth of lifelong learning that translates 

the shift from regimented and centralized formal education to decentralized and 

corporate-driven educational programs. Its main goal is “creating a new type of 

person: an enterprising, flexible, portfolio-oriented lifelong learner” (Yates 2006, 

181).6 As Aihwa Ong (1999, 6) rightly observes, 

In the era of globalization, individuals as well as governments 
develop a flexible notion of citizenship and sovereignty as 
strategies to accumulate capital and power. "Flexible 
citizenship" refers to the cultural logics of capitalist 
accumulation, travel, and displacement that induce subjects to 
respond fluidly and opportunistically to changing political-
economic conditions. In their quest to accumulate capital and 
social prestige in the global arena, subjects emphasize, and are 
regulated by, practices favoring flexibility, mobility, and 
repositioning in relation to markets, governments, and cultural 
regimes.  

This functionalist-integralist model is now replaced by education as 

disciplinary institution whose main function is to create flexible and mobile 
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subjects. Translated to educational program, it means the shift from “citizen-

laborers” to producing “lifelong learners”. As the WB (2003, xiii) notes, lifelong 

learning is for “knowledge economy”: 

Lifelong learning is education for the knowledge economy. 
Within this lifelong learning framework, formal education 
structures—primary, secondary, higher, vocational, and so 
on—are less important than learning and meeting learners’ 
needs. It is essential to integrate learning programs better and 
to align different elements of the system. Learners should be 
able to enter and leave the system at different points. 

Historically, young learners were school aged and older learners were 

beyond the normal age of schoolchildren. Reliance on chronological age alone is 

a fairly ineffective way to define adult learners, particularly in view of the 

contemporary concept of lifelong learning. The concept of lifelong learning 

encourages people to engage in acquiring new skills and knowledge throughout 

their lifetimes. This is a radical departure from the idea that a high school 

education was sufficient, in both knowledge and skill, to allow the graduates to 

assume their rightful place in the workforce and within society. Now, young 

people, and practically everyone, are caught in the vortex of absence of long-

term economic security. Zygmunt Bauman (2006, 160) aptly describes this 

situation: 

No one may  reasonably  assume to be  insured  against  the  
next  round  of  'downsizing',  'streamlining' or 'rationalizing', 
against erratic shifts of market demand and whimsical yet 
irresistible, indomitable pressures of 'competitiveness', 
'productivity' and  'effectiveness'  'Flexibility'  is the catchword 
of the day. It augurs jobs without in-built security, firm 
commitments or future entitlements, offering no more than 
fixed-term or rolling contracts, dismissal without notice and no 
right to compensation. No one can therefore feel truly 
irreplaceable—neither those already outcast nor those 
relishing the job of casting others out. Even the most privileged 
position may prove to be only temporary and ‘until further 
notice.' 

Amidst this economic insecurity and risks, young people are now 

expected to make the right choices in preparing for work life and careers, and 
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success is now predicated upon carefully managing one’s educational and skills 

biography. In short to become entrepreneurial consumers or else disposable 

workers. According to Ulrich Beck, the sociologist of neoliberal postmodern 

society of risk: ‘‘The individual must therefore learn, on pain of permanent 

disadvantage to conceive of himself or herself as the center of action, as the 

planning office with respect to her/her own biography, abilities, orientations, 

relationships, and so on.’’ Richard Lakes (2008, 430) explains further explains 

this process by arguing that “[p]ublic policymakers embrace the rhetoric of 

business leaders who claim that under globalization future workers must be 

ready to compete in a high performance and information-saturated workplace.” 

He adds, “[n]eoliberals address the widespread concern that preparing students 

for paid employment will curtail any number of societal problems including 

social exclusion, unemployment, youth violence, and decline of the nuclear 

family, among others.”  

Mark Olssen (2008), a Foucauldian philosopher of education, deploys 

the term “busno-power” to characterize the way this new form of “deschooling” 

shapes the subjectivity of learners in the Knowledge Society. It represents a 

distinctively neoliberal form of bio-power which constitutes individuals as 

autonomous choosers of their own lives. In this model, then, lifelong learning 

embodies new techniques of self-regulation and aims to minimize the ‘time lag’ 

between skills and individual development and economic and technological 

change. While lifelong learning implies an active as opposed to passive learner, 

when viewed in relation to neoliberal agendas it implies a shift in the control of 

authority for education from the collective to the individual, involving increasing 

responsibility of the individual for educational and work careers and the skills 

required and outcomes that ought to take place. 

Therefore, the WB’s curricular proposals are directed at increasing 

economic development through the teaching of functional skills rather than 

emphasizing democratic participation. Ultimately, this philosophy is based on 
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the neoliberal concept of the “rational” individual as defined by Jamie Morgan 

(2003): 

The neoliberal individual is free to be different so long as he or 
she acts the same, according to mathematical models. He or she 
is rational but not reasoning. Rationality is how we calculate 
self-interest, while reason is the faculty by which we critically 
reflect on society, nature, and our relations to them in times, 
places, and organizations. Reason gets in the way of 
predictable rationality because new ideas confound 
mathematical symmetry. 

Morgan further adds: 

In neoliberalism, we are as individual as our next purchase. 
Culture is the commodity, and commodity is culture. The 
human is compartmentalized, split between the leisure 
economy and work. Civil society, community, and critique have 
no active place in neoliberal social science. They are conformist 
nostalgias. How dangerous, then, that this passive and bovine 
somnambu-lism is the dominant discourse within which 
democratic participation is contained. 

In short, lifelong learning for underdeveloped countries would mean 

producing worker-citizens who can take multiple jobs, adjust and adapt to any 

situation, or to use the postmodern parlance, being nomads, enterprising 

consumer-learners who will no longer depend on the government and welfare 

programs for their survival.7  It caters to the needs of the business sector who: 

Want people who can communicate, work in teams and change 
direction as quickly as the landscapes moving around them. 
These qualities are not promoted by conventional academic 
education, nor are they meant to be, this is why so many 
graduates are turned away, or are hazily restrained to revive in 
them the qualities of creativity and communication that too 
often have been educated out of them. (Abbott and Ryan 2001, 
36)  

In addition, it induces responsibility from the students through 

increased user-fees. Given that the underlying philosophy of higher education 

shifts away from human right to developing human capital, increased user-fee 

imposes stringent loan schemes upon poor students. These measures are 
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supposed to ensure students become rational agents who will maximize their 

educational options. Consequently, it frees the state from the pressure of 

sourcing more funds for education, while allowing the state to recover the costs. 

But as Banya (2012, 69) avers, this argument ignores the fact that “the threat 

that corporate values pose to education lies not in the services they can perform 

but in the values they represent.” The elevation of human capital and economic 

growth as the end of education dampen down the “values of justice, freedom, 

equality, and the rights of citizens as equal and free human beings” which “are 

central to higher education’s role in educating students for the demands of 

leadership, social citizenship, and democratic public sphere.” 

It will eventually privatize the social risks arising from unemployment 

and poverty. It will transfer the responsibility away from the government 

towards the individual. When the individual fails it will be put on the onus of the 

learner—he or she failed to practice and acquire lifelong learning skills!  

Joel Spring (2009, 43) summarizes what WB philosophy is all about: 

“In summary, the WB’s plan of global literacy for the knowledge economy 

focuses strictly on the functional aspects of literacy and not on critical literacy 

skills and literacy for personal, for enjoyment or political empowerment.” 

The Resistance of the People  
Against the Assault of Neoliberalism on Education 

The euphoric aftermath of the 23 September national mass action against the 

budget cut on education has exposed the heightening contradictions of the semi-

colonial and semi-feudal character of Philippine society under the shadow of 

neoliberal policy of the state. The mass protests highlighted by the plunking of 

students and teachers challenged the effort of the state to legitimize its rule by 

wantonly abandoning its support and subsidies on basic social services. Rather 

than confronting the problem of legitimating through support of basic social 

services, the state has withdrawn itself further so it can avoid social and political 

responsibility (Bonal 2003). These historic mass actions, which focused on 

rights and entitlement, effectively contested the state’s attempt to depoliticize 
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education. The budget cut is streamlined to the thrust of the semicolonial state 

to reduce the schools to act as entrepreneurs that must pursue their own 

interest in order to be competitive and more efficient. At the same time, 

neoliberal rationality claims that this behavior also serves the general will of 

society, hiding the evidence of exclusion, school failure and segregation 

provoked by educational markets.  

However this protest can only be understood within the global 

resurgence of intensifying resistance against the dictatorship of the market 

especially the “Occupy” movements and other similar protests worldwide. The 

collective protests worldwide—from Seattle to Genoa, from Mexico to South 

Korea—can be understood as an expression of the politicization of the 

contradictions of neoliberal globalization. At the centre of the criticism of very 

different groups are often violent and imperial developments: deregulation and 

the associated dismantling of social rights, as well as the further (or re-) 

commodification of social relations by the privatization of public enterprises. 

The current semicolonial state administrators, armed with the 

rhetoric of graft and corruption and acting under the petty bourgeois mandate of 

fiscal austerity and transparency, now legitimizes their bid for austerity by 

cutting budgets and centralizing the control of resource allocations for all state 

agencies. Its main program is to allow the private sector to establish business 

linkages with the state. 

Education as Traded-Commodity  
Against Education as a Human Right and Public Good 

Ironically, the current populist regime declaratively refers to human rights and 

liberties while, in truth, it foregrounds the interests of the megacapital forces, of 

transnational corporations. The neoliberal ideology, with its monetary strategy 

of economic development, has led to the destruction of the institutions of 

solidarity in the academic and non-academic settings. Tereso Tullao, Jr. in his 

discussion of the role of Commission on Higher Education (CHED)  sums up the 

neoliberal orientation for Philippine higher education: 
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In order for the students to realize the value of higher 
education, a move towards internalizing the true cost of higher 
education should be undertaken. Public sector schools should 
start implementing full cost pricing by charging higher tuition 
fees, and by increasing the responsibility of local government 
units in financing SUCs. 

His rhetoric is based on efficiency of market competition. For Davies 

and Quirke (2005, 526), the neoliberals’ “call to unleash competitive pressures 

in education” means “that schools are no longer guaranteed public funds.” 

Hence, “Lacking bureaucratic security, schools must please their clients, else 

educational dollars will flow elsewhere. Markets thereby reward pedagogical 

success, punish failure, and foster well-defined school missions, demonstrable 

quality, and satisfied customers.” Following the same logic, Tullao in his analysis 

of Philippine education in the era of globalization suggests: “In particular, 

governments, especially competition authorities, should rescind or modify 

regulations that unjustifiably prevent entry and fix prices, and that prohibit 

truthful, nondeceptive advertising about prices and service offerings” (Tullao 

2003, 27; emphasis mine). He further suggests, “Another possible addition is to 

encourage member countries to use market-based incentives and disincentives 

to achieve desired social objectives with greater economic efficiency rather than 

directive regulations that seek to control the behavior of the market 

participants” (ibid., 20). 

 A commissioned report for WB on Philippine higher education calls 

for student loans rather than greater state subsidy. The logic being that it will 

force students to become rational consumers and maximizers of opportunities. 

But the suggestion of neoliberal economists that the solution is loan and student 

vouchers is belied by the fact that education is a right and that Jeffrey Williams 

argues: 
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The policy of debt is a pernicious social policy because it places 
a heavy tax on those who wish a franchise in the normal 
channels of contemporary American life. It is also pernicious 
because it is counterproductive  in the long term, cutting off 
many possibilities and domains of human production. Finally, 
it is a pernicious social policy because it perverts the aims of 
education, from enlightenment to constraint. Especially as 
teachers who have a special obligation to our students, debt is 
a policy that we cannot abide. 

Katrina Tomasevski (2005, 74) correctly argues:  

The economic underpinning of the right to education remains 
important because the denial of the right to education triggers 
exclusion from the labor market accompanied by the exclusion 
from social security owing to the prior exclusion from the 
labor market. Where the denial of human rights results in 
poverty, as it often does, and particularly in the case of girls 
and women, the remedy is necessarily the reaffirmation and 
enforcement of human rights, starting with the right to 
education.” 

The neoliberal rhetoric that public higher education is inefficient 

should not deter us from defining education as a public good. According to 

Gerald Grace, “[p]ublic goods are intrinsically desirable publicly provided 

services which enhance the quality of life of all citizens and which facilitate the 

acquisition by those citizens of moral, intellectual, creative, economic and 

political competencies, regardless of the individual ability of those citizens to 

pay for such services.” Grace rightly asks:  

“Might not education be regarded as a public good because one 
of its fundamental aims is to facilitate the development of the 
personality and the artistic, creative and intellectual abilities of 
all citizens, regardless of their class, race or gender status and 
regardless of their regional location? Might not education be 
regarded as a public good because it seeks to develop in all 
citizens a moral sense, a sense of social and fraternal 
responsibility for others and a disposition to act in rational and 
cooperative ways?” (Grace 1988, 214; see also, Grace 1989 and 
1994) 
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Even the think-tanks of international financial institutions could not 

completely discount total abandonment of public higher education. The study of 

Richard K. Johanson in 1999 commissioned by WB and Asian Development Bank 

concluded that there are two valid reasons for subsidizing public higher 

education. First, the private sector does not provide the necessary services and 

education needed for social development and economic progress. In 1999 

according to CHED data public institutions account for most enrollment in 

agriculture and fisheries (90%), natural sciences (60%), and humanities (68%). 

The 1995 Task Force on Higher education concluded that private institutions 

cater to the market demands of students who want marketable courses (p. 2). 

And this is where SUCs come in. For they provide courses that may not be 

marketable but are necessary for development of our nation (Johanson 1999).  

The Protesters Said No to TINA (There Is No Alternative) 

The worldwide protesters against the continuing onslaught of neoliberalism on 

social institutions and public sphere have become the “paradigm warriors” that 

literally provided an alternative perspective and representational values to the 

ruling ideas about education and neoliberalism (Brand and Wissen 2005, 10). 

The peoples’ protests celebrated solidarity as opposed to privatism and narrow 

narcissistic careerism and entrepreneurism, collective movement as opposed to 

self-styled postmodern oppositional gestures, and collective rights and 

entitlements as opposed to narrow bourgeois concept of freedom of the market. 

They have the potential to radicalize the other sections of society in the pursuit 

of dismantling the neoliberal claws of the state. By underscoring the role of 

education and the massive structural violence that awaits the neoliberal 

colonization of education, the mass protests electrified the once disjointed 

sectors within the educational field to unite and stand against the assault of the 

semi-colonial administrators. 

In the Philippine context, the ongoing collective resistance against the 

state’s attempt to depoliticize education and other basic social services has only 

further revealed the stark trend that market delivery mechanisms cause 
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exclusion and dislocation. The major effect of such restructuring, as McLaren 

rightly states, is “[t]he dictatorship of the free market [which] ensures that 

corporate risk is socialized (through public subsidization for private wealth) 

while benefits are privatized (through the accumulation of personal assets).” 

The semi-colonial state now is forced to use “local  states of 

emergency” to manage problems of social control and social cohesion through 

its rhetoric of graft and corruption and the much taunted panacea of PPPs 

(public private partnership).8 The current DepEd Secretary, who hailed from a 

private university could boast: “Technically, I can have a public school, I 

approach a foundation and say why don’t you run this school and we will 

support you with the following subsidies, and then you make them 

autonomous?” Consistent with the development program of the Aquino 

government that attack the so-called overprotected local market in order to give 

greater freedom to foreign investors, the neoliberal state has created, in the 

words of Michael Polanyi, “the freedom to exploit one’s fellows, or the freedom 

to make inordinate gains without commensurable service to the community, the 

freedom to keep technological inventions from being used for public benefit, or 

the freedom to profit from public calamities secretly engineered for private 

advantage,” and generally confers freedom on those “whose income, leisure and 

security needs no enhancing,” leaving little for others (quoted in Harvey 34-36).  

It is this light that the resurgence protests, both globally and locally, 

sporadic and coordinated, becomes the embodiment of people’s utopian longing 

for a society freed from the exploitative mantle of neoliberal capitalism that 

consigns 2.5 billion people or forty percent of the world population to subhuman 

living by earning less than two dollars per day while ten percent of the richest 

people controls fifty-four percent of the world capital.   

What is to be Done? 

“The complete elimination of reality-transcending elements,” declared Karl 

Mannheim, “would lead us to a matter of factness which ultimately would mean 
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the decay of the human will... The disappearance of utopia brings about a static 

state of affairs in which man (sic) himself becomes no more than a thing.” 

“Neoliberalism, as parasitic upon the illusion of our own powerlessness and its 

own global irresistibility” (Morgan 2003), has precluded any utopian 

imagination beyond the omnipotence of the market. The dictatorship of the 

market has eliminated any discussion of an alternative. Francis Fukuyama, the 

prophet of neoliberal capitalism expressed this dystopian mentality prevailing 

among the campaigners for marketization: “Today…we have trouble imagining a 

world that is radically better than our own, or a future that is not essentially 

democratic and capitalist.” But as the well-known English economist John Gray 

(former counselor of Margaret Thatcher for economic affairs) who, in his study 

False Dawn: The Delusions of Global Capitalism, argues the free market is not a 

natural state of things, it is not an iron law of the historical development but a 

political project to reconcile the contradiction between social democracy and 

global free markets (Gray 2002, 225). Norman Geras therefore is right to insist 

that “We should be, without hesitation or embarrassment, utopians.” He adds: 

At the end of the twentieth century it is the only acceptable 
political option, morally speaking … irrespective of what may 
have seemed apt hitherto either inside or outside the Marxist 
tradition, nothing but a utopian goal will now suffice. The 
realities for our time are morally intolerable … The fact so 
widespread human privation and those of political oppression 
and atrocity are available to all who want them. They are 
unavoidable unless you willfully shut them out. To those who 
would suggest that things might be yet worse, one answer is 
that of course they might be. But another answer is that for too 
many people they are already quite bad enough; and the 
sponsors of this type of suggestion are for their part almost 
always pretty comfortable. (Geras 1999, 42) 

McLaren rightly observes that “[i]n the face of the current lack of 

Utopia and the postmodern assault on the unified subject of the Enlightenment 

tradition, the ‘old guard’ revolutionaries such as Jose Marti, Camilo Torres, 

Augusto Sandino, Leon Trotsky, Maria Lorena Barros, Emiliano Zapata, Rosa 

Luxemburg, and Che Guevara would have a difficult time winning the sympathy 

of the postmodern Left.” If I may add, more difficult for the youth who have 
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become worshipers of the myth of Steve Jobs, the philanthropy of Bill Gates, or 

the corporate responsibility of Antonio Meloto, or the CNN 2009 Hero of the 

Year Efren Peñaflorida, who started a "pushcart classroom". But educators today 

must renew teaching the old guard revolutionaries as part of their curriculum to 

arrest the seemingly dystopian mentality among the youth. Ernst Bloch, a 

Marxist philosopher who spent considerable part of his writings on utopian 

visions, believed that utopianism could not be removed from the world and was 

not “some thing like nonsense or absolute fancy; rather it is not yet in the sense 

of a possibility; that it could be there if we could only do something for it” 

(Giroux 2001). 

“Given current structural and conjunctural conditions,” McLaren 

avers, “such as the privatization of subjectivity, free market fundamentalism, and 

the moral collapse of social democracy after the defeat of communism, we need 

to rethink the nature and purpose of education according to the kind of 

"knowledge worker" proposed by the new capitalist order for the new capitalist 

order.” 

Meanwhile, Henry Giroux, a critical theorist of education warns: “If we 

cannot or refuse to take the lead in joining with students, labor unions, public 

school teachers, artists, and other cultural workers in defending higher 

education as the most crucial institution in establishing the formative culture 

necessary for a thriving democracy, then we will turn the humanities, liberal 

arts, and the larger university over to a host of dangerously anti-democratic 

economic, political, cultural, and social forces” (Giroux 2011). 

Our struggle therefore must be linked to everyday practices in 

universities, firms, city quarters, political organizations and personal 

relationships. This cannot be compensated by media attention and the slogan of 

AKO MISMO because there is certainly the danger of becoming part of ‘‘politics 

in the circus arena.” 
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The euphoric aftermath of the “historic show of rage” (Quismundo 

2011) of students from UP Diliman and Manila, Polytechnic University of the 

Philippines (PUP), Eulogio “Amang” Rodriguez Institute of Science and 

Technology, and Philippine Normal University (also joined by members of LFS, 

College Editors Guild of the Philippine, the party-list groups Anakpawis, Bayan 

Muna Alliance of Concerned Teachers and Gabriela, and the labor alliance 

Kilusang Mayo Uno) should not make us complacent about the monstrosity of 

the present educational system and be satisfied merely with the condescending 

beneficence of the State. As McLaren points out: 

The euphoria of critical pedagogy needs to establish a project 
of emancipation that moves beyond simply wringing 
concessions from existing capitalist structures and institutions. 
Rather, it must be centered around the transformation of 
property relations and the creation of a just system of 
appropriation and distribution of social wealth. It is not 
enough to adjust the foundational level of school funding to 
account for levels of student poverty, to propose supplemental 
funding for poverty and limited English proficiency, to raise 
local taxes to benefit schools, to demand that state 
governments partly subsidize low-property-value 
communities, or to fight for the equalization of funding 
generated by low-property-value districts (although these 
efforts surely would be a welcome step in the right direction). I 
am arguing for a fundamentally broader vision based on a 
transformation of global economic relations - on a different 
economic logic if you will – that transcends a mere reformism 
within existing social relations of production and the 
international division of labor. 

Once we see capitalism in the way Ellen Meiksins Wood describes it as 

more than “just a system of class oppression”, but that “it constitutes a ruthless 

totalizing process that shapes our lives in every conceivable aspect, and 

everywhere” (Wood 1990, 78), subjecting all social life to the abstract 

requirements of the market, then, we will realize that we need not acquiesce to 

the rootless logic of capitalist commodification. We can already transform our 

pedagogy towards the struggle for national democracy. This means attacking in 

all fronts the assault of neoliberal monopoly capitalism within the educational 

field: in the everyday classroom setting, in the struggle for the welfare of the 

http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/byline/tarra-quismundo
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academic and nonacademic personnel, in the revision of curriculum, institution 

of new courses, and in other countless sites. 

We have to realize that neoliberalism is extremely successful 

precisely on the cultural and everyday level. As Fredric Jameson (1991, 263) 

writes, “The market is in human nature’ is the proposition that can-not be 

allowed to stand unchallenged; in my opinion, it is the most crucial terrain of 

ideological struggle in our time.” 

It is thus not only a question of a different national politics, but of 

practical changes in the forms of work, of living and of societalization, of modes 

of consumption and gender relations. This is the meaning of Mao’s Cultural 

Revolution today. We need to purge ourselves and our collectivities of the 

seductive spell of market fundamentalism, the ideology of free choice, false 

notion of agency, and the dismantling of the centrality of class in favor of 

equalization of all struggles. For these mantras flow directly from the logic of 

monopoly capitalism that valorizes possessive individualism, heightened 

competition, and endless acquisition. 

Dare the School Build a New Social Order? 

This question was raised by Gorge Counts (1932), the father of social 

reconstructionist philosophy in education in 1932. Today, Counts’s militant 

advocacy for an open partisanship of educators against capitalism and bourgeois 

liberalism is still very much valid. We need to equip our students today with the 

tools to combat the WB-inspired global program of marketization of education 

through lifelong learning. Students must be equipped not only with skills and 

competencies but the capacity to question the social uses of those competencies 

and the values and ideological assumptions that underlie their purposes and 

goals.  

We must also arrest the fragmentation of the academe and the 

separation of manual from intellectual labor by making the teachers and 
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students engage in union works within and outside the university. This will 

strengthen our community’s power to defend itself against the drive of academic 

capitalism to atomize and fragment the academic community (Rhoads and 

Rhoads 2005). 

 We have to win our students and the youth away from social apathy 

and political agnosticism. Counts’s portrayal of half-baked liberal professors in a 

university who clone their students should sensitize us to the fundamental 

problem we face with regard to our students:  

There is the fallacy that the great object of education is to 
produce the college professor [and students], that is, the 
individual who adopts an agnostic attitude towards every 
important social issue, who can balance the pros against the 
cons with the skill of a juggler, who sees all sides of every 
question and never commits himself to any, who delays action 
until all the facts are in, who knows that all the facts will never 
come in, who consequently holds his judgment in a state of 
indefinite suspension, and who before the approach of middle 
age sees his powers of action atrophy and his social 
sympathies decay. 

Following Counts, we should explain to our students that “[i]f we wait 

for a solution to appear like the bursting of the sun through the clouds or the 

resolving of the elements in an algebraic equation, we shall wait in vain.” We 

must rather insist on Marx’s unrivaled assertion, “The coincidence of the 

changing of circumstances and of human activity or self-change can be conceived 

and rationally understood only as revolutionary practice” (Third Thesis on 

Feuerbach).  

 However revolutionary practice should not be tied solely to the 

school. As Counts rightly argued, “the school is but one formative agency among 

many, and certainly not the strongest at that.” Yet, he qualifies this: “Our major 

concern consequently should be, not to keep the school from influencing the 

child in a positive direction, but rather to make certain that every Progressive 

school will use whatever, power it may possess in opposing and checking the 

voices of social conservatism and reaction.” 
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 This is our immediate task in the long struggle to come! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Notes 

                                                           
1  For Samir Amin, it demonstrates that "[p]ure economics is not a theory of the 
real world, of really existing capitalism, but of an imaginary capitalism. It is not 
even a rigorous theory of the latter. The bases and development of the 
arguments do not deserve to be qualified as coherent. It is only a para-science, 
closer in fact to sorcery than to the natural sciences it pretends to imitate” (Amin 
2004, 11). Meanwhile, Joseph Stiglitz, a former World Bank Director, now admits 
the disastrous consequences of WB policy on developing countries: “the ‘free 
marketeers’ went further [in liberalization], with disastrous consequences for 
countries that followed their advice.... there was ample evidence that such 
liberalization could impose enormous risks on a country, and that those risks 
were borne disproportionately by the poor, while evidence that such 
liberalization promoted growth was scanty at best” (Stiglitz 2001, ix; x).  
 
2 In the 1980s, these institutions came under the sway of the "Washington 
consensus," a tacit political accord associating the IMF and the World Bank with 
the U.S. Treasury to push for a global strategy of market liberalization (Birch and 
Mykhnenko 2010).   
 
3 Suzanne Bergeron (2008) argues that the post-Washington consensus that 
drives the Bank’s educational program still emphasizes increasing output, which 
is assumed to trickle down to the poor. “As a result, the privatization and 
marketization of education,” Bergeron states, “is not being reversed; rather, it is 
touted as the best way to achieve the goals of human capital development. 
Further, by framing education in such an instrumental manner, the Bank 
continues to focus on the narrow definition of development as economic 
efficiency and growth rather than truly equitable and democratic development.” 
Steven J. Klees (2008, 411),  who followed the WB’s educational program since 
1970s concluded that despite the so-called post-Washington consensus, “In the 
final analysis, we must remember that neoliberal-ism has been and continues to 
be a lie that promises good for the many while giving rewards to the few.”   
 
4 In 1999, it is estimated that the USA, being the largest provider of educational 
services, earned $8.5 billion of the $30 billion market from this trade alone. In 
2000 foreign  students  contributed  $9  billion  a  year  to  the  US  economy.  The 
Institute for International Education estimates that international students spend 
more than $11 billion annually in the USA. The Group of Eight (G-8) highly  
industrialized  countries  has  set  a  goal  of  doubling  exchanges  in  the  next  
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decade. The World Trade Organization (WTO) is considering guidelines 
proposed by the US Department of Commerce that would ease the entry of 
commercial educational ventures into all member countries (Banya 2010, 59; 
65).  
 
5 Lifelong learning crystallized as a concept in the 1970s as the result of 
initiatives from three international bodies. The Council of Europe advocated 
permanent education, a plan to reshape European education for the whole life 
span. The OECD called for recurrent education, an alternation of full-time work 
with full-time study similar to sabbatical leaves. The third of these initiatives, a 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) 
report, “Learning to Be” (1972), drew most attention and had the broadest 
influence. Commonly known as the Faure Report, this document used the term 
lifelong education instead of lifelong learning, and it foresaw lifelong education 
as a transformative and emancipatory force, not only in schools, but in society at 
large.  

 
6  For Foucualdian explication of the “neoliberal subject,” see Read 2009.  
 
7 Neoliberalism also includes a perspective on moral virtue:  “the virtuous 
person is one who is able to access the relevant markets and function as a 
competent actor in these markets. He or she is willing to accept the risks 
associated with participating in free markets, and to adapt to rapid changes 
arising from such participation” (Thorsen 2010).  
 
8 Since the mid-1980s, twenty-one to twenty-eight percent of life sciences 
faculty members in American universities have consistently received research 
support from industry. During that time period, about seven to eight percent of 
faculty members reported that they held equity in a company related to their 
research. During the 1980s and the 1990s, faculty participated in founding 
twenty-four Fortune 500 companies and over 600 non-Fortune 500 companies 
in the life sciences. A 1992 study found that about one-third of lead authors of 
789 articles in leading scientific journals had financial interests in their research, 
including patents, equity ownerships, or a position on the advisory board or 
board of directors. According to Risa Lieberwitz, “The public domain has been 
restricted through licensing of university-owned patents, approximately half of 
which are for exclusive corporate licenses.” See Lieberwitz 2005.  
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“HOW IN THE WORLD CAN I GO BACK TO THE PHILIPPINES IN 9 DAYS? I have a car loan, 

doctors’ appointments, financial obligations, etc. My family is with me here, we 

cannot just pack our bags and go home. This is our life at stake; we need to plan 

for it! Talk about injustice! They could not even give a 45 day notice like our 

apartment does,” exclaimed Ms. Gumanoy on 8 August 2011 (Pilipino Educators 

Network and Katarungan 2011). Ms. Gumanoy expressed the common sentiment 

of about five hundred Filipino overseas contract teachers in Prince George’s 

County, Maryland (USA) who unexpectedly lost their jobs due to illegal practices 

of their employers.  

 This article analyzes how neoliberalism compounded the already 

difficult conditions Ms. Gumanoy and the other Filipino teachers and compelled 

them to be overseas contract teachers in the U.S. and how they struggled to 

advance their migrant rights as their interests as educators. The analysis 

highlights the importance of a nation-centered approach to counter the 

prevailing notions of Philippine “brain drain.”  

The 2011 Justice Campaign for  
The PGCPS Filipino Overseas Contract Teachers  
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On 4 April 2011, the U.S. Department of Labor (US-DOL) announced that it 

determined that the Prince George’s County Public Schools (PGCPS) system 

willfully violated U.S. law related to the H-1B temporary foreign worker visa 

program. The PGCPS system illegally obtained from 1,044 overseas contract 

teachers, many of whom came from the Philippines, Jamaica, and Chile, payment 

for the H-1B visa processing fee.1 As the employer, PGCPS should have paid the 

visa fee. In effect, the wages of these teachers were reduced below the legally 

required amount. While the US-DOL ruling favored the payment of teachers’ 

back wages, it also barred the PGCPS system from continuing to employ 

overseas contract teachers, and thus, voided the existing contracts. As a result, 

the ruling ensured that the teachers were prevented to work in the U.S. and 

made it illegal for them to stay in the U.S.  

 The PGCPS system consists of over 205 schools and 125,000 students 

from pre-kindergarten to grade 12 and is the second largest school district in the 

state of Maryland, located immediately east of Washington, D.C. Its students are 

majority African Americans and from middle-class and working-class families. 

From 2004 to 2009, the PGCPS system aggressively recruited over a thousand 

overseas contract teachers to remedy acute shortage of qualified teachers to 

instruct in difficult-to-fill content areas such as math, science, and special 

education. Public schools including those in the PGCPS system have been 

required to comply with U.S. neoliberal education policies (emerging out of 

testing-based accountability reactionary groups) such as the No Child Left 

Behind Law that compel schools to adopt more stringent certification and area-

expertise requirements for teachers in key content areas. 

 In May and June of 2011, the Filipino overseas contract teachers who 

were recruited to work for the PGCPS system started to explore legal and 

organizing options. They decided to launch a justice campaign over the wage 

violations and for their economic and migrant rights. Their campaign gain local 

support with guidance primarily from the Pilipino Educators Network (PEN), a 

member-based organization comprising of Filipino educators in Prince George’s 
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County and from Katarungan, a Washington D.C.-based center that promotes 

peace, justice, and human rights in the Philippines through research, education, 

and grassroots advocacy. The overseas teachers with other PEN members and 

Katarungan members came together to develop campaign objectives and 

education materials and to coordinate major campaign activities.  

 On 7 July 2011, the US-DOL and the PGCPS system announced a 

settlement agreement, pending approval of an Administrative Law Judge. The 

major details of the agreement include: 

1. The PGCPS system repays US$4.4 million in back wages 
owed to the overseas contract teachers. 

2. The PGCPS system pays a civil penalty fee of US$100,000, 
reduced from the original US$1.7 million imposed by US-
DOL. 

3. The PGCPS system is debarred from participating in the 
H-1B overseas contract worker visa program for two 
years. 

The PGCPS system also agreed not to file or renew employment-based petitions 

from the date of settlement until the start of the debarment, halting attempts for 

overseas contract teachers to adjust their immigration status (by renewing their 

H-1B visa or by applying for permanent residency). Moreover, the settlement 

agreement was developed and finalized without consultation with the overseas 

contract teachers and without consideration on how the agreement would 

adversely affect these teachers.  

 U.S. Labor Secretary Hilda Solis viewed the settlement as a victory for 

worker rights. Yet teachers affected by the settlement saw it differently. While 

US-DOL penalized the PGCPS system from participating in the H-1B visa 

program, the unfair circumstances of the settlement unfortunately ended up 

punishing the victims of the PGCPS’s violations. Moreover, this settlement 

discourages H-1B workers or other victims to expose future labor violations. In 

effect, although the PGCPS overseas contract teachers gained an average payout 

of $4,044, hundreds saw their contracts terminated, faced deportation, and 

became undocumented.  
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 A PGCPS system spokesperson admitted it was becoming too costly to 

continue to employ overseas contract teachers. Given worsening budget cuts, the 

PGCPS system needed to cut as many as 700 teaching positions. While it had 

encouraged more than 500 teachers to accept an early retirement, the system 

sought to cut an additional 200 positions with the termination of overseas 

contract teachers, as an expected outcome from the US-DOL settlement. 

 As the new school year started in August 2011, many teacher visas 

expired and fresh graduates with limited classroom experience would replace 

the more experienced teachers. The PGCPS overseas contract teachers, others 

educators, and support organizations raised concerns over possible reversal in 

student performance gains that overseas contract teachers have helped build for 

several years. PGCPS students were made to suffer from the irresponsibility of 

the PGCPS system.  

 In effect, the PGCPS overseas contract teachers and support 

organizations intensified the justice campaign to overturn the US-DOL ruling and 

settlement agreement and to ensure the overseas contract teachers continued to 

work in the U.S. The justice campaign escalated their campaign with raising 

greater public awareness, holding fundraising benefits, and more fierce protest 

mobilizations. For instance, the campaign galvanized hundreds of Filipino 

overseas contract teachers and their supporters to picket several times in front 

of the US-DOL Washington, DC national office and rallied in front of the White 

House and the U.S. Department of Homeland Security. 

 The major campaign demands included: (1) the replacement of the 

unjust US-DOL and PGCPS settlement agreement with a just and equitable 

solution that allows for the continued legal employment-based sponsorship of 

overseas contract teachers from the Philippines and other countries; (2) the 

PGCPS overseas contract teachers should not be punished with job loss and 

deportation because of the PGCPS system’s willful failure to comply with the 

law; (3) a public investigation of the negative impacts of terminating the highly-

qualified overseas contract teachers; and, (4) call on the Philippine Embassy to 
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exert maximum effort in mobilizing appropriate resources to assist PGCPS 

Filipino overseas contract teachers and other Filipino migrants in distress. The 

organizations widely circulated these demands using online petitions that 

gathered around 3,300 signatures in four months. The campaign drew support 

from parents, labor organizations, and the U.S.-based National Alliance for 

Filipino Concerns as well as the ACT Teacher Party-List in the Philippines. It 

gained U.S.-wide and international attention with coverage such as that of 

MSNBC News, BBC World News, and Philippine news media. Furthermore, the 

television documentary The Learning aired across the U.S. that spotlighted the 

plight of the PGCPS Filipino overseas contract teachers.2  

The “Brain Drain” of Filipino Educators?  

The “brain drain” concept (also known as “human capital flight”) refers to large-

scale migration of highly skilled professionals such as the PGCPS teachers, 

scientists, engineers, and health care personnel, often from a country with an 

abundant supply of these professionals to a new host country where the 

economic and societal need exists. Since the late 1960s, this concept began to 

gain circulation among leading academics and to be integrated as a key 

component to theories on international migration and on dependent 

development of Third World economies.3 In the 1980s, a number of mainstream 

scholars on the Philippines began, for instance, to incorporate the brain drain 

concept into their particularization of perspectives such as Frank’s dependency 

theory, Cardoso and Faletto’s dependent capitalist development theory, and 

Wallerstein’s world-system analysis. As such, a dominant model on the 

Philippine brain drain began to emerge, which offered an explanation as to why 

seeming-large number of professionals were leaving the Philippines and seeking 

permanent work in other countries. 

 The Brain Drain Model—as applied to the Philippines context—

explains that pull-factors such as far better economic opportunities for 

professionals such as PGCPS teachers and the far greater need for them in host 

countries (such as the USA) drive large-scale out-migration. As a result, the 
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“brain drain” related to these professionals mainly keeps the Philippines as a 

poor and underdeveloped country.   

 While the Brain Drain Model continues to be popular and widely 

circulated, this model is based on several key not-so-obvious assumptions that 

are often un-examined (see Figure 1 and Table 1): 

1. It assumes that the transnational migration of low-skilled 
workers and high-skilled professionals is within a single 
unified global economy. These transnational migrants are 
viewed as extensions of trading relations among nations 
within this global system. In particular, this unified and 
interlinked system has for a long time been a world 
capitalist system in which the U.S.A. is a core element of 
the world-system and the Philippine is a peripheral or 
semi-peripheral element of the world-system. As such, 
the Philippine may be viewed as a semi-capitalist country, 
a dependent capitalist country, or a periphery country in 
the capitalist world-system, depending on the particular 
version of the model.  

2. Because the Brain Drain Model argues that the large out-
flow of the best, brightest, and high-skilled professionals 
keeps the Philippine poor, the model place great 
emphasize that if these professionals choose to stay in the 
Philippines, poverty and economic hardship would end 
and strong capitalist growth would “take-off” in the 
country. It is assumed that Philippine underdevelopment 
is mainly due to professionals leaving the country. 

3. Furthermore, the Brain Drain Model assumes that 
migrants in the host country are very likely to be highly 
desired and well received. These migrant professionals 
such as Philippine teachers recruited to work in the U.S. 
would be widely accepted into U.S. society and generally 
be able to assimilate economically, politically, and 
culturally into U.S. society. 

 
 With the noticeable assimilation of Filipino professionals in the U.S. 

society, the Brain Drain Model may be strongly upheld. Yet, the economic and 

political struggle of the PGCPS overseas contract teachers as well as many other 

Filipino professionals demonstrates that the Brain Drain Model needs serious 

rethinking. We must not assume that Filipinos such as the PGCPS Filipino 
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migrant teachers are the main reason for the economic backwardness of the 

Philippines. It becomes imperative that we question strongly the Model’s 

assumptions and assertions and consider other possible explanations, grounded 

in the concrete experiences and struggles of these teachers. 

  

Figure 1.  Competing Models on Formal Schooling  
  and Transnational Migrant Teachers 

The Brain Drain Model The Nation-Centered Model 

USA as Core 

Philippines  
as Periphery 

In the Global  
Capitalist System  

Economic 
Incorporation of the 

Best and Highly 
Skilled Teachers 

Schooling in Capitalist  USA 

Schooling in Semicolonial  
& Semifeudal Philippines 

Teacher Training 

Philippine State & Its System of Labor Export 

The U.S. State & Its System of  
Migrant Labor Contractualizat ion  

& Regulat ion of Non-U.S. Teachers 
 

Recruitment,  
Trafficking, 

& Removal 
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Towards a Nation-Centered Model of  
Labor Contractualization and Regulation of  
Migrant Labor: Differences in Crisis and  
System of Schooling Between the U.S. and  
The Philippines and Their Interrelations 
 
The Nation-Centered Model I am proposing begins with an analysis of the 

particularities in the national economic and political crisis and their relations to 

schooling and labor regulation (see Figure 1 and Table 1). The characteristics of 

U.S. and Philippine societies remain highly distinct as well as their nature of 

their crisis. The U.S. is a monopoly capitalist country, facing relatively short 

periodic cycles (over several years) of economic boom and economic crisis. For 

instance, the U.S. has been experiences a serious economic depression starting 

2006, after several years of seemingly economic growth and limited recovery. 

With the overproduction of industrial commodities and manufacture goods and 

in housing, the U.S. economy entered in 2006 a sharp rise in national business 

closures and job loss, which continues in 2011. This economic crisis provided 

the pretext for further local adoption and implementation of neoliberal policies 
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such as the No Child Left Behind law. In addition, the underlying budgeting crisis 

of the PGCPS system prompted its aggressive recruitment overseas as well as the 

termination of the contract teachers.  

 In contrast, the Philippines remains a semifeudal country, even after 

its political “independence” of the U.S. in 1946. The crisis in semifeudal and 

semicolonial countries such as the Philippines differs in character with that of 

capitalist societies. The economic crisis in the Philippines reflects the 

contradictions in its primarily rural agricultural economy and in its very weak 

industrial manufacturing sector, which serves the U.S. and dominant monopoly 

capitalist interests. The recent presidencies of Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo and 

Benigno Aquino III further have made worse the lives of the majority through 

greater displacement of land and livelihood, intensifying joblessness and 

economic hardship, and high level of state corruption. The deepening crisis in 

semifeudal and semicolonial Philippines has resulted in further implementation 

of particular national policies that advance the neoliberal agenda. While the 

crises of the Philippines and the U.S. have important national features, they are 

nonetheless interrelated in a world capitalist system through relations of 

dominance and subordination. As a consequence, Philippine schooling and state 

institutions remain compliant to U.S. interests and ensure the continuation of the 

semicolonial and semifeudal system in the Philippines. Thus, the Philippine 

economic crisis has compelled educators to become contract workers overseas.    

States as Labor Brokers and Traffickers of Filipino Overseas Contract Teachers 

The Nation-Centered Model makes explicit the distinctive brokering and 

trafficking role of the Philippines as the “sending” state and the U.S. as the  

“receiving” state in the context of the authorized trafficking of Filipino overseas 

contract teachers.  

 The role of the Philippines state has been to ensure the systematic 

and coercive export overseas of Filipino migrant labor through its official Labor 

Export Program (LEP) policy. This and similar government policies advancing 
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neoliberalism make certain that the Philippine economy remains semifeudal and 

that there are very limited employment opportunities and very low pay even for 

those with jobs. Moreover, the government continues to reduce and cut state 

support to public education, making learning and teaching much more 

challenging with less than adequate support and resources. These issues are 

particularly salient for many teachers in the Philippines, some of whom seek 

work overseas not based on their own personal choice or interests. Furthermore, 

the Philippine state also actively manages an elaborate brokering system of job 

training, migrant verification, employment certification, and employee relations 

to ensure that Filipino workers are trafficked overseas (see Rodriguez 2010).4  

 During the recent economic crisis and in the context of neoliberalism, 

the role of the U.S. government has been to promote greater contractualization 

of state employees (such as public school teachers) and to monitor and 

criminalize more intensely migrant workers overseas. Thus, the U.S. state 

continues to manage and regulate actively migrant flow, particularly processes 

related to employment and migrant entry, exit, and removal, and take part in the 

authorized trafficking of migrant workers (see Chua and Francisco 2007). In this 

context, neoliberalism fosters drastic cuts in state programs, increase in public 

and private policing, and increase use of the “individual responsibility” discourse 

to categorize migrants who would be “deserving” to be authorized and legal to 

work and to reside in the U.S.  

 Furthermore, the PGCPS system actively recruited teachers trained 

overseas such as those from the Philippines on a short-term contractual basis to 

resolve initially its worsening financial crisis linked to costs for teacher benefits 

and compensation employed long term and the address the strong demand of 

core content-area teachers to instruct in predominantly Black and working-class 

communities. Also, the need for these teachers reflects the more structural 

weaknesses of U.S. schools in general and of teacher-training institutions in 

particular to recruit and develop teachers in these subject areas.  
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Neoliberal States Dismantling Migrant Labor Protection  

 The Nation-Centered Model highlights how Filipino overseas contract 

teachers do not easily assimilate economically and politically into U.S. society as 

suggested by Brain Drain Model. Rather the Nation-Centered Model emphasizes 

that the systemic difficulties faced by a good number of these teachers emerge 

from neoliberal policies that curtail labor and migrant rights. In particular, the 

PGCPS wage violation and its reduction of more positions prompted by heighten 

budgetary woes as well as the US-DOL and PGCPS agreement highlight the 

challenge for the teachers to advance economically in the U.S. Moreover, U.S. 

local and national state agencies are limited in the ways they can provide 

politically just and economically equitable options for the teachers.  

 Likewise, the Philippine state as the main labor broker and trafficker 

failed to provide adequate protection to its citizens by enforcing the labor 

contract and standing firm against the US-DOL and PGCPS agreement. The 

Philippine state opted only to take limited actions by engaging in the publicity 

effort to support the teachers. It took no real legal action to enforce the contract, 

ensure that the teachers continue to work at PGCPS schools, and challenge the 

U.S. government to ensure economic justice for the Filipino contract teachers.  

Filipino Overseas Contract Teachers: Organizing in the Context of Neoliberal Crises  

Given the unsatisfactory conduct of Philippine and U.S. governments and PGCPS 

as the employer, the Filipino overseas contract teachers organizationally came 

together to protect and advance their interests, sought support from U.S.-based 

Filipino community organizations, and launched a justice campaign.  

 The Nation-Centered Model draws attention to the political initiatives 

of the teachers, their organizations, and other Filipino community organizations 

in challenging the faulty neoliberal policies that negatively affected these 

overseas contract teachers. These organizations highlighted the need for greater 

rights and protection for migrants and contract workers in the U.S. These rights 
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have been under serious attack given neoliberalism and in the current economic 

crisis. Moreover, these organizations campaigned for more funding for public 

schools and better working conditions and for pro-migrant policies.   

 Yet U.S.-based reform campaigns remain insufficient to address 

comprehensively the economic struggles of Filipino overseas contract teachers. 

More structural and genuine changes in the Philippines, its economy, and its 

state are necessary. Still during the brief duration of the PGCPS Filipino overseas 

contract teachers justice campaign, pro-migrant, pro-education, and other pro-

people organizations campaigned with initial and limited efforts to make the 

Philippine state accountable for LEP and its role as migrant labor broker and 

trafficker, its neoliberal policies that cut funding to education and other social 

programs and ensured the further continuation of the country to be semifeudal 

and semicolonial. 

Closing Remarks  

Schooling has been an important institution in the U.S. colonization of the 

Philippines. The 2011 justice campaign for the PGCPS Filipino overseas contract 

teachers reveals important vestiges of earlier colonial schooling turned upside 

down. In this case, Filipino educators are used to teach U.S. students. It may 

seem that the Philippine “brain drain” exists. Yet with neoliberalism, the ongoing 

uneven U.S.-Philippine relations, and semifeudalism and semicolonialism in the 

Philippines, the justice campaign must be analyzed within a nation-centered 

framework that draws out national distinctions in economic crises, in the role of 

states in labor trafficking, migrant regulation, and labor contractualization, in 

the national particularization of neoliberal policies, and in national struggles for 

genuine economic betterment. 

 The proposed Nation-Centered Model developed here remains rather 

rudimentary. Key features of the model can be developed further. The model can 

be expanded, for instance, to incorporate important aspects of “low-cost” 

training of teachers in the Philippines for export to capitalist countries and the 
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for-profit system of teacher recruitment to the U.S. This model might also be 

applied to concrete conditions beyond the education sector to other similar 

“brain drain” sectors such as the healthcare profession and be contrasted to 

account for specificities of industrial sectors such as the burgeoning call-centers 

in the Philippines.  

 As the world protracted global recession and national economic crises 

unfold and as neoliberal economic policies ensure greater labor 

contractualization, more sizeable batches of labor recruitment of Filipino 

overseas contract teachers to the U.S. as well as their mass layoffs and 

deportation are to be expected. The experiences from the justice campaign of the 

PGCPS Filipino overseas contract teachers and other earlier campaigns provide 

guidance in the development of more effective pro-migrant, pro-education, and 

anti-trafficking organizing.  

 In rebuilding their lives and seeking new jobs, Ms. Gumanoy and 

many of the PGCPS Filipino overseas teachers are more powerful, having been in 

the forefront of confronting neoliberalism in education and taking part in mass-

movement building. 

 

Notes  
 
1 The H-1B visas allow overseas contract workers in the U.S to work temporary 
with a maximum of up to three years and are renewable twice. During this 
period, these workers may apply to obtain permanent residency status. Some of 
the PGCPS overseas contract teachers were able to acquire permanent residency 
status during their stay and prior to the US-DOL debarment. Many of them were 
still in the process of changing their immigration status to gain U.S. permanent 
residency. 

2 See the internet sites of the Pilipino Educators Network < http://www.pen-
usa.org/> and Katarungan <http://www.katarungan-dc.org/> and the campaign 
petition site <http://www.change.org/petitions/tell-dol-dont-deport-filipino-
teachers-after-school-system-failed-them> for various media accounts. Also, the 
PBS network website <http://www.pbs.org/pov/learning> provides classroom 
and discussion guides related to The Learning documentary.  
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3 For an early example of this line of argument, see the writing of sociologist 
Walden Bello and his colleagues (1969) regarding the so-called brain drain 
phenomenon.  

4 For instance, see the posting on the teacher blog site for the Philippine 
Department of Education that promoted recruitment to work in the U.S. and in 
PGCPS in particular (“Lessons of an Imported Teacher” 2008).  
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The Path of Least Resistance 

The overwhelmingly depressing state of UP education is represented by the 
story of Cherry, an UPCAT passer whose dream of acquiring a degree from one 
of the country’s top state universities hangs in the balance. Cherry comes from a 
poor family, her mother who has a spinal condition must seek domestic work in 
Manila so that housing and food will no longer be a problem for Cherry. Her 
father is still on a job hunt. Recently, her story was featured by GMA 7 in 
cooperation with Kabataan Partylist. In no time, a good soul volunteered to 
shoulder Cherry’s tuition for four years. Needless to say, Cherry’s needs as a 
college student go beyond tuition. Furthermore, the question of how many 
Cherrys there are among the current batch of UPCAT passers is a tough one as it 
reflects on the whole system that gives shape to UP education. 

Cherry’s case is not unusual. It is the logical result of UP’s complicity with the 
State’s abandonment of its role in public education. This collusion becomes 
evident in the miserable failure of the STFAP to fulfil its stated goal: to 
democratize undergraduate student admission. Before the establishment of the 
STFAP in 1988, students paid the same amount of tuition regardless of family 
income. In 2010, only 457 students out of 39,474 (or 1.16%) belonged to the 
lowest bracket E2. Contrary to its projection as a complementary feature for the 
University’s scholarship program, it has in fact ended up reducing the number of 
students receiving full state subsidy for their college education. From this, it is 
not difficult to see how the socialized tuition scheme functions as a smokescreen 
for tuition increase. 
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STFAP’s Failure 

STFAP is nothing but a dismal failure from the point of view of increasing 
accessibility to quality tertiary education in one of the country’s leading state 
universities. Its spurious claim of promoting the values of social responsibility 
and social justice through a scheme that compels rich students to subsidize poor 
students not only makes the Iskolar ng Bayan pay for the failure of government 
to fully support state universities and colleges, it also promotes a warped sense 
of justice. There was a time when the case for social transformation consisted in 
the democratic formula of poor people coming together in a collective struggle 
to change a system which systematically breeds poverty. The UP Administration, 
in its continued implementation of the STFAP, insists that access to education—
an indispensable factor for social transformation—is now largely dependent on 
the rich’s charitable disposition. This follows an unmistakable elitist formula for 
reform that has been wide of the mark in many countries worldwide. 

It is bad enough that the STFAP is deeply flawed in conceptualization, but on the 
practical level, the scheme is little more than a farcical stunt. The vast majority of 
students opted for the Bracket B,1 the default bracket, not because their family 
income actually falls within the P500,001 to P1,000,000 range but because the 
procedure involved in the application for brackets with increased subsidy 
requires, among other things, the submission of a slew of forms and records, as 
well as undergoing  home-inspections, background checks and interrogations—a 
procedure not unlike an audit, which assumes that the applicants are out to 
defraud the University. 

The Newly-Minted Memorandum  

The issue of the Restructured Socialized Tuition and Financing Assistance 
Program (STFAP) which was implemented in 2007 simultaneous with the 
increase of tuition from an average of P300/unit to P1,000 per unit in Diliman, 
Los Banos and Manila and from an average of  P200/unit to  P600 per unit in UP 
Visayas, Baguio and Mindanao appeared once again with the following internet 
post on June 1, several days before the start of the registration period: "May 
ipinasang bagong memorandum ang Office of the Vice President for Acad Affairs 
na ginawang BRACKET A ang default BRACKET na dati ay B. Mula 1K papuntang 
1.5K. Isang porma ng Tuition Fee Increase. Sa UP Visayas, ito ay ipinapatupad 
na." -UPLB University Student Council AY 2011-2012 

What is the memorandum of the VPAA referred to by the post of the UPLB 
University Student Council? 

The April 8 memorandum of new UP Vice President for Academic Affairs Gisela 
P. Concepcion has as subject “Distribution of the Revised Bracket B Certification 
to Incoming Freshmen Students during the registration period for the First 
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Semester of AY 2011-2012 and was addressed to the Vice Chancellors for 
Academic Affairs/Instruction, Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs, UP Diliman 
and to the Dean of UP Cebu, the University Registrars and the Directors of 
Offices of Student Affairs. This memo refers to the agreement made in a meeting 
of the VPAA with the University Registrars and the Vice Chancellor for Student 
Affairs of UP Diliman and states that “additional requirements for a student to be 
classified under Bracket B (ITR, vicinity map of family residence) and 
notarization of required documents. The memo also reminds the 
abovementioned officials to coordinate with the Office of Admissions and to 
request for the income information given by the students in their UPCAT 
application.  Addressees are also reminded that a reported income of over P1 
million by a student, categorizes that student as Bracket A. 

Are the students wrong in imputing that the April 8 memorandum changes the 
default bracket from Bracket B to Bracket A? 

For the students, the experience with STFAP in the past four years placed 
Bracket B as the default bracket; meaning a student who fails to apply for STFAP 
support is automatically classified as Bracket B unless he/she has reported an 
income of over P1 million. No notarization of income declaration was required.   

The memorandum’s focus on the fulfilment of the new Bracket B certification 
and additional requirements for classification under Bracket B cannot but be 
interpreted as a change in the default bracket of the STFAP given the students’ 
experience with STFAP. The memorandum refers only to  freshies but the new 
requirements cover old undergraduate students as well.2 Non-freshman 
undergraduate students “who did not apply for STFAP will be set to Bracket B as 
default for the assessment of 1st semester 2001. However, [they] will be 
required to prove that [their] family income is less than P1,000,000 by 
submitting supporting documents at any time within the 1st semester or 
before the start of 2nd semester registration.”3 

The memorandum does not explain the rationale for these new requirements, it 
is understandable why the students strongly believe that the imposition of new 
requirements is actually a ploy to increase the number of students categorized in 
Bracket A. 

This would mean that incoming freshies are presumed to belong to the 
"millionaire’s bracket" unless they are able to prove otherwise by undergoing 
the rigours of an STFAP application. Apart from the lack of democratic 
consultation in the implementation of this particular STFAP revision, we must 
also note the use of the method patented by the previous Roman administration 
of targeting only new students in order to skirt opposition.   
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President Pascual attempts to provide the justification for his VPAA’s memo: 
“ (T)here has been no rebracketing of  STFAP. The confusion might have arisen 
from the recent directive of the VP for Academic Affairs to require incoming 
freshmen to submit certain docs as evidence family income. The objective is to 
promote transparency in the implementation of STFAP and ensure the integrity 
of the program.” 

UP Kilos Na says that if the objective is “to promote transparency in the 
implementation of the STFAP and to ensure the integrity of the program”, then 
the memo does not fulfil that objective. There is no discussion on the 
shortcomings in the previous implementation of the STFAP and the problems 
related to the lack of integrity of the program. 

A more important question would be related to the fact that the STFAP was 
supposed to “ensure that ‘democratic access to the university will not be 
affected’ whenever tuition increases are implemented, said Vice President for 
Planning and Finance Edgardo Atanacio, who was part of the review committee 
for revision of STFAP in 2006 and 2009.4  

Should not the new UP administration, with its concern for increasing access to 
UP education to poor but deserving students view with utmost concern the 
report that : 

After over two decades of implementation of the Socialized Tuition and Financial 
Assistance Program (STFAP), the number of UP Diliman students benefiting 
from free tuition has declined by almost 90 percent. 

In 1991, two years after the STFAP was first implemented, one in every five 
undergraduate students in Diliman benefited from free tuition under the 
program. Two decades later, only one in every one hundred students is granted 
free tuition.5 

Percent of student population in Diliman with free tuition6 

*The table only included statistics on STFAP bracketing which corresponds to 
free matriculation in the Numeric and Alphabetic schemes, namely brackets 1-5 
and brackets E1 and E2. The table used figures for the second semester of each 
academic year for both the STFAP bracketing and the enrolment data.  Source: 
UP Diliman Office of the University Registrar, Office of Scholarships and Student 
Services 

From the restructuring of STFAP in 2007 following the implementation of the 
300% increase in tuition in the same year, the UP Administration has spent a 
measly P25 million pesos for STFAP beneficiaries for a 3-year period (2007-
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2010). On the other hand, from 2007-2010, the University generated almost 
P475 million from tuition fees. These figures should, at the very least, prompt us 
all to evaluate whether the main purpose and objective of our vaunted tuition 
scheme is genuine "socialization" or whether it is really "profit maximization." 

Our Call: UP Kilos Na! 

UP Kilos Na calls on the new UP administration to rectify its predecessors’ grave 
errors that caused the suffering of many  Iskolar ng Bayan and the exclusion of 
poor but deserving students. We demand that the new administration increase 
access to UP education by seriously examining the condition of decreased entry 
of poor but deserving students since the implementation of the STFAP. 
Implementing a scheme that will require more students to bear the burden of 
the millionaire’s bracket does not solve the problem of a very low percentage of 
students obtaining full subsidy. The new administration should instead evaluate 
the STFAP according to its original objective of democratizing access to UP 
education. 

UP Kilos Na recognizes that the UP Administration will need to look into 
enacting more systemic changes in its policies in order to concretely address the 
issue of democratic access but it should be done within the framework of 
demanding greater state support to UP as the national university; not through 
increased student fees in whatever form or guise. UP Kilos Na will support the 
new UP Administration in its efforts to fulfil its pledge to strengthen the public 
character and the public service responsibility of the University of the 
Philippines; and to observe democratic governance. 

The path of least resistance is the path of the status quo. This is the path taken 
by the successive UP administrations of the past few decades. However, the path 
which we should take is not this one but the path leading toward genuine 
democratization and social justice. 

 

1 Over 30,000 students from a total of around 40,000. STFAP –Alphabetic 
Bracketing Scheme (ABS), 1st semester, Undergraduate Data (2007-2010) 

2 It was only after attention was called on the matter that the notice that 
appeared on the CRS online was deleted. 

3 CRS UP Diliman, “Clarification Regarding STFAP Bracketing for non-freshman 
undergraduate students”. https://crs.upd.edu.ph/  
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4 Marjohara Tucay, “In two decades of STFAP implementation: Students with 
free tuition decreased by over 90 percent”, Philippine Collegian, July 3, 2010. 

5 Ibid. 

6 Ibid. 
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2012 Budget ni PNoy:  
Budget para sa Pribatisasyon 

ng Serbisyong Panlipunan, 
Budget para sa Dayuhan, 

Budget Kontra Mamamayan! 
UP Kilos Na  

para sa Demokratikong Unibersidad ng Pilipinas  
na Naglilingkod sa Sambayanan 

Agosto 8, 2011 
  

 

 

Ipinagmamayabang ni Aquino na ang panukalang 2012 budget na inihapag sa 
Kongreso ay budget “deretso sa tao” at patotoo sa kanyang “social contract” sa 
mamamayang Pilipino. 

Kasinungalingan.  Mahalagang makita ang detalye para mahubaran ang tunay na 
katangian ng 2012 budget ni Aquino. 

CCT dinagdagan, Budget ng mga Ospital at SUCs binawasan 

Sobrang laki nang itinaas sa budget para sa programang CCT ni Aquino—mula 
P21.9 bilyon tungong P39.5. bilyon! Samantala,  P44.4 bilyon  ang budget para sa 
kalusugan mula P31.8 bilyon noong 2011. P12. 6 bilyon lamang ang itinaas ng 
budget sa kalusugan, habang P17.6 bilyon ang idinagdag sa isang programang 
matinding binabatikos bunga ng paging dole-out nito at pagiging “band-aid” na 
solusyon sa problema sa kahirapan. 

Kinaltasan ang MOOE ng 12 mayor na ospital na noong 2011 ay kinaltasan na 
nang mahigit P70.8 milyon. Ang pondo para sa 55 ospital ay binawasan ng 
mahigit P363.7 milyon. Mababa ng mahigit P1.1 bilyon ang pondo para sa 2012 
para sa mga ospital kung ikumpara noong 2010. Ang malaking bahagi ng 
pondong idinagdag sa budget ng DOH para sa 2012 ay nakalaan sa National 
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Health Insurance Program---P12.0 bilyon mula P3.5 bilyon noong 2011!  Lalo 
lamang itinutulak ng budget sa kalusugan ang pribatisasyon ng mga 
pampublikong ospital na sa ngayon pa lamang ay hirap nang matugunan ang 
pangangailangan ng mahihirap na mamamayan dahil sa kakulangan ng 
manggagawang pangkalusugan, pondo para sa mga pangangailangan at sa 
gamot. 

Sa P1.816 trilyong pondo sa National Expenditure Program (NEP) 2012, P21.8 
bilyon ang ilalaan para sa mga SUCs, mas mababa sa P22.03 bilyong naipasa 
noong 2011.Matapos kaltasan ng mahigit P1 bilyon ang operations budget ng 
mga pamantasan para sa taong 2011, limampung SUC naman ang may 
pinagsama-samang kaltas na P569.8 milyon sa mga kabuuang pondo nito para 
sa 2012. 

Apatnapu’t  limang (45)  paaralan ang kinaltasan ng maintenance and other 
operating expenses (MOOE) ng P250.9 milyon kabilang ang UP na kinaltasan ng 
P181.6 milyon sa MOOE. Dapat ay awtomatikong tataas ang pondo para sa 
Personal Services (PS) dahil sa isinabatas na pagtataas ng sweldo ng mga kawani 
ng pamahalaan. Sa halip, kinaltasan pa nga ng PS ang 58 na mga pamantasan na 
aabot sa P403.3 milyon. 

Sa pangkalahatan, napakaliit ng alokasyon at talagang hindi sapat para sa mga 
pamantasan. Sa ilang dinagdagan ng pondo, ni hindi mababawi ang kinaltas na 
pondo noong nakaraang taon at napakalayo din sa aktwal na pangangailangan 
ng mga pamantasan. Wala pa sa kalahati ng mga mungkahing pondo ng mga 
SUCs ang inapruba ng DBM. 

Sa kabila ng bulok na mga gusali, pasilidad at napakaraming mga hindi na 
maaccomodate na mga mag-aaral sa mga SUCs, nanatiling wala kahit isang 
kusing na inilaan ang gubyerno para sa capital outlay o paggawa ng bagong mga 
gusali at mga klasrum. 

 Zero Capital Outlay sa mga Ospital at SUCs, Dagdag ng Capital Outlay sa 
Piling Ahensya 

Lalo lamang lumilinaw ang pagtulak ng pribatisasyon ng  pamahalaang Aquino 
sa mga state universities at mga pampublikong ospital sa pribatisasyon at sa 
pagnenegosyo dahil sa kawalan muli ng pondo para sa pagtatayo ng mga 
kailangang imprastruktura—zero capital outlay. 

Gayunpaman, patuloy na nagtatamasa ng Capital Outlay ang mga piling ahensya 
ng pamahalaan kabilang na ang Office of the President, Office of the Vice 
President, AFP, DILG at iba pa: 
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Proposed Capital Outlay para 2012 

OP-  P 150.637 million 
DOJ - P400 million 
OVP -105.762  million 
Philippine Army -158.670 million 
Air Force -180.250  million 
Navy -126.848   million 
GHQ AFP -5.046 B 
DOST -982.752 milyon 
DILG -1.5 B  
DSWD --188.291 million 
 DOT --90.000 million 
Presidential Communications Operations Office -35.509 million 
DBM -93.076 million 
 

Dagdag na Budget sa Basic Education: Hindi Sapat! 

Habang kinakaltasan ang pondo ng SUCs, kapos na kapos naman ang P238.8 
bilyong inilaan sa DepEd bagamat mas malaki ito nang P30 bilyon mula sa 2011 
budget na P207.3 bilyon. Lubhang hindi sapat ito para matugunan ang 
kakulangan sa mga pasilidad at guro.Malaking bahagi ng idinagdag na nasa P30 
bilyon mula sa dating P207.3 bilyon ay awtomatikong mapupunta sa 
pagpapatupad ng isinabatas na dagdag-sweldo, at hindi makabuluhan ang 
maidadagdag na mga klasrum, guro at pasilidad. 

Dahil hindi sasapat ang pondo, lalong sasahol pa ang kalagayan ng edukasyon sa 
pagpapatupad ng gubyerno sa dagdag ng taon sa kinder at elementarya. Ang 
pangakong magdadagdag ng pondo para sa dagdag taon ay hindi totoo kung 
titingnan ang badyet.Mahigit P1.9 bilyon lamang ang idadagdag para sa 
“universal kinder” gayong aabot sa P18 bilyon kung tutuusin ang kailangan para 
magkaroon ng guro ang 2.3 milyong inaasahang papasok. 

Aabot lamang sa 13,000 na bagong guro ang target ng gubyerno gayong nasa 
103,000 ang kakulangan. Nasa 45,231 lamang ang mga gagawin na klasrum, 
kasama na ang irerehabilitate, gayong 152,000 ang kulang. Sa bagong upuan, 
2.53 milyon ang target, malayo sa 13 milyon na kailangan. Habang sa libro, 45.5 
milyon lamang ang target habang 95 milyon ang kulang. 

Public Private Partnership—Paglalaan ng Malaking Pondo para sa 
Pribadong Sektor 

Habang kapos na kapos ang budget sa edukasyon at kalusugan, malalaking 
halaga ang inilaan para sa public-private partnership (PPP) sa 2012 budget.May 
nakalaaang P22.1 B para sa PPP. Nakalaaan ang P3 bilyon para sa DPWH at P8.6 
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bilyon sa DOTC para sa mga “PPP ventures and for the preparation of business 
cases, pre-feasibility and feasibility studies.” May P3.0 bilyon para sa PPP sa mga 
pampublikong ospital at P5.0 bilyon para sa edukasyon. 

Hindi tinatawag na PPP, pero sa esensya ay pareho rin ang P 6.3 B na nakalaan 
sa General Assistance to Private Education (GASTPE).Lumalabas na lalo lamang 
pinalalakas ng budget ni Aquino ang pribadong sektor laluna sa edukasyon at sa 
kalusugan habang binabawasan ang pondo at tinutulak ang mga pampublikong 
unibersidad at ospital na kumita sa pamamagitan ng dagdag na “user’s fees”.  

Budget sa Militar, Pulis at Intelligence Dinagdagan 

2011  Proposed 2012  Dagdag 

DND P 104.5 B  P107.8 billion   3.3 B 
 
PNP P 69.4 B  P78.6 billion   9.2 B 
 
NICA P422.057  milyon       P436.171 milyon       14.1 milyon 
 
National  
Security  
Council P 60.750 milyon P72.637 milyon  11.9 milyon 

  

May nakapasok pang “confidential and intelligence expenses” sa proposed 
budget ng iba’t ibang ahensya ng gobyerno. Sa Office of the President, merong 
P600 milyon para 2012, doble sa P300 milyon na inilaan noong 2011. Sa Office 
of the Vice President, mula P6 milyon noong 2011, P9  milyon ang nakatalaga 
para sa “confidential and intelligence expenses”. 

Pero ang bago at malaking counter-insurgency budget na nakabalatkayo na 
interbensyong pangkapayapaan ay ang tinatawag na  Payapa at Masaganang 
Pamayanan (PAMANA) Program. Meron itong pondong P1.9 bilyon na 
nakatalaga sa OPAPP (P329.3 milyon), DSWD (P586.7 milyon), DILG (P968.9 
milyon) at DAR (P17.6 milyon). Bahagi ang AFP sa pamamagitan ng kanyang 
Engineering Brigade sa implementasyon ng mga proyektong nakatutok sa 1,921 
barangay sa 171 na bayan sa 34 na probinsya na tinutukoy na “conflict-affected” 
areas. 

Miscellaneous Personnel Benefits Fund (MPBF)—Sino ang Magbebenefit? 

Malalaki ang kaltas sa Personnel Services ng mga ahensya ng pamahalaan 
kabilang na ang UP, mga state universities and colleges at mga pampublikong 
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ospital. Ang paliwanag na ibinigay ni PNoy ay kanilang inalis ang alokasyon para 
sa unfilled positions. Hindi malinaw kung magkano ang kabuuang halaga ng 
kinaltas sa PS ng iba’t ibang ahensya ng pamahalaan, pero nagtalaga ng P23.4 
bilyon sa tinatawag nilang Miscellaneous Personnel Benefits Fund (MPBF) na 
hawak ng Department of Budget and Management. 

Sinasabi ng Malacanang na ang hakbang na ito ay para mapigilan ang abuso sa 
paggamit ng pondo mula sa “unfilled positions”. Sa kalagayan ng mga SUCs at 
mga pampublikong ospital, mas kapakipakinabang para sa mga guro, mga 
kawani at mga manggagawa sa ospital kung inilabas ang mga posisyong ito para 
kagyat na mapunuan sa kalagayang napakaraming mga kontraktwal sa mga 
SUCs at mga ospital. 

Walang Matatamong Kaunlaran sa Bayan sa Patuloy na Pag-asa sa Dayuhan  

Pambayad utang pa rin ang pinakamalaking alokasyon sa budget para sa 2012. 
Nakalaan ang P333 bilyon sa P1.86 trilyon na kabuuang 2012 budget para sa 
pambayad sa interes sa utang ng pambansang pamahalaan. Ikumpara ang halaga 
nito sa inilaan para sa Department of Agrarian Reform (P6.2 B), Department of 
Agriculture (P4.2 B) at sa DENR (4.4B). Ang binibigay na prayoridad sa 
pagbabayad-utang ng pamahalaan bilang garantiya nang patuloy na 
makakautang ito sa mga dayuhan ay indikasyon na nanatiling “debt-driven” ang 
planong “pangkaunlaran” ng kasalukuyang administrasyon. 

Kahit ang prayoridad nito sa pambansang pag-unlad na sinasalamin sa 
prayoridad sa alokasyon para sa P500 milyong hiwalay na pondo para sa CHED  
(business processing outsourcing, tourism, agriculture) ay nakatuon pangunahin 
para sa pag-akit sa dayuhang pamumuhunan. Wala sa budget ni Aquino ang 
pambansang industriyalisasyon at tunay na repormang agraryo, mahahalagang 
kondisyon para makapaglikha ng trabaho sa bansa at makapagpalawak sa lokal 
na pamilihan. 

Pinatutunayan muli ng Administrasyong Aquino ang pagiging pahirap, inutil at 
makadayuhan nito sa panukalang 2012 budget! 

Labanan ang budget cuts ni Aquino! 

Ipaglaban ang mas mataas at makabuluhang pondo sa edukasyon, kalusugan at 
serbisyong panlipunan para sa mamamayan! 

Budget sa pambayad utang, militar at korupsyon, ilaan sa serbisyong 
panlipunan! 
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Sumama sa Pambansang Araw ng Protesta para sa Dagdag na Pondo sa 
Edukasyon sa Agosto 25, unang araw ng pagdinig sa plenaryo ng 
panukalang 2012 Budget! 

  

Mga sanggunian: 

The President’s 2012 Budget Message: 
http://www.dbm.gov.ph/index.php?id=1457&pid=9&xid=31 

2011 General Appropriations Act: 
http://www.dbm.gov.ph/index.php?pid=8&xid=28&id=1364 

2012 National Expenditures Program (NEP): 
http://www.dbm.gov.ph/index.php?pid=9&xid=30&id=1453 

Vencer Crisostomo: “Balikong Prayoridad: Pagpapabaya sa Pagpopondo ng 
Serbisyong Panlipunan http://www.thepoc.net/blogwatch-features/13119-
balikong-prayoridad-pagpapabaya-sa-pagpopondo-ng-serbisyong-
panlipunan-pangalawang-bahagi-.html 

Vencer Crisostomo: “Problematikong Pagpopondo: Budget ng SUCs Muli Na 
namang Kakaltasan ni Aquino (Part 1)”  http://www.thepoc.net/blogwatch-
features/13114-2012-suc-budget-cuts-and-wrong-priorities.html 
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Why the Philippine 
Government  

Should Increase  
Its Budget for  

the National University 
Chancellor Caesar Saloma 

University of the Philippines Diliman 
28 August 2011 

 

 

 

The University of the Philippines (UP) was established as the first and only 
national university of the country in 2008 (RA 9500) for a number of 
well‐founded reasons. UP with its seven constituent universities, offers the most 
diverse and widest array of established graduate and undergraduate degree 
programs of any Philippine university today. It employs the highest 
concentration of full‐time PhD faculty members in the basic and applied 
sciences, mathematics, engineering, social sciences, arts and the humanities. It is 
the primary generator of new scientific knowledge and the leading producer of 
newly trained Filipino scientists, researchers, scholars, and artists.   

Scientific research generates new knowledge that allows us to understand more 
accurately the inner workings of Nature. It enables us to devise more effective 
ways of improving quality of life. New scientific knowledge is the fuel that drives 
the engine of technological innovation ‐ the most critical driver of sustained 
growth in a knowledge-based economy. In 2004, David King reported in the 
journal Nature that national prosperity in terms of per capita income is strongly 
correlated with national scientific productivity as measured by average citation 
intensity of scientific publications.  

The future prospect of the Philippine higher education system with its more 
than 1,700 universities and colleges is invariably hinged on the enduring 
capacity of UP (current enrollment: 51,473) to improve itself and succeed as a 
research, graduate, and public service university in a highly connected and 
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constantly evolving global community. Less than 15% of faculty members in our 
higher education system have pertinent PhD degrees that qualify them to run 
graduate programs. An equally worrisome indicator is that a majority of PhD 
faculty in the basic and applied sciences and mathematics, is retiring in the next 
15 years and not enough replacements are in sight. The UNESCO Science Report 
2010 has revealed that the researcher population density of the Philippines 
(2010 population: 94 million) is two orders of magnitude lower than that of 
Singapore and one order of magnitude less than those of Indonesia, Malaysia 
and Thailand.  

Investing in UP is a stamp of faith in the capability of our country to generate the 
human capital that is essential for building a better future. The Philippine 
government needs to demonstrate to the electorate and the world that it is 
ready and able to bet on the tremendous intellectual potential of Filipinos by 
providing UP with an ample budget that would enable it to function properly as 
a national university. 

Every other country on our side of the Pacific‐Rim from Japan to Australia prides 
itself with at least one adequately funded national university that nurtures and 
harnesses the artistic, creative and scientific talent of its people. In 2008, the 
higher education system of Japan (2010 population: 128 million) consisted of 
756 universities (77% of them private) of which eighty‐seven are national 
universities led by the University of Tokyo (chartered in 1877). Taiwan (2010 
population: 23 million) supports sixteen national universities including the 
National Taiwan University (1928). 

Between 2006 and 2009, the Philippine government had played catch‐up with 
its neighboring countries by investing more seriously in science and technology. 
It allocated PhP1.7 Billion to complete the National Science Complex (NSC) and 
another PhP1.713B to address the infrastructure and equipment requirements 
of the Engineering Research and Development for Technology (ERDT) Program ‐ 
a consortium of seven Philippine universities. The College of Science and the 
College of Engineering of UP Diliman operate the NSC and ERDT, respectively. 
Together they employ 35% of the faculty and accommodate 41% and 21% of the 
undergraduate and graduate students, respectively. In the first semester of SY 
2011‐2012, UP Diliman – the flagship campus of UP, has hired 1,539 full‐time 
faculty members (44% of the UP total) to serve the academic needs of 17,305 
undergraduate and 7,090 graduate students. On average, less than 6% of all high 
school students who take the UP College Admission Test in August of each year 
qualify for admission into UP Diliman. 

Specifically, the Philippine government needs to increase (not decrease) its 
MOOE budget allocation for UP in 2012 by at least PhP200 Million, to enable UP 
Diliman to maintain and operate correctly the NSC and the ERDT. A well 
managed NSC and ERDT are vital to the success of other government agencies. 
The technical skills and experience of the scientists and researchers in the 
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College of Science and the College of Engineering are indispensable in the 
successful implementation of high impact programs that are funded by the 
Department of Science and Technology and the Commission on Higher 
Education in the areas of scientific research and development as well as 
advanced manpower training. 

The Philippines has only one national university and not several. Our 
government first and foremost, must demonstrate concretely that it truly 
recognizes the strategic value of UP to the future of the country and the Filipino 
nation. Neighboring countries have realized many decades ago that their own 
national universities are a national treasure. We need to learn from them and 
follow their lead. 

Thank you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Caesar Saloma is a professor of physics at the National Institute of Physics, 
UP Diliman. He received the Galileo Galilei Award from the International 
Commission for Optics in 2004 and the triennial ASEAN Outstanding Scientist 
and Technologist Award from the ASEAN Committee on Science and Technology 
in 2008. He is included in the Ultimate List of 15 Asian Scientists To Watch by 
Asian Scientist magazine (15 May 2011). He is a member of the National 
Academy of Science and Technology, Philippines and a Senior Member of the 
Optical Society of America. 
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In the Inquirer’s November 14 news story “Abad exhorts state schools to serve 
poor students,” DBM Secretary Florencio Abad is reported as saying, “Tertiary 
education is really a privilege” so spending money on state colleges must be 
directed to top-performing institutions.   

Abad’s statement contradicts Article XIV, Section 1 of the Philippine 
Constitution: “The State shall protect and promote the right of all citizens to 
quality education at all levels, and shall take appropriate steps to make such 
education accessible to all” (underscoring mine). 

But it is not just the clear failure of Abad, who keeps reminding us that he was 
Education secretary, to uphold the constitutional provision on education at all 
levels as a right, it is his low regard for state universities and colleges and their 
role in ensuring access to quality tertiary education. 

Based on the Commission on Higher Education data as of August 2010, there are 
only 110 state universities and colleges (57 universities, 53 colleges) out of a 
total 607 public higher education institutions in the country.   Contrast this with 
the 1,573 private higher education institutions. Higher education is still 
dominated by private education institutions and 110 state universities and 
colleges are not sufficient to meet the demands for tertiary education in the 
country. 

Enrolment in public higher institutions in 2008-2009 was 1,083,194 while 
enrolment in private higher institutions is 1,687,771 for the same academic year 
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based on the most current posting on the CHED website. Hence public tertiary 
education institutions have at an average of 1,785 students while the private 
institutions enrol 1,073 students. The figures clearly show the demand for public 
higher institutions relative to private tertiary universities and colleges. 

The problems of the quality of state universities and colleges and the 
accessibility to poor students are problems that need to be addressed by the 
state. But Abad’s threat directed to the administrators of SUCs that “If you don’t 
show reform, then there will no longer be appetite in the government to invest 
in the SUCs” fails to acknowledge the key role of the central government in the 
dismal state of education in the country today. Budget allocation to state 
universities and colleges are below what is necessary for maintaining the 
operations of the institutions much more for upgrading the quality of teaching 
and support personnel and school facilities. Annual reductions in the 
maintenance and other operating expenses (MOOE) and zero capital outlay (CO) 
have forced all SUC administrations to embark on income-generating projects 
including the imposition of higher student tuition and other fees. SUC 
administrators now have to become business managers on top of their principal 
role as academic leaders. Increased student fees have made it more difficult for 
qualified but poor students to enrol and stay in SUCs even with scholarships 
which have usually complicated eligibility requirements. 

Secretary Abad continues to harp on the need to improve basic education as if 
improving the quality of and access to higher education is at the expense of basic 
education. Both are necessary but the Aquino-Abad proposed 2012 GAA clearly 
have priorities such as public-private partnership, dole-outs in the guise of the 
CCT other than education, health and other social services. 

Abad’s insistence on promoting and funding universities offering courses on 
business process outsourcing, electronics and semi-conductors, agriculture, 
infrastructure and tourism clearly shows the international market-oriented 
development thrust that the Aquino administration is continuing.  Courses are to 
be funded which fulfil the demand of the foreign market and of foreign 
corporations. There is no appreciation of the role of state universities and 
colleges in adhering to the Constitutional provision that education “shall 
inculcate patriotism and nationalism, foster love of humanity, respect for human 
rights, appreciation of the role of national heroes in the historical development 
of the country, teach the rights and duties of citizenship, strengthen ethical and 
spiritual values, develop moral character and personal discipline, encourage 
critical and creative thinking, broaden scientific and technological knowledge, 
and promote vocational efficiency” (Article XIV, Section 3).  

Secretary Abad’s approach to public higher education institutions and their role 
in the economic development of the country is what Henry Giroux in his  
“Beyond the Limits of Neoliberal Higher Education: The Global Youth Resistance 
and the American/British Divide” calls the  “economic model of subservience” – 
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a model where “there is no future for young people, there is no time to talk 
about advancing social justice, addressing social problems, promoting critical 
thinking, cultivating social responsibility, or engaging non-commodified values 
that might challenge the neoliberal world view.” 

This is unacceptable. 
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Fight for  
Greater State Subsidy!  

No to Budget Cuts! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We, the undersigned, are outraged over the budget cuts on education and other 
social services. We express our opposition to the plans of the current 
administration of Benigno Aquino III in its budget proposal in 2012 to continue 
reducing funding for education, health and social services, while increasing the 
budget for foreign debt, military, corruption and dole-outs. 
 
Last year, the operations budget of State Universities and Colleges have 
experienced a phenomenal cut that amounted to more than P1 billion. For 2012, 
a total amount of P569.8 million will be slashed in 50 SUCs. The maintenance 
and other operating expenses (MOOE) of 45 schools will be slashed by P250.9 
million. 
 
The budget for Personal Services (PS) has also been decreased by P403.3 million 
despite the supposed automatic increase in PS for each year, due to the Salary 
Standardization Law.  
 
Zero allotment for Capital Outlay (CO) is again proposed this year. Despite the 
large number of youth that SUCs are unable to accommodate, the government 
will not support the construction of new buildings and facilities.  
 
While the budget for public tertiary education is continually decreased, the 
budget for allocation for basic education sector and the Department of Education 
is insufficient to address shortages. The P238.8 billion allocated for basic 
education is far from 6% GDP allocation recommended by the United Nations. 
The dire situation in our classrooms due to lack of books, chairs, rooms and 
teachers is set to worsen due to the lack of funds, add to this the ill-effects of the 
program to add more years to the education cycle.  
 
The Aquino government has also decided to slash the budget of hospitals and 
health services. The P44.4 billion pesos allocated for health services is a far cry 
from the P90 billion actually needed to address only the most basic of the 
people’s health needs. The shortage is further highlighted if compared to the 
World Health Organization (WHO) recommendation of 5% GDP of P440 billion. 
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The operations budget of 55 public hospitals have been slashed by P363.7 
million last year. There is no notable increase in the MOOE of public hospitals for 
2012 and budget for Personal Services (PS) has been decreased. Despite the 
obvious lack of health facilities for Filipinos nationwide, not a single peso has 
been allocated for the construction of new health facilities and hospitals. 
 
While the government is unwilling to spend for education and health, the budget 
allocation for debt payment, military, dole-outs and corruption continue to 
increase. 
 
P357 billion is allocated for interest payments this year for debts which are 
mostly dubious and unjustly imposed. Last year, the budget for debt payment 
experienced a whopping increase of P80.9 billion. The budget for debt payment, 
including automatic appropriotions will make up for half of the whole national 
budget.  
 
The budget for the military increased from P104.7 billion to P107.9 billion this 
year. A huge allocation of P39.5 billion is appropriated to Conditional Cash 
Transfers (CCT) dole-outs from only P10.9 billion in 2010 and P29.2 billion in 
2011. 
 
It is deplorable that while there is minimal spending for social services, 
corruption-prone funds such as pork barrel will get P28 billion and hundreds of 
billions allotted for “intelligence” and unprogrammed funds. 
 
We believe that the role of the government is to fund the needs of the people. In 
slashing and allocating meager budgets for education, health and social services 
in general, the Aquino government is clearly acting against the interest of the 
Filipino people. 
 
We urge members of Congress to oppose the budget cuts and re-channel funds 
intended for debt-servicing, the military and dole-out programs to education, 
health and social services. 
 
We call on the Aquino government to reverse this injustice and fund the people’s 
future and welfare. 
 
We call on every Filipino to stand up and speak up against this injustice and 
defend the people’s right to education, health and social service. Government 
should spend for the people.  
 
We vow to intensify the fight for higher budget for education, health and social 
services through collective action: strikes, marches, mass actions. In schools, 
offices and community across the country, Filipinos will speak out and refuse to 
be shortchanged.  
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Kilos na! Labanan ang budget cuts ni Aquino! Mas mataas na budget sa 
Edukasyon, Kalusugan, at Serbisyo! 
 
(Signatories) 
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Repeating U.P.’s  
Radical Tradition  

Against the Budget Cut 
Congress of Teachers/Educators  
for Nationalism and Democracy  

(CONTEND) 
September 8, 2011 

  
 

 

 

THE UNIVERSITY OF THE PHILIPPINES (U.P.) is celebrating the centennial of the 
birth of S.P. Lopez. The activist and libertarian President once declared: “While I 
am proud of the U.P.’s tradition of academic excellence, which must be 
maintained, I would be embarrassed to see this University become an ivory 
tower amid a society in turmoil, indifferent to the problems that torment the 
nation.” Where do the faculty of U.P. today stand in relation to S.P. Lopez’s call 
for the University to be “a social critic and agent of social change”? True, we are 
far from the dark forces of the Martial Law but we are living in a “dark age” 
when the forces that made Martial Law possible are still haunting us. We have 
moved from an era where education was directly used for state repression 
towards a neoliberal era where education is used to create a self-disciplined 
labor force via World Bank-defined lifelong-learning programs consistent with 
the global division of labor. Today, higher education has been held hostage by 
corporate interests and its academic ethos has been subjected to the vagaries of 
the market. The state, even as it pays lip service to the importance of primary 
and secondary education in the formation of social capital for economic 
development, is gradually moving towards a policy that will compel state 
colleges and universities to become financially self-sufficient. Like less 
developed countries, SUCs will be fiercely scrambling and competing for scarce 
resources both within and outside the ivory tower. Gradually, under the 
dominant neoliberal educational policy, the state now makes a grim alignment 
with corporate capital and transnational corporations through PPPs (public 
private partnership). 

Gone are the days when the state assumed responsibility for a range of social 
needs. We are now witnessing the gradual abandonment of the state for higher 
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education, and education in general. In 2010, 87.74 percent of the budget of 
SUCs came from the government but in 2011 it was only 66.31 percent. This is 
alarming considering that 40 percent of our high school graduates enroll in SUCs 
because of lower tuition fees. Yet the government is allotting P22.1 billion for 
PPPs and a whopping P333 billion for foreign debt interest payment for the 
2012 budget! With the dwindling subsidy coming from the government, there is 
a drop in the enrollment rate for SUCs. So it is not surprising that out of 3,826 
who passed the UPCAT in 2011, 1,300 or 3 out of ten qualified UPCAT passers 
did not enroll. But it is not only the students that suffer from this trend. Slashing 
the budget for higher education also means cutting down on spending for 
personal services, capital outlay, and MOOE. This translates to the diminution of 
spending for day-to-day operation of university sub-units and the freezing of 
hiring regular employees in favor of contractuals. Confronted with budget 
shortages, academics and intellectuals are forced to act as CEO-like 
administrators who pitch and peddle their income-generating schemes to 
corporate interests and bodies to finance their projects, professorial chairs, 
travels, grants, and researches. The alignment between the market forces and 
corporate interests on the one hand, and the academic community on the other, 
transforms critical discourse of the University to what Marcuse calls as 
scholarshit or the mistaking intramural polemic for its own sake for real 
resistance to the assault against academic values as such. 

The University then sinks back into the very climate that S.P. Lopez vehemently 
deplored: the pursuit of academic excellence divorced from the real social 
conditions of our nation. Teachers have a lot to lose from the commercialization 
of education. It is no longer religious bigotry and superstitious and other non-
scientific forces that threaten to encroach the ivory-tower. The university and 
higher learning is more and more capitulating to the idolatrous forces of the 
market. And this new vulgate does not respect tradition, objectivity, and 
scholarship. Its fetish is profit that makes a devil out of stewardship and 
collective ownership. The neoliberal discourse stealthily corrodes the critical 
character of the University by shrinking the role of the University as, not just a 
leading institution that produce human capital, but more importantly as S.P. 
Lopez suggested “as the center of protest, dissent and criticism in our society.” 
“The University is not simply a bureaucracy, nor a coven of self-seeking 
careerists, nor extension of the interests of the elite, nor a way-station on the 
road to personal wealth, privilege and power. It is where intelligent young men 
and women can come to develop the sensitivities and skills they will need to 
fulfill themselves, serve society, and change the world,” Lopez boldly declared. In 
this spirit, the faculty of U.P. should unite with the students, the non-academic 
personnel and the broad masses of our society to defend the rights of the 
University against the false metaphysical sanctity of the market forces and 
denounce the anti-intellectualist and profit-driven goals of entrepreneurial 
corporatism encroaching the university and education towards a truly 
democratic, pro-people alternative educational agenda and just future. As the 
ONLY national University, U.P. has a glorious tradition and mission to assert its 
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right to have bigger budget to fulfill its historic mission to the nation and to the 
world. 

But the struggle of the U.P. community against budget cut is just a part of the 
bigger struggle of our people to claim their basic rights—the right to health, 
education, and other basic social services. To accept the inevitability of slashing 
the national budget for social services, especially for SUCs and health sector, is to 
accept that we have no alternative except to live under a regime of endless 
capital accumulation and economic growth regardless of the social, ecological, or 
political consequences. We therefore call all faculty who care for our University’s 
future and cherish its tradition to unite in calling for greater state subsidy. We 
also express our support and unite with other SUCs and progressive sectors of 
our society in their struggle to stem the tide of commercialization of education 
and other basic social services. 

NO TO BUDGET CUT! NO TO BUDGET CUT FOR BASIC SOCIAL SERVICES! 

NO TO COMMERCIALIZATION OF EDUCATION! 

11 Sept. - Run/Walk Against Cuts, Acad Oval, 7 am Assembly, In front of 
Vinzons Hall 

14 Sept. - Unity Walk, 4 pm, Assembly, AS steps 
20 Sept. - Budget Forum, 9 am, Recto Hall 
21 Sept. - Strike! Day 1 (walkout during the day, cultural programs in the 

evening)-Ramp Against Budget Cut, 6 pm, AS steps 
22 Sept. - Strike! Day 2 (alternative classes during the day, cultural 

programs in the evening)  
23 Sept. - Strike! Day 3 (UP System-wide strike and march to Mendiola)  
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Our March To History 
Congress of Teachers/Educators  
for Nationalism and Democracy- 
Alliance of Concerned Teachers   

(CONTEND-ACT)  
on the September 23 Nation-wide Protests  

Against Aquino’s Abandonment  
of Public Education and Social Services 

September 30, 2011 
 

 

 

 

We were hungry eyes with open hearts, we were youthful daring with historical 
wisdom. Once more, we were our struggle. 

We salute the students, faculty members and employees of the University of the 
Philippines who, with thoughtful determination and remarkable decisiveness, 
raised the struggle for education to a level that can only inspire the future of 
collective action.  That our efforts at stressing the importance of government 
subsidy to education have not and will not perish in the wilderness is a 
significant realization borne out of marching the historical 13-kilometer path 
from Diliman to Mendiola.  

We salute the students, faculty members and staff of PUP, PNU, EARIST, TUP and 
other universities who were part of the 8,000 strong protest in Mendiola last 
September 23 as well as those in SUCs in different parts of the country who 
participated in collective actions to assert greater state subsidy to education, 
health and other social services. 

Budget cuts to education and other social services are decreed by politicians 
whose positions of power are sealed by the logic of class rule that works to 
legitimize and perpetrate foreign interests. Client states like the  
Philippines follow the neoliberal “open door” development model through the 
imposition and implementation of Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs) 
crafted by U.S.-dominated International Monetary Fund and World Bank (IMF-
WB).  
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The neoliberal development model reinforces structural inequality in its bid to 
protect the concentration of land on a few powerful families so that the majority 
are deprived of ownership of an important means of production that can free 
them from poverty. The government’s refusal to redistribute land is a testament 
to the elite’s interest in maintaining a backward peasant-based economy where 
land reform is replaced by schemes such as the  Cojuangco-Aquino’s Stock 
Distribution Option and the deceptive CARPER law. 

Conditions for development are trimmed down to meager earnings from export 
processing zones (EPZs) where workers, mostly women, labor under extremely 
oppressive and exploitative conditions or from tourism where women again are 
commodified and productive agricultural lands are transformed into 
playgrounds for foreigners and the local elite. Export processing zones, tourism 
and the labor export policy of the Philippine government  are manifestations of 
an anti-development policy and the state’s refusal to foster the growth of a 
national industrial economy that is beyond the command of foreign direct 
investments and multinational corporations. A national industrial economy 
coupled with genuine land reform will pave the way for the provision of decent 
jobs without the risks and pains of boundary-crossing and in the creation of a 
domestic market which will further create conditions for the expansion of our 
local economy. 

The anti-development and pro-imperialist budget of President Noynoy Aquino is 
mirrored in its two consecutive budget plans (2011 and 2012). We reject 
Aquino’s “priority areas for development-business process outsourcing, tourism, 
agriculture and fisheries and infrastructure”. The Aquino regime presides over a 
system that hinders genuine agrarian reform that is necessary for the kind of 
economic development that is democratic in that it embraces the interest of the 
basic sectors upon whose shoulders rest the productivity and survival of this 
nation. We denounce its disregard of research and development for national 
industrialization. It is a regime that saddles the people with its suicidal 
subservience to foreign economic dictates and its defense of local big landlords 
and big business. Truly, the Aquino regime is inutile, anti-poor, and pro-
imperialist! 

Budget cuts to education are logical measures that would ensure the creation of 
a very small number of baccalaureates and a larger number of vocational 
graduates, creating a youth sector that fits into an export-oriented and import- 
dependent economy that is premised on the dire conditions of unemployment 
and exploited labor. It is a fate that the enlightened youth rejects. 

Our fight against the budget cut is a fight that we wage for decent jobs for our 
youth. Our fight for greater state subsidy cuts all the way through the problem of 
a backward agrarian and preindustrial economy toward a nationalist and 
democratic bid for genuine agrarian reform and national 
industrialization. CONTEND, the anti-imperialist organization of faculty and 
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researchers of the University of the Philippines, is determined to continue to 
contribute to the construction of a society that will enable the Filipino youth to 
reach their fullest potential. The Filipino youth can only have a genuine future in 
a Philippines that is truly democratic and sovereign.    

We, the Congress of Teachers/Educators for Nationalism and Democracy call 
upon our students, fellow workers and colleagues to continue our historical 
struggle for national democracy. 

DOWN WITH BUDGET CUTS! UP WITH THE STRUGGLE FOR NATIONAL 
DEMOCRACY! 

DOWN WITH THE AQUINO REGIME'S ANTI-PEOPLE  AND PRO-IMPERIALIST 
NATIONAL BUDGET! 

ORGANIZE, ORGANIZE, ORGANIZE! 

LET US ONCE MORE BE PART OF HISTORY. JOIN THE CARAVAN TO THE 
SENATE ON OCTOBER 4, 2011 FOR THE SENATE HEARING ON THE BUDGET 
OF UP AND OTHER SUCS. FOR UP DILIMAN - ASSEMBLY AND SHORT 
PROGRAM, 11 AM , AS STEPS. CARAVAN TO THE SENATE AT 1 PM. BRING 
YOURSELF, YOUR VEHICLE, IF ANY, AND YOUR PLACARDS! 
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TO TEACH  
IS TO TRANSFORM 

Congress of Teachers/Educators  
for Nationalism and Democracy-  

Alliance of Concerned Teachers (CONTEND-ACT)  
on World Teachers Day 

October 5, 2011 
 

 

 

 

The Congress of Teachers/Educators for Nationalism and Democracy joins the 
rest of the world in celebrating World Teachers Day as we up the ante of our 
struggle for rights and welfare as well as our noble efforts at defending the right 
to education. 

The very recent and crucial resurgence of the teachers’ movement represents a 
major contribution not only to the education sector. It has also influenced and 
learned from the democratic and patriotic forces in Philippine society whose 
organized efforts at effecting genuine change in the country make our wager for 
education part and parcel of the people’s bid for national sovereignty and 
genuine democracy. 

We have persistently challenged the anti-people and pro-imperialist policies 
inflicted by the past Macapagal-Arroyo and the current Aquino regimes with our 
demands for good governance and greater state subsidy for social services. We 
have forged a strong unity among teachers nationwide to join in the struggle of 
the basic sectors in society in order to strengthen our most urgent call for 
greater education budget. 

Now, more than ever, our sector is empowered by the strength of the organized 
youth, farmers and workers encompassing all regions of the country. We 
underscore this unity because imperialist globalization continues to mask itself 
as a process of democratization that offers boundless possibilities for the so-
called renewal of education in order to meet “global demands.” 
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We strongly reject prescriptions that are poised to market our students as either 
globally competitive professionals or manual labourers both in the service of the 
“global village” that knows only one rule: the accumulation of profit at the 
expense of turning people into commodities to be bought or sold at the cheapest 
price that management dictates. 

Our struggle for a nationalist education is an alternative to the current form of 
education that only serves foreign interests at the expense of economic, social 
and cultural development. Our bid for a scientific education is aimed precisely at 
challenging all mystifications created by and for the ruling class whose narrow 
interests are raised to the level of the state's national agenda through their 
positions in the different branches of government and the filtering of 
mainstream media. Our fight for a mass oriented education is an alternative to 
an educational system that is exclusionary because commercialized. A national, 
scientific and mass education is our response to a pedagogy that is 
predominantly fascist on account of an institution that is shaped by imperialist 
interests that necessitate the repression of knowledge and practice that serve 
the interests of the basic sectors who comprise the majority. 

We, in CONTEND, recognize that our struggle for the future of education must 
also immediately bear fruit for our hardworking teachers. Our struggle for free 
education is not only a guiding principle but one that comes with a blueprint of 
concrete action that can only strengthen and empower our sector and its 
alliance with the broader movement for social transformation. Today, on World 
Teachers Day 2011, we, together with the Alliance of Concerned Teachers, 
therefore commit ourselves to push for the following demands for greater 
education budget: 

1. Regularization of all Volunteer /Contractual Teachers! 
2. 104,000 New Permanent Teacher Items! 
3. Salary Grade 15 for Teacher 1! Salary Grade 16 for Instructor 1 in the 

State Colleges and Universities! P6,000 Increase in Base Pay of non-
teaching personnel! 

4. Increase Chalk Allowance to P2,000! 
5. Increase Base Productivity Pay to P5,000! 
6. Increase Clothing Allowance to P6,000 
7. P91.5 Billion for Classroom Shortage & Other School Facilities! 
8. Adequate Budget for Universal Kindergarten program! 
9. Greater State Subsidy for PNU (Philippine Normal University) and 

All SUCs (State Universities & Colleges)! 
10. 100% Increase in MOOE in All Levels of Education! 

It is only by addressing the concrete needs of our sector that we as teachers can 
make education ever more relevant and fruitful for our students and for the 
perpetual learners that we are. On World Teachers Day, we renew our 
commitment to contribute and to learn from the global imperialist struggle as 
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well as from the particular struggles that we wage in every school where we 
educate in order to transform and be transformed. 

A Happy and Militant World Teachers’ Day!  
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Hindi pa Tapos ang Laban 
Para sa Mas Mataas  

na Budget sa UP,  
Edukasyon, Kalusugan at 

Serbisyong Panlipunan 
UP Kilos na Laban sa Budget Cut  

Nobyembre 17, 2011 
 

 

 

 

Unang Semestre ng 2011-2012: Unang Yugto ng Ating Laban 

Nagpupugay ang UP Kilos Na Laban sa Budget Cut sa masigla at malawak na 
paglahok ng komunidad ng Unibersidad ng Pilipinas sa buong system para igiit 
ang mas mataas na budget sa UP, ibang SUCs, edukasyon at kalusugan nitong 
nakaraang semestre. 

Nairehistro natin ang pagtutol sa iba’t ibang anyo. Nagpalabas ng mga pahayag si 
UP President Alfredo E. Pascual at UPD Chancellor Caesar Saloma. Naglagay ng 
mga tarpaulin na naglaman ng mga panawagan para sa dagdag na budget sa UP, 
edukasyon at kalusugan ang maraming mga kolehiyo sa UP Diliman.  Nagdaos ng 
mga fora, office-to-office, room-to-room ang mga estudyante, kawani at guro 
para matalakay ang 2012 budget proposal ni Aquino at ang epekto nito sa UP at 
sa mamamayan.  Nagkaroon din mga delegasyon sa mga kongresista at mga 
senador para maipaliwanag bakit hindi makatarungan ang budget ng UP at iba 
pang SUCs at dumalo sa mga hearings na ginanap sa Kongreso. 

Ang mga martsa’t pagkilos noong Setyembre 21-23 sa iba’t ibang kampus ng UP 
sa Diliman, Manila, Los Banos, Baguio, Cebu, Tacloban at Iloilo upang sama-
samang ihayag ang kahilingan ng mga iskolar, guro at kawani ng bayan ng UP, 
kasama ang iba pang mga state universities at colleges, ang rurok ng pagrehistro 
ng ating pagtutol. 
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Ang resulta ng unang yugto ng ating laban 

Hindi matatawaran ang pagkakaisa na nabuo sa makatarungang kahilingan para 
sa dagdag na budget sa edukasyon, kalusugan at iba pang serbisyong panlipunan 
at ang paglalantad sa makadayuhan (prayoridad ang debt servicing)  at ang mga 
anti-mamamayang balangkas ng budget ni Aquino. Naisalin ang pagkakaisang ito 
sa masigla, malikhain at malaganap na mga pagkilos sa loob at labas ng 
unibersidad. 

Dahil sa naiguhit natin sa opinyong pampubliko ang mga makatarungang 
kahilingan natin, napilitan ang pamahalaang Aquino sa sagutin ang mga inihapag 
nating puna sa mga layunin at laman ng kanilang  panukalang 2012 budget. 
Tulad sa nakaraang taon,  minaliit ng  tagapagsalita ni Aquino na si  Abigail Valte 
ang pagkilos ng mga state universities and colleges at sinabihan pa ang mga 
mag-aaral na magkonsentra na lang sa kanilang pag-aaral. Pero maagap na 
natugunan ito ng mga organisasyon ng kabataan-estudyante na nagpaalaala sa 
kasaysayan ng  kabuluhan ng sama-samang pagkilos kabilang na ang 
pagpapatalsik sa diktadurang Marcos. 

Malaki ang tagumpay na nakamit natin kaugnay ng pagbubuo ng ating 
pagkakaisa at sa militansya ng ating mga pagkilos. Ngunit sa kabila nito, 
napakaliit ng nakamit natin sa HOR na halos buung-buo na ipinasa ang budget ni 
Aquino. 

Noong Oktubre 16, 2011, ipinasa ng House of Representatives ang panukalang 
2012 General Appropriations Act . 

Napag-alaman nating  may ilang masasabing nakamit sa ating mga kahilingan: 

Sa UP: Dinagdagan ng P200 milyon ang alokasyon para sa UP na nakatalaga para 
sa PGH 

Sa kalusugan: --Ayon sa Alliance of Health Workers, naragdagan ng P600 milyon 
ang budget ng Department of Health: P100 milyon para sa East Avenue Medical 
Center, P50 milyon para sa Jose Fabella Memorial Hospital, P50 milyon para sa 
Research Institute for Tropical Medicine at dagdag na P100 milyon bawat isa 
para sa Philippine Heart Center, Lung Center of the Philippines, National Kidney 
and Transplant Institute, at Philippine Children’s Medical Center. 

Sa edukasyon: Naisama sa ipinasang house version ng GAA ang mga special 
provisions na itinulak ng ACT Teachers Partylist: Special Provision No. 4 sa 
ilalim ng DepEd budget ay nagtalaga ng P1,000 chalk and other classroom 
supplies allowance mula sa dating P700.  Naipasok din ang Special Provision No. 
8 sa Dep Ed budget na nagbibigay prayoridad sa mga kwalipikadong contractual 
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at volunteer teachers sa pag-empleyo ng bagong guro sa Deped  o sa mga LGUs. 
May ganito ring kahalintulad na probisyon para sa mga state universities and 
colleges, ang pagbibigay prayoridad sa mga kwalipikadong kontraktwal o part-
time faculty para punuan ang mga nabakante o bagong regular na mga posisyon. 

Sa laban para sa serbisyo sa mga migrante:  naibalik ang P100 milyong Legal 
Assistance Fund para sa mga OFWs sa budget ng DFA na nawala sa orihinal na 
panukalang budget ng DBM. 

Ang laban sa Senado at laban sa bicameral committee 

Inumpisahan na sa Senado ang talakayan sa 2012 budget at ayon sa kanilang 
plano, minadali ang deliberasyon  para maipasa ito ng bandang Nobyembre 21. 
 Malamang kaysa hindi na maipasa ang 2012 budget sa Senado na walang 
substansyal na  pagbabago at ganito rin ang mangyayari sa gagawing bicameral 
committee meeting na maaaring gawin sa Nobyembre 29. 

Kung gayon, mas malaki ang hamon para sa atin na lalong paigtingin ang ating 
laban para ilantad ang pagiging bingi ng Kongreso sa ating mga kahilingan hindi 
lamang para sa dagdag na budget sa UP kundi para sa pampublikong serbisyo 
laluna ang edukasyon at kalusugan na responsibilidad ng pamahalaan na 
bigyang prayoridad. 

Mahalaga ring mairehistro natin na ang limitado na ngang budget ng UP sa 2010 
at 2011 ay hindi pa buong nabibigay sa pamantasan. May P20 milyon ang 
College of Social Work sa 2010 budget para maging mas accessible ang kolehiyo 
sa matatanda at may mga kapansanan. Patapos na ang taong ito pero ang  P200 
milyong alokasyon para sa ERDT ng College of Engineering  sa 2011 budget ay 
hindi pa rin ibinibigay.Ang mga ito ay bahagi ng  P6.39 bilyon  na “unreleased 
annual appropriations “ sa UP mula 2002 to 2011 (P6.19 bilyon mula 2002-2010 
ayon sa Center for National Budget Legislation at ang P200 milyon para sa ERDT 
sa 2011 approved budget) 

Ito’y Pakikibaka ng Sangkatauhan 

Mahalagang magagap natin ang internasyunal na katangian ng ating 
kasalukuyang laban para sa mas mataas na budget sa panlipunang serbisyo. 
Sumambulat noong taong 2008 ang krisis ng pandaigdigang kapitalismo nang 
ang mga naglalakihang bangko o insitusyong pampinansya sa daigdig ay 
nagdeklara ng bankruptcy dahil na rin sa sarili nilang mapanlinlang na iskema sa 
pagkamal ng tubo. Malupit ang  naging epekto nito sa mga mamamayan sa USA. 
Libo-libo ang nawawalan ng tirahan, trabaho at karapatan sa edukasyon dahil sa 
tuloy-tuloy na pagbulusok ng ekonomiya na nakaangkla sa mga neoliberal na 
mga polisiya. Ipinapatupad ang mga neoliberal na polisiyang ito upang salbahin 
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ang kasalatan sa kita ng mga malalaking mamumuhunan, ngunit nauwi ang 
istratehiyang ito sa pagkalugmok ng sistemang kapitalista sa mas matindi pang 
krisis. Marahas at nakakamatay ang epekto nito sa mga ordinaryong 
mamamayan ng daigdig, lalo na ang matagal nang namumuhay sa kahirapan sa 
ilalim ng sistemang nahuhumaling sa akumulasyon ng kita. 

Kung kaya’t makikita ngayon na libo-libong mag-aaral at manggagawa ang halos 
araw-araw na nagpoprotesta sa iba’t-ibang sulok ng daigdig. Kung kaya’t ang 
ating kasalukuyang pakikibaka ay bahagi ng ating pakikiisa sa mamamayan ng 
sangkatauhan. Isa itong dakilang pagkakataon na makiniig at makasama sa 
paglikha ng kasaysayan ang mga mamamayang nakikibaka, anuman ang lahi, 
kasarian, etnisidad, edad o sektor. Maisasapraktika ngayon ang lahat ng ating 
pagtataya sa progresibong pagyakap sa pagkakaiba at pagkakaisa. Nakikiisa 
tayong mga iskolar, mga guro at mga kawani ng bayan sa pandaigdigang 
pakikitunggali sa sistemang nagpapanatili ng maliit na bilang sa itaas habang 
pinaghaharian at pinagkakaitan ang karamihan.  Sa makauring tunggalian na ito, 
hamon natin sa sarili ang ating mapagpasyang pagwawagi. 

Ang laban para sa karapatan sa edukasyon at kalusugan ay laban sa 
sistemang inuuna ang dayuhan at iilan  kaysa serbisyo sa mamamayan! 

PAIGTINGIN ANG LABAN SA KONTRA-MAMAMAYAN AT MAKA-DAYUHANG 
BUDGET AT ADMINISTRASYON NI AQUINO! 

BUDGET PARA SA MAMAMAYAN! DI SA IILAN! DI SA DAYUHAN! 

EDUKASYON, KALUSUGAN AT SERBISYONG PANLIPUNAN, KARAPATAN NG 
MAMAMAYAN! 

MAKIBAKA PARA SA TUNAY NA PAMBANSANG KALAYAAN AT DEMOKRASYA! 

PAGHANDAAN ANG KAMPUHAN NG MAMAMAYAN LABAN SA KAHIRAPAN SA 
MENDIOLA- Disyembre 6-8, 2011 
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UP Diliman Makes History: 

The September 23  

Thirteen-kilometer March 

from Diliman to Mendiola 

Judy Taguiwalo 

 

 

 

[Note from the editors: Original post, which first appeared in social networking site 

Facebook, includes photos which do not appear in this publication] 

Thirteen kilometers. That’s what my young activists friends posted as the 

distance of the route from Diliman to Mendiola that the UP Diliman community 

took on September 23, the 3rd and final day of the “UP Strikes Back” campaign to 

register its protest against budget cuts in UP, SUCs and public hospitals.  

 

These are the pictures I took. 

The day began with a 9 a.m. assembly at the AS steps where a short program was 

held and an almusalang bayan of food donated by the UP community including 

those from our Manininda was offered to those who had not yet taken their 

breakfast. The march started in front of AS with the contingents of CAL,CSSP, 

CMC, CSWCD, Educ, CHE, the All UP Workers Union, the All UP Academic 

Employees Union and the Manininda ng UP. A brief stop was made near the 

faculty center to wait for the contingent from the College of Science. Another 

short stop was made near the College of Engineering where the contingent from 

that college joined the march. Then off running on University Avenue where you 

see the young, laughing faces and the not-so-young but also laughing faces that 

reflect the spirit that would sustain the march. 

The march took the Elliptical Road, then Quezon Avenue where a brief pit stop 

was made on the corner of Quezon Av and West Avenue.  
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Another long walk under the heat of the almost midday sun (we left UP at 

around 10:30 am) and finally a longer pit stop for lunch after Welcome Rotonda 

near the PLDT Building. The All-UP Workers Union (special mention to Ric and 

Nestor) had prepared rice and ginisang mongo and this was the main fare of the 

marchers. Looking at the pictures I took at this stage of the march, I once again 

marvel at the high spirits of the UP community and can only surmise that this 

was made possible by the solidarity of the community and the knowledge that 

we were making history. Before resuming our march, we sang UP Naming Mahal 

with the same gusto and energy, if not more, that I have heard at the Araneta 

Coliseum when our UP Pep Squad won in the cheer dance competition. 

Then it was another several-kilometer march to UST where the other 

universities have already gathered: UP Manila, PUP, PNU, EARIST. The UPD 

marchers were met with enthusiastic applause which was acknowledged by 

raised clinched fists of the Diliman contingent. I was overcome by the salubong; I 

forgot to take pictures of this moment. : ( 

It was a veritable sea of thousands of mainly young faces that flowed from UST 

to Mendiola to demand from Aquino to increase the budget for state universities 

and colleges . 

The program at Mendiola ran from around 3 pm to 7:30 pm with various student 

leaders, teachers’ representatives, health workers’ representatives and people’s 

organizations spoke. At the end of the rally, the youth pledged to continue to 

struggle for education and health for all and for a nation truly independent and 

democratic. 

 

I look at the pictures taken when the program was about to end. And I marvelled 

at the determined, committed and energetic faces of the young people who 

stayed on until the very end of the long day. These are the faces of our young 

women and men who will continue to create history together with the masses of 

our people. And the quote (edited a bit) from Mao Zedong, learned when I was a 

youthful student in UP, came to mind once again. 

The world is yours, as well as ours, but in the last analysis, it is yours. You young 

people, full of vigor and vitality, are in the bloom of life, like the sun at eight or 

nine in the morning. Our hope is placed on you. The world belongs to you. Our 

country’s future belongs to you. 
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Martsa, Martsa,  
Martsa, Martsa 

Mykel Andrada 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Kabaligtaran sa inaakala ng iba, masaya ang sumama sa mga rali. Ang mga 
kaganapang tulad nito ay hindi ang tulad nang ipinipinta ng gobyerno, ng 
pulisya, o ng midya na impluwensiyado ng pamahalaan. Bagama’t mayroong 
mararahas na rali o demonstrasyon na napanood natin sa telebisyon o nakita sa 
mga larawan sa internet at diyaryo, maliit na larawan lamang itong pinalalaki at 
madalas na iniimbento. Hindi karahasan ang layunin ng mga rali. At hindi 
ganoon ang karamihan ng mga rali. Ang totoo niyan, kaya nagkakaroon ng 
kaguluhan sa mga rali ay dahil sa madalas na pandarahas ng mga pulis at 
sundalo sa mga raliyista. 

Sa katunayan, maayos at sistematiko ang mga rali na inilulunsad ng mga 
progresibo at aktibistang grupo. Isang uri ng demonstrasyong masa o mass 
demonstration ang rali, kabilang na ang mga welga, piket, die-in, martsa, at 
ngayon, maging ang planking. Simbolikal ito na pagpapakita ng pisikal na dami 
at lakas ng sama-samang pagkilos. Layunin nitong magpakita ng puwersa at 
magsulat ng kasaysayan ng kolektibong aksiyon, para sa makabuluhang 
pagbabagong panlipunan at para sa mga makatarungang kahingian at para sa 
pakikipaglaban para sa karapatan ng mga mamamayan. 

Noong Setyembre 21-23, 2011, para akong nagbalik-kasaysayan noong aking 
freshman days sa Unibersidad ng Pilipinas (UP) sa Diliman. Pebrero 14, 2000 
nang maglunsad ng martsa ang mga estudyante, guro, kawani, REPS at maging 
administrador ng UP patungong Mendiola. Nagkakatuwaan pa nga kami sa 
pagtsa-chant ng “Don’t be sosi, join the rally!” at dahil araw ng mga puso noon ay 
hinihikayat namin ang mga kapwa estudyante na sa Mendiola na lang mag-date! 
Makasaysayan ito para sa UP at para sa mga tulad kong bagong-salta sa UP, dahil 
sa panahon ng pagkaltas ni Erap Estrada sa badyet sa edukasyon at SUCs, 
nagkaisa ang mga sektor ng pamantasan, at maging ang iba pang sektor sa labas 
ng SUCs, para sa mas mataas na subsidyo sa edukasyon at mga serbisyong 
panlipunan. Ikinukuwento ko sa mga estudyante ko na nang nasa taas na ako ng 
tulay sa may Quiapo ay lumingon ako sa likuran at nakita kong tila “dagat ng 
mga tao” ang bulto n gaming martsa. Libu-libong kabataan at mamamayan ang 
lumahok sa martsa! Nadagdagan ang badyet ng UP at iba pang SUCs. 
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Ganito ring klase ng kasiyahan ang naramdaman ko nitong Setyembre 23, 2011. 
Sa naunang dalawang araw ng strike sa UP Diliman, kapansin-pansin ang 
pagiging malikhain ngunit militante ng mga aksiyong isinagawa ng mga 
miyembro ng Kilos Na Laban sa Budget Cuts: mga kultural na pagtatanghal, 
alternatibong klase, forum, t-shirt printing, moving exhibits, mga talumpati, 
fashion show, indoor rally, at iba pa. Tunay na malikhain at malawak na 
pamamaraan ng protesta laban sa budget cuts sa edukasyon, ospital at iba pang 
serbisyong panlipunan. Nagkaisa ang mga estudyante, administrador, guro, 
kawani, REPS at komunidad ng UP sa makasaysayang labang ito! 

Kung kaya’t ang ikatlong araw ng strike noong Setyembre 23 ay isang manipesto 
ng taimtim na pagnanais para ipagtanggol at kamtin ang nararapat na mataas na 
subsidyo. Maikling lakbayan ito, kumpara sa nilalakbay ng mga magsasaka at 
manggagawang bukid mula sa mga probinsiya. Ngunit ang lakbayan o martsa 
mula UP Diliman tungong Mendiola ay nagmarka hindi lamang sa mga lansangan 
kundi sa tinatawag na “kolektibong memorya” ng mamamayan. Makikita ang 
bayanihan, ang pagtutulungan, ang pagkalikha ng mga bagong kaibigan at 
kasama, ang pagpapalitan ng mga ngiti at tapik, sa gitna ng matinding sikat ng 
araw at polusyon ng lungsod at lansangan. Halos lahat ng bahagi ng katawan ay 
nagreklamo sa sakit dahil sa haba nang minartsa: ang mga paa, binti, hita, braso, 
likod, batok, lalamunan, mukha, at mga mata. Oo, nagreklamo ang katawan, 
ngunit malakas ang diwang palaban. Dahil para sa mahigit-kumulang 3,000 
nagmartsa mula UP Diliman hanggang Mendiola, hindi ang kalikasan ang balakid 
o kalaban kundi ang sistematikong programa ng pamahalaang Noynoy Aquino sa 
pagkakaltas ng badyet sa edukasyon at serbisyong panlipunan. 

Ang mga saglit na pahinga sa lilim ng tulay o puno ay sinasabayan ng mga 
kuwentuhan at biruan, ng pagbabahaginan ng tubig at pagkain, at ng 
pagkukuhanan ng litrato kahit na nagmamapa na ang pawis sa mga t-shirt. 
Napakasaya para sa isang guro na makitang lumahok sa martsa ang mga dati at 
kasalukuyang estudyante, hindi dahil required silang dumalo, kundi kusang-loob 
silang sumama sa isang natatanging causa. Hindi madali para sa mga estudyante 
– at maging sa kahit na sinumang miyembro ng komunidad ng pamantasan – na 
lumabas ng lansangan, lumiban sa klase, upang makiisa sa isang politikal na 
pagkilos. Ito ang tinatawag na pag-aaral sa lansangan – ito’y isang mataas na 
politikal na aktong magaganap lamang kung ang indibiwal ay nagkaroon ng 
sapat na paggagap sa isyu’t sitwasyon. Ang paglabas sa apat na pader ng 
pamantasan upang pumasok sa malawak na silid-aralan ng lansangan ay isang 
manipestasyon ng mataas na politikal na kamulatan. Ito’y sakripisyong may 
kabuluhan. Ito’y sakripisyong hindi makasarili. Ito’y sakripisyong lumalagpas sa 
indibidwal upang maging kabahagi ng kolektibo. 

Pagdating ng bulto ng UP Diliman sa labas ng mga tarangkahan ng Unibersidad 
ng Santo Tomas (UST) sa Espana, Manila, naroon na ang libo-libong mga 
estudyante, guro’t kawani mula sa iba’t ibang SUCs at pribadong paaralan tulad 
ng UP Manila, Philippine Normal University, Polytechnic University of the 
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Philippines, EARIST, at iba pa. Ang pagtitipon ay pagsasalubong ng adhikain at 
prinsipyo. Sa pag-usad patungong Mendiola, hinikayat ng mga nagmamartsa ang 
mga estudyante ng UST at Far Eastern University (FEU) na sumama sa martsa. 

Ang daluyong ng martsa ay dumaong sa paanan ng Mendiola – ang 
makasaysayang lunan ng tunggalian ng kapangyarihan pampolitika sa bansa. 
Marahil ay nabubuwiset ang mga drayber at pasahero dahil sa disrupsyon sa 
trapiko. Ngunit kailan nga ba naging tunay na malaya ang trapiko sa bansa? 
Ano’t anupaman, may mga drayber na kusang bumubusina para suportahan ang 
laban para sa mas mataas na subsidyo at mayroon ring mga pasahero na 
binabasa ang mga polyetong ipinamimigay ng mga raliyista. 

Kilala ang mga demonstrasyong masa sa mga programang puspos ng talumpati 
at kultural na pagtatanghal. Nagsisilbing tagapagbigkis ang mga talumpati, 
tagapagpataas ng morale at diwang mapag-isa ng mamamayan, habang ang mga 
kultural na pagtatanghal ay patunay ng pangangailangan para sa isang kulturang 
mapagpalaya. Masaya ang mag-rali. Pramis. 

Higit pa sa isang petiburgis na kasiyahan, ito’y isang proletaryong kagalakan at 
kaluguran na kolektibong nararanasan ng mamamayan. Ito’y pagsusulat ng 
kasaysayan. Ito’y mapagtimbuwal na kasiyahang naglalayong lahat ng tao, 
balang araw, ay maging masaya at maginhawa. 

Oktubre 5, 2011 
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Pedagohiya ng Pagpapalaya  
at ang Pandaigdigang  

Araw ng mga Guro 
Rod Cuera 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ipinagdiriwang taon-taon ang Pandaigdigang Araw ng mga Guro o World 
Teachers’ Day simula noong Oktubre 5, 1994 bilang paggunita sa mahalagang 
kontribusyon ng mga guro sa paghulma sa mga mag-aaral at mamamayan ng 
iba’t ibang bansa. Mula sa pinakapayak na mamamayan hanggang sa 
pinakamatataas na pinuno ng bayan, nagsisilbi ang mga guro sa pormasyon ng 
kamalayan ng mga mag-aaral sa loob ng paaralan. 

Ngunit kailangang idiin na higit pa sa pagtuturo sa loob ng silid-aralan ang papel 
ng mga guro at edukador. Itinuro ng kasaysayan sa mga guro na hindi nakukupot 
sa loob ng silid-aralan ang pagkatuto ng mga mag-aaral. Hindi rin ang guro ang 
tanging bukal ng kaalaman, na tila itinuturing ang lahat ng sinasambit ng guro 
bilang totoo at hindi mababali. At lalo’t higit na hindi dapat ituring ng mga guro 
ang kanilang mga estudyante bilang tagasalo lamang ng kaalaman. Sa pamosong 
libro ni Paulo Freire na Pedagogy of the Oppressed, itinanghal ang pedagohiya – o 
ang sining, agham at propesyon ng pagtuturo at pagpapalaganap ng kaalaman – 
bilang isang tereyn ng tunggalian. Nangangahulugan ito na may politika ang 
pagtuturo kung saan ang mga kaalaman na ibinabato ng iba’t ibang guro ay 
maaaring magkakatunggaling kaalaman. Ang itinuturo ng isang guro ay 
maaaring pabor sa dominanteng mapang-aping sistema, samantalang ang 
itinuturo ng isa pang guro ay maaaring tumutuligsa naman sa mapang-aping 
sistema. 

Pedagohiya at Kolonyalismo 

Sa kasaysayan ng tunggalian sa loob ng sistemang pang-edukasyon sa Pilipinas, 
makikita na malaki ang kinalaman ng politika sa pagkakatatag ng mga paaralan 
at sa pagkakatatag ng propesyon ng pagtuturo. Makikita ito sa mga paraan ng 
pagtuturo at nilalaman ng pagtuturo simula pa noong ipamana ng mga Kastila 
ang kanilang kolonyal na edukasyon sa Pilipinas – ang edukasyon noon ay 
nagsisilbi sa interes ng kolonyalismong Kastila. Ang mga dasal at aralin na 
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itinuturo sa paaralan ay naglalayong yakapin ang kolonyal na relihiyon at ang 
monarkiya ng Espanya. Gayundin, ang mga gawi at kilos na itinuturo sa paaralan 
ay yaong umaayon sa sistema ng kolonyalismo – mula sa pananalita, pag-iisip, at 
maging sa pananamit. Makikita, kung gayon, sa ganitong kalakaran na ang 
sistemang pang-edukasyong itinatag ng mga kolonisador ay tigib ng politikang 
naaayon sa interes ng mananakop, upang hulmahin ang mga kinokolonisang 
mamamayan bilang tagasunod lamang sa dikta ng dayuhan. 

Nagpatuloy ito sa panahon ng kolonyalismong Amerikano sa Pilipinas, bagama’t 
naging mas agresibo at sistematiko ang kolonisasyon sa edukasyon sa 
pamamagitan ng pagtataguyod ng mga Amerikano ng pampublikong sistema ng 
edukasyon. Pangunahing tuon ng mga Amerikano noon na gawin ang mga 
Pilipino na “brown Americans” – na siyang ubod at buod ng kolonyal na 
edukasyon ng mga Amerikano. Ang wika’y ipinako sa Ingles at ang layunin ng 
pampublikong edukasyon ay gawing mga burukrata (o papalit sa mga posisyon 
ng mga Amerikano sa mga ahensiya ng pamahalaan) ang mga Pilipino. Hindi nga 
ba’t ganito ang orihinal na tunguhin kung bakit itinatag ng mga kolonisador na 
Amerikano ang Philippine Normal University (PNU) at University of the 
Philippines (UP)? 

Pedagohiya at Neoliberalismo 

Sa kasalukuyan, hindi pa rin tunay na malaya ang sistemang pang-edukasyon ng 
bansa mula sa dikta ng dayuhang interes. Bagong porma ng kolonyalismo – o ang 
neokolonyalismo – ang siyang ipinadadaloy na kamalayan sa sistemang pang-
edukasyon sa bansa. Hindi man direktang kontrolado at nakaupo sa mga 
posisyon ng gobyerno ang mga kolonisador, malaki pa rin ang impluwensiya at 
kapangyarihan ng mga neokolonisador, partikular ang Estados Unidos, sa 
pagpapatakbo ng Pilipinas, laluna sa sistemang pang-edukasyon, pampubliko 
man o pribado. 

Isa sa mga sistemang nagpapatakbo sa gobyerno ng Pilipinas ay ang 
neoliberalismo. Ang neoliberalismo ay isang palisiyang pang-ekonomiya at 
panlipunan na nakasandig sa pribadong kapital, negosyo at pagkakamal ng kita. 
Ipinagdiriinan ng neoliberalismo ang diumano’y pagiging mabisa ng pribadong 
pangangalakal (private enterprise). Kung kaya’t isinusulong ng neoliberalismo 
na palakasin ang papel at pahigpitin ang hawak ng pribadong sektor sa mga 
programa ng gobyerno. Sa esensiya, ninanais ng neoliberalismo na maging puso 
at utak ng gobyerno ang pribadong interes. Nangangahulugan ito na 
patatakbuhin ang gobyerno at ang mga ahensiya nito na tila mga negosyong ang 
primaryang layunin ay ang lumikha ng super-tubo at super-ganansiya para sa 
pribadong sektor. 

Hindi na ngayon nakapagtataka kung bakit ang gobyerno ay nakatuon sa 
pagpapalakas ng presensiya ng pribadong sektor at pribadong pamumuhunan sa 
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mga programa at palisiya nito. Pinakamatunog na neoliberal na adyenda ng 
administrasyong Noynoy Aquino ay ang pagpapalakas ng “private-public 
partnership” at ito ang ipinatutungo niya maging sa sektor ng edukasyon. 
Halimbawa, sa PNU, ibinubukas ng administrasyon ni Pang. Ester B. Ogena ang 
pamantasan sa “multi-stake holders” para mamuhunan rito. 

Ito na siguro ang pinakamasaklap na kinahihinatnan ng edukasyon sa loob ng 
isang sistemang ang layunin ay pagkakamal ng kita para sa pribadong negosyo. 
Hindi nga ba’t ang neoliberalismo sa edukasyon ay sipat na sipat sa pagkaltas ng 
subsidyo ng gobyerno sa pampublikong edukasyon at sa pagtulak ng 
pamahalaan sa state universities and colleges (SUCs) tungo sa kangkungan ng 
pribatisasyon at komersyalisasyon? Sa panukalang P1.8 trilyong pambansang 
badyet para sa 2012, nasa P238 bilyon lamang ang inilalaang badyet sa 
edukasyon habang P700 bilyon ang badyet para sa utang panlabas. Ang 
pagbabawas ng gobyerno sa responsibilidad nitong subsidyo sa edukasyon ay sa 
katunayan pagtulak sa mga paaralan na magtaas ng matrikula’t iba pang bayarin 
na ipinababalikat sa mga mag-aaral. 

Ang taong-taong kaltas sa badyet sa sektor ng edukasyon ay nag-aanak lamang 
ng mga problema para sa mga guro at mag-aaral. Halimbawa, dahil sa mababang 
badyet sa edukasyon, ang kahingiang P2,000 kada taon na chalk allowance ay 
tinatawaran ng P1,000 kada taon ng gobyerno. Habang maliit ang chalk 
allowance, walang magawa ang mga guro kundi ipapasan sa sariling mga bulsa 
ang gastusin sa chalk. 

Samantala, ang nagaganap na pagdinig ngayon sa mga mungkahing pagbabago 
sa Konstitusyon, partikular sa edukasyon, ay kakikitaan ng pagsandig ng 
administrasyong Aquino sa liberalismo sa pamamagitan ng pagbubukas sa mga 
sektor ng midya at edukasyon sa dayuhang pamumuhunan. 

Pedagohiya ng Pagpapalaya 

Sa anumang senaryo ng pagtuturo at pagkatuto, laging ipinaaalala ng kasaysayan 
na kapwa natututo ang guro at estudyante sa isa’t isa. Ito na marahil ang sentral 
na tesis ng isang mapagpalayang pedagohiya – na ang edukasyon ay hindi 
nakapedestal. Nangangahulugan ang ganitong asersyon na ang guro ay mag-
aaral rin, at na ang guro ay miyembro, higit sa anupaman, ng lipunang kaniyang 
kinabibilangan. At na mayroong panlipunang responsibilidad ang mga guro na 
maging makabayan at paglingkuran ang sambayanan. 

Ayon pa nga kay Freire, sa loob ng tradisyonal na pedagohikal na sistema, 
itinuturing ang estudyante bilang buslong walang laman na ang pumupuno ay 
ang guro. Itong kaisipang ito ay sinuri ni Freire bilang isang modelo ng 
pedagohiya na alinsunod sa sistema ng pagbabangko (banking system) kung 
saan itinuturing ang kaalaman bilang salaping iniimbak sa utak na tila bangko o 
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alkansiya. Ipinamalas ni Freire sa kaniyang pagsusuri na hungkag at atrasado 
ang ganitong tipo ng konsepto ng pedagohiya – sapagkat kailanman hindi dapat 
isalalak ang estudyante bilang taga-imbak lamang ng kaalaman; na tila ba hindi 
kayang iproseso at suriin ng mag-aaral ang mga ideya’t konseptong 
ipinagkakasya sa kaniya bilang bagong kaalaman. 

Samakatuwid, ano ang nais ipatungo ni Freire sa pangkalahatang sistema ng 
pagtuturo at pagkatuto? Na ang pedagohiya ay dapat ituring ang mag-aaral 
bilang kapwa-manlilikha ng kaalaman. At dahil sa ganitong pagpapabatid, 
maaaring pasulungin pa ang isang transpormatibo at mapagpalayang 
pedagohiya, kung saan ang mag-aaral at guro, sa pangkalahatan, ay hindi dapat 
ipinipinta bilang magkatunggali, kundi bilang magkakampi at magkasama sa 
hangarin na paglingkuran at palayain ang sambayanan. 

Originally published in The Torch 4th issue 2011 
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               The Sovereign  
Debt Crisis and  

Monopoly Capitalism 
   Edberto M. Villegas 

 
 
 
 
 
 

THE FINANCIAL CRISIS OF US CAPITALISM HAS RE-ASSERTED ITSELF AFTER A TEMPORARY 

LULL IN 2010. The seeming recovery of US business in 2010 was due to huge bale-

outs by the US government of big banks and corporations on the brink of 

bankruptcies, caused by the Wall Street crash of 2008, which has been called the 

Greater Depression compared to the Great Depression of 1929.The present 

financial meltdown developing into a graver economic crisis, which has already 

devastated hundreds of millions of ordinary people since 2008, was intensified 

by the downgrading last August, 2011 of the US economy by Standard and 

Poor(S&P), a leading international credit rater of countries. The US economy 

was rated down by S&P from the highest AAA to AA+, a one notch decline and 

the first in US history. This caused widespread panic in the bourses of the world, 

from Europe, the Middle East and Asia, with the European financial market 

already suffering a 37% decrease since February of 2011. Investors worldwide, 

because of their wide exposures in the US market, began unloading their stocks, 

afraid of a continuing plunge of Wall Street assets.  

The downgrade of the US economy by S&P was primarily because of 

the possibility of the US defaulting from its sovereign debt, amounting to $14.27 

trillion, which has pushed the US Federal government, after acrimonious 

debates and haggling among its political leaders (the Republicans and the 

Democrats) to further raise the US debt ceiling by another $2.1 trillion. This rise 

in the debt ceiling will thus enable the US Federal government to borrow again 
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from all sources. This was approved in the US Congress in the last week of June, 

2011, and gave the US a temporary relief from default. But this increase by $2.1 

trillion will be compensated by budget cuts, mostly targeting social services and 

affecting poor and middle class Americans. The US budget reduction would be 

$100 billion by the end of 2012, costing a further 700,000 loss of jobs. Present 

unemployment in the US has now reached a high 8.2 % (June, 2012) and it is 

estimated that over the next decade, 1.6 millions of Americans per year will be 

out of work as a result of continuing budget slashes by the Federal Government. 

The financial stimulus packages of President Obama, costing $4 trillion, which 

salvaged corporate America from the crisis of 2008, has now to be repaid and it 

is the low and middle-income Americans who are made to carry the burden yet 

again.1 Because of the massive stimulus packages of Obama for mega business, 

the US Federal government experienced a budget deficit of $1.5 trillion in 2011, 

which is a high 10% of US GDP of $15.46 trillion, while is public debts has 

reached $16 trillion or 103% of GDP. The budget deficit has been aggravated by 

the costs of funding the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, which amount to $1.24 

trillion since 2001. Further, the US has spent a total of $896 million in its 

intervention with NATO in Libya in ousting its leader, Colonel Moammar Gadaffi, 

who threatened in 2009 the nationalization of the oil assets of Western 

companies in that country.2  

Sovereign Debt Crisis in Europe 

In the Euro zone countries, composed of 17 members who use the euro as their 

common currency,3 the sovereign debt crisis continues unabated since it 

erupted in 2010. Greece, Portugal and Ireland have been bailed out by the 

leading members of the Eurozone nations, Germany, Italy, and France. Greece 

due to a near default of its huge debt, 146% of GDP, has obtained a 173 billion 

euros (1 euro = $1.4) bail-out from the other Euro-zone nations. The Greek 

government in order to pay for its sovereign debt has issued high-yielding ten 

years bonds at 15.3% interest to attract foreign investors. With this too high 

yield, Fitch & Moody’s (other credit raters of countries) have downgraded Greek 
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bonds to junk status. This downgrading to junk status of sovereign bonds is also 

true of Ireland which obtained a 85 billion euro loan in 2010, and Portugal with 

a 78 billion euro bail-out. Both of these countries have suffered high government 

deficits like Greece with Ireland deficit at 32.4% of GDP and Portugal, 9.1% of 

GDP. (The acceptable government deficit set by the 1992 Maastricht treaty of 

the European Union of 27 member countries should be not more than 3% of 

GDP).4 

The sovereign debt crises of Greece, Ireland and Portugal are merely 

offshoots of the stock market crash of 2008. In Greece, a leading culprit was the 

bank Morgan Stanley, which because of its deep hold on the Greek government 

managed to manipulate the yields of Greek bonds, causing a tumble of the Greek 

economy as a repercussion of the global financial collapse in 2008.  The Greek 

government also bailed out a number of private banks in 2009. It is to be noted 

that the Greek government is at present conducting a belated investigation on 

the activities of Morgan Stanley, which may be more for show if anything. In 

Portugal, a major cause of its current problem was the extensive speculations by 

fund managers in its stock market, which also got battered by the spread of the 

capitalist financial fiasco of 2008. In the case of Ireland, its national debt was 

caused primarily by government bail-outs of six large private banks doing 

business on its shores which were heavily involved in the property bubble of 

global finance capital which burst in 2008.5 

The European Union6 has established the European Financial 

Stabilization Mechanism(EFSM), aiming to raise 750 billion euros(almost a 

trillion dollars), to come to the aid of those members near defaulting their 

sovereign debts. This amount will be raised by the other Eurozone countries 

through selling sovereign bonds to investors, particularly capitalist 

corporations, which will increase their respective national debts as well like a 

domino effect. France, which was also hit by the financial crisis of 2008 because 

of its tie-up with Wall Street, is griping about its contribution to the bail-out 

fund of the EFSM as its growth rate is moving at a snail pace, only 0.7% for the 
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third quarter of 2011. It is predicted that the growth rates of the major Western 

capitalist countries, the US, Germany, Great Britain and France will be very bleak 

in 2012 and they may experience another possible recession.7 To make matter 

worse, France and Italy are likewise on the verge of defaulting their debts due to 

the former heavy spending($288 million  by July 10, 2011) to support the war 

campaign of NATO against Libya8 and the latter’s huge public debt(112% of 

GDP) caused by massive bail outs of Italian banks in 2009.(Accepted debt to GDP 

ratio by the Maastricht treaty must not exceed 60%)9It is to be noted that France 

has oil companies in Libya which Gaddafi threatened to nationalize in a speech 

at Georgetown University, US, last January, 2009. France has also a high 

government deficit at 7% of GDP and may be downgraded to AA+ status from its 

AAA like the US. And Germany is not far behind with its public debt at 83.2 % of 

GDP. To stem off defaults, Italy and also Spain(with a high 9.2% government 

deficit, see  graph below) have increased interest rates on their sovereign bonds 

to attract foreign investors as their economies are perceived by the latter as 

risky to do business in. In 2008, Spain went through a major housing market 

bust due to the activities of speculators in its stock market as also what 

happened in Ireland which led to the Spanish government incurring a high 

budget deficit caused by its bailing-out of  private banks affected by the plunge 

of stock values. Spain has likewise sought for a bail-out of 100 billion euros from 

the Euro zone.  
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Data for the Year 2009 (Source: Eurostat) 

The Burden passed to the People again 

It is to the ordinary masses that the capitalist governments will again  transfer  

through more strict austerity measures the payment of their sovereign’s debts 

primarily to capitalist banks. As in the US, to be able to pay off their ballooning 

debts, Greece, Portugal, Spain and France have embarked on extensive fiscal 

austerity measures, basically lowering social services, hitting pensions, 

educational subsidies, reducing government workforces, and raising taxes, 

further impoverishing the poor and middle-classes. These policies have been 

carried out based on the recommendations of the IMF, which is widely 

participating in the bail outs of Euro zone countries. (It is to be noted that the 

IMF has required the Philippines to contribute its quota or reserve money in the 

IMF, amounting to $1 billion to help bail out tottering Eurozone capitalist 

countries.) The huge sums received by the governments of Greece, Portugal and 

Ireland, will be paid as usual to big financial institutions, both local and foreign 

doing business on their shores. 

Huge demonstrations by the masses with casualties already and 

mostly composed of the lower and middle classes, coming from government 
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workers, professionals, students and ordinary housewives, have wracked the 

cities of Athens, Lisbon, Barcelona, and Paris, protesting their government 

cutbacks on social services and the increase of taxes to save big business.  In 

England, a demonstration in the city of Tote ham in the second week of August, 

2011, morphed into widespread rioting and even looting that has engulfed 

London, Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham and Nottingham. The rioting and 

looting have been carried out by economically marginalized sectors, primarily 

the unemployed youth, ethnic groups and even impoverished professionals, 

including parents, whose  livelihoods have adversely declined due to the 

continuing economic crisis of capitalism. To attribute the rioting and looting to a 

culture of violence, gang mentality, and parent neglect of misbehaving children, 

as the British parliament, led by  Conservative Prime Minister David Cameroon, 

has done is a simplistic evaluation of the situation. The causes of the problem 

now enveloping England are its bailing outs of mega banks, particularly the 37 

billion pounds infusion into The Royal Bank of Scotland, Lloyds TSB and HBOS in 

2008 and its costs of financing wars (England’s contribution to NATO Libyan 

campaign, aside from its involvement in Afghanistan, to protect its oil interest 

,British Petroleum, was 260 million pounds by August, 2011) . To support its 

massive spending, the British government has likewise adopted extensive 

austerity measures through reductions in pensions and public jobs, privatization 

of government corporations, including state universities, causing tuition fee 

increases, wage freezes and other such similar policies, causing widespread 

unemployment and poverty among its citizenry. Unemployment, for instance, 

averages 9% in Europe, with 10% in Great Britain and 16% in Greece. 23 million 

workers in the European Union have lost their jobs due to the ongoing global 

economic turmoil since 2008. The “broken England” of Prime Minster Cameroon 

more accurately means that it is capitalism through the help of their 

governments that has broken the lives of the general populace. 

In August, 2011, the Occupy Wall Street Movement erupted in the US 

with thousands of impoverished Americans and their supporters demonstrating 

in front of the stock exchange of Wall St. and also camping out in Times Square. 
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By October of that year, this Movement has spread to 120 cities in the US with 

the Occupy Chicago, Occupy Los Angeles and Occupy Boston following in its 

heel. There followed an Occupy London Stock exchange Movements, Occupy 

Tokyo and other similar demonstrations covering 82 countries, involving 

hundreds of thousands of people suffering from the crisis of monopoly 

capitalism. 200, 000 thousands have rallied in Rome, clashing with police in the 

third week of October, 2011 and the indignatos in Spain numbering 1.5 million 

continue to protest government cutbacks on social services, wages and pensions 

and the growing rate of unemployment, reaching 22%, the highest in Europe. 

The Bane of Finance Capital (Monopoly Capitalism) 

The economic fundamental abided by capitalist countries, which considers 

deregulation in the markets as sacrosanct, is in fact a rationalization of the 

economic dominance of a few. To trust the so-called free market, notably the 

stock markets of the world, to swing back to equilibrium is to rely on the strong 

sense of social responsibility of private business, basically monopoly capitalism 

(the integration of industrial and finance capital) to take measures to create new 

jobs for the people from the funds they borrowed and even received as grants 

from their governments. This assumption is greatly misplaced since the primary 

goal of private business is to make as much profits in the shortest possible time. 

They did not primarily invest the bail-outs from their governments into the 

productive sectors, industry, agriculture and some forms of service, but had 

instead channeled them back into the stock markets to earn interests and 

dividends, higher than they would have acquired from sales. As we have 

witnessed in many instances in the history of capitalism from the Great 

Depression of 1929, the Stock Market crashes of 1982, 1987, 2001, and 2008, 

the drive to accumulate greater profits in the financial markets than in the 

productive sectors of the economy through dividends and interests has led only 

to one bubble economy after another, which inevitably burst. To trust on the so-

called free market of the capitalists to recover in time by itself is to forget that 

the basic drive of each capitalist is to beat his/her competitors by cutting on the 
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latter’s turf and to be no. 1 in his/her line of business. In short, it is greed that is 

being camouflaged by the theory of free enterprise of the capitalists, with all the 

mathematical incantations of their academic priests, so apart from proper social 

planning to create jobs for the people and to improve their livelihoods. The 

social framework of capitalism is biased for the profit-motivated individual and 

the call of “free market” both in the financial and economic sectors is just simply 

a mythical slogan to justify the squeezing of more profits from society. 

In the first place, there is already occurring a crisis of overproduction 

in the real economy, the productive sector, and the calculating capitalist will 

thereby avoid increasing his/her inventories. For instance, as early as 1997 

there was already an overcapacity of 22.4 million automobiles worldwide. In the 

telecommunication industry, between 1998 and 2001, there was also a growing 

overproduction of fiber optic cables as telecom companies went public.10 These 

overcapacities resulted in the so-called dot-com market collapse of 2001, which 

was precipitated by a plunge of the stocks of telecom companies in Wall Street. 

Overproduction was also experienced in other manufacturing industries: 

textiles, steel, ships, aircraft, chemicals and drugs. Since a capitalist will never 

pay a wage or salary to their employees equivalent to the values of their outputs, 

as the surplus that the latter create constitute the capitalist’s potential profits, 

overproduction will inevitably ensue. The purchasing power of the proletariat of 

the world, blue and white collar workers, the latter including scientists, 

professors, singers, etc.,11 who constitute the majority consumers in the world 

market, will thus never balance with the values of the goods and services they 

produce, resulting in recurring overproduction in the marketplaces of the 

capitalists. Indeed, the tendency of capitalism or at the present stage monopoly 

capitalism is to create overproduction and bubble economies. The capitalists 

attempt to counteract the tendency of a decreasing rate of profit due to unsold 

goods and aggravated by competition from his/her rivals either through 

destroying his/her products(wars, deliberate destruction as in throwing goods 

into the river) or a turn into speculative investment in the stock market. The 

latter option only inflates the worth of the real economy creating a bubble 
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economy. Before the Great Market Crash in Wall Street in 2008, the financial 

capital, notably exemplified in the stock markets, of the world was bloated 

sixteen-fold from $12 trillion in 1980 to an estimated $190 trillion in 2007, over 

a third which were in the US. The value of global financial assets in 2006 was 

equivalent to 350% of GDP of the real economy of the world.12 

The capitalist governments coming to the rescue of big business will 

just repeat the vicious cycle of one economic crisis after another. It may lead to 

the capitalist governments, particularly the US, printing more monies to pay off 

its debts, further bloating the economy from its real worth, causing a massive 

bubble economy. Even China which has submerged itself in the capitalist 

economy since the 1980’s is also creating a bubble economy in its stock market 

while the majority of its people are mired in poverty, earning meager wages in 

firms put up by the comprador bourgeoisie in alliance with foreign capital in so-

called free trade zones. It is to be remembered that when Germany in the 1920 

to the 1930’s was made to pay off its imposed huge reparation obligations to the 

victorious Allies in the First World War and when the German people had no 

more capacity to pay, the Weimar republic had to print monies by the millions 

causing a bubble economy, a mammoth inflation of the reichmark, which 

became so devalued to the extent of 1 million reichmarks becoming equivalent 

to one US dollar. This gave rise to the social turmoil in Germany erupting in the 

Second World War. In the case of the euro, the European Central Bank may 

resort to printing more liquid money to bail out Eurozone members in dangers 

of defaulting from their debts, which will spark inflation, hitting more critically 

the general populace. 

Keeping the present ailing and moribund capitalist system alive on a  

lifeline by constantly squeezing more surplus value from the people or causing 

the artificial rise of the prices of commodities and stocks or printing more 

monies, have their limits after all. The endurance and patience of the people 

have also their limits, when finally they realize the irrationality and injustice of 

their situation. It is they who are made to pay for the wrongdoings of capitalism 
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as millions of them starve and lost their dignities when rendered jobless and 

homeless as the vicious economic crisis of their tormentors intensify. Yet, finally, 

millions of the world people are catching a glimpse of the roots of their daily 

miseries as hundreds of thousands of them have began going into the streets 

protesting their unfortunate fate. 

Conclusion 

Indeed the life of capitalism can no longer be sustained. The values of their 

stocks have become very erratic, huffing and puffing to rise up again at the same 

time causing more bankruptcies among ordinary investors, who have been 

beguiled by promises of quick profits in the stock markets. Capitalist 

governments in their various G7 and G20 conferences and emergency meetings 

have tried almost every trick in the books to enable their corporate mentors to 

recover from the economic crisis, from extensive austerity measures, to the 

Federal Reserve Bank of the US reducing interest rate to almost zero, to the 

establishment of the European Financial Stabilization Mechanism(EFSM), the  

European Financial Stability Facility(EFSF) and the European Treasury by the 

European Union. All of these measures have been inadequate, however, as stock 

values continue to deteriorate that even monopoly capitalism is losing their 

confidence in their political protectors and is asking for more extensive 

measures, which will surely cause greater miseries among the masses.  

The way forward to save humankind is becoming clearer and clearer 

as the crisis continues and will surely descend once more on the world with 

greater impacts if ever capitalist governments could come out with some 

temporary solution to the ills of capitalism. The path that is becoming clear is 

that the capitalist order must give way to a system where the values created by 

the people of the world through their productive labor must not be appropriated 

by a few, the capitalist owners of the means of production, but must  revert to 

the people themselves. This therefore calls for a change in the ownership of the 

means of production and the expropriations of capitalist property, particularly 

those of the monopoly capitalists. 
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The suffering people of the world cannot trust on their present 

governments who by all sorts of economic ties are the guardians of monopoly 

capitalism. The people of the world must rely on their own organizations which 

may have seen the way forward of dismantling the irrational economic and 

political structures of their societies. The true value of the products of labor, 

based on the average length of time they are produced and which are becoming 

more abundant through advances in technology, must be maintained in order 

for the people to enjoy the fruits of their work. The value of commodities must 

not be left to the whims of individuals, who are motivated to make colossal 

profits and who manipulate price increases departing from their true values 

through all sorts of methods like hoarding, destruction of goods, deceptions and 

all other shenanigans occurring in the stock market of the capitalists. In this 

regard, an enlightened people must abolish the stock market, which has been 

invented by the capitalist to hoodwink the ordinary investors.  

By the impoverished majority masses of the world agreeing on a 

common method to distribute the goods that they produce in a manner that will 

redound to the development of each can we finally surpass this era of a defunct 

capitalist system of ownership. Only by this way can the common good be 

served through a collective and properly-planned production and distribution of 

the products of labor. Only in this way can science, technology and the arts truly 

advance the welfare of humankind. 

  

Notes 

                                                      
1  US Treasury: CO Roll Call 

2  National Priorities Project, Internet and Reuters – Our World Now, March 22, 
2011, internet. 
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3  The Euro zone member countries are: Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Estonia, 
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Malta, 
Netherlands, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia and Spain. 

4  From Council of Foreign Relations, Internet. 

5 European Sovereign Debt Crisis – Wikipedia, Internet 

6  The European Union is composed of 27 member countries: Austria, Belgium, 
Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, 
Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, 
Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and 
the UK. 

7  This is a prediction of Stanley Morgan, cited by the BBC, on Aug. 18, 2011. 

8  France International News, Internet 

9  Ibid., Council of Foreign Relations. 

10  Quoted from the Wall Street Journal, Aug. 5, 1998, and The Economist, July 
20-26, 2002,  and, from the article “Challenging the Conventional Wisdom on the 
Causes and Cures of the Current Economic Crisis”, by Pa0-yu Ching, Institute of 
Political Economy Journal, July 2010, pp. 10-11. 

11  See Karl Marx “Theories of Surplus Value”, Part I, where he discusses how 
surplus value is extracted from the labor of service workers, such as singers and 
teachers. 

12  From data of IBON Foundation, Philippines. 
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Pahayag sa Pagluluksa 
Joi Barrios 

member, BAYAN Women’s Desk 

 
 
 
(Tala:  Sinulat ko ito matapos mabasa ang kolum na Streetwise ni Carol Araullo, 
tagapangulo ng BAYAN.  Ang unang linya ng tula ay mula sa kanyang kolum. Si Ka 
Arman ay dating sec-gen ng BAYAN Southern Tagalog) 
 
Hindi nakasasanayan ang pagluluksa.  
Agad, pagdating ng balita, 
Nagbabalabal tayo ng itim sa katawan, 
Nagsisindi ng kandila, 
Naghahanda ng parangal, 
Habang sa kaloob-looban, 
tahimik na lumuluha. 
  
Ano’t ipinaliliwanag natin ang pagluluksa? 
Iwaksi ang mga bansag: rebelde, mamamatay-tao, terorista. 
Isalaysay ang kanilang buhay: 
Magulang na pinaslang, 
magsasakang naging lider-aktibista, 
lider-aktibistang naging gerilya.  
Unawain ang pasya 
Na humawak ng sandata. 
  
Halina’t balikan ang isang lumang tula1: 
Ang awit ng digma ay awit ng pag-ibig 
Walang di nagnasa ng buhay na tahimik 
Bawat taong nanandata ay taong nagmahal 
Buhay ay alay para sa higit na buhay. 
  
Huwag, huwag kasanayan ang pagluluksa, 
Hindi rito nagtatapos 
ang ating pakikibaka. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
1 Mula ito sa aking tulang “Testamento,” 1998.   
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Kayhirap Mong Tulaan,  
Ka Arman 

Axel Pinpin 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Kaninang umaga, hinahanap ko ang katwiran, ang mga dahilan 
sa ulan. 
  
Hinayaan ko muna ang ampiyas na magtalsikang tila punglo 
papasok sa makapasok 
ng pintuan. 
  
Halos pabahain nito ang sahig. 
Hinanap ko ang dahilan kung bakit 
noong katapusan ng Hunyo, 
dugo n’yo naman ang idinilig 
sa pagitan ng mga puno ng niyog. 
  
Tinatanaw ko sa bintana ang hagunot ng mga jeep 
at bakasakaling gulantangin ako nito -- 
  
maintindihang wala ka na nga sa amin. 
  
Pero sadyang mahirap hanapin ang katwiran, 
ang dahilan, 
mahirap haraping tuwiran ang katotohanang 
wala ka na nga sa amin. 
  
Ay! Pagkakahirap mo bang tulaan, Ka Arman! 
Hindi iyang mga binigkas ko ang tula 
na nais kong sulatin para sa iyo. Kung nagugusot 
na tulad ng papel ang laptop computer 
ilang beses ko na sana itong kinuyumos 
at iniitsa sa basurahan 
para muling simulan ang simula 
ng pinakamainam na tula para sa iyo. 
  
Anung hirap mong tulaan, Ka Arman. 
Gayong ang buong-buhay mo ay isang malayang tugma 
ng mga pangarap sa bihasa mong kasanayan 
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na lumikha ng pinakamatitibay na pakbag 
at sandals 
sa mga lagalag na paa ng lungsod 
na paboritong pasyalan ang aplaya 
at bundok ng Puerto Galera, 
duminding ng Talipanan, 
at kahindik-hindik na Halcon. 
  
Mga talinhaga ang kimkim-mong-galit 
noong paslangin si Ka Speed 
at ang iyong ina, ng mga lintik 
na putanginang sundalo ng 204th Brigade 
ng Philippine Army na noo’y pinamumunuan 
ng demonyong si Palparan. 
  
‘Kita mo na, maging si Palparan 
ay hindi ko na maihanap ng magandang talinhaga. 
Putangina lamang talaga siya. 
Putangina si Palparan. 
Ay kayhirap mong tulaan, Ka Arman! 
  
Gayong marami na ang nauna sa aking tumula para sa iyo. 
Para silang mga kidlat ngayong bumabagyo. 
Mga kabataang makata sa Facebook 
na hindi ko alam kung gaano ka kakilala 
subali't itinulak silang baybayin 
sa mga indayog ng salita at paglalarawan 
ang iyong buhay. 
  
At dahil hindi mo na mabibisita ang iyong FB account, 
narito ang bahagi ng tula ni Joan Zaragosa para sa iyo, Ka Arman: 
Albarillo 
  
Sa ibang panig ng mundo 
Albarillo ang bungang kahoy 
Ng nakilala nating Aprikot, 
Albarikoke sa iba, kahugis 
Ng Melokoton. Kakulay ng 
Malusog na balat, mamula- 
Mulang pisngi, nagtatalong 
Dilaw at pula. Anti-oxidant, 
Pumupuksa ito ng Kanser, 
Sa tamang takal ng tikim. 
  
Sa ibang panig din ng mundo, 
Isang kolokyal na salitang 
Kilos ang Albarillo: Mabangis 
Na pagkakayari ng tagumpay! 
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At sa iba pa, musika ito 
Ng gitarang mabilis na kinakalabit, 
Saliw sa sukdul-sukdulang 
Yugto sa dulang romantiko. 
  
Ang Albarillong Pilipino, 
Hindi dito lubusang nalalayo. 
  
Tapat sa pangalan, 
Namatay si Arman 
Para puksain 
Ang kanser ng lipunan. 
Marahas ang digma, 
May bangis sa buhay, 
Na inalay niya sa tagumpay.1 
  
Anong hirap mong tulaan, Ka Arman! 
Ilang beses kong dinaya ang aking pandinig 
noong una kong marinig sa dzMM 
bandang alas-kwatro ng hapon ang iyong ngalan. 
  
Hindi naka-limang minuto, may pumasok 
na balita sa e-mail at muling binabanggit 
ang ngalang Arman Albarillo, alyas ka Jun -- 
Platun lider ng NPA sa Bondoc Peninsula. 
  
Gusto kong dayain ang aking mata 
na hindi Arman kundi Sarhento, Kapitan 
o Koronel ng Armed Forces of the Philippines 
ang natagpuang bangkay pagkatapos 
ng sagupaan.2 
  
Mga pangalan ng sundalong sana'y inuukit, 
itinatara mo ngayon sa puwitan ng iyong baril. 
  
Mas madali sanang sumulat ng tula. 
Pero hindi nga ganoon. 
  
Gusto kong gamiting dahilan na abala ako 
sa pag-aasikaso sa iyong burol at libing 
kaya hindi kita maigawa ng tula; 
tulala 
sa paghintay ng pagtila 
ng ulan 
at ng luha. 
  
Noong isang araw bago ka dalhin 
dito sa Maynila, ipinangako ko sa sariling -- 
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hindi ako iiyak, 
o hindi muna iiyak. 
  
Subalit noong sinusulat ko na 
ang maiksi mong talambuhay 
sa Facebook page na inilaan para sa iyo 
umigkas yata ang tapon na nakapasak sa aking mata. 
  
Pagkatapos ng ilang sandali, 
natagpuan ko ang sariling itinatapat 
sa bentilador ang aking keyboard. 
Habol ang higit-ng-balikat 
habol ang uhog na malalaglag. 
  
Kahapon, wala akong dahilang umiyak, 
kailangang tupdin ang tungkulin. 
Kailangang tiyaking maayos ang hanay 
ng sasalubong na mga kasamang 
minsan mong nakatuwang sa gawain, 
nakakakawit-bisig sa kalsada, 
naka-duet sa videoke, 
naigawa ng sandals 
naipagtahi ng backpack. 
  
Tama. Hindi ako umiyak. 
Iniluha na ako mga kasamang naghahagis ng pulang rosas 
at kuyom na kamao 
sa kabaong ninyo ni Ka Darwin. 
  
Walang hindi humihikbi sa salubungan kahapon. 
Walang hindi nagngingit. 
  
Gusto ko sanang tapatan ang mga nauna kong tula 
sa mga kasamang martir, o higitan pa ang ganitong nilalaman: 
  
Ngayong gabi, 
Tiyak na magtitipon kayo sa isang parangal. 
Mag-aalay ng awit at tula. 
Aalalahanin ang aking buhay, 
Kasiyahan man o kalungkutan. 
  
May hatid na kilabot 
ang aking kabaong sa inyong harapan. 
  
Ngunit may hamon ang pagkahapis, 
Kukuyom ang inyong kamao sa iisang nais 
Sa pag-awit ng Internasyunale 
Maaring di n’yo na nga mapipigilan – 
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Papatak ang inyong luha, 
Hahalo sa lupa – 
Sa lupang pinatakan ng aking dugo. 
  
Kung magkaganito, 
Maari ba mga Kasama 
Tipunin n’yo ang aking luha 
Sa prinsipyong nagbigkis 
Sa ating pakikibaka 
At sa aking mga kaibigan at pamilya 
  
Gayo’y ihulma n’yo itong pighati 
sa hugis ng punglong 
Itinubog sa kumukulong asero 
  
Ipangako n’yo rin 
Na patuloy na magpapakilos 
Ng bawat makikisig 
At masisigasig na anak ng bayan. 
  
At sa dulo ng aking libing 
Ay ang sigaw 
Ng makauring paghihiganti 
Tungo sa kalayaan ng Bayan! 3 
  
Ah! Pero hindi iyan ang tula 
na nais kong isulat para sa iyo, Ka Arman! 
  
Hanggang kanina, iniiwasan kong 
makakumustahan si Adel. 
Inuukit ko na, malaon na, 
na parang lapida sa dibdib 
ang larawan niyang nagtatalumpati sa isang rali 
habang umiiyak. Ayaw ko siyang makitang 
muling tumutulo ang luha. 
  
Iniiwasan ko si Kathy. Gusto kong 
maalala na lamang siyang abala 
sa pag-aasikaso sa mga kasamang nahihilo, 
nagtatae at nahihimatay 
sa mahahaba nating Lakbayan. 
  
Pero hindi ko naiwasang basahin 
ang love story ninyo kanina. 
May pasabay-sabay ka pa pala tricycle. 
May palibre-libre pang nalalaman. 
May pabunggu-bunggo sa siko 
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para masungkit ang matam-is n’yang Oo. 
Sino ba sa atin ang hindi baduy, korni 
pagdating sa pag-ibig, 
kahit rebolusyunaryo. 
  
Kinikilig ako habang, oo, 
umiiyak. 
  
Kay hirap mong tulaan, Ka Arman! 
  
Katapus-tapusan, nagpasya na lamang 
akong magkalkal ng isang di-kalumaang 
tula ng pag-ibig: 
  
Kabilang ang banta ng ulan at bagyo, 
sa pag-ibig nya sa pag-asa. 
  
Gayundin ang senyales ng pagbaha at delubyo. 
  
Iniibig nya ito kahit malimit ay mali ang anunsyo 
ng pagtila at pagtigil. 
  
Kung gaano maaasahan ang pag-asa sa alinlangan at baka-sakali 
ay hindi tiyak sa mga disin-sana. 
  
Ngunit, pambihira ma’y natural 
ang pag-ibig sa ulan kung hindi man sa pag-asa, 
gaya ng paghihintay ng mga parang 
  
at kabundukan na ang hudyat ay pagsalakay sa kinukutibtib, 
kinakaligkig na mga sundalo. At mahahagilap 
  
niyang sa paghihintay ng pagtila ng ulan 
hindi nagpapatumpik-tumpik ang Bagong Hukbong Bayan!4 
  
  
July 6, 2012 All-UP Workers Union Office 
Ilang oras bago ang Parangal kay Ka Arman 
  
___________  
1 Bahagi ng tula na Albarillo ni Joan Zaragosa 
https://www.facebook.com/notes/joan-
zaragosa/albarillo/10151011766874658 

2 Nirebisang bahagi ng tula na isinulat para kay Ka Jobo, martir na NPA na 
namatay sa labanan sa Batangas, 2007. 
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3 Excerpt. Unang isinulat para sa martir na NPA na namatay sa labanan sa 
Magallanes, Cavite, 2001. Nirebisa bilang parangal kay Ka Eden Marcellana, may 
pamagat na Mahal Kong Orly. Kabilang sa ilalabas na librong Lover’s Lane pp 38. 
May bersyon din nito para kay Ka lester, kabataang manggagawang pangkultura 
na pinaslang ng mga sundalo noong December 2010. 

4 Tula na kabilang sa Lover’s Lane. May pamagat na Mina, pp 30. 
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Richard R. Gappi 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Pinatay ang kanyang tatay. 
Pinatay ang kanyang nanay. 
 
At tulad ng batang makulit 
na kinikilala ang daigdig,  
nagtanong siya kung bakit. 
 
Nang matutuhan at matanto niya ang mga sagot, 
sinagot siya ng ganito: bakit ka nagtatanong? 
 
Kaya para patahimikin, sinuhulan siya. 
Pero nang hindi siya makuha sa santong dasalan, 
dinaan nila sa santong paspasan: 
Kinasuhan siya ng gawa-gawang kaso 
(sa korte kung saan sinampahan din  
ng gawa-gawang kaso ang kanyang  
nanay at tatay bago pinatay) 
 
Saan ngayon hahantong ang kanyang paghahanap? 
 
Nang masumpungan at makita niya  
ang nawawala sa puso ng bundok, 
pinatag nila ito, sinilaban, pinaglagablab; 
bitbit ang dayong aral kung paano 
gawing isang humahagulgol na gubat 
ang isang payak na komunidad.  
Tsaka nila binigyan ng pangalan: 
(Oplan Balangiga) 
Oplan Bantay Laya 
Oplan Bayanihan. 
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Oplan Teach Me How to Doogie. 
 
At tulad ng kanyang  
tatay at nanay, pinaslang siya. 
 
Kinutya nila nang maraming tanong ang kanyang 
desisyon: 
Bakit ka nakisayaw sa mga parehong kaliwa ang paa? 
Bakit ka nakiawit sa laos nang tugtog at wala na sa 
tono? 
Bakit ka sumapi sa mga taong labas  
at humawak ng armas, di ba't labag 'yan sa batas? 
 
Pero ang mga tanong nila ay nilusaw at sinagot  
ng mga nagbigay sa kanya ng bigas  
ng mga nakangiting sumalubong 
at nakipagkamay sa kanya sa tarangkahan; 
ng kanyang mga kasama at nakasalamuha; 
ng mga katulad niyang ang araw ng kamatayan  
ay hindi idinedeklarang walang pasok at pista 
opisyal: 
 
"Ang isang bayan na patuloy na inaapi, 
patuloy na nagsisilang ng maraming bayani.” # 
 
 
 
 
9:10AM, Saturday, July 7, 2012 
Angono, Rizal, Pilipinas- 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Teaching as an Anti-Imperialist Practice: 
Teaching Against the Imperialist Machine  

 
 

 

 

TODAY WE, LIVE IN A WORLD THAT PROPHETS OF CAPITALISM DECLARE AS “END OF 

HISTORY.”  In the words of Francis Fukuyama, “Western liberal democracy [is] as 

the final form of human government.”1 Consequently, socialism, now celebrated 

by the organic intellectuals of capitalism as defunct, is consigned to the dustbin 

of history’s barbarism.  Yet the so-called Western liberal democracy proves to be 

more barbaric than its supposed nightmarish opposite, socialism. For today, the 

richest fifth of the world's people consumes eighty-six percent of all goods and 

services while the poorest fifth consumes just 1.3 percent. Indeed, the richest 

fifth consumes forty-five percent of all meat and fish, fifty-eight percent of all 

energy used and eighty-four percent of all paper, has seventy-four percent of all 

telephone lines and owns eighty-seven percent of all vehicles. The world's 225 

richest individuals, of whom sixty are Americans with total assets of $311 

billion, have a combined wealth of over $1 trillion—equal to the annual income 

of the poorest forty-seven percent of the entire world's population. On the 

opposite extreme, the poor consisting of the 4.4 billion people in developing 

countries, nearly three-fifths lack access to safe sewers, a third have no access to 

clean water, a quarter do not have adequate housing and a fifth have no access to 

modern health services of any kind. 

 More staggering is the fact that $40 billion a year is the estimated 

amount that the additional cost of achieving and maintaining universal access to 

basic education for all, basic health care for all, reproductive health care for all 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liberal_democracy
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women, adequate food for all, and clean water and safe sewers for all is roughly 

equivalent to less than four percent of the combined wealth of the 225 richest 

people in the world. Yet Americans spend $8 billion a year on cosmetics—$2 

billion more than the estimated annual total needed to provide basic education 

for everyone in the world! 

 Indeed what Fukuyama’s pseudo-Hegelian summative synthesis of 

twentieth century’s geist fails to accomplish is the Hegelian negation of negation. 

“Processes,” Frederick Engels wrote in Anti-Dühring, “which have an 

antagonistic nature contain a contradiction inside them. The transformation of 

one extreme into its opposites and, finally, as the basis of everything, the 

negation of the negation.”2 The contradictions within Western liberal capitalism, 

which the end of history prophets refuse to acknowledge, will bring it to its final 

negation.  But this is not a mechanistic reversal of Fukuyama or the ad hoc 

summoning of the historical inevitability of the socialism thesis. For we must 

also recognize that these contradictions are fought in history by “real” men and 

women.   

 But these struggles in history are only made possible by men and 

women coming to critical consciousness that demands “we change the world” 

rather than interpret it. Karl Marx further adds in “A Contribution to the Critique 

of Hegel’s Philosophy of Right” that, “[t]he weapon of criticism cannot, of course, 

replace criticism of the weapon, material force must be overthrown by material 

force; but theory also becomes a material force as soon as it has gripped the 

masses. Theory is capable of gripping the masses as soon as it demonstrates ad 

hominem, and it demonstrates ad hominem as soon as it becomes radical. To be 

radical is to grasp the root of the matter.”3 To be radical educator and 

intellectual today is to grasp “the root of the matter,” that is, that Western liberal 

democracy is bankrupt. History does not end with it, but it should be ended and 

buried in history to end its attendant monstrousity. It is also worth mentioning  

Louis Althusser’s prescient observation that, "what the bourgeoisie has installed 

as its number-one, i.e. as its dominant ideological State apparatus, is the 
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educational apparatus, which has in fact replaced in its functions the previously 

dominant ideological State apparatus, the Church,”4 is still very relevant today. 

The imperialists in tandem with transnational corporations are busy funding 

and importing  educational reforms and restructuring educational  system 

around the world to stall the collapse of the Western liberal democratic model. 

 And these global restructuring of education had stirred mass 

uprisings and oppositions.  For instance,  last 30 June, thousands demonstrated 

across Israel to demand lower cost for education, food, and housing. The 

protesters chanted: "The only solution to privatisation is revolution."  

Meanwhile last 28 June, more than 100,000 students and workers mobilized at 

La Alameda, in the capital Santiago (Chile) demanding free education for all 

during a cold and rainy day that resulted to the detention of  472 protesters. On 

1 July, students performed the Student Zombie March in New York (U.S.A.) with 

the theme, “The Night of The Living Debt.” Students met in Washington Park and 

marched through lower Manhattan to protest rising tuition costs and the 

Congress's plan to double interest rates on student loans on 1 July. In Australia, 

an estimated 25,000 public school teachers in the state of Victoria went on strike 

and about 200 primary and secondary schools were closed. The strike protested 

the cut in the annual salary of the tachers.5  

 In the Philippines, in 23 September of last year, throngs of students 

swarmed the street of Mendiola to demand higher state subsidy. Co-editor Gerry 

Lanuza, whose article is also included in this issue, describes this Hegelian 

cunning of reason embodied in this massive student strike as a  “protest against 

budget cut  [that] went beyond mere clamor for state subsidy for social services 

for it stood for what collective action could achieve—that is, it advanced and 

asserted substantive freedom as opposed to the pseudo-formalistic freedom of 

the market.” 

 In its desire to provide educational workers and students worldwide 

a venue for developing the “criticism of weapon,” the International League of 

People’s Struggle (ILPS) together with the Concerned Teachers/Educator for 
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Democracy and Nationalism (CONTEND) have put up the current journal 

Pingkian. Through this journal, the ILPS and CONTEND hope to further the 

emancipation of all oppressed people of the world by providing timely articles 

that will provide analysis of the current logic of monopoly capitalism in relation 

to educational system and pedagogical practices.  

 For its first issue, the journal includes the articles of Peter Chua, a 

Filipino-American teacher based in the US, and Gerry Lanuza, a member of 

CONTEND and teaches Sociology at the University of the Philippines. Peter 

Chua’s article documents the impact of neoliberal policy on the exploitation of 

Filipino teachers working in the United States. It shows how collective 

mobilization that is linked both with international teachers’ organization and 

local community can become an effective tool to contest the violence of 

neoliberal assault on migrant teachers. In the conclusion, Chua suggests, “The 

experiences from the justice campaign of the PGCPS [Prince George’s County 

Public Schools] Filipino overseas contract teachers and other earlier campaigns 

provide guidance in the development of more effective pro-migrant, pro-

education, and anti-trafficking organizing.”  

 The article on Gerry Lanuza commenses with a Hegelian reading of 

the strike of students, teachers, and educational workers on 23 September. He 

links the strike to the mounting worldwide protests against the neoliberal 

reforms in education that follows the IMF-WB defenition of lifelong education. 

The article ends by extolling all schools  to “use whatever, power [they] may 

possess in opposing and checking the voices of social conservatism and 

reaction.”  

A collection of statements and reflections by students, teachers, and 

organizations on the 23 September strike is also included. These vignettes 

express the real material effects of budget cut on educational and other basic 

social services on the daily lives of the basic sectors of society. It also shows the 

electrifying effects of the protest movements among those who joined.  
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The first issue also presents an article by Ed Villegas, a leading 

Filipino political economist. And a literary section includes a poem of Arman 

Albarillo, a recetly slained revolutionary rebel from Souther Tagalog, 

Philippines. Poems written to eulogize the revolutionary sacrifice of Ka Arman 

are included. The revolutionary martyrdom of Ka Arman should remind all 

educators that the struggle for human society entails great personal sacrifice. 

But we must all remember that the blood of the revolutonary martyrs  is the 

seed of the future classless society. Critical education therefore keeps alive these 

“dangerous memories” of the revolutionary martyrs. These dangerous 

memories, passed through pedagogical practice, are the bedrock of the 

consciousness  of the “subject of historical cognition.”  Or in the lyrical words of 

Walter Benjamin on his theses on history, “The subject of historical cognition is 

the battling, oppressed class itself. In Marx it steps forwards as the final enslaved 

and avenging class, which carries out the work of emancipation in the name of 

generations of downtrodden to its conclusion.”  

The Editors 
July 2012 
 
 
 
Notes 

                                                           
1 Francis Fukuyama, The End of History and the Last Man (Free Press, 1992). 
 
2 See F. Engels, “Herr Eugen Dühring’s Revolution in Science,” Karl Marx 
Frederick Engels:  Collected Works 25 (New York: International Publishers, 1976-
-), 125. 

3 Karl Marx, “A Contribution to the Critique of Hegel’s Philosophy of Right,” in  
http://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1843/critique-hpr/intro.htm, 
accessed 20 July 2012. 

4 Louis Althusser, Lenin and Philosophy and Other Essays (Monthly Review Press, 
1971) 
 
5 For a complete list of these protests worldwide, visit International Student 
Movement, “Education Protests in June 2012,” in http://www.emancipating-
education-for-all.org/protests_worldwide_june2012, accessed 20 July 2012. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francis_Fukuyama
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Gerry Lanuza 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Capitalism is proving itself weak at the very point where its champions 
have thought it impregnable. It is failing to meet the pragmatic test;  

it no longer works; it is unable even to organize and maintain 
production. In its present form capitalism is not only  

cruel and inhuman; it is also 'wasteful' and inefficient. 
George Counts, Dare the School Build a New Social Order? 1932 

 
They tell you we are dreamers. The true dreamers are those who think 

things can go on indefinitely the way they are. We are not dreamers.  
We are awakening from a dream which is tuning into a nightmare.  

We are not destroying anything. We are only witnessing  
how the system is destroying itself. 

Zizek, Speech at Liberty Plaza, October 9, 2011  
 

If academics cannot defend the university as a public good and 
democratic public sphere, then who will? 

Henry Giroux, 2011 
 
 
 

 
The Day the “World Spirit” Marched to Mendiola 

ALEXANDRE KOJÈVE TALKED ABOUT HEGEL'S FAMOUS REMARK that upon seeing 

Napoleon enter Jena on horseback in 1806 he had witnessed the World Spirit 

who marked the closure of history and philosophy. It is well-known tale that 

Hegel finished his first great work The Phenomenology of Mind on the very eve of 

the decisive Battle of Jena, in which Napoleon broke the Prussian armies and 
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dismembered the kingdom. French soldiers entered Hegel’s house and set it 

afire just after he stuffed the last pages of the Phenomenology into his pocket and 

took refuge in the house of a high official of the town. Yet when Hegel saw 

Napoleon and his army marching at the streets of Jena, he said: “I saw the 

Emperor—that World Soul—riding out to reconnoiter the city; it is truly a 

wonderful sensation to see such an individual, concentrated here on a single 

point, astride a single horse, yet reaching across the world and ruling it….” Hegel 

praises Napoleon as the agent of a historical mission of which he (Napoleon) was 

only dimly aware.  

This is what I felt when I saw the throng of students swarming the 

street of Mendiola in 23 September. This time, no Napoleon and Emperor but 

only the students, their teachers and other progressive sectors of Philippine 

society marching as “World Soul.” Like Hegel I felt the superb sensation of seeing 

this throng of students and teachers united in their clamor for greater budget on 

social services, yet their voices “reaching across the world and ruling it….” In 

Hegelese, these “revolutionary heroes” disrupted the traffic of Mendiola and 

paralyzed the classes in their respective universities and colleges. Yet such 

creative destruction resulting from the “cunning of reason”—their protest 

against budget cut went beyond mere clamor for state subsidy for social services 

for it stood for what collective action could achieve—that is, it advanced and 

asserted substantive freedom as opposed to the pseudo-formalistic freedom of 

the market.  This is the essence of the strike against budget cut movement. And it 

needs to be repeated until the final victory is achieved just as Hegel celebrated 

the storming of Bastille every year! For those hundreds of face-less spirits that 

fused to be one world spirit, I dedicate this essay. 

The Crisis of Moribund Monopoly Capitalism  
and the Post-Washington Consensus 
 

Undeniably, today, according to Peter McLaren, a radical educational theorist, 

“capitalism has entered a global crisis of accumulation and profitability.” He 

explains: 
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Self-destructing as a result of intensified competition leading to 
overcapacity and overproduction and a fall in manufacturing 
profitability, the new era of flexible accumulation requires a 
number of ominous conditions: the total dismantling of the 
Fordist-Keynesian relationship between capital and labor; a 
shift toward the extraction of absolute surplus value; the 
suppression of labor incomes; a weakening of trade unions; 
longer working hours; more temporary jobs; and the creation 
of a permanent underclass. (McLaren 1998, 431) 

This self-destruction is precipitated by the worldwide dismal failure 

of neoliberal philosophy to salvage monopoly capitalism in its moribund stage.1 

Even the former campaigners of the Washington consensus have to admit that 

“the last three decades” of Washington-based view “that growth is threatened 

more by government incompetence and corruption than by market failures.”2 

They now openly acknowledge that “the Reagan-Thatcher doctrine” which states 

“that markets were an acceptable substitute for efficient government” has been 

refuted by the global crisis of monopoly capitalism. Nancy Birdsall and Francis 

Fukuyama (2011), two organic intellectuals of liberal capitalism grant: “The 

crisis [of global capitalism] demonstrated that unregulated or poorly regulated 

markets can produce extraordinary costs.” Hence the so-called “post-

Washington consensus” is now plugging up these dreadful problems without of 

course altering the basic structural foundations of neoliberalism (Cammack 

2002).3 As Arne Ruckert (2007) retorts,  

the current transformation of neoliberal development policy, 
from being narrowly focused on macroeconomic reforms to 
acknowledging the institutional and social prerequisites 
necessary for market expansion, are part of the political 
project to more seriously addresses the contradictions and 
social struggles engendered by neo-liberalism so as to further 
expand the reach of the market and socially embed neoliberal 
commodification processes. 

This belated acknowledgement of the failure of the market falls short 

in recognizing the inherent contradictions of monopoly capitalism. It dodges the 

conclusion that “[t]he globalization of capitalism and its political bedfellow, 
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neoliberalism, work together to democratize suffering, obliterate hope, and 

assassinate justice” (McLaren 1998, 431).   

The indictment of William Robinson against global capitalism is worth 

quoting at length: 

Global capitalism is predatory and parasitic. In today's global 
economy, capitalism is less benign, less responsive, to the 
interests of broad majorities around the world, and less 
accountable to society than ever before. Some 400 
transnational corporations own two-thirds of the planet's fixed 
assets and control 70 per cent of world trade. With the world's 
resources controlled by a few hundred global corporations, the 
life blood and the very fate of humanity is in the hands of 
transnational capital, which holds the power to make life and 
death decisions for millions of human beings. Such tremendous 
concentrations of economic power lead to tremendous 
concentrations of political power globally. Any discussion of 
"democracy" under such conditions becomes meaningless.... 
The paradox of the demise of dictatorships, "democratic 
transitions" and the spread of "democracy" around the world is 
explained by new forms of social control, and the misuse of the 
concept of democracy, the original meaning of which, the 
power (cratos) of the people (demos), has been disconfigured 
beyond recognition. What the transnational elite calls 
democracy is more accurately termed polyarchy, to borrow a 
concept from academia. Polyarchy is neither dictatorship nor 
democracy. It refers to a system in which a small group 
actually rules, on behalf of capital, and participation in 
decision-making by the majority is confined to choosing among 
competing elites in tightly controlled electoral processes. This 
"low-intensity democracy" is a form of consensual domination. 

From Liberalism to Neoliberal Reform of Education 

Neoliberalism means so many things to many scholars. But Marxist geographer, 

David Harvey (2005, 2), provides a good working definition of neoliberalism: 

Neoliberalism is in the first instance a theory of political 
economic practices that proposes that human well-being can 
best be advanced by liberating individual entrepreneurial 
freedoms and skills within an institutional framework 
characterized by strong private property rights, free markets, 
and free trade. The role of the state is to create and preserve an 
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institutional framework appropriate to such practices. The 
state has to guarantee, for example, the quality and integrity of 
money. It must also set up those military, defense, police, and 
legal structures and functions required to secure private 
property rights and to guarantee, by force if need be, the 
proper functioning of markets. Furthermore, if markets do not 
exist (in areas such as land, water, education, health care, 
social security, or environmental pollution) then they must be 
created, by state action if necessary. But beyond these tasks 
the state should not venture. State interventions in markets 
(once created) must be kept to a bare minimum because, 
according to the theory, the state cannot possibly possess 
enough information to second-guess market signals (prices) 
and because powerful interest groups will inevitably distort 
and bias state interventions (particularly in democracies) for 
their own benefit.   

What makes neoliberalism different from previous forms of liberalism 

is that while classical liberalism with its liberal-democratic project and order 

took care of human rights and liberties, neoliberalism is an ideology of the forces 

of historical restoration, a form of conservative revolution whose actors want to 

sink and dissolve, in a cold water of calculation, all relationships and institutions 

of solidarity among people (Mitrović 2005; see also Tae-Hee). In discussing the 

enigmatic nature of neoliberalism, Dag Thorsen (2010) provides a helpful 

delineation of the relationship between neoliberalism and “classical” liberalism:  

Neoliberalism is perhaps best perceived of as a more radical 
descendant of liberalism 'proper', in which perhaps more 
traditional liberal demands for 'equality of liberty' and 
'equality in liberty' have been bent out of shape into a demand 
for an almost total liberty for the talented and the ruthless, and 
their enterprises. 

This “total liberty for the talented and the ruthless, and their 

enterprises” constitutes  what Pierre Bourdieu (2001, 107) refers to as the 

"gospel" of neoliberalism. For Bourdieu, neoliberalism should be seen as a 

“conservative revolution” which “ratifies and glorifies the reign of... the financial 

markets, in other words the return of the kind of radical capitalism, with no 

other law than the return of maximum profit, an unfettered capitalism... pushed 

to the limits” (Bourdieu and Wacquant 2001; also,  Bourdieu 2001). This gospel 
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"leads to a combat by every means, including the destruction of the environment 

and human sacrifice, against any obstacle to the maximization of profit." For 

McLaren (1998, 431), this Gospel ratifies the “spontaneous philosophy of the 

people who run large multinationals and of the agents of high finance—in 

particular pension-fund managers. Relayed throughout the world by national 

and international politicians, civil servants, and most of all the universe of senior 

journalists - all more or less equally ignorant of the underlying mathematical 

theology - it is becoming a sort of universal belief, a new ecumenical gospel.” 

Neoliberal states accomplish this effectively by altering the  

boundaries between public and private sector; shifting public subsidy from 

welfare functions to entrepreneurial activity; exhibiting a preference for 

commercial solutions to public problems; empowering managers rather than 

workers; privileging the individual over collectivities  when collectivities pursue 

activities that would constrain capital; and favoring secrecy and various 

schemes of  classification of  information over public circulation of knowledge 

and civil liberties. The neoliberal philosophy of development is an expression of 

the worldwide conservative revolution that appeals to progress, reason, science, 

and humanity in order to justify the restoration of the ruling capitalist class and 

thus it tries to classify as outdated every single progressivist thought and action. 

Or as Mitrović (2005, 41), following Bourdieu’s critique of 

neoliberalism, correctly points out, 

The neoliberal discourse and program tend, at the global level, 
to induce a breech between economic logic  (based upon 
competition and which brings efficiency) and social logic  
(subjected to the  principle of justice) and then to 
instrumentalize the latter and subdue it to the former so that, 
through privatization, liberalization, deregulation, all collective 
institutions (of legal and welfare state and solidarity) will 
disintegrate; thus, there will be no active intermediary 
between individuals and social groups, owners and producers, 
the subordinated and the dominated, namely, there will be 
nothing except for the power of the market or a mere  interest 
in profit and economic efficiency. 
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The World Bank Speaks Ex Cathedra on Educational Reform 

The vulgate of neoliberal restructuring of education worldwide however is the 

missionary work of the World Bank (WB). There are several reasons why the 

WB introduced drastic reforms in education worldwide in the 1990s. There is 

the enrollment pressure arising from growing population especially from 

developing countries, the rising cost of education, the mounting scarcity of  

public revenue, and the growing dissatisfaction in many countries with the 

rigidities and inefficiencies of the public sector (Johnstone 1998). The Bank’s 

Lessons of Experience singled out the dismal quality of higher education 

especially those of state-sponsored higher learning institutions. Hence its 

agenda for enhanced quality in the early 1990s included attention to such 

reforms  as  improving  the  qualifications  of  teaching  staff  and  the  quality  of  

their instruction, the  appropriateness of  the  curriculum,  improved  student  

assessment  and selection;  and  the  extent  and  quality  of  facilities  such  as  

libraries,  computers,  and equipment. 

The Bank’s reform agenda turned to the neoliberal emphasis on the 

market. According to Johnstone’s review and analysis of the WB’s educational 

program in the 1990s: 

The reform agenda of the 90s, and almost certainly extending 
well into the next century, is oriented to the market rather 
than to public ownership or to governmental planning and 
regulation.  Underlying the market orientation of tertiary 
education is the ascendance, almost  worldwide,  of  market  
capitalism  and  the  principles  of  neo-liberal economics. 
(ibid., 4)  

It followed the basic premise John Barnes and Nicholas Barr, two of 

the Bank’s consultants, that higher education is a form of private good (Barnes 

and Barr 1988, 3; 6-9). According to Johnstone (ibid., 5), “This market 
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orientation has lead to elements of the reform agenda such as tuition, which 

shifts some of the higher education cost burden from taxpayers to parents and 

students, who are the ultimate beneficiaries of higher education, fees for 

institutionally-provided room and board, and more nearly market rates of 

interest on student loans, all of which rely upon market choices to signal worth 

and true trade-offs.” Consequently, marketization of higher education includes: 

(a) tuition, fees, and the sale of research and instruction via grants, contracts, 

and entrepreneurial training; (b) the private sector, including both non-profit 

and proprietary providers of  tertiary  education;  (c)  regional decentralization,  

or  the  devolution  of  authority  from  the  central  government  to  the regions; 

and, (d) institutional autonomy, or the devolution of authority from government, 

at whatever level, to institutions (ibid.). 

This worldwide marketization of education has sought to shift the 

orientation of academic labor in the direction of exchange value away from “use 

value.” The result is the transformation of students as "customers," a 

development that further reinforces the idea that a degree is a commodity (or 

"meal ticket") that (hopefully) can be exchanged for a job rather than as a liberal 

education that prepares students for life, citizenship, or the continuation and 

enrichment of a cultural heritage. In the same way, academics are drawn into 

this commodity discourse as they are encouraged to identify and treat students 

as customers, and aspire to receive "excellent" ratings (Willmott. 1995). 

These measures transformed students from learners to customers. 

Education custom-made for knowledge economy creates consumers rather than 

critical citizens.  

This contamination of learning with consumerism creates 
several dire problems. The most alarming are: the customer 
does not participate in production, only in consumption; the 
customer has the right to try out, test, and change, but never to 
fail; the customer purchases to own, not to share; the customer 
does not know renunciation; and finally and most alarmingly, 
the customer does not have the right not to choose. (Jakovljevic  
2008) 
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Acknowledging that the problem is not so much the cost as the 

inefficiency of learning, the WB championed lifelong learning as a guiding 

philosophy for its educational reform. This philosophy is tailored to fit to the 

emerging “knowledge economy.”  

The result is not Joseph Schumpeter’s “creative destruction” but 

selling out of higher education to market reforms. This intrusion of market and 

managerial principles into the ivory tower is aptly described by David Paul 

(2005): 

Over the past quarter century, the world of higher education 
has changed. While markets have always existed around higher 
educational institutions, those institutions have been sheltered 
in large measure from the impact of markets on their 
operations and culture. That world has changed, and higher 
educational institutions must now compete for students and 
other revenues and resources in an increasingly competitive 
marketplace (Zemsky, Shaman, & Shapiro, 2001). They have 
joined the market economy, and with it Joseph Schumpeter’s 
world of creative destruction. 

Moreover as Katrina Tomasevski argues, “the abyss between knowledge-based 

and education-deficit regions and countries is not likely to be narrowed 

spontaneously” by the introduction of market forces; it is likely to increase. 

Thus, defining the nature and scope of education that should remain exempt 

from trade and continue as a free public service continues to recede as 

educational systems are pressured into responding to the logic of free trade 

(Tomasevski 2005, 11-12). 

This shift from defining education as a public good and as a basic 

human right towards defining it as a private good, according to Sheila Slaughter 

and Gary Rhoades, creates an “academic capitalism” that orients institutional 

actors away from a public good knowledge regime, which values "knowledge as 

a public good to which the citizenry has claims" (Slaughter and Rhoades 2004, 

28), to constitute an "academic capitalism knowledge regime [that] values  
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knowledge privatization and profit taking in which institutions, inventor faculty, 

and corporations have claims that come before those of the public" (ibid., 29).  

The result for higher education is dismal, as shown in the review by 

Risa Lieberwitz (2005; see also Arnove 2005):   

University privatization and commercialization have had 
negative consequences for academic culture and the public 
interest. The basic principles of academic freedom, which 
depend on faculty autonomy and independence from 
conflicting interests, have been compromised by the 
consideration of the commercial potential of academic 
research. Faculty relations and research agendas have been 
affected by commercial interests and corporate involvement in 
research. Patents and exclusive licenses have restricted the 
public domain, harming academic work and the public interest 
by creating impediments on further research and enabling 
corporate licensees to engage in monopoly pricing. The 
university's institutional legitimacy and the faculty's role in 
furthering the university's public mission have been 
undermined by the conflict of interests created by the multiple 
university-industry and faculty-industry economic relations. 
The interweaving of university, faculty, and corporate interests 
has broad effects as the patenting and licensing of academic 
research enters national and international markets. 

The Myth of Knowledge Economy as the New Comparative Advantage  

Whereas industrial capitalism (which neo-Weberians like Bauman calls “solid 

modernity”) produced people who were futuristic and planned their life 

trajectories on long-term basis, in the globalized capitalism people are becoming 

more and more tentative about their life-plans. This has to do with the 

accelerated character of global capitalism. Harmut Rosa (2009, 101) explains: 

In sum, the individual’s reaction to social acceleration in 
late modernity seems to result in a new, situational form of 
identity, in which the dynamism of classical modernity, 
characterized by a strong sense of direction (perceived as 
progress), is replaced by a sense of directionless, frantic 
motion that is in fact a form of inertia. 
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What these neo-Weberian authors fail to realize is that this epochal 

shift has to do with the ascendancy of the Washington consensus or neoliberal 

philosophy. It is in this context of epochal shift that WB and the Organization for 

Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) are reframing the problem of 

education from cheap labor as basis for comparative advantage towards 

“knowledge economy.” WB therefore is vigorously pushing for educational 

reforms worldwide to enable the developing economies cope with this new 

condition. Its key features are privatization, deregulation, and marketization.  

But why target specifically higher education? In many ways, higher 

education is the exemplar of a proper neoliberal state agency. It is now 

characterized by: steep user fees (including tuition); dramatically  reduced labor 

costs achieved by outsourcing many classified personnel as well as  radically 

expanded use of contingent professional labor (adjunct and clinical professors);  

expansion of revenue generating areas (grant and  contract activity, university-

industry  partnerships, exploitation of  an array of intellectual property rights, 

distance education,  food services, book stores); participation in making more 

porous the boundaries between  public and private sector (economic 

development and innovation, startup companies,  technology transfer); heavy 

investment in academic fields close to the market (business schools and the 

biosciences) (Slaughter 2011). 

With the destruction of boundaries and the fluidity of boundaries in 

global economy, higher education is now redefined along the philosophy of 

lifelong learning which is consistent with the fluidity of rapid changing academic 

capitalism. Or as Deleuze puts it, “just as businesses are replacing factories, 

school is being replaced by continuing education and exams by continuous 

assessment. It's the surest way of turning education into a business.”  

Michael Peters describes the political economy of this transition from 

education as a form of discipline to education as a form of control: 

http://www.google.com.ph/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=what%20is%20oecd&source=web&cd=6&ved=0CEIQFjAF&url=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FOrganisation_for_Economic_Co-operation_and_Development&ei=Q8OsTvKfN6jKmQWijoHJDg&usg=AFQjCNGl0oIbVmqHvbB7DVGtqsl26ywRpQ&cad=rja
http://www.google.com.ph/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=what%20is%20oecd&source=web&cd=6&ved=0CEIQFjAF&url=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FOrganisation_for_Economic_Co-operation_and_Development&ei=Q8OsTvKfN6jKmQWijoHJDg&usg=AFQjCNGl0oIbVmqHvbB7DVGtqsl26ywRpQ&cad=rja
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The distinction between the two kinds of society [society of 
discipline and society of control] is revealed in the difference 
between monetary systems: the discipline of the gold standard 
versus the control of floating rates of exchange based on 
standard currencies. Here the dominant machine matched with 
the type of society is the computer, which indicates a different 
kind of capitalism from the nineteenth century based on a logic 
of concentration and the factory as a space of enclosure. 
Capitalism in the present situation is no longer involved in 
production that it has transferred to the Third World. It is a 
capitalism of a higher-order production based on selling 
services. It is consumer-oriented where the operation of 
markets has become an instrument of control, and control 
while short-term and of rapid turnover, is also continuous and 
without limit. It buys finished products or assembles parts, 
transforming products rather than specializing in their 
production. The factory has given way to the corporation and, 
thus, the underlying logic is not one of concentration, of 
enclosure; rather it is a dispersive logic based on the circuit or 
network. 

 A student therefore is expected to be flexible enough to adapt to the 

contingencies of the employment market. For Richard Lakes (2008, 432), by 

adopting the rhetoric of neoliberal reforms in education: 

Educational leaders have strayed far from their historic role in 
shaping ethical citizens who thereby serve the public trust, 
ensuring democratic practice in the affairs of state. Corporate 
and civic leaders use the schools to inculcate free-market 
values of individuality over community, privatized self-
interests over collective and sustainable capacity-building 
actions. 

But an important question remains: Is the WB and OECD right in 

claiming that “[c]omparative advantages among nations come less and less from 

abundant natural resources or cheap labor and increasingly from technical 

innovations and the competitive use of knowledge”? Joane Roberts (2009) 

provides a perceptive critique:  

Although in the advanced economies of the world knowledge is 
increasingly dominating economic activity, this is far from the 
case in developed countries, where there is still a high 
proportion of people surviving through subsistence farming. 
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Moreover, the knowledge economy is very much associated 
with high levels of development, yet underdevelopment, and 
the poverty that accompanies it, remains a dominant feature of 
the global economy. 

Citing Sha’s study, Roberts further argues, “over three billion people, 

almost half the world’s population, live on less than $2.50 a day. The poor of the 

world are busy living a hand-to-mouth existence with little opportunity to 

improve their lot through the acquisition of the skills required to engage in the 

knowledge economy.”  

Furthermore Joel Spring points out that there are not enough jobs in 

the knowledge economy to absorb school graduates into skilled jobs and that the 

anticipated increased demand for knowledge workers has not occurred. 

Multinational corporations have depressed wages by encouraging countries to 

invest heavily on schools that prepare students for knowledge economy. 

Consequently, this has created bran drain among developing countries 

especially India. According to statistics provided by the Organization of 

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), eighty-nine percent of skilled 

workers have immigrated from Guyana; 85.1 percent from Jamaica, 63.3 percent 

from Gambia, 62.2 from Fiji, 46.9 from Ghana, and 38.4 percent from Kenya 

(Spring 2009, 50). 

Educating the Entrepreneurial Student  
Under the Aegis Academic Capitalism  
 
According to Michael Peters, “The OECD and the World Bank have stressed the 

significance of education and training for the development of 'human resources,' 

for upskilling and increasing the competencies of workers, and for the 

production of research and scientific knowledge, as keys to participation in the 

new global knowledge economy.” Mainstream business management 

consultants like Peter Drucker and Michael Porter emphasize the importance of 

knowledge—its economics and productivity—as the basis for national 

competition within the international marketplace. These neoliberal pundits 

concur with WB pronouncement that “[A] knowledge-based economy relies 
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primarily on the use of ideas rather than physical abilities and on the application 

of technology rather than the transformation of raw materials or the 

exploitation of cheap labor. It is an economy in which knowledge is created, 

acquired, transmitted, and used more effectively by individuals, enterprises, 

organizations, and communities to promote economic and social development” 

(World Bank Institute 2003, 1). 

Davies and Guppy provides the economic backdrop for this shift 

towards “knowledge economy” paradigm: 

As low-skill jobs vanish (because of automation or job 
exporting), almost all employment will require minimal skills 
that schools must furnish. Further, globalization is ushering in 
a new era of required knowledge. Curricula concentrated on 
consumer relations, problem solving, entrepreneurialism, and 
cross-cultural "multiskilling" are central to this economic 
transformation. Employers will recruit people with broad 
educations and complement this with intensive on-the-job 
training. 

The educational arena has now become the primary target of 

neoliberal reforms. Amy M. Steketee (2004, 177) points out the reason 

particularly for basic education:  

Business leaders and politicians look to primary and secondary 
education providers to produce a well-trained and competitive 
labor force. Thus, primary and secondary schools are 
increasingly concerned with teaching technical skills essential 
to the production and transfer of goods in addition to 
promoting the social and academic aspects of global awareness 
and interconnectedness. Further, from very early ages children 
are accustomed to market influences in schools. This exposure 
to commercialization in schools, together with academic 
emphasis on preparing students for participation in the global 
workforce, indoctrinates children with the values of 
neoliberalism and facilitates its spread. 

Meanwhile, higher education, in global capitalist economy, serves 

merely “as a service to trade in or a commodity for boosting income for 

countries that have  the  ability  to  trade  in  this  area  and  export  their  higher  
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education programs,” rather than as an essential component for integral 

national development (Banya 2010). In short, higher education is a big 

business.4 

It is in this context of global restructuring of education that one must 

analyze the current reforms in Philippine education. The controversial and 

ambitious K+12 program is a direct outgrowth of this global reform. The 

Department of Education, as an ideological state apparatus of the subservient 

semi-colonial state, follows the neoliberal logic by citing The World Bank  

Philippines Skills Report in 2009 which reveals that “based on a survey of 

employers, serious gaps in critical skills of graduates such as  problem-solving,  

initiative  and  creativity,  and,  to  a  lesser  extent,  gaps  in  job-specific 

technical skills.” In response to the demands of the employment market, both 

local and global, the Department of Education (DepEd) (2010) envisions the 

ambitious K+12 program as a panacea to low quality of secondary education: 

Every  graduate  of  the  Enhanced  K+12  Basic  Education  
Program  is  an empowered  individual  who  has  learned,  
through  a  program  that  is  rooted  on sound educational 
principles and geared towards excellence, the foundations for 
learning  throughout  life,  the  competence  to  engage  in  work  
and  be  productive, the  ability  to  coexist  in  fruitful  harmony  
with  local  and  global  communities,  the capability to engage 
in autonomous critical thinking, and the capacity to transform 
others and one’s self. (Department of Education 2010) 

One of the goals of K+12 is  “[t]o  change  public  perception  that  high  

school  education  is  just  a preparation for college; rather, it should allow one to 

take advantage of  opportunities  for  gainful  career  or  employment  and/or  

self-employment in a rapidly changing and increasingly globalized 

environment.” 

 DepEd, following the global shift in global capitalism, is now 

transitioning from “educational production in mass society” to lifelong learning.5  

By educational production, it is meant “the pedagogical actions that transform 

students in mind and body, training them to take their places in the adult world.” 
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Traditionally, this educational production has its counterpart in the demands of 

the workplace, where the same virtues of punctuality, dependency, and 

subordination to established authority are so important” (Rothstein 1991, 142).  

This reflects the Fordist capitalist type of production suited to industrial 

capitalism. Generally, Fordist capitalism emerged immediately after the Second 

World War that was guided by state regulation as inspired by Keynesianism. 

However the crisis of Keynesianism and the dismantling of welfare state 

necessitated the evolution of capitalism to a different form of rationality, the 

post-Fordist style which is animated by neoliberal principles. Fordist model of 

centralized mass assembly production in which workers were the mass 

consumers of their products gave way to post-Fordism or flexible capitalism 

(Harvey 1989).  

The shift to post-Fordist capitalism or “flexible capitalism” meant the 

transfer of economic risks arising from economic crisis, from the state and 

collectivities to individuals who have to manage their own life situations 

through self-care. Parallel to this is the birth of lifelong learning that translates 

the shift from regimented and centralized formal education to decentralized and 

corporate-driven educational programs. Its main goal is “creating a new type of 

person: an enterprising, flexible, portfolio-oriented lifelong learner” (Yates 2006, 

181).6 As Aihwa Ong (1999, 6) rightly observes, 

In the era of globalization, individuals as well as governments 
develop a flexible notion of citizenship and sovereignty as 
strategies to accumulate capital and power. "Flexible 
citizenship" refers to the cultural logics of capitalist 
accumulation, travel, and displacement that induce subjects to 
respond fluidly and opportunistically to changing political-
economic conditions. In their quest to accumulate capital and 
social prestige in the global arena, subjects emphasize, and are 
regulated by, practices favoring flexibility, mobility, and 
repositioning in relation to markets, governments, and cultural 
regimes.  

This functionalist-integralist model is now replaced by education as 

disciplinary institution whose main function is to create flexible and mobile 
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subjects. Translated to educational program, it means the shift from “citizen-

laborers” to producing “lifelong learners”. As the WB (2003, xiii) notes, lifelong 

learning is for “knowledge economy”: 

Lifelong learning is education for the knowledge economy. 
Within this lifelong learning framework, formal education 
structures—primary, secondary, higher, vocational, and so 
on—are less important than learning and meeting learners’ 
needs. It is essential to integrate learning programs better and 
to align different elements of the system. Learners should be 
able to enter and leave the system at different points. 

Historically, young learners were school aged and older learners were 

beyond the normal age of schoolchildren. Reliance on chronological age alone is 

a fairly ineffective way to define adult learners, particularly in view of the 

contemporary concept of lifelong learning. The concept of lifelong learning 

encourages people to engage in acquiring new skills and knowledge throughout 

their lifetimes. This is a radical departure from the idea that a high school 

education was sufficient, in both knowledge and skill, to allow the graduates to 

assume their rightful place in the workforce and within society. Now, young 

people, and practically everyone, are caught in the vortex of absence of long-

term economic security. Zygmunt Bauman (2006, 160) aptly describes this 

situation: 

No one may  reasonably  assume to be  insured  against  the  
next  round  of  'downsizing',  'streamlining' or 'rationalizing', 
against erratic shifts of market demand and whimsical yet 
irresistible, indomitable pressures of 'competitiveness', 
'productivity' and  'effectiveness'  'Flexibility'  is the catchword 
of the day. It augurs jobs without in-built security, firm 
commitments or future entitlements, offering no more than 
fixed-term or rolling contracts, dismissal without notice and no 
right to compensation. No one can therefore feel truly 
irreplaceable—neither those already outcast nor those 
relishing the job of casting others out. Even the most privileged 
position may prove to be only temporary and ‘until further 
notice.' 

Amidst this economic insecurity and risks, young people are now 

expected to make the right choices in preparing for work life and careers, and 
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success is now predicated upon carefully managing one’s educational and skills 

biography. In short to become entrepreneurial consumers or else disposable 

workers. According to Ulrich Beck, the sociologist of neoliberal postmodern 

society of risk: ‘‘The individual must therefore learn, on pain of permanent 

disadvantage to conceive of himself or herself as the center of action, as the 

planning office with respect to her/her own biography, abilities, orientations, 

relationships, and so on.’’ Richard Lakes (2008, 430) explains further explains 

this process by arguing that “[p]ublic policymakers embrace the rhetoric of 

business leaders who claim that under globalization future workers must be 

ready to compete in a high performance and information-saturated workplace.” 

He adds, “[n]eoliberals address the widespread concern that preparing students 

for paid employment will curtail any number of societal problems including 

social exclusion, unemployment, youth violence, and decline of the nuclear 

family, among others.”  

Mark Olssen (2008), a Foucauldian philosopher of education, deploys 

the term “busno-power” to characterize the way this new form of “deschooling” 

shapes the subjectivity of learners in the Knowledge Society. It represents a 

distinctively neoliberal form of bio-power which constitutes individuals as 

autonomous choosers of their own lives. In this model, then, lifelong learning 

embodies new techniques of self-regulation and aims to minimize the ‘time lag’ 

between skills and individual development and economic and technological 

change. While lifelong learning implies an active as opposed to passive learner, 

when viewed in relation to neoliberal agendas it implies a shift in the control of 

authority for education from the collective to the individual, involving increasing 

responsibility of the individual for educational and work careers and the skills 

required and outcomes that ought to take place. 

Therefore, the WB’s curricular proposals are directed at increasing 

economic development through the teaching of functional skills rather than 

emphasizing democratic participation. Ultimately, this philosophy is based on 
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the neoliberal concept of the “rational” individual as defined by Jamie Morgan 

(2003): 

The neoliberal individual is free to be different so long as he or 
she acts the same, according to mathematical models. He or she 
is rational but not reasoning. Rationality is how we calculate 
self-interest, while reason is the faculty by which we critically 
reflect on society, nature, and our relations to them in times, 
places, and organizations. Reason gets in the way of 
predictable rationality because new ideas confound 
mathematical symmetry. 

Morgan further adds: 

In neoliberalism, we are as individual as our next purchase. 
Culture is the commodity, and commodity is culture. The 
human is compartmentalized, split between the leisure 
economy and work. Civil society, community, and critique have 
no active place in neoliberal social science. They are conformist 
nostalgias. How dangerous, then, that this passive and bovine 
somnambu-lism is the dominant discourse within which 
democratic participation is contained. 

In short, lifelong learning for underdeveloped countries would mean 

producing worker-citizens who can take multiple jobs, adjust and adapt to any 

situation, or to use the postmodern parlance, being nomads, enterprising 

consumer-learners who will no longer depend on the government and welfare 

programs for their survival.7  It caters to the needs of the business sector who: 

Want people who can communicate, work in teams and change 
direction as quickly as the landscapes moving around them. 
These qualities are not promoted by conventional academic 
education, nor are they meant to be, this is why so many 
graduates are turned away, or are hazily restrained to revive in 
them the qualities of creativity and communication that too 
often have been educated out of them. (Abbott and Ryan 2001, 
36)  

In addition, it induces responsibility from the students through 

increased user-fees. Given that the underlying philosophy of higher education 

shifts away from human right to developing human capital, increased user-fee 

imposes stringent loan schemes upon poor students. These measures are 
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supposed to ensure students become rational agents who will maximize their 

educational options. Consequently, it frees the state from the pressure of 

sourcing more funds for education, while allowing the state to recover the costs. 

But as Banya (2012, 69) avers, this argument ignores the fact that “the threat 

that corporate values pose to education lies not in the services they can perform 

but in the values they represent.” The elevation of human capital and economic 

growth as the end of education dampen down the “values of justice, freedom, 

equality, and the rights of citizens as equal and free human beings” which “are 

central to higher education’s role in educating students for the demands of 

leadership, social citizenship, and democratic public sphere.” 

It will eventually privatize the social risks arising from unemployment 

and poverty. It will transfer the responsibility away from the government 

towards the individual. When the individual fails it will be put on the onus of the 

learner—he or she failed to practice and acquire lifelong learning skills!  

Joel Spring (2009, 43) summarizes what WB philosophy is all about: 

“In summary, the WB’s plan of global literacy for the knowledge economy 

focuses strictly on the functional aspects of literacy and not on critical literacy 

skills and literacy for personal, for enjoyment or political empowerment.” 

The Resistance of the People  
Against the Assault of Neoliberalism on Education 

The euphoric aftermath of the 23 September national mass action against the 

budget cut on education has exposed the heightening contradictions of the semi-

colonial and semi-feudal character of Philippine society under the shadow of 

neoliberal policy of the state. The mass protests highlighted by the plunking of 

students and teachers challenged the effort of the state to legitimize its rule by 

wantonly abandoning its support and subsidies on basic social services. Rather 

than confronting the problem of legitimating through support of basic social 

services, the state has withdrawn itself further so it can avoid social and political 

responsibility (Bonal 2003). These historic mass actions, which focused on 

rights and entitlement, effectively contested the state’s attempt to depoliticize 
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education. The budget cut is streamlined to the thrust of the semicolonial state 

to reduce the schools to act as entrepreneurs that must pursue their own 

interest in order to be competitive and more efficient. At the same time, 

neoliberal rationality claims that this behavior also serves the general will of 

society, hiding the evidence of exclusion, school failure and segregation 

provoked by educational markets.  

However this protest can only be understood within the global 

resurgence of intensifying resistance against the dictatorship of the market 

especially the “Occupy” movements and other similar protests worldwide. The 

collective protests worldwide—from Seattle to Genoa, from Mexico to South 

Korea—can be understood as an expression of the politicization of the 

contradictions of neoliberal globalization. At the centre of the criticism of very 

different groups are often violent and imperial developments: deregulation and 

the associated dismantling of social rights, as well as the further (or re-) 

commodification of social relations by the privatization of public enterprises. 

The current semicolonial state administrators, armed with the 

rhetoric of graft and corruption and acting under the petty bourgeois mandate of 

fiscal austerity and transparency, now legitimizes their bid for austerity by 

cutting budgets and centralizing the control of resource allocations for all state 

agencies. Its main program is to allow the private sector to establish business 

linkages with the state. 

Education as Traded-Commodity  
Against Education as a Human Right and Public Good 

Ironically, the current populist regime declaratively refers to human rights and 

liberties while, in truth, it foregrounds the interests of the megacapital forces, of 

transnational corporations. The neoliberal ideology, with its monetary strategy 

of economic development, has led to the destruction of the institutions of 

solidarity in the academic and non-academic settings. Tereso Tullao, Jr. in his 

discussion of the role of Commission on Higher Education (CHED)  sums up the 

neoliberal orientation for Philippine higher education: 
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In order for the students to realize the value of higher 
education, a move towards internalizing the true cost of higher 
education should be undertaken. Public sector schools should 
start implementing full cost pricing by charging higher tuition 
fees, and by increasing the responsibility of local government 
units in financing SUCs. 

His rhetoric is based on efficiency of market competition. For Davies 

and Quirke (2005, 526), the neoliberals’ “call to unleash competitive pressures 

in education” means “that schools are no longer guaranteed public funds.” 

Hence, “Lacking bureaucratic security, schools must please their clients, else 

educational dollars will flow elsewhere. Markets thereby reward pedagogical 

success, punish failure, and foster well-defined school missions, demonstrable 

quality, and satisfied customers.” Following the same logic, Tullao in his analysis 

of Philippine education in the era of globalization suggests: “In particular, 

governments, especially competition authorities, should rescind or modify 

regulations that unjustifiably prevent entry and fix prices, and that prohibit 

truthful, nondeceptive advertising about prices and service offerings” (Tullao 

2003, 27; emphasis mine). He further suggests, “Another possible addition is to 

encourage member countries to use market-based incentives and disincentives 

to achieve desired social objectives with greater economic efficiency rather than 

directive regulations that seek to control the behavior of the market 

participants” (ibid., 20). 

 A commissioned report for WB on Philippine higher education calls 

for student loans rather than greater state subsidy. The logic being that it will 

force students to become rational consumers and maximizers of opportunities. 

But the suggestion of neoliberal economists that the solution is loan and student 

vouchers is belied by the fact that education is a right and that Jeffrey Williams 

argues: 
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The policy of debt is a pernicious social policy because it places 
a heavy tax on those who wish a franchise in the normal 
channels of contemporary American life. It is also pernicious 
because it is counterproductive  in the long term, cutting off 
many possibilities and domains of human production. Finally, 
it is a pernicious social policy because it perverts the aims of 
education, from enlightenment to constraint. Especially as 
teachers who have a special obligation to our students, debt is 
a policy that we cannot abide. 

Katrina Tomasevski (2005, 74) correctly argues:  

The economic underpinning of the right to education remains 
important because the denial of the right to education triggers 
exclusion from the labor market accompanied by the exclusion 
from social security owing to the prior exclusion from the 
labor market. Where the denial of human rights results in 
poverty, as it often does, and particularly in the case of girls 
and women, the remedy is necessarily the reaffirmation and 
enforcement of human rights, starting with the right to 
education.” 

The neoliberal rhetoric that public higher education is inefficient 

should not deter us from defining education as a public good. According to 

Gerald Grace, “[p]ublic goods are intrinsically desirable publicly provided 

services which enhance the quality of life of all citizens and which facilitate the 

acquisition by those citizens of moral, intellectual, creative, economic and 

political competencies, regardless of the individual ability of those citizens to 

pay for such services.” Grace rightly asks:  

“Might not education be regarded as a public good because one 
of its fundamental aims is to facilitate the development of the 
personality and the artistic, creative and intellectual abilities of 
all citizens, regardless of their class, race or gender status and 
regardless of their regional location? Might not education be 
regarded as a public good because it seeks to develop in all 
citizens a moral sense, a sense of social and fraternal 
responsibility for others and a disposition to act in rational and 
cooperative ways?” (Grace 1988, 214; see also, Grace 1989 and 
1994) 
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Even the think-tanks of international financial institutions could not 

completely discount total abandonment of public higher education. The study of 

Richard K. Johanson in 1999 commissioned by WB and Asian Development Bank 

concluded that there are two valid reasons for subsidizing public higher 

education. First, the private sector does not provide the necessary services and 

education needed for social development and economic progress. In 1999 

according to CHED data public institutions account for most enrollment in 

agriculture and fisheries (90%), natural sciences (60%), and humanities (68%). 

The 1995 Task Force on Higher education concluded that private institutions 

cater to the market demands of students who want marketable courses (p. 2). 

And this is where SUCs come in. For they provide courses that may not be 

marketable but are necessary for development of our nation (Johanson 1999).  

The Protesters Said No to TINA (There Is No Alternative) 

The worldwide protesters against the continuing onslaught of neoliberalism on 

social institutions and public sphere have become the “paradigm warriors” that 

literally provided an alternative perspective and representational values to the 

ruling ideas about education and neoliberalism (Brand and Wissen 2005, 10). 

The peoples’ protests celebrated solidarity as opposed to privatism and narrow 

narcissistic careerism and entrepreneurism, collective movement as opposed to 

self-styled postmodern oppositional gestures, and collective rights and 

entitlements as opposed to narrow bourgeois concept of freedom of the market. 

They have the potential to radicalize the other sections of society in the pursuit 

of dismantling the neoliberal claws of the state. By underscoring the role of 

education and the massive structural violence that awaits the neoliberal 

colonization of education, the mass protests electrified the once disjointed 

sectors within the educational field to unite and stand against the assault of the 

semi-colonial administrators. 

In the Philippine context, the ongoing collective resistance against the 

state’s attempt to depoliticize education and other basic social services has only 

further revealed the stark trend that market delivery mechanisms cause 
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exclusion and dislocation. The major effect of such restructuring, as McLaren 

rightly states, is “[t]he dictatorship of the free market [which] ensures that 

corporate risk is socialized (through public subsidization for private wealth) 

while benefits are privatized (through the accumulation of personal assets).” 

The semi-colonial state now is forced to use “local  states of 

emergency” to manage problems of social control and social cohesion through 

its rhetoric of graft and corruption and the much taunted panacea of PPPs 

(public private partnership).8 The current DepEd Secretary, who hailed from a 

private university could boast: “Technically, I can have a public school, I 

approach a foundation and say why don’t you run this school and we will 

support you with the following subsidies, and then you make them 

autonomous?” Consistent with the development program of the Aquino 

government that attack the so-called overprotected local market in order to give 

greater freedom to foreign investors, the neoliberal state has created, in the 

words of Michael Polanyi, “the freedom to exploit one’s fellows, or the freedom 

to make inordinate gains without commensurable service to the community, the 

freedom to keep technological inventions from being used for public benefit, or 

the freedom to profit from public calamities secretly engineered for private 

advantage,” and generally confers freedom on those “whose income, leisure and 

security needs no enhancing,” leaving little for others (quoted in Harvey 34-36).  

It is this light that the resurgence protests, both globally and locally, 

sporadic and coordinated, becomes the embodiment of people’s utopian longing 

for a society freed from the exploitative mantle of neoliberal capitalism that 

consigns 2.5 billion people or forty percent of the world population to subhuman 

living by earning less than two dollars per day while ten percent of the richest 

people controls fifty-four percent of the world capital.   

What is to be Done? 

“The complete elimination of reality-transcending elements,” declared Karl 

Mannheim, “would lead us to a matter of factness which ultimately would mean 
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the decay of the human will... The disappearance of utopia brings about a static 

state of affairs in which man (sic) himself becomes no more than a thing.” 

“Neoliberalism, as parasitic upon the illusion of our own powerlessness and its 

own global irresistibility” (Morgan 2003), has precluded any utopian 

imagination beyond the omnipotence of the market. The dictatorship of the 

market has eliminated any discussion of an alternative. Francis Fukuyama, the 

prophet of neoliberal capitalism expressed this dystopian mentality prevailing 

among the campaigners for marketization: “Today…we have trouble imagining a 

world that is radically better than our own, or a future that is not essentially 

democratic and capitalist.” But as the well-known English economist John Gray 

(former counselor of Margaret Thatcher for economic affairs) who, in his study 

False Dawn: The Delusions of Global Capitalism, argues the free market is not a 

natural state of things, it is not an iron law of the historical development but a 

political project to reconcile the contradiction between social democracy and 

global free markets (Gray 2002, 225). Norman Geras therefore is right to insist 

that “We should be, without hesitation or embarrassment, utopians.” He adds: 

At the end of the twentieth century it is the only acceptable 
political option, morally speaking … irrespective of what may 
have seemed apt hitherto either inside or outside the Marxist 
tradition, nothing but a utopian goal will now suffice. The 
realities for our time are morally intolerable … The fact so 
widespread human privation and those of political oppression 
and atrocity are available to all who want them. They are 
unavoidable unless you willfully shut them out. To those who 
would suggest that things might be yet worse, one answer is 
that of course they might be. But another answer is that for too 
many people they are already quite bad enough; and the 
sponsors of this type of suggestion are for their part almost 
always pretty comfortable. (Geras 1999, 42) 

McLaren rightly observes that “[i]n the face of the current lack of 

Utopia and the postmodern assault on the unified subject of the Enlightenment 

tradition, the ‘old guard’ revolutionaries such as Jose Marti, Camilo Torres, 

Augusto Sandino, Leon Trotsky, Maria Lorena Barros, Emiliano Zapata, Rosa 

Luxemburg, and Che Guevara would have a difficult time winning the sympathy 

of the postmodern Left.” If I may add, more difficult for the youth who have 
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become worshipers of the myth of Steve Jobs, the philanthropy of Bill Gates, or 

the corporate responsibility of Antonio Meloto, or the CNN 2009 Hero of the 

Year Efren Peñaflorida, who started a "pushcart classroom". But educators today 

must renew teaching the old guard revolutionaries as part of their curriculum to 

arrest the seemingly dystopian mentality among the youth. Ernst Bloch, a 

Marxist philosopher who spent considerable part of his writings on utopian 

visions, believed that utopianism could not be removed from the world and was 

not “some thing like nonsense or absolute fancy; rather it is not yet in the sense 

of a possibility; that it could be there if we could only do something for it” 

(Giroux 2001). 

“Given current structural and conjunctural conditions,” McLaren 

avers, “such as the privatization of subjectivity, free market fundamentalism, and 

the moral collapse of social democracy after the defeat of communism, we need 

to rethink the nature and purpose of education according to the kind of 

"knowledge worker" proposed by the new capitalist order for the new capitalist 

order.” 

Meanwhile, Henry Giroux, a critical theorist of education warns: “If we 

cannot or refuse to take the lead in joining with students, labor unions, public 

school teachers, artists, and other cultural workers in defending higher 

education as the most crucial institution in establishing the formative culture 

necessary for a thriving democracy, then we will turn the humanities, liberal 

arts, and the larger university over to a host of dangerously anti-democratic 

economic, political, cultural, and social forces” (Giroux 2011). 

Our struggle therefore must be linked to everyday practices in 

universities, firms, city quarters, political organizations and personal 

relationships. This cannot be compensated by media attention and the slogan of 

AKO MISMO because there is certainly the danger of becoming part of ‘‘politics 

in the circus arena.” 
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The euphoric aftermath of the “historic show of rage” (Quismundo 

2011) of students from UP Diliman and Manila, Polytechnic University of the 

Philippines (PUP), Eulogio “Amang” Rodriguez Institute of Science and 

Technology, and Philippine Normal University (also joined by members of LFS, 

College Editors Guild of the Philippine, the party-list groups Anakpawis, Bayan 

Muna Alliance of Concerned Teachers and Gabriela, and the labor alliance 

Kilusang Mayo Uno) should not make us complacent about the monstrosity of 

the present educational system and be satisfied merely with the condescending 

beneficence of the State. As McLaren points out: 

The euphoria of critical pedagogy needs to establish a project 
of emancipation that moves beyond simply wringing 
concessions from existing capitalist structures and institutions. 
Rather, it must be centered around the transformation of 
property relations and the creation of a just system of 
appropriation and distribution of social wealth. It is not 
enough to adjust the foundational level of school funding to 
account for levels of student poverty, to propose supplemental 
funding for poverty and limited English proficiency, to raise 
local taxes to benefit schools, to demand that state 
governments partly subsidize low-property-value 
communities, or to fight for the equalization of funding 
generated by low-property-value districts (although these 
efforts surely would be a welcome step in the right direction). I 
am arguing for a fundamentally broader vision based on a 
transformation of global economic relations - on a different 
economic logic if you will – that transcends a mere reformism 
within existing social relations of production and the 
international division of labor. 

Once we see capitalism in the way Ellen Meiksins Wood describes it as 

more than “just a system of class oppression”, but that “it constitutes a ruthless 

totalizing process that shapes our lives in every conceivable aspect, and 

everywhere” (Wood 1990, 78), subjecting all social life to the abstract 

requirements of the market, then, we will realize that we need not acquiesce to 

the rootless logic of capitalist commodification. We can already transform our 

pedagogy towards the struggle for national democracy. This means attacking in 

all fronts the assault of neoliberal monopoly capitalism within the educational 

field: in the everyday classroom setting, in the struggle for the welfare of the 

http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/byline/tarra-quismundo
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academic and nonacademic personnel, in the revision of curriculum, institution 

of new courses, and in other countless sites. 

We have to realize that neoliberalism is extremely successful 

precisely on the cultural and everyday level. As Fredric Jameson (1991, 263) 

writes, “The market is in human nature’ is the proposition that can-not be 

allowed to stand unchallenged; in my opinion, it is the most crucial terrain of 

ideological struggle in our time.” 

It is thus not only a question of a different national politics, but of 

practical changes in the forms of work, of living and of societalization, of modes 

of consumption and gender relations. This is the meaning of Mao’s Cultural 

Revolution today. We need to purge ourselves and our collectivities of the 

seductive spell of market fundamentalism, the ideology of free choice, false 

notion of agency, and the dismantling of the centrality of class in favor of 

equalization of all struggles. For these mantras flow directly from the logic of 

monopoly capitalism that valorizes possessive individualism, heightened 

competition, and endless acquisition. 

Dare the School Build a New Social Order? 

This question was raised by Gorge Counts (1932), the father of social 

reconstructionist philosophy in education in 1932. Today, Counts’s militant 

advocacy for an open partisanship of educators against capitalism and bourgeois 

liberalism is still very much valid. We need to equip our students today with the 

tools to combat the WB-inspired global program of marketization of education 

through lifelong learning. Students must be equipped not only with skills and 

competencies but the capacity to question the social uses of those competencies 

and the values and ideological assumptions that underlie their purposes and 

goals.  

We must also arrest the fragmentation of the academe and the 

separation of manual from intellectual labor by making the teachers and 
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students engage in union works within and outside the university. This will 

strengthen our community’s power to defend itself against the drive of academic 

capitalism to atomize and fragment the academic community (Rhoads and 

Rhoads 2005). 

 We have to win our students and the youth away from social apathy 

and political agnosticism. Counts’s portrayal of half-baked liberal professors in a 

university who clone their students should sensitize us to the fundamental 

problem we face with regard to our students:  

There is the fallacy that the great object of education is to 
produce the college professor [and students], that is, the 
individual who adopts an agnostic attitude towards every 
important social issue, who can balance the pros against the 
cons with the skill of a juggler, who sees all sides of every 
question and never commits himself to any, who delays action 
until all the facts are in, who knows that all the facts will never 
come in, who consequently holds his judgment in a state of 
indefinite suspension, and who before the approach of middle 
age sees his powers of action atrophy and his social 
sympathies decay. 

Following Counts, we should explain to our students that “[i]f we wait 

for a solution to appear like the bursting of the sun through the clouds or the 

resolving of the elements in an algebraic equation, we shall wait in vain.” We 

must rather insist on Marx’s unrivaled assertion, “The coincidence of the 

changing of circumstances and of human activity or self-change can be conceived 

and rationally understood only as revolutionary practice” (Third Thesis on 

Feuerbach).  

 However revolutionary practice should not be tied solely to the 

school. As Counts rightly argued, “the school is but one formative agency among 

many, and certainly not the strongest at that.” Yet, he qualifies this: “Our major 

concern consequently should be, not to keep the school from influencing the 

child in a positive direction, but rather to make certain that every Progressive 

school will use whatever, power it may possess in opposing and checking the 

voices of social conservatism and reaction.” 
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 This is our immediate task in the long struggle to come! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Notes 

                                                           
1  For Samir Amin, it demonstrates that "[p]ure economics is not a theory of the 
real world, of really existing capitalism, but of an imaginary capitalism. It is not 
even a rigorous theory of the latter. The bases and development of the 
arguments do not deserve to be qualified as coherent. It is only a para-science, 
closer in fact to sorcery than to the natural sciences it pretends to imitate” (Amin 
2004, 11). Meanwhile, Joseph Stiglitz, a former World Bank Director, now admits 
the disastrous consequences of WB policy on developing countries: “the ‘free 
marketeers’ went further [in liberalization], with disastrous consequences for 
countries that followed their advice.... there was ample evidence that such 
liberalization could impose enormous risks on a country, and that those risks 
were borne disproportionately by the poor, while evidence that such 
liberalization promoted growth was scanty at best” (Stiglitz 2001, ix; x).  
 
2 In the 1980s, these institutions came under the sway of the "Washington 
consensus," a tacit political accord associating the IMF and the World Bank with 
the U.S. Treasury to push for a global strategy of market liberalization (Birch and 
Mykhnenko 2010).   
 
3 Suzanne Bergeron (2008) argues that the post-Washington consensus that 
drives the Bank’s educational program still emphasizes increasing output, which 
is assumed to trickle down to the poor. “As a result, the privatization and 
marketization of education,” Bergeron states, “is not being reversed; rather, it is 
touted as the best way to achieve the goals of human capital development. 
Further, by framing education in such an instrumental manner, the Bank 
continues to focus on the narrow definition of development as economic 
efficiency and growth rather than truly equitable and democratic development.” 
Steven J. Klees (2008, 411),  who followed the WB’s educational program since 
1970s concluded that despite the so-called post-Washington consensus, “In the 
final analysis, we must remember that neoliberal-ism has been and continues to 
be a lie that promises good for the many while giving rewards to the few.”   
 
4 In 1999, it is estimated that the USA, being the largest provider of educational 
services, earned $8.5 billion of the $30 billion market from this trade alone. In 
2000 foreign  students  contributed  $9  billion  a  year  to  the  US  economy.  The 
Institute for International Education estimates that international students spend 
more than $11 billion annually in the USA. The Group of Eight (G-8) highly  
industrialized  countries  has  set  a  goal  of  doubling  exchanges  in  the  next  
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decade. The World Trade Organization (WTO) is considering guidelines 
proposed by the US Department of Commerce that would ease the entry of 
commercial educational ventures into all member countries (Banya 2010, 59; 
65).  
 
5 Lifelong learning crystallized as a concept in the 1970s as the result of 
initiatives from three international bodies. The Council of Europe advocated 
permanent education, a plan to reshape European education for the whole life 
span. The OECD called for recurrent education, an alternation of full-time work 
with full-time study similar to sabbatical leaves. The third of these initiatives, a 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) 
report, “Learning to Be” (1972), drew most attention and had the broadest 
influence. Commonly known as the Faure Report, this document used the term 
lifelong education instead of lifelong learning, and it foresaw lifelong education 
as a transformative and emancipatory force, not only in schools, but in society at 
large.  

 
6  For Foucualdian explication of the “neoliberal subject,” see Read 2009.  
 
7 Neoliberalism also includes a perspective on moral virtue:  “the virtuous 
person is one who is able to access the relevant markets and function as a 
competent actor in these markets. He or she is willing to accept the risks 
associated with participating in free markets, and to adapt to rapid changes 
arising from such participation” (Thorsen 2010).  
 
8 Since the mid-1980s, twenty-one to twenty-eight percent of life sciences 
faculty members in American universities have consistently received research 
support from industry. During that time period, about seven to eight percent of 
faculty members reported that they held equity in a company related to their 
research. During the 1980s and the 1990s, faculty participated in founding 
twenty-four Fortune 500 companies and over 600 non-Fortune 500 companies 
in the life sciences. A 1992 study found that about one-third of lead authors of 
789 articles in leading scientific journals had financial interests in their research, 
including patents, equity ownerships, or a position on the advisory board or 
board of directors. According to Risa Lieberwitz, “The public domain has been 
restricted through licensing of university-owned patents, approximately half of 
which are for exclusive corporate licenses.” See Lieberwitz 2005.  
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“HOW IN THE WORLD CAN I GO BACK TO THE PHILIPPINES IN 9 DAYS? I have a car loan, 

doctors’ appointments, financial obligations, etc. My family is with me here, we 

cannot just pack our bags and go home. This is our life at stake; we need to plan 

for it! Talk about injustice! They could not even give a 45 day notice like our 

apartment does,” exclaimed Ms. Gumanoy on 8 August 2011 (Pilipino Educators 

Network and Katarungan 2011). Ms. Gumanoy expressed the common sentiment 

of about five hundred Filipino overseas contract teachers in Prince George’s 

County, Maryland (USA) who unexpectedly lost their jobs due to illegal practices 

of their employers.  

 This article analyzes how neoliberalism compounded the already 

difficult conditions Ms. Gumanoy and the other Filipino teachers and compelled 

them to be overseas contract teachers in the U.S. and how they struggled to 

advance their migrant rights as their interests as educators. The analysis 

highlights the importance of a nation-centered approach to counter the 

prevailing notions of Philippine “brain drain.”  

The 2011 Justice Campaign for  
The PGCPS Filipino Overseas Contract Teachers  
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On 4 April 2011, the U.S. Department of Labor (US-DOL) announced that it 

determined that the Prince George’s County Public Schools (PGCPS) system 

willfully violated U.S. law related to the H-1B temporary foreign worker visa 

program. The PGCPS system illegally obtained from 1,044 overseas contract 

teachers, many of whom came from the Philippines, Jamaica, and Chile, payment 

for the H-1B visa processing fee.1 As the employer, PGCPS should have paid the 

visa fee. In effect, the wages of these teachers were reduced below the legally 

required amount. While the US-DOL ruling favored the payment of teachers’ 

back wages, it also barred the PGCPS system from continuing to employ 

overseas contract teachers, and thus, voided the existing contracts. As a result, 

the ruling ensured that the teachers were prevented to work in the U.S. and 

made it illegal for them to stay in the U.S.  

 The PGCPS system consists of over 205 schools and 125,000 students 

from pre-kindergarten to grade 12 and is the second largest school district in the 

state of Maryland, located immediately east of Washington, D.C. Its students are 

majority African Americans and from middle-class and working-class families. 

From 2004 to 2009, the PGCPS system aggressively recruited over a thousand 

overseas contract teachers to remedy acute shortage of qualified teachers to 

instruct in difficult-to-fill content areas such as math, science, and special 

education. Public schools including those in the PGCPS system have been 

required to comply with U.S. neoliberal education policies (emerging out of 

testing-based accountability reactionary groups) such as the No Child Left 

Behind Law that compel schools to adopt more stringent certification and area-

expertise requirements for teachers in key content areas. 

 In May and June of 2011, the Filipino overseas contract teachers who 

were recruited to work for the PGCPS system started to explore legal and 

organizing options. They decided to launch a justice campaign over the wage 

violations and for their economic and migrant rights. Their campaign gain local 

support with guidance primarily from the Pilipino Educators Network (PEN), a 

member-based organization comprising of Filipino educators in Prince George’s 
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County and from Katarungan, a Washington D.C.-based center that promotes 

peace, justice, and human rights in the Philippines through research, education, 

and grassroots advocacy. The overseas teachers with other PEN members and 

Katarungan members came together to develop campaign objectives and 

education materials and to coordinate major campaign activities.  

 On 7 July 2011, the US-DOL and the PGCPS system announced a 

settlement agreement, pending approval of an Administrative Law Judge. The 

major details of the agreement include: 

1. The PGCPS system repays US$4.4 million in back wages 
owed to the overseas contract teachers. 

2. The PGCPS system pays a civil penalty fee of US$100,000, 
reduced from the original US$1.7 million imposed by US-
DOL. 

3. The PGCPS system is debarred from participating in the 
H-1B overseas contract worker visa program for two 
years. 

The PGCPS system also agreed not to file or renew employment-based petitions 

from the date of settlement until the start of the debarment, halting attempts for 

overseas contract teachers to adjust their immigration status (by renewing their 

H-1B visa or by applying for permanent residency). Moreover, the settlement 

agreement was developed and finalized without consultation with the overseas 

contract teachers and without consideration on how the agreement would 

adversely affect these teachers.  

 U.S. Labor Secretary Hilda Solis viewed the settlement as a victory for 

worker rights. Yet teachers affected by the settlement saw it differently. While 

US-DOL penalized the PGCPS system from participating in the H-1B visa 

program, the unfair circumstances of the settlement unfortunately ended up 

punishing the victims of the PGCPS’s violations. Moreover, this settlement 

discourages H-1B workers or other victims to expose future labor violations. In 

effect, although the PGCPS overseas contract teachers gained an average payout 

of $4,044, hundreds saw their contracts terminated, faced deportation, and 

became undocumented.  
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 A PGCPS system spokesperson admitted it was becoming too costly to 

continue to employ overseas contract teachers. Given worsening budget cuts, the 

PGCPS system needed to cut as many as 700 teaching positions. While it had 

encouraged more than 500 teachers to accept an early retirement, the system 

sought to cut an additional 200 positions with the termination of overseas 

contract teachers, as an expected outcome from the US-DOL settlement. 

 As the new school year started in August 2011, many teacher visas 

expired and fresh graduates with limited classroom experience would replace 

the more experienced teachers. The PGCPS overseas contract teachers, others 

educators, and support organizations raised concerns over possible reversal in 

student performance gains that overseas contract teachers have helped build for 

several years. PGCPS students were made to suffer from the irresponsibility of 

the PGCPS system.  

 In effect, the PGCPS overseas contract teachers and support 

organizations intensified the justice campaign to overturn the US-DOL ruling and 

settlement agreement and to ensure the overseas contract teachers continued to 

work in the U.S. The justice campaign escalated their campaign with raising 

greater public awareness, holding fundraising benefits, and more fierce protest 

mobilizations. For instance, the campaign galvanized hundreds of Filipino 

overseas contract teachers and their supporters to picket several times in front 

of the US-DOL Washington, DC national office and rallied in front of the White 

House and the U.S. Department of Homeland Security. 

 The major campaign demands included: (1) the replacement of the 

unjust US-DOL and PGCPS settlement agreement with a just and equitable 

solution that allows for the continued legal employment-based sponsorship of 

overseas contract teachers from the Philippines and other countries; (2) the 

PGCPS overseas contract teachers should not be punished with job loss and 

deportation because of the PGCPS system’s willful failure to comply with the 

law; (3) a public investigation of the negative impacts of terminating the highly-

qualified overseas contract teachers; and, (4) call on the Philippine Embassy to 
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exert maximum effort in mobilizing appropriate resources to assist PGCPS 

Filipino overseas contract teachers and other Filipino migrants in distress. The 

organizations widely circulated these demands using online petitions that 

gathered around 3,300 signatures in four months. The campaign drew support 

from parents, labor organizations, and the U.S.-based National Alliance for 

Filipino Concerns as well as the ACT Teacher Party-List in the Philippines. It 

gained U.S.-wide and international attention with coverage such as that of 

MSNBC News, BBC World News, and Philippine news media. Furthermore, the 

television documentary The Learning aired across the U.S. that spotlighted the 

plight of the PGCPS Filipino overseas contract teachers.2  

The “Brain Drain” of Filipino Educators?  

The “brain drain” concept (also known as “human capital flight”) refers to large-

scale migration of highly skilled professionals such as the PGCPS teachers, 

scientists, engineers, and health care personnel, often from a country with an 

abundant supply of these professionals to a new host country where the 

economic and societal need exists. Since the late 1960s, this concept began to 

gain circulation among leading academics and to be integrated as a key 

component to theories on international migration and on dependent 

development of Third World economies.3 In the 1980s, a number of mainstream 

scholars on the Philippines began, for instance, to incorporate the brain drain 

concept into their particularization of perspectives such as Frank’s dependency 

theory, Cardoso and Faletto’s dependent capitalist development theory, and 

Wallerstein’s world-system analysis. As such, a dominant model on the 

Philippine brain drain began to emerge, which offered an explanation as to why 

seeming-large number of professionals were leaving the Philippines and seeking 

permanent work in other countries. 

 The Brain Drain Model—as applied to the Philippines context—

explains that pull-factors such as far better economic opportunities for 

professionals such as PGCPS teachers and the far greater need for them in host 

countries (such as the USA) drive large-scale out-migration. As a result, the 
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“brain drain” related to these professionals mainly keeps the Philippines as a 

poor and underdeveloped country.   

 While the Brain Drain Model continues to be popular and widely 

circulated, this model is based on several key not-so-obvious assumptions that 

are often un-examined (see Figure 1 and Table 1): 

1. It assumes that the transnational migration of low-skilled 
workers and high-skilled professionals is within a single 
unified global economy. These transnational migrants are 
viewed as extensions of trading relations among nations 
within this global system. In particular, this unified and 
interlinked system has for a long time been a world 
capitalist system in which the U.S.A. is a core element of 
the world-system and the Philippine is a peripheral or 
semi-peripheral element of the world-system. As such, 
the Philippine may be viewed as a semi-capitalist country, 
a dependent capitalist country, or a periphery country in 
the capitalist world-system, depending on the particular 
version of the model.  

2. Because the Brain Drain Model argues that the large out-
flow of the best, brightest, and high-skilled professionals 
keeps the Philippine poor, the model place great 
emphasize that if these professionals choose to stay in the 
Philippines, poverty and economic hardship would end 
and strong capitalist growth would “take-off” in the 
country. It is assumed that Philippine underdevelopment 
is mainly due to professionals leaving the country. 

3. Furthermore, the Brain Drain Model assumes that 
migrants in the host country are very likely to be highly 
desired and well received. These migrant professionals 
such as Philippine teachers recruited to work in the U.S. 
would be widely accepted into U.S. society and generally 
be able to assimilate economically, politically, and 
culturally into U.S. society. 

 
 With the noticeable assimilation of Filipino professionals in the U.S. 

society, the Brain Drain Model may be strongly upheld. Yet, the economic and 

political struggle of the PGCPS overseas contract teachers as well as many other 

Filipino professionals demonstrates that the Brain Drain Model needs serious 

rethinking. We must not assume that Filipinos such as the PGCPS Filipino 
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migrant teachers are the main reason for the economic backwardness of the 

Philippines. It becomes imperative that we question strongly the Model’s 

assumptions and assertions and consider other possible explanations, grounded 

in the concrete experiences and struggles of these teachers. 

  

Figure 1.  Competing Models on Formal Schooling  
  and Transnational Migrant Teachers 

The Brain Drain Model The Nation-Centered Model 
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Towards a Nation-Centered Model of  
Labor Contractualization and Regulation of  
Migrant Labor: Differences in Crisis and  
System of Schooling Between the U.S. and  
The Philippines and Their Interrelations 
 
The Nation-Centered Model I am proposing begins with an analysis of the 

particularities in the national economic and political crisis and their relations to 

schooling and labor regulation (see Figure 1 and Table 1). The characteristics of 

U.S. and Philippine societies remain highly distinct as well as their nature of 

their crisis. The U.S. is a monopoly capitalist country, facing relatively short 

periodic cycles (over several years) of economic boom and economic crisis. For 

instance, the U.S. has been experiences a serious economic depression starting 

2006, after several years of seemingly economic growth and limited recovery. 

With the overproduction of industrial commodities and manufacture goods and 

in housing, the U.S. economy entered in 2006 a sharp rise in national business 

closures and job loss, which continues in 2011. This economic crisis provided 

the pretext for further local adoption and implementation of neoliberal policies 
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such as the No Child Left Behind law. In addition, the underlying budgeting crisis 

of the PGCPS system prompted its aggressive recruitment overseas as well as the 

termination of the contract teachers.  

 In contrast, the Philippines remains a semifeudal country, even after 

its political “independence” of the U.S. in 1946. The crisis in semifeudal and 

semicolonial countries such as the Philippines differs in character with that of 

capitalist societies. The economic crisis in the Philippines reflects the 

contradictions in its primarily rural agricultural economy and in its very weak 

industrial manufacturing sector, which serves the U.S. and dominant monopoly 

capitalist interests. The recent presidencies of Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo and 

Benigno Aquino III further have made worse the lives of the majority through 

greater displacement of land and livelihood, intensifying joblessness and 

economic hardship, and high level of state corruption. The deepening crisis in 

semifeudal and semicolonial Philippines has resulted in further implementation 

of particular national policies that advance the neoliberal agenda. While the 

crises of the Philippines and the U.S. have important national features, they are 

nonetheless interrelated in a world capitalist system through relations of 

dominance and subordination. As a consequence, Philippine schooling and state 

institutions remain compliant to U.S. interests and ensure the continuation of the 

semicolonial and semifeudal system in the Philippines. Thus, the Philippine 

economic crisis has compelled educators to become contract workers overseas.    

States as Labor Brokers and Traffickers of Filipino Overseas Contract Teachers 

The Nation-Centered Model makes explicit the distinctive brokering and 

trafficking role of the Philippines as the “sending” state and the U.S. as the  

“receiving” state in the context of the authorized trafficking of Filipino overseas 

contract teachers.  

 The role of the Philippines state has been to ensure the systematic 

and coercive export overseas of Filipino migrant labor through its official Labor 

Export Program (LEP) policy. This and similar government policies advancing 
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neoliberalism make certain that the Philippine economy remains semifeudal and 

that there are very limited employment opportunities and very low pay even for 

those with jobs. Moreover, the government continues to reduce and cut state 

support to public education, making learning and teaching much more 

challenging with less than adequate support and resources. These issues are 

particularly salient for many teachers in the Philippines, some of whom seek 

work overseas not based on their own personal choice or interests. Furthermore, 

the Philippine state also actively manages an elaborate brokering system of job 

training, migrant verification, employment certification, and employee relations 

to ensure that Filipino workers are trafficked overseas (see Rodriguez 2010).4  

 During the recent economic crisis and in the context of neoliberalism, 

the role of the U.S. government has been to promote greater contractualization 

of state employees (such as public school teachers) and to monitor and 

criminalize more intensely migrant workers overseas. Thus, the U.S. state 

continues to manage and regulate actively migrant flow, particularly processes 

related to employment and migrant entry, exit, and removal, and take part in the 

authorized trafficking of migrant workers (see Chua and Francisco 2007). In this 

context, neoliberalism fosters drastic cuts in state programs, increase in public 

and private policing, and increase use of the “individual responsibility” discourse 

to categorize migrants who would be “deserving” to be authorized and legal to 

work and to reside in the U.S.  

 Furthermore, the PGCPS system actively recruited teachers trained 

overseas such as those from the Philippines on a short-term contractual basis to 

resolve initially its worsening financial crisis linked to costs for teacher benefits 

and compensation employed long term and the address the strong demand of 

core content-area teachers to instruct in predominantly Black and working-class 

communities. Also, the need for these teachers reflects the more structural 

weaknesses of U.S. schools in general and of teacher-training institutions in 

particular to recruit and develop teachers in these subject areas.  
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Neoliberal States Dismantling Migrant Labor Protection  

 The Nation-Centered Model highlights how Filipino overseas contract 

teachers do not easily assimilate economically and politically into U.S. society as 

suggested by Brain Drain Model. Rather the Nation-Centered Model emphasizes 

that the systemic difficulties faced by a good number of these teachers emerge 

from neoliberal policies that curtail labor and migrant rights. In particular, the 

PGCPS wage violation and its reduction of more positions prompted by heighten 

budgetary woes as well as the US-DOL and PGCPS agreement highlight the 

challenge for the teachers to advance economically in the U.S. Moreover, U.S. 

local and national state agencies are limited in the ways they can provide 

politically just and economically equitable options for the teachers.  

 Likewise, the Philippine state as the main labor broker and trafficker 

failed to provide adequate protection to its citizens by enforcing the labor 

contract and standing firm against the US-DOL and PGCPS agreement. The 

Philippine state opted only to take limited actions by engaging in the publicity 

effort to support the teachers. It took no real legal action to enforce the contract, 

ensure that the teachers continue to work at PGCPS schools, and challenge the 

U.S. government to ensure economic justice for the Filipino contract teachers.  

Filipino Overseas Contract Teachers: Organizing in the Context of Neoliberal Crises  

Given the unsatisfactory conduct of Philippine and U.S. governments and PGCPS 

as the employer, the Filipino overseas contract teachers organizationally came 

together to protect and advance their interests, sought support from U.S.-based 

Filipino community organizations, and launched a justice campaign.  

 The Nation-Centered Model draws attention to the political initiatives 

of the teachers, their organizations, and other Filipino community organizations 

in challenging the faulty neoliberal policies that negatively affected these 

overseas contract teachers. These organizations highlighted the need for greater 

rights and protection for migrants and contract workers in the U.S. These rights 
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have been under serious attack given neoliberalism and in the current economic 

crisis. Moreover, these organizations campaigned for more funding for public 

schools and better working conditions and for pro-migrant policies.   

 Yet U.S.-based reform campaigns remain insufficient to address 

comprehensively the economic struggles of Filipino overseas contract teachers. 

More structural and genuine changes in the Philippines, its economy, and its 

state are necessary. Still during the brief duration of the PGCPS Filipino overseas 

contract teachers justice campaign, pro-migrant, pro-education, and other pro-

people organizations campaigned with initial and limited efforts to make the 

Philippine state accountable for LEP and its role as migrant labor broker and 

trafficker, its neoliberal policies that cut funding to education and other social 

programs and ensured the further continuation of the country to be semifeudal 

and semicolonial. 

Closing Remarks  

Schooling has been an important institution in the U.S. colonization of the 

Philippines. The 2011 justice campaign for the PGCPS Filipino overseas contract 

teachers reveals important vestiges of earlier colonial schooling turned upside 

down. In this case, Filipino educators are used to teach U.S. students. It may 

seem that the Philippine “brain drain” exists. Yet with neoliberalism, the ongoing 

uneven U.S.-Philippine relations, and semifeudalism and semicolonialism in the 

Philippines, the justice campaign must be analyzed within a nation-centered 

framework that draws out national distinctions in economic crises, in the role of 

states in labor trafficking, migrant regulation, and labor contractualization, in 

the national particularization of neoliberal policies, and in national struggles for 

genuine economic betterment. 

 The proposed Nation-Centered Model developed here remains rather 

rudimentary. Key features of the model can be developed further. The model can 

be expanded, for instance, to incorporate important aspects of “low-cost” 

training of teachers in the Philippines for export to capitalist countries and the 
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for-profit system of teacher recruitment to the U.S. This model might also be 

applied to concrete conditions beyond the education sector to other similar 

“brain drain” sectors such as the healthcare profession and be contrasted to 

account for specificities of industrial sectors such as the burgeoning call-centers 

in the Philippines.  

 As the world protracted global recession and national economic crises 

unfold and as neoliberal economic policies ensure greater labor 

contractualization, more sizeable batches of labor recruitment of Filipino 

overseas contract teachers to the U.S. as well as their mass layoffs and 

deportation are to be expected. The experiences from the justice campaign of the 

PGCPS Filipino overseas contract teachers and other earlier campaigns provide 

guidance in the development of more effective pro-migrant, pro-education, and 

anti-trafficking organizing.  

 In rebuilding their lives and seeking new jobs, Ms. Gumanoy and 

many of the PGCPS Filipino overseas teachers are more powerful, having been in 

the forefront of confronting neoliberalism in education and taking part in mass-

movement building. 

 

Notes  
 
1 The H-1B visas allow overseas contract workers in the U.S to work temporary 
with a maximum of up to three years and are renewable twice. During this 
period, these workers may apply to obtain permanent residency status. Some of 
the PGCPS overseas contract teachers were able to acquire permanent residency 
status during their stay and prior to the US-DOL debarment. Many of them were 
still in the process of changing their immigration status to gain U.S. permanent 
residency. 

2 See the internet sites of the Pilipino Educators Network < http://www.pen-
usa.org/> and Katarungan <http://www.katarungan-dc.org/> and the campaign 
petition site <http://www.change.org/petitions/tell-dol-dont-deport-filipino-
teachers-after-school-system-failed-them> for various media accounts. Also, the 
PBS network website <http://www.pbs.org/pov/learning> provides classroom 
and discussion guides related to The Learning documentary.  
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3 For an early example of this line of argument, see the writing of sociologist 
Walden Bello and his colleagues (1969) regarding the so-called brain drain 
phenomenon.  

4 For instance, see the posting on the teacher blog site for the Philippine 
Department of Education that promoted recruitment to work in the U.S. and in 
PGCPS in particular (“Lessons of an Imported Teacher” 2008).  
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The Path of Least Resistance 

The overwhelmingly depressing state of UP education is represented by the 
story of Cherry, an UPCAT passer whose dream of acquiring a degree from one 
of the country’s top state universities hangs in the balance. Cherry comes from a 
poor family, her mother who has a spinal condition must seek domestic work in 
Manila so that housing and food will no longer be a problem for Cherry. Her 
father is still on a job hunt. Recently, her story was featured by GMA 7 in 
cooperation with Kabataan Partylist. In no time, a good soul volunteered to 
shoulder Cherry’s tuition for four years. Needless to say, Cherry’s needs as a 
college student go beyond tuition. Furthermore, the question of how many 
Cherrys there are among the current batch of UPCAT passers is a tough one as it 
reflects on the whole system that gives shape to UP education. 

Cherry’s case is not unusual. It is the logical result of UP’s complicity with the 
State’s abandonment of its role in public education. This collusion becomes 
evident in the miserable failure of the STFAP to fulfil its stated goal: to 
democratize undergraduate student admission. Before the establishment of the 
STFAP in 1988, students paid the same amount of tuition regardless of family 
income. In 2010, only 457 students out of 39,474 (or 1.16%) belonged to the 
lowest bracket E2. Contrary to its projection as a complementary feature for the 
University’s scholarship program, it has in fact ended up reducing the number of 
students receiving full state subsidy for their college education. From this, it is 
not difficult to see how the socialized tuition scheme functions as a smokescreen 
for tuition increase. 
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STFAP’s Failure 

STFAP is nothing but a dismal failure from the point of view of increasing 
accessibility to quality tertiary education in one of the country’s leading state 
universities. Its spurious claim of promoting the values of social responsibility 
and social justice through a scheme that compels rich students to subsidize poor 
students not only makes the Iskolar ng Bayan pay for the failure of government 
to fully support state universities and colleges, it also promotes a warped sense 
of justice. There was a time when the case for social transformation consisted in 
the democratic formula of poor people coming together in a collective struggle 
to change a system which systematically breeds poverty. The UP Administration, 
in its continued implementation of the STFAP, insists that access to education—
an indispensable factor for social transformation—is now largely dependent on 
the rich’s charitable disposition. This follows an unmistakable elitist formula for 
reform that has been wide of the mark in many countries worldwide. 

It is bad enough that the STFAP is deeply flawed in conceptualization, but on the 
practical level, the scheme is little more than a farcical stunt. The vast majority of 
students opted for the Bracket B,1 the default bracket, not because their family 
income actually falls within the P500,001 to P1,000,000 range but because the 
procedure involved in the application for brackets with increased subsidy 
requires, among other things, the submission of a slew of forms and records, as 
well as undergoing  home-inspections, background checks and interrogations—a 
procedure not unlike an audit, which assumes that the applicants are out to 
defraud the University. 

The Newly-Minted Memorandum  

The issue of the Restructured Socialized Tuition and Financing Assistance 
Program (STFAP) which was implemented in 2007 simultaneous with the 
increase of tuition from an average of P300/unit to P1,000 per unit in Diliman, 
Los Banos and Manila and from an average of  P200/unit to  P600 per unit in UP 
Visayas, Baguio and Mindanao appeared once again with the following internet 
post on June 1, several days before the start of the registration period: "May 
ipinasang bagong memorandum ang Office of the Vice President for Acad Affairs 
na ginawang BRACKET A ang default BRACKET na dati ay B. Mula 1K papuntang 
1.5K. Isang porma ng Tuition Fee Increase. Sa UP Visayas, ito ay ipinapatupad 
na." -UPLB University Student Council AY 2011-2012 

What is the memorandum of the VPAA referred to by the post of the UPLB 
University Student Council? 

The April 8 memorandum of new UP Vice President for Academic Affairs Gisela 
P. Concepcion has as subject “Distribution of the Revised Bracket B Certification 
to Incoming Freshmen Students during the registration period for the First 
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Semester of AY 2011-2012 and was addressed to the Vice Chancellors for 
Academic Affairs/Instruction, Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs, UP Diliman 
and to the Dean of UP Cebu, the University Registrars and the Directors of 
Offices of Student Affairs. This memo refers to the agreement made in a meeting 
of the VPAA with the University Registrars and the Vice Chancellor for Student 
Affairs of UP Diliman and states that “additional requirements for a student to be 
classified under Bracket B (ITR, vicinity map of family residence) and 
notarization of required documents. The memo also reminds the 
abovementioned officials to coordinate with the Office of Admissions and to 
request for the income information given by the students in their UPCAT 
application.  Addressees are also reminded that a reported income of over P1 
million by a student, categorizes that student as Bracket A. 

Are the students wrong in imputing that the April 8 memorandum changes the 
default bracket from Bracket B to Bracket A? 

For the students, the experience with STFAP in the past four years placed 
Bracket B as the default bracket; meaning a student who fails to apply for STFAP 
support is automatically classified as Bracket B unless he/she has reported an 
income of over P1 million. No notarization of income declaration was required.   

The memorandum’s focus on the fulfilment of the new Bracket B certification 
and additional requirements for classification under Bracket B cannot but be 
interpreted as a change in the default bracket of the STFAP given the students’ 
experience with STFAP. The memorandum refers only to  freshies but the new 
requirements cover old undergraduate students as well.2 Non-freshman 
undergraduate students “who did not apply for STFAP will be set to Bracket B as 
default for the assessment of 1st semester 2001. However, [they] will be 
required to prove that [their] family income is less than P1,000,000 by 
submitting supporting documents at any time within the 1st semester or 
before the start of 2nd semester registration.”3 

The memorandum does not explain the rationale for these new requirements, it 
is understandable why the students strongly believe that the imposition of new 
requirements is actually a ploy to increase the number of students categorized in 
Bracket A. 

This would mean that incoming freshies are presumed to belong to the 
"millionaire’s bracket" unless they are able to prove otherwise by undergoing 
the rigours of an STFAP application. Apart from the lack of democratic 
consultation in the implementation of this particular STFAP revision, we must 
also note the use of the method patented by the previous Roman administration 
of targeting only new students in order to skirt opposition.   
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President Pascual attempts to provide the justification for his VPAA’s memo: 
“ (T)here has been no rebracketing of  STFAP. The confusion might have arisen 
from the recent directive of the VP for Academic Affairs to require incoming 
freshmen to submit certain docs as evidence family income. The objective is to 
promote transparency in the implementation of STFAP and ensure the integrity 
of the program.” 

UP Kilos Na says that if the objective is “to promote transparency in the 
implementation of the STFAP and to ensure the integrity of the program”, then 
the memo does not fulfil that objective. There is no discussion on the 
shortcomings in the previous implementation of the STFAP and the problems 
related to the lack of integrity of the program. 

A more important question would be related to the fact that the STFAP was 
supposed to “ensure that ‘democratic access to the university will not be 
affected’ whenever tuition increases are implemented, said Vice President for 
Planning and Finance Edgardo Atanacio, who was part of the review committee 
for revision of STFAP in 2006 and 2009.4  

Should not the new UP administration, with its concern for increasing access to 
UP education to poor but deserving students view with utmost concern the 
report that : 

After over two decades of implementation of the Socialized Tuition and Financial 
Assistance Program (STFAP), the number of UP Diliman students benefiting 
from free tuition has declined by almost 90 percent. 

In 1991, two years after the STFAP was first implemented, one in every five 
undergraduate students in Diliman benefited from free tuition under the 
program. Two decades later, only one in every one hundred students is granted 
free tuition.5 

Percent of student population in Diliman with free tuition6 

*The table only included statistics on STFAP bracketing which corresponds to 
free matriculation in the Numeric and Alphabetic schemes, namely brackets 1-5 
and brackets E1 and E2. The table used figures for the second semester of each 
academic year for both the STFAP bracketing and the enrolment data.  Source: 
UP Diliman Office of the University Registrar, Office of Scholarships and Student 
Services 

From the restructuring of STFAP in 2007 following the implementation of the 
300% increase in tuition in the same year, the UP Administration has spent a 
measly P25 million pesos for STFAP beneficiaries for a 3-year period (2007-
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2010). On the other hand, from 2007-2010, the University generated almost 
P475 million from tuition fees. These figures should, at the very least, prompt us 
all to evaluate whether the main purpose and objective of our vaunted tuition 
scheme is genuine "socialization" or whether it is really "profit maximization." 

Our Call: UP Kilos Na! 

UP Kilos Na calls on the new UP administration to rectify its predecessors’ grave 
errors that caused the suffering of many  Iskolar ng Bayan and the exclusion of 
poor but deserving students. We demand that the new administration increase 
access to UP education by seriously examining the condition of decreased entry 
of poor but deserving students since the implementation of the STFAP. 
Implementing a scheme that will require more students to bear the burden of 
the millionaire’s bracket does not solve the problem of a very low percentage of 
students obtaining full subsidy. The new administration should instead evaluate 
the STFAP according to its original objective of democratizing access to UP 
education. 

UP Kilos Na recognizes that the UP Administration will need to look into 
enacting more systemic changes in its policies in order to concretely address the 
issue of democratic access but it should be done within the framework of 
demanding greater state support to UP as the national university; not through 
increased student fees in whatever form or guise. UP Kilos Na will support the 
new UP Administration in its efforts to fulfil its pledge to strengthen the public 
character and the public service responsibility of the University of the 
Philippines; and to observe democratic governance. 

The path of least resistance is the path of the status quo. This is the path taken 
by the successive UP administrations of the past few decades. However, the path 
which we should take is not this one but the path leading toward genuine 
democratization and social justice. 

 

1 Over 30,000 students from a total of around 40,000. STFAP –Alphabetic 
Bracketing Scheme (ABS), 1st semester, Undergraduate Data (2007-2010) 

2 It was only after attention was called on the matter that the notice that 
appeared on the CRS online was deleted. 

3 CRS UP Diliman, “Clarification Regarding STFAP Bracketing for non-freshman 
undergraduate students”. https://crs.upd.edu.ph/  
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4 Marjohara Tucay, “In two decades of STFAP implementation: Students with 
free tuition decreased by over 90 percent”, Philippine Collegian, July 3, 2010. 

5 Ibid. 

6 Ibid. 
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2012 Budget ni PNoy:  
Budget para sa Pribatisasyon 

ng Serbisyong Panlipunan, 
Budget para sa Dayuhan, 

Budget Kontra Mamamayan! 
UP Kilos Na  

para sa Demokratikong Unibersidad ng Pilipinas  
na Naglilingkod sa Sambayanan 

Agosto 8, 2011 
  

 

 

Ipinagmamayabang ni Aquino na ang panukalang 2012 budget na inihapag sa 
Kongreso ay budget “deretso sa tao” at patotoo sa kanyang “social contract” sa 
mamamayang Pilipino. 

Kasinungalingan.  Mahalagang makita ang detalye para mahubaran ang tunay na 
katangian ng 2012 budget ni Aquino. 

CCT dinagdagan, Budget ng mga Ospital at SUCs binawasan 

Sobrang laki nang itinaas sa budget para sa programang CCT ni Aquino—mula 
P21.9 bilyon tungong P39.5. bilyon! Samantala,  P44.4 bilyon  ang budget para sa 
kalusugan mula P31.8 bilyon noong 2011. P12. 6 bilyon lamang ang itinaas ng 
budget sa kalusugan, habang P17.6 bilyon ang idinagdag sa isang programang 
matinding binabatikos bunga ng paging dole-out nito at pagiging “band-aid” na 
solusyon sa problema sa kahirapan. 

Kinaltasan ang MOOE ng 12 mayor na ospital na noong 2011 ay kinaltasan na 
nang mahigit P70.8 milyon. Ang pondo para sa 55 ospital ay binawasan ng 
mahigit P363.7 milyon. Mababa ng mahigit P1.1 bilyon ang pondo para sa 2012 
para sa mga ospital kung ikumpara noong 2010. Ang malaking bahagi ng 
pondong idinagdag sa budget ng DOH para sa 2012 ay nakalaan sa National 
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Health Insurance Program---P12.0 bilyon mula P3.5 bilyon noong 2011!  Lalo 
lamang itinutulak ng budget sa kalusugan ang pribatisasyon ng mga 
pampublikong ospital na sa ngayon pa lamang ay hirap nang matugunan ang 
pangangailangan ng mahihirap na mamamayan dahil sa kakulangan ng 
manggagawang pangkalusugan, pondo para sa mga pangangailangan at sa 
gamot. 

Sa P1.816 trilyong pondo sa National Expenditure Program (NEP) 2012, P21.8 
bilyon ang ilalaan para sa mga SUCs, mas mababa sa P22.03 bilyong naipasa 
noong 2011.Matapos kaltasan ng mahigit P1 bilyon ang operations budget ng 
mga pamantasan para sa taong 2011, limampung SUC naman ang may 
pinagsama-samang kaltas na P569.8 milyon sa mga kabuuang pondo nito para 
sa 2012. 

Apatnapu’t  limang (45)  paaralan ang kinaltasan ng maintenance and other 
operating expenses (MOOE) ng P250.9 milyon kabilang ang UP na kinaltasan ng 
P181.6 milyon sa MOOE. Dapat ay awtomatikong tataas ang pondo para sa 
Personal Services (PS) dahil sa isinabatas na pagtataas ng sweldo ng mga kawani 
ng pamahalaan. Sa halip, kinaltasan pa nga ng PS ang 58 na mga pamantasan na 
aabot sa P403.3 milyon. 

Sa pangkalahatan, napakaliit ng alokasyon at talagang hindi sapat para sa mga 
pamantasan. Sa ilang dinagdagan ng pondo, ni hindi mababawi ang kinaltas na 
pondo noong nakaraang taon at napakalayo din sa aktwal na pangangailangan 
ng mga pamantasan. Wala pa sa kalahati ng mga mungkahing pondo ng mga 
SUCs ang inapruba ng DBM. 

Sa kabila ng bulok na mga gusali, pasilidad at napakaraming mga hindi na 
maaccomodate na mga mag-aaral sa mga SUCs, nanatiling wala kahit isang 
kusing na inilaan ang gubyerno para sa capital outlay o paggawa ng bagong mga 
gusali at mga klasrum. 

 Zero Capital Outlay sa mga Ospital at SUCs, Dagdag ng Capital Outlay sa 
Piling Ahensya 

Lalo lamang lumilinaw ang pagtulak ng pribatisasyon ng  pamahalaang Aquino 
sa mga state universities at mga pampublikong ospital sa pribatisasyon at sa 
pagnenegosyo dahil sa kawalan muli ng pondo para sa pagtatayo ng mga 
kailangang imprastruktura—zero capital outlay. 

Gayunpaman, patuloy na nagtatamasa ng Capital Outlay ang mga piling ahensya 
ng pamahalaan kabilang na ang Office of the President, Office of the Vice 
President, AFP, DILG at iba pa: 
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Proposed Capital Outlay para 2012 

OP-  P 150.637 million 
DOJ - P400 million 
OVP -105.762  million 
Philippine Army -158.670 million 
Air Force -180.250  million 
Navy -126.848   million 
GHQ AFP -5.046 B 
DOST -982.752 milyon 
DILG -1.5 B  
DSWD --188.291 million 
 DOT --90.000 million 
Presidential Communications Operations Office -35.509 million 
DBM -93.076 million 
 

Dagdag na Budget sa Basic Education: Hindi Sapat! 

Habang kinakaltasan ang pondo ng SUCs, kapos na kapos naman ang P238.8 
bilyong inilaan sa DepEd bagamat mas malaki ito nang P30 bilyon mula sa 2011 
budget na P207.3 bilyon. Lubhang hindi sapat ito para matugunan ang 
kakulangan sa mga pasilidad at guro.Malaking bahagi ng idinagdag na nasa P30 
bilyon mula sa dating P207.3 bilyon ay awtomatikong mapupunta sa 
pagpapatupad ng isinabatas na dagdag-sweldo, at hindi makabuluhan ang 
maidadagdag na mga klasrum, guro at pasilidad. 

Dahil hindi sasapat ang pondo, lalong sasahol pa ang kalagayan ng edukasyon sa 
pagpapatupad ng gubyerno sa dagdag ng taon sa kinder at elementarya. Ang 
pangakong magdadagdag ng pondo para sa dagdag taon ay hindi totoo kung 
titingnan ang badyet.Mahigit P1.9 bilyon lamang ang idadagdag para sa 
“universal kinder” gayong aabot sa P18 bilyon kung tutuusin ang kailangan para 
magkaroon ng guro ang 2.3 milyong inaasahang papasok. 

Aabot lamang sa 13,000 na bagong guro ang target ng gubyerno gayong nasa 
103,000 ang kakulangan. Nasa 45,231 lamang ang mga gagawin na klasrum, 
kasama na ang irerehabilitate, gayong 152,000 ang kulang. Sa bagong upuan, 
2.53 milyon ang target, malayo sa 13 milyon na kailangan. Habang sa libro, 45.5 
milyon lamang ang target habang 95 milyon ang kulang. 

Public Private Partnership—Paglalaan ng Malaking Pondo para sa 
Pribadong Sektor 

Habang kapos na kapos ang budget sa edukasyon at kalusugan, malalaking 
halaga ang inilaan para sa public-private partnership (PPP) sa 2012 budget.May 
nakalaaang P22.1 B para sa PPP. Nakalaaan ang P3 bilyon para sa DPWH at P8.6 
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bilyon sa DOTC para sa mga “PPP ventures and for the preparation of business 
cases, pre-feasibility and feasibility studies.” May P3.0 bilyon para sa PPP sa mga 
pampublikong ospital at P5.0 bilyon para sa edukasyon. 

Hindi tinatawag na PPP, pero sa esensya ay pareho rin ang P 6.3 B na nakalaan 
sa General Assistance to Private Education (GASTPE).Lumalabas na lalo lamang 
pinalalakas ng budget ni Aquino ang pribadong sektor laluna sa edukasyon at sa 
kalusugan habang binabawasan ang pondo at tinutulak ang mga pampublikong 
unibersidad at ospital na kumita sa pamamagitan ng dagdag na “user’s fees”.  

Budget sa Militar, Pulis at Intelligence Dinagdagan 

2011  Proposed 2012  Dagdag 

DND P 104.5 B  P107.8 billion   3.3 B 
 
PNP P 69.4 B  P78.6 billion   9.2 B 
 
NICA P422.057  milyon       P436.171 milyon       14.1 milyon 
 
National  
Security  
Council P 60.750 milyon P72.637 milyon  11.9 milyon 

  

May nakapasok pang “confidential and intelligence expenses” sa proposed 
budget ng iba’t ibang ahensya ng gobyerno. Sa Office of the President, merong 
P600 milyon para 2012, doble sa P300 milyon na inilaan noong 2011. Sa Office 
of the Vice President, mula P6 milyon noong 2011, P9  milyon ang nakatalaga 
para sa “confidential and intelligence expenses”. 

Pero ang bago at malaking counter-insurgency budget na nakabalatkayo na 
interbensyong pangkapayapaan ay ang tinatawag na  Payapa at Masaganang 
Pamayanan (PAMANA) Program. Meron itong pondong P1.9 bilyon na 
nakatalaga sa OPAPP (P329.3 milyon), DSWD (P586.7 milyon), DILG (P968.9 
milyon) at DAR (P17.6 milyon). Bahagi ang AFP sa pamamagitan ng kanyang 
Engineering Brigade sa implementasyon ng mga proyektong nakatutok sa 1,921 
barangay sa 171 na bayan sa 34 na probinsya na tinutukoy na “conflict-affected” 
areas. 

Miscellaneous Personnel Benefits Fund (MPBF)—Sino ang Magbebenefit? 

Malalaki ang kaltas sa Personnel Services ng mga ahensya ng pamahalaan 
kabilang na ang UP, mga state universities and colleges at mga pampublikong 
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ospital. Ang paliwanag na ibinigay ni PNoy ay kanilang inalis ang alokasyon para 
sa unfilled positions. Hindi malinaw kung magkano ang kabuuang halaga ng 
kinaltas sa PS ng iba’t ibang ahensya ng pamahalaan, pero nagtalaga ng P23.4 
bilyon sa tinatawag nilang Miscellaneous Personnel Benefits Fund (MPBF) na 
hawak ng Department of Budget and Management. 

Sinasabi ng Malacanang na ang hakbang na ito ay para mapigilan ang abuso sa 
paggamit ng pondo mula sa “unfilled positions”. Sa kalagayan ng mga SUCs at 
mga pampublikong ospital, mas kapakipakinabang para sa mga guro, mga 
kawani at mga manggagawa sa ospital kung inilabas ang mga posisyong ito para 
kagyat na mapunuan sa kalagayang napakaraming mga kontraktwal sa mga 
SUCs at mga ospital. 

Walang Matatamong Kaunlaran sa Bayan sa Patuloy na Pag-asa sa Dayuhan  

Pambayad utang pa rin ang pinakamalaking alokasyon sa budget para sa 2012. 
Nakalaan ang P333 bilyon sa P1.86 trilyon na kabuuang 2012 budget para sa 
pambayad sa interes sa utang ng pambansang pamahalaan. Ikumpara ang halaga 
nito sa inilaan para sa Department of Agrarian Reform (P6.2 B), Department of 
Agriculture (P4.2 B) at sa DENR (4.4B). Ang binibigay na prayoridad sa 
pagbabayad-utang ng pamahalaan bilang garantiya nang patuloy na 
makakautang ito sa mga dayuhan ay indikasyon na nanatiling “debt-driven” ang 
planong “pangkaunlaran” ng kasalukuyang administrasyon. 

Kahit ang prayoridad nito sa pambansang pag-unlad na sinasalamin sa 
prayoridad sa alokasyon para sa P500 milyong hiwalay na pondo para sa CHED  
(business processing outsourcing, tourism, agriculture) ay nakatuon pangunahin 
para sa pag-akit sa dayuhang pamumuhunan. Wala sa budget ni Aquino ang 
pambansang industriyalisasyon at tunay na repormang agraryo, mahahalagang 
kondisyon para makapaglikha ng trabaho sa bansa at makapagpalawak sa lokal 
na pamilihan. 

Pinatutunayan muli ng Administrasyong Aquino ang pagiging pahirap, inutil at 
makadayuhan nito sa panukalang 2012 budget! 

Labanan ang budget cuts ni Aquino! 

Ipaglaban ang mas mataas at makabuluhang pondo sa edukasyon, kalusugan at 
serbisyong panlipunan para sa mamamayan! 

Budget sa pambayad utang, militar at korupsyon, ilaan sa serbisyong 
panlipunan! 
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Sumama sa Pambansang Araw ng Protesta para sa Dagdag na Pondo sa 
Edukasyon sa Agosto 25, unang araw ng pagdinig sa plenaryo ng 
panukalang 2012 Budget! 

  

Mga sanggunian: 

The President’s 2012 Budget Message: 
http://www.dbm.gov.ph/index.php?id=1457&pid=9&xid=31 

2011 General Appropriations Act: 
http://www.dbm.gov.ph/index.php?pid=8&xid=28&id=1364 

2012 National Expenditures Program (NEP): 
http://www.dbm.gov.ph/index.php?pid=9&xid=30&id=1453 

Vencer Crisostomo: “Balikong Prayoridad: Pagpapabaya sa Pagpopondo ng 
Serbisyong Panlipunan http://www.thepoc.net/blogwatch-features/13119-
balikong-prayoridad-pagpapabaya-sa-pagpopondo-ng-serbisyong-
panlipunan-pangalawang-bahagi-.html 

Vencer Crisostomo: “Problematikong Pagpopondo: Budget ng SUCs Muli Na 
namang Kakaltasan ni Aquino (Part 1)”  http://www.thepoc.net/blogwatch-
features/13114-2012-suc-budget-cuts-and-wrong-priorities.html 
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Why the Philippine 
Government  

Should Increase  
Its Budget for  

the National University 
Chancellor Caesar Saloma 

University of the Philippines Diliman 
28 August 2011 

 

 

 

The University of the Philippines (UP) was established as the first and only 
national university of the country in 2008 (RA 9500) for a number of 
well‐founded reasons. UP with its seven constituent universities, offers the most 
diverse and widest array of established graduate and undergraduate degree 
programs of any Philippine university today. It employs the highest 
concentration of full‐time PhD faculty members in the basic and applied 
sciences, mathematics, engineering, social sciences, arts and the humanities. It is 
the primary generator of new scientific knowledge and the leading producer of 
newly trained Filipino scientists, researchers, scholars, and artists.   

Scientific research generates new knowledge that allows us to understand more 
accurately the inner workings of Nature. It enables us to devise more effective 
ways of improving quality of life. New scientific knowledge is the fuel that drives 
the engine of technological innovation ‐ the most critical driver of sustained 
growth in a knowledge-based economy. In 2004, David King reported in the 
journal Nature that national prosperity in terms of per capita income is strongly 
correlated with national scientific productivity as measured by average citation 
intensity of scientific publications.  

The future prospect of the Philippine higher education system with its more 
than 1,700 universities and colleges is invariably hinged on the enduring 
capacity of UP (current enrollment: 51,473) to improve itself and succeed as a 
research, graduate, and public service university in a highly connected and 
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constantly evolving global community. Less than 15% of faculty members in our 
higher education system have pertinent PhD degrees that qualify them to run 
graduate programs. An equally worrisome indicator is that a majority of PhD 
faculty in the basic and applied sciences and mathematics, is retiring in the next 
15 years and not enough replacements are in sight. The UNESCO Science Report 
2010 has revealed that the researcher population density of the Philippines 
(2010 population: 94 million) is two orders of magnitude lower than that of 
Singapore and one order of magnitude less than those of Indonesia, Malaysia 
and Thailand.  

Investing in UP is a stamp of faith in the capability of our country to generate the 
human capital that is essential for building a better future. The Philippine 
government needs to demonstrate to the electorate and the world that it is 
ready and able to bet on the tremendous intellectual potential of Filipinos by 
providing UP with an ample budget that would enable it to function properly as 
a national university. 

Every other country on our side of the Pacific‐Rim from Japan to Australia prides 
itself with at least one adequately funded national university that nurtures and 
harnesses the artistic, creative and scientific talent of its people. In 2008, the 
higher education system of Japan (2010 population: 128 million) consisted of 
756 universities (77% of them private) of which eighty‐seven are national 
universities led by the University of Tokyo (chartered in 1877). Taiwan (2010 
population: 23 million) supports sixteen national universities including the 
National Taiwan University (1928). 

Between 2006 and 2009, the Philippine government had played catch‐up with 
its neighboring countries by investing more seriously in science and technology. 
It allocated PhP1.7 Billion to complete the National Science Complex (NSC) and 
another PhP1.713B to address the infrastructure and equipment requirements 
of the Engineering Research and Development for Technology (ERDT) Program ‐ 
a consortium of seven Philippine universities. The College of Science and the 
College of Engineering of UP Diliman operate the NSC and ERDT, respectively. 
Together they employ 35% of the faculty and accommodate 41% and 21% of the 
undergraduate and graduate students, respectively. In the first semester of SY 
2011‐2012, UP Diliman – the flagship campus of UP, has hired 1,539 full‐time 
faculty members (44% of the UP total) to serve the academic needs of 17,305 
undergraduate and 7,090 graduate students. On average, less than 6% of all high 
school students who take the UP College Admission Test in August of each year 
qualify for admission into UP Diliman. 

Specifically, the Philippine government needs to increase (not decrease) its 
MOOE budget allocation for UP in 2012 by at least PhP200 Million, to enable UP 
Diliman to maintain and operate correctly the NSC and the ERDT. A well 
managed NSC and ERDT are vital to the success of other government agencies. 
The technical skills and experience of the scientists and researchers in the 
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College of Science and the College of Engineering are indispensable in the 
successful implementation of high impact programs that are funded by the 
Department of Science and Technology and the Commission on Higher 
Education in the areas of scientific research and development as well as 
advanced manpower training. 

The Philippines has only one national university and not several. Our 
government first and foremost, must demonstrate concretely that it truly 
recognizes the strategic value of UP to the future of the country and the Filipino 
nation. Neighboring countries have realized many decades ago that their own 
national universities are a national treasure. We need to learn from them and 
follow their lead. 

Thank you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Caesar Saloma is a professor of physics at the National Institute of Physics, 
UP Diliman. He received the Galileo Galilei Award from the International 
Commission for Optics in 2004 and the triennial ASEAN Outstanding Scientist 
and Technologist Award from the ASEAN Committee on Science and Technology 
in 2008. He is included in the Ultimate List of 15 Asian Scientists To Watch by 
Asian Scientist magazine (15 May 2011). He is a member of the National 
Academy of Science and Technology, Philippines and a Senior Member of the 
Optical Society of America. 
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In the Inquirer’s November 14 news story “Abad exhorts state schools to serve 
poor students,” DBM Secretary Florencio Abad is reported as saying, “Tertiary 
education is really a privilege” so spending money on state colleges must be 
directed to top-performing institutions.   

Abad’s statement contradicts Article XIV, Section 1 of the Philippine 
Constitution: “The State shall protect and promote the right of all citizens to 
quality education at all levels, and shall take appropriate steps to make such 
education accessible to all” (underscoring mine). 

But it is not just the clear failure of Abad, who keeps reminding us that he was 
Education secretary, to uphold the constitutional provision on education at all 
levels as a right, it is his low regard for state universities and colleges and their 
role in ensuring access to quality tertiary education. 

Based on the Commission on Higher Education data as of August 2010, there are 
only 110 state universities and colleges (57 universities, 53 colleges) out of a 
total 607 public higher education institutions in the country.   Contrast this with 
the 1,573 private higher education institutions. Higher education is still 
dominated by private education institutions and 110 state universities and 
colleges are not sufficient to meet the demands for tertiary education in the 
country. 

Enrolment in public higher institutions in 2008-2009 was 1,083,194 while 
enrolment in private higher institutions is 1,687,771 for the same academic year 
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based on the most current posting on the CHED website. Hence public tertiary 
education institutions have at an average of 1,785 students while the private 
institutions enrol 1,073 students. The figures clearly show the demand for public 
higher institutions relative to private tertiary universities and colleges. 

The problems of the quality of state universities and colleges and the 
accessibility to poor students are problems that need to be addressed by the 
state. But Abad’s threat directed to the administrators of SUCs that “If you don’t 
show reform, then there will no longer be appetite in the government to invest 
in the SUCs” fails to acknowledge the key role of the central government in the 
dismal state of education in the country today. Budget allocation to state 
universities and colleges are below what is necessary for maintaining the 
operations of the institutions much more for upgrading the quality of teaching 
and support personnel and school facilities. Annual reductions in the 
maintenance and other operating expenses (MOOE) and zero capital outlay (CO) 
have forced all SUC administrations to embark on income-generating projects 
including the imposition of higher student tuition and other fees. SUC 
administrators now have to become business managers on top of their principal 
role as academic leaders. Increased student fees have made it more difficult for 
qualified but poor students to enrol and stay in SUCs even with scholarships 
which have usually complicated eligibility requirements. 

Secretary Abad continues to harp on the need to improve basic education as if 
improving the quality of and access to higher education is at the expense of basic 
education. Both are necessary but the Aquino-Abad proposed 2012 GAA clearly 
have priorities such as public-private partnership, dole-outs in the guise of the 
CCT other than education, health and other social services. 

Abad’s insistence on promoting and funding universities offering courses on 
business process outsourcing, electronics and semi-conductors, agriculture, 
infrastructure and tourism clearly shows the international market-oriented 
development thrust that the Aquino administration is continuing.  Courses are to 
be funded which fulfil the demand of the foreign market and of foreign 
corporations. There is no appreciation of the role of state universities and 
colleges in adhering to the Constitutional provision that education “shall 
inculcate patriotism and nationalism, foster love of humanity, respect for human 
rights, appreciation of the role of national heroes in the historical development 
of the country, teach the rights and duties of citizenship, strengthen ethical and 
spiritual values, develop moral character and personal discipline, encourage 
critical and creative thinking, broaden scientific and technological knowledge, 
and promote vocational efficiency” (Article XIV, Section 3).  

Secretary Abad’s approach to public higher education institutions and their role 
in the economic development of the country is what Henry Giroux in his  
“Beyond the Limits of Neoliberal Higher Education: The Global Youth Resistance 
and the American/British Divide” calls the  “economic model of subservience” – 
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a model where “there is no future for young people, there is no time to talk 
about advancing social justice, addressing social problems, promoting critical 
thinking, cultivating social responsibility, or engaging non-commodified values 
that might challenge the neoliberal world view.” 

This is unacceptable. 
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Fight for  
Greater State Subsidy!  

No to Budget Cuts! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We, the undersigned, are outraged over the budget cuts on education and other 
social services. We express our opposition to the plans of the current 
administration of Benigno Aquino III in its budget proposal in 2012 to continue 
reducing funding for education, health and social services, while increasing the 
budget for foreign debt, military, corruption and dole-outs. 
 
Last year, the operations budget of State Universities and Colleges have 
experienced a phenomenal cut that amounted to more than P1 billion. For 2012, 
a total amount of P569.8 million will be slashed in 50 SUCs. The maintenance 
and other operating expenses (MOOE) of 45 schools will be slashed by P250.9 
million. 
 
The budget for Personal Services (PS) has also been decreased by P403.3 million 
despite the supposed automatic increase in PS for each year, due to the Salary 
Standardization Law.  
 
Zero allotment for Capital Outlay (CO) is again proposed this year. Despite the 
large number of youth that SUCs are unable to accommodate, the government 
will not support the construction of new buildings and facilities.  
 
While the budget for public tertiary education is continually decreased, the 
budget for allocation for basic education sector and the Department of Education 
is insufficient to address shortages. The P238.8 billion allocated for basic 
education is far from 6% GDP allocation recommended by the United Nations. 
The dire situation in our classrooms due to lack of books, chairs, rooms and 
teachers is set to worsen due to the lack of funds, add to this the ill-effects of the 
program to add more years to the education cycle.  
 
The Aquino government has also decided to slash the budget of hospitals and 
health services. The P44.4 billion pesos allocated for health services is a far cry 
from the P90 billion actually needed to address only the most basic of the 
people’s health needs. The shortage is further highlighted if compared to the 
World Health Organization (WHO) recommendation of 5% GDP of P440 billion. 
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The operations budget of 55 public hospitals have been slashed by P363.7 
million last year. There is no notable increase in the MOOE of public hospitals for 
2012 and budget for Personal Services (PS) has been decreased. Despite the 
obvious lack of health facilities for Filipinos nationwide, not a single peso has 
been allocated for the construction of new health facilities and hospitals. 
 
While the government is unwilling to spend for education and health, the budget 
allocation for debt payment, military, dole-outs and corruption continue to 
increase. 
 
P357 billion is allocated for interest payments this year for debts which are 
mostly dubious and unjustly imposed. Last year, the budget for debt payment 
experienced a whopping increase of P80.9 billion. The budget for debt payment, 
including automatic appropriotions will make up for half of the whole national 
budget.  
 
The budget for the military increased from P104.7 billion to P107.9 billion this 
year. A huge allocation of P39.5 billion is appropriated to Conditional Cash 
Transfers (CCT) dole-outs from only P10.9 billion in 2010 and P29.2 billion in 
2011. 
 
It is deplorable that while there is minimal spending for social services, 
corruption-prone funds such as pork barrel will get P28 billion and hundreds of 
billions allotted for “intelligence” and unprogrammed funds. 
 
We believe that the role of the government is to fund the needs of the people. In 
slashing and allocating meager budgets for education, health and social services 
in general, the Aquino government is clearly acting against the interest of the 
Filipino people. 
 
We urge members of Congress to oppose the budget cuts and re-channel funds 
intended for debt-servicing, the military and dole-out programs to education, 
health and social services. 
 
We call on the Aquino government to reverse this injustice and fund the people’s 
future and welfare. 
 
We call on every Filipino to stand up and speak up against this injustice and 
defend the people’s right to education, health and social service. Government 
should spend for the people.  
 
We vow to intensify the fight for higher budget for education, health and social 
services through collective action: strikes, marches, mass actions. In schools, 
offices and community across the country, Filipinos will speak out and refuse to 
be shortchanged.  
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Kilos na! Labanan ang budget cuts ni Aquino! Mas mataas na budget sa 
Edukasyon, Kalusugan, at Serbisyo! 
 
(Signatories) 
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Repeating U.P.’s  
Radical Tradition  

Against the Budget Cut 
Congress of Teachers/Educators  
for Nationalism and Democracy  

(CONTEND) 
September 8, 2011 

  
 

 

 

THE UNIVERSITY OF THE PHILIPPINES (U.P.) is celebrating the centennial of the 
birth of S.P. Lopez. The activist and libertarian President once declared: “While I 
am proud of the U.P.’s tradition of academic excellence, which must be 
maintained, I would be embarrassed to see this University become an ivory 
tower amid a society in turmoil, indifferent to the problems that torment the 
nation.” Where do the faculty of U.P. today stand in relation to S.P. Lopez’s call 
for the University to be “a social critic and agent of social change”? True, we are 
far from the dark forces of the Martial Law but we are living in a “dark age” 
when the forces that made Martial Law possible are still haunting us. We have 
moved from an era where education was directly used for state repression 
towards a neoliberal era where education is used to create a self-disciplined 
labor force via World Bank-defined lifelong-learning programs consistent with 
the global division of labor. Today, higher education has been held hostage by 
corporate interests and its academic ethos has been subjected to the vagaries of 
the market. The state, even as it pays lip service to the importance of primary 
and secondary education in the formation of social capital for economic 
development, is gradually moving towards a policy that will compel state 
colleges and universities to become financially self-sufficient. Like less 
developed countries, SUCs will be fiercely scrambling and competing for scarce 
resources both within and outside the ivory tower. Gradually, under the 
dominant neoliberal educational policy, the state now makes a grim alignment 
with corporate capital and transnational corporations through PPPs (public 
private partnership). 

Gone are the days when the state assumed responsibility for a range of social 
needs. We are now witnessing the gradual abandonment of the state for higher 
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education, and education in general. In 2010, 87.74 percent of the budget of 
SUCs came from the government but in 2011 it was only 66.31 percent. This is 
alarming considering that 40 percent of our high school graduates enroll in SUCs 
because of lower tuition fees. Yet the government is allotting P22.1 billion for 
PPPs and a whopping P333 billion for foreign debt interest payment for the 
2012 budget! With the dwindling subsidy coming from the government, there is 
a drop in the enrollment rate for SUCs. So it is not surprising that out of 3,826 
who passed the UPCAT in 2011, 1,300 or 3 out of ten qualified UPCAT passers 
did not enroll. But it is not only the students that suffer from this trend. Slashing 
the budget for higher education also means cutting down on spending for 
personal services, capital outlay, and MOOE. This translates to the diminution of 
spending for day-to-day operation of university sub-units and the freezing of 
hiring regular employees in favor of contractuals. Confronted with budget 
shortages, academics and intellectuals are forced to act as CEO-like 
administrators who pitch and peddle their income-generating schemes to 
corporate interests and bodies to finance their projects, professorial chairs, 
travels, grants, and researches. The alignment between the market forces and 
corporate interests on the one hand, and the academic community on the other, 
transforms critical discourse of the University to what Marcuse calls as 
scholarshit or the mistaking intramural polemic for its own sake for real 
resistance to the assault against academic values as such. 

The University then sinks back into the very climate that S.P. Lopez vehemently 
deplored: the pursuit of academic excellence divorced from the real social 
conditions of our nation. Teachers have a lot to lose from the commercialization 
of education. It is no longer religious bigotry and superstitious and other non-
scientific forces that threaten to encroach the ivory-tower. The university and 
higher learning is more and more capitulating to the idolatrous forces of the 
market. And this new vulgate does not respect tradition, objectivity, and 
scholarship. Its fetish is profit that makes a devil out of stewardship and 
collective ownership. The neoliberal discourse stealthily corrodes the critical 
character of the University by shrinking the role of the University as, not just a 
leading institution that produce human capital, but more importantly as S.P. 
Lopez suggested “as the center of protest, dissent and criticism in our society.” 
“The University is not simply a bureaucracy, nor a coven of self-seeking 
careerists, nor extension of the interests of the elite, nor a way-station on the 
road to personal wealth, privilege and power. It is where intelligent young men 
and women can come to develop the sensitivities and skills they will need to 
fulfill themselves, serve society, and change the world,” Lopez boldly declared. In 
this spirit, the faculty of U.P. should unite with the students, the non-academic 
personnel and the broad masses of our society to defend the rights of the 
University against the false metaphysical sanctity of the market forces and 
denounce the anti-intellectualist and profit-driven goals of entrepreneurial 
corporatism encroaching the university and education towards a truly 
democratic, pro-people alternative educational agenda and just future. As the 
ONLY national University, U.P. has a glorious tradition and mission to assert its 
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right to have bigger budget to fulfill its historic mission to the nation and to the 
world. 

But the struggle of the U.P. community against budget cut is just a part of the 
bigger struggle of our people to claim their basic rights—the right to health, 
education, and other basic social services. To accept the inevitability of slashing 
the national budget for social services, especially for SUCs and health sector, is to 
accept that we have no alternative except to live under a regime of endless 
capital accumulation and economic growth regardless of the social, ecological, or 
political consequences. We therefore call all faculty who care for our University’s 
future and cherish its tradition to unite in calling for greater state subsidy. We 
also express our support and unite with other SUCs and progressive sectors of 
our society in their struggle to stem the tide of commercialization of education 
and other basic social services. 

NO TO BUDGET CUT! NO TO BUDGET CUT FOR BASIC SOCIAL SERVICES! 

NO TO COMMERCIALIZATION OF EDUCATION! 

11 Sept. - Run/Walk Against Cuts, Acad Oval, 7 am Assembly, In front of 
Vinzons Hall 

14 Sept. - Unity Walk, 4 pm, Assembly, AS steps 
20 Sept. - Budget Forum, 9 am, Recto Hall 
21 Sept. - Strike! Day 1 (walkout during the day, cultural programs in the 

evening)-Ramp Against Budget Cut, 6 pm, AS steps 
22 Sept. - Strike! Day 2 (alternative classes during the day, cultural 

programs in the evening)  
23 Sept. - Strike! Day 3 (UP System-wide strike and march to Mendiola)  
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Our March To History 
Congress of Teachers/Educators  
for Nationalism and Democracy- 
Alliance of Concerned Teachers   

(CONTEND-ACT)  
on the September 23 Nation-wide Protests  

Against Aquino’s Abandonment  
of Public Education and Social Services 

September 30, 2011 
 

 

 

 

We were hungry eyes with open hearts, we were youthful daring with historical 
wisdom. Once more, we were our struggle. 

We salute the students, faculty members and employees of the University of the 
Philippines who, with thoughtful determination and remarkable decisiveness, 
raised the struggle for education to a level that can only inspire the future of 
collective action.  That our efforts at stressing the importance of government 
subsidy to education have not and will not perish in the wilderness is a 
significant realization borne out of marching the historical 13-kilometer path 
from Diliman to Mendiola.  

We salute the students, faculty members and staff of PUP, PNU, EARIST, TUP and 
other universities who were part of the 8,000 strong protest in Mendiola last 
September 23 as well as those in SUCs in different parts of the country who 
participated in collective actions to assert greater state subsidy to education, 
health and other social services. 

Budget cuts to education and other social services are decreed by politicians 
whose positions of power are sealed by the logic of class rule that works to 
legitimize and perpetrate foreign interests. Client states like the  
Philippines follow the neoliberal “open door” development model through the 
imposition and implementation of Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs) 
crafted by U.S.-dominated International Monetary Fund and World Bank (IMF-
WB).  
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The neoliberal development model reinforces structural inequality in its bid to 
protect the concentration of land on a few powerful families so that the majority 
are deprived of ownership of an important means of production that can free 
them from poverty. The government’s refusal to redistribute land is a testament 
to the elite’s interest in maintaining a backward peasant-based economy where 
land reform is replaced by schemes such as the  Cojuangco-Aquino’s Stock 
Distribution Option and the deceptive CARPER law. 

Conditions for development are trimmed down to meager earnings from export 
processing zones (EPZs) where workers, mostly women, labor under extremely 
oppressive and exploitative conditions or from tourism where women again are 
commodified and productive agricultural lands are transformed into 
playgrounds for foreigners and the local elite. Export processing zones, tourism 
and the labor export policy of the Philippine government  are manifestations of 
an anti-development policy and the state’s refusal to foster the growth of a 
national industrial economy that is beyond the command of foreign direct 
investments and multinational corporations. A national industrial economy 
coupled with genuine land reform will pave the way for the provision of decent 
jobs without the risks and pains of boundary-crossing and in the creation of a 
domestic market which will further create conditions for the expansion of our 
local economy. 

The anti-development and pro-imperialist budget of President Noynoy Aquino is 
mirrored in its two consecutive budget plans (2011 and 2012). We reject 
Aquino’s “priority areas for development-business process outsourcing, tourism, 
agriculture and fisheries and infrastructure”. The Aquino regime presides over a 
system that hinders genuine agrarian reform that is necessary for the kind of 
economic development that is democratic in that it embraces the interest of the 
basic sectors upon whose shoulders rest the productivity and survival of this 
nation. We denounce its disregard of research and development for national 
industrialization. It is a regime that saddles the people with its suicidal 
subservience to foreign economic dictates and its defense of local big landlords 
and big business. Truly, the Aquino regime is inutile, anti-poor, and pro-
imperialist! 

Budget cuts to education are logical measures that would ensure the creation of 
a very small number of baccalaureates and a larger number of vocational 
graduates, creating a youth sector that fits into an export-oriented and import- 
dependent economy that is premised on the dire conditions of unemployment 
and exploited labor. It is a fate that the enlightened youth rejects. 

Our fight against the budget cut is a fight that we wage for decent jobs for our 
youth. Our fight for greater state subsidy cuts all the way through the problem of 
a backward agrarian and preindustrial economy toward a nationalist and 
democratic bid for genuine agrarian reform and national 
industrialization. CONTEND, the anti-imperialist organization of faculty and 
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researchers of the University of the Philippines, is determined to continue to 
contribute to the construction of a society that will enable the Filipino youth to 
reach their fullest potential. The Filipino youth can only have a genuine future in 
a Philippines that is truly democratic and sovereign.    

We, the Congress of Teachers/Educators for Nationalism and Democracy call 
upon our students, fellow workers and colleagues to continue our historical 
struggle for national democracy. 

DOWN WITH BUDGET CUTS! UP WITH THE STRUGGLE FOR NATIONAL 
DEMOCRACY! 

DOWN WITH THE AQUINO REGIME'S ANTI-PEOPLE  AND PRO-IMPERIALIST 
NATIONAL BUDGET! 

ORGANIZE, ORGANIZE, ORGANIZE! 

LET US ONCE MORE BE PART OF HISTORY. JOIN THE CARAVAN TO THE 
SENATE ON OCTOBER 4, 2011 FOR THE SENATE HEARING ON THE BUDGET 
OF UP AND OTHER SUCS. FOR UP DILIMAN - ASSEMBLY AND SHORT 
PROGRAM, 11 AM , AS STEPS. CARAVAN TO THE SENATE AT 1 PM. BRING 
YOURSELF, YOUR VEHICLE, IF ANY, AND YOUR PLACARDS! 
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TO TEACH  
IS TO TRANSFORM 

Congress of Teachers/Educators  
for Nationalism and Democracy-  

Alliance of Concerned Teachers (CONTEND-ACT)  
on World Teachers Day 

October 5, 2011 
 

 

 

 

The Congress of Teachers/Educators for Nationalism and Democracy joins the 
rest of the world in celebrating World Teachers Day as we up the ante of our 
struggle for rights and welfare as well as our noble efforts at defending the right 
to education. 

The very recent and crucial resurgence of the teachers’ movement represents a 
major contribution not only to the education sector. It has also influenced and 
learned from the democratic and patriotic forces in Philippine society whose 
organized efforts at effecting genuine change in the country make our wager for 
education part and parcel of the people’s bid for national sovereignty and 
genuine democracy. 

We have persistently challenged the anti-people and pro-imperialist policies 
inflicted by the past Macapagal-Arroyo and the current Aquino regimes with our 
demands for good governance and greater state subsidy for social services. We 
have forged a strong unity among teachers nationwide to join in the struggle of 
the basic sectors in society in order to strengthen our most urgent call for 
greater education budget. 

Now, more than ever, our sector is empowered by the strength of the organized 
youth, farmers and workers encompassing all regions of the country. We 
underscore this unity because imperialist globalization continues to mask itself 
as a process of democratization that offers boundless possibilities for the so-
called renewal of education in order to meet “global demands.” 
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We strongly reject prescriptions that are poised to market our students as either 
globally competitive professionals or manual labourers both in the service of the 
“global village” that knows only one rule: the accumulation of profit at the 
expense of turning people into commodities to be bought or sold at the cheapest 
price that management dictates. 

Our struggle for a nationalist education is an alternative to the current form of 
education that only serves foreign interests at the expense of economic, social 
and cultural development. Our bid for a scientific education is aimed precisely at 
challenging all mystifications created by and for the ruling class whose narrow 
interests are raised to the level of the state's national agenda through their 
positions in the different branches of government and the filtering of 
mainstream media. Our fight for a mass oriented education is an alternative to 
an educational system that is exclusionary because commercialized. A national, 
scientific and mass education is our response to a pedagogy that is 
predominantly fascist on account of an institution that is shaped by imperialist 
interests that necessitate the repression of knowledge and practice that serve 
the interests of the basic sectors who comprise the majority. 

We, in CONTEND, recognize that our struggle for the future of education must 
also immediately bear fruit for our hardworking teachers. Our struggle for free 
education is not only a guiding principle but one that comes with a blueprint of 
concrete action that can only strengthen and empower our sector and its 
alliance with the broader movement for social transformation. Today, on World 
Teachers Day 2011, we, together with the Alliance of Concerned Teachers, 
therefore commit ourselves to push for the following demands for greater 
education budget: 

1. Regularization of all Volunteer /Contractual Teachers! 
2. 104,000 New Permanent Teacher Items! 
3. Salary Grade 15 for Teacher 1! Salary Grade 16 for Instructor 1 in the 

State Colleges and Universities! P6,000 Increase in Base Pay of non-
teaching personnel! 

4. Increase Chalk Allowance to P2,000! 
5. Increase Base Productivity Pay to P5,000! 
6. Increase Clothing Allowance to P6,000 
7. P91.5 Billion for Classroom Shortage & Other School Facilities! 
8. Adequate Budget for Universal Kindergarten program! 
9. Greater State Subsidy for PNU (Philippine Normal University) and 

All SUCs (State Universities & Colleges)! 
10. 100% Increase in MOOE in All Levels of Education! 

It is only by addressing the concrete needs of our sector that we as teachers can 
make education ever more relevant and fruitful for our students and for the 
perpetual learners that we are. On World Teachers Day, we renew our 
commitment to contribute and to learn from the global imperialist struggle as 
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well as from the particular struggles that we wage in every school where we 
educate in order to transform and be transformed. 

A Happy and Militant World Teachers’ Day!  
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Hindi pa Tapos ang Laban 
Para sa Mas Mataas  

na Budget sa UP,  
Edukasyon, Kalusugan at 

Serbisyong Panlipunan 
UP Kilos na Laban sa Budget Cut  

Nobyembre 17, 2011 
 

 

 

 

Unang Semestre ng 2011-2012: Unang Yugto ng Ating Laban 

Nagpupugay ang UP Kilos Na Laban sa Budget Cut sa masigla at malawak na 
paglahok ng komunidad ng Unibersidad ng Pilipinas sa buong system para igiit 
ang mas mataas na budget sa UP, ibang SUCs, edukasyon at kalusugan nitong 
nakaraang semestre. 

Nairehistro natin ang pagtutol sa iba’t ibang anyo. Nagpalabas ng mga pahayag si 
UP President Alfredo E. Pascual at UPD Chancellor Caesar Saloma. Naglagay ng 
mga tarpaulin na naglaman ng mga panawagan para sa dagdag na budget sa UP, 
edukasyon at kalusugan ang maraming mga kolehiyo sa UP Diliman.  Nagdaos ng 
mga fora, office-to-office, room-to-room ang mga estudyante, kawani at guro 
para matalakay ang 2012 budget proposal ni Aquino at ang epekto nito sa UP at 
sa mamamayan.  Nagkaroon din mga delegasyon sa mga kongresista at mga 
senador para maipaliwanag bakit hindi makatarungan ang budget ng UP at iba 
pang SUCs at dumalo sa mga hearings na ginanap sa Kongreso. 

Ang mga martsa’t pagkilos noong Setyembre 21-23 sa iba’t ibang kampus ng UP 
sa Diliman, Manila, Los Banos, Baguio, Cebu, Tacloban at Iloilo upang sama-
samang ihayag ang kahilingan ng mga iskolar, guro at kawani ng bayan ng UP, 
kasama ang iba pang mga state universities at colleges, ang rurok ng pagrehistro 
ng ating pagtutol. 
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Ang resulta ng unang yugto ng ating laban 

Hindi matatawaran ang pagkakaisa na nabuo sa makatarungang kahilingan para 
sa dagdag na budget sa edukasyon, kalusugan at iba pang serbisyong panlipunan 
at ang paglalantad sa makadayuhan (prayoridad ang debt servicing)  at ang mga 
anti-mamamayang balangkas ng budget ni Aquino. Naisalin ang pagkakaisang ito 
sa masigla, malikhain at malaganap na mga pagkilos sa loob at labas ng 
unibersidad. 

Dahil sa naiguhit natin sa opinyong pampubliko ang mga makatarungang 
kahilingan natin, napilitan ang pamahalaang Aquino sa sagutin ang mga inihapag 
nating puna sa mga layunin at laman ng kanilang  panukalang 2012 budget. 
Tulad sa nakaraang taon,  minaliit ng  tagapagsalita ni Aquino na si  Abigail Valte 
ang pagkilos ng mga state universities and colleges at sinabihan pa ang mga 
mag-aaral na magkonsentra na lang sa kanilang pag-aaral. Pero maagap na 
natugunan ito ng mga organisasyon ng kabataan-estudyante na nagpaalaala sa 
kasaysayan ng  kabuluhan ng sama-samang pagkilos kabilang na ang 
pagpapatalsik sa diktadurang Marcos. 

Malaki ang tagumpay na nakamit natin kaugnay ng pagbubuo ng ating 
pagkakaisa at sa militansya ng ating mga pagkilos. Ngunit sa kabila nito, 
napakaliit ng nakamit natin sa HOR na halos buung-buo na ipinasa ang budget ni 
Aquino. 

Noong Oktubre 16, 2011, ipinasa ng House of Representatives ang panukalang 
2012 General Appropriations Act . 

Napag-alaman nating  may ilang masasabing nakamit sa ating mga kahilingan: 

Sa UP: Dinagdagan ng P200 milyon ang alokasyon para sa UP na nakatalaga para 
sa PGH 

Sa kalusugan: --Ayon sa Alliance of Health Workers, naragdagan ng P600 milyon 
ang budget ng Department of Health: P100 milyon para sa East Avenue Medical 
Center, P50 milyon para sa Jose Fabella Memorial Hospital, P50 milyon para sa 
Research Institute for Tropical Medicine at dagdag na P100 milyon bawat isa 
para sa Philippine Heart Center, Lung Center of the Philippines, National Kidney 
and Transplant Institute, at Philippine Children’s Medical Center. 

Sa edukasyon: Naisama sa ipinasang house version ng GAA ang mga special 
provisions na itinulak ng ACT Teachers Partylist: Special Provision No. 4 sa 
ilalim ng DepEd budget ay nagtalaga ng P1,000 chalk and other classroom 
supplies allowance mula sa dating P700.  Naipasok din ang Special Provision No. 
8 sa Dep Ed budget na nagbibigay prayoridad sa mga kwalipikadong contractual 
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at volunteer teachers sa pag-empleyo ng bagong guro sa Deped  o sa mga LGUs. 
May ganito ring kahalintulad na probisyon para sa mga state universities and 
colleges, ang pagbibigay prayoridad sa mga kwalipikadong kontraktwal o part-
time faculty para punuan ang mga nabakante o bagong regular na mga posisyon. 

Sa laban para sa serbisyo sa mga migrante:  naibalik ang P100 milyong Legal 
Assistance Fund para sa mga OFWs sa budget ng DFA na nawala sa orihinal na 
panukalang budget ng DBM. 

Ang laban sa Senado at laban sa bicameral committee 

Inumpisahan na sa Senado ang talakayan sa 2012 budget at ayon sa kanilang 
plano, minadali ang deliberasyon  para maipasa ito ng bandang Nobyembre 21. 
 Malamang kaysa hindi na maipasa ang 2012 budget sa Senado na walang 
substansyal na  pagbabago at ganito rin ang mangyayari sa gagawing bicameral 
committee meeting na maaaring gawin sa Nobyembre 29. 

Kung gayon, mas malaki ang hamon para sa atin na lalong paigtingin ang ating 
laban para ilantad ang pagiging bingi ng Kongreso sa ating mga kahilingan hindi 
lamang para sa dagdag na budget sa UP kundi para sa pampublikong serbisyo 
laluna ang edukasyon at kalusugan na responsibilidad ng pamahalaan na 
bigyang prayoridad. 

Mahalaga ring mairehistro natin na ang limitado na ngang budget ng UP sa 2010 
at 2011 ay hindi pa buong nabibigay sa pamantasan. May P20 milyon ang 
College of Social Work sa 2010 budget para maging mas accessible ang kolehiyo 
sa matatanda at may mga kapansanan. Patapos na ang taong ito pero ang  P200 
milyong alokasyon para sa ERDT ng College of Engineering  sa 2011 budget ay 
hindi pa rin ibinibigay.Ang mga ito ay bahagi ng  P6.39 bilyon  na “unreleased 
annual appropriations “ sa UP mula 2002 to 2011 (P6.19 bilyon mula 2002-2010 
ayon sa Center for National Budget Legislation at ang P200 milyon para sa ERDT 
sa 2011 approved budget) 

Ito’y Pakikibaka ng Sangkatauhan 

Mahalagang magagap natin ang internasyunal na katangian ng ating 
kasalukuyang laban para sa mas mataas na budget sa panlipunang serbisyo. 
Sumambulat noong taong 2008 ang krisis ng pandaigdigang kapitalismo nang 
ang mga naglalakihang bangko o insitusyong pampinansya sa daigdig ay 
nagdeklara ng bankruptcy dahil na rin sa sarili nilang mapanlinlang na iskema sa 
pagkamal ng tubo. Malupit ang  naging epekto nito sa mga mamamayan sa USA. 
Libo-libo ang nawawalan ng tirahan, trabaho at karapatan sa edukasyon dahil sa 
tuloy-tuloy na pagbulusok ng ekonomiya na nakaangkla sa mga neoliberal na 
mga polisiya. Ipinapatupad ang mga neoliberal na polisiyang ito upang salbahin 
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ang kasalatan sa kita ng mga malalaking mamumuhunan, ngunit nauwi ang 
istratehiyang ito sa pagkalugmok ng sistemang kapitalista sa mas matindi pang 
krisis. Marahas at nakakamatay ang epekto nito sa mga ordinaryong 
mamamayan ng daigdig, lalo na ang matagal nang namumuhay sa kahirapan sa 
ilalim ng sistemang nahuhumaling sa akumulasyon ng kita. 

Kung kaya’t makikita ngayon na libo-libong mag-aaral at manggagawa ang halos 
araw-araw na nagpoprotesta sa iba’t-ibang sulok ng daigdig. Kung kaya’t ang 
ating kasalukuyang pakikibaka ay bahagi ng ating pakikiisa sa mamamayan ng 
sangkatauhan. Isa itong dakilang pagkakataon na makiniig at makasama sa 
paglikha ng kasaysayan ang mga mamamayang nakikibaka, anuman ang lahi, 
kasarian, etnisidad, edad o sektor. Maisasapraktika ngayon ang lahat ng ating 
pagtataya sa progresibong pagyakap sa pagkakaiba at pagkakaisa. Nakikiisa 
tayong mga iskolar, mga guro at mga kawani ng bayan sa pandaigdigang 
pakikitunggali sa sistemang nagpapanatili ng maliit na bilang sa itaas habang 
pinaghaharian at pinagkakaitan ang karamihan.  Sa makauring tunggalian na ito, 
hamon natin sa sarili ang ating mapagpasyang pagwawagi. 

Ang laban para sa karapatan sa edukasyon at kalusugan ay laban sa 
sistemang inuuna ang dayuhan at iilan  kaysa serbisyo sa mamamayan! 

PAIGTINGIN ANG LABAN SA KONTRA-MAMAMAYAN AT MAKA-DAYUHANG 
BUDGET AT ADMINISTRASYON NI AQUINO! 

BUDGET PARA SA MAMAMAYAN! DI SA IILAN! DI SA DAYUHAN! 

EDUKASYON, KALUSUGAN AT SERBISYONG PANLIPUNAN, KARAPATAN NG 
MAMAMAYAN! 

MAKIBAKA PARA SA TUNAY NA PAMBANSANG KALAYAAN AT DEMOKRASYA! 

PAGHANDAAN ANG KAMPUHAN NG MAMAMAYAN LABAN SA KAHIRAPAN SA 
MENDIOLA- Disyembre 6-8, 2011 
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UP Diliman Makes History: 

The September 23  

Thirteen-kilometer March 

from Diliman to Mendiola 

Judy Taguiwalo 

 

 

 

[Note from the editors: Original post, which first appeared in social networking site 

Facebook, includes photos which do not appear in this publication] 

Thirteen kilometers. That’s what my young activists friends posted as the 

distance of the route from Diliman to Mendiola that the UP Diliman community 

took on September 23, the 3rd and final day of the “UP Strikes Back” campaign to 

register its protest against budget cuts in UP, SUCs and public hospitals.  

 

These are the pictures I took. 

The day began with a 9 a.m. assembly at the AS steps where a short program was 

held and an almusalang bayan of food donated by the UP community including 

those from our Manininda was offered to those who had not yet taken their 

breakfast. The march started in front of AS with the contingents of CAL,CSSP, 

CMC, CSWCD, Educ, CHE, the All UP Workers Union, the All UP Academic 

Employees Union and the Manininda ng UP. A brief stop was made near the 

faculty center to wait for the contingent from the College of Science. Another 

short stop was made near the College of Engineering where the contingent from 

that college joined the march. Then off running on University Avenue where you 

see the young, laughing faces and the not-so-young but also laughing faces that 

reflect the spirit that would sustain the march. 

The march took the Elliptical Road, then Quezon Avenue where a brief pit stop 

was made on the corner of Quezon Av and West Avenue.  
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Another long walk under the heat of the almost midday sun (we left UP at 

around 10:30 am) and finally a longer pit stop for lunch after Welcome Rotonda 

near the PLDT Building. The All-UP Workers Union (special mention to Ric and 

Nestor) had prepared rice and ginisang mongo and this was the main fare of the 

marchers. Looking at the pictures I took at this stage of the march, I once again 

marvel at the high spirits of the UP community and can only surmise that this 

was made possible by the solidarity of the community and the knowledge that 

we were making history. Before resuming our march, we sang UP Naming Mahal 

with the same gusto and energy, if not more, that I have heard at the Araneta 

Coliseum when our UP Pep Squad won in the cheer dance competition. 

Then it was another several-kilometer march to UST where the other 

universities have already gathered: UP Manila, PUP, PNU, EARIST. The UPD 

marchers were met with enthusiastic applause which was acknowledged by 

raised clinched fists of the Diliman contingent. I was overcome by the salubong; I 

forgot to take pictures of this moment. : ( 

It was a veritable sea of thousands of mainly young faces that flowed from UST 

to Mendiola to demand from Aquino to increase the budget for state universities 

and colleges . 

The program at Mendiola ran from around 3 pm to 7:30 pm with various student 

leaders, teachers’ representatives, health workers’ representatives and people’s 

organizations spoke. At the end of the rally, the youth pledged to continue to 

struggle for education and health for all and for a nation truly independent and 

democratic. 

 

I look at the pictures taken when the program was about to end. And I marvelled 

at the determined, committed and energetic faces of the young people who 

stayed on until the very end of the long day. These are the faces of our young 

women and men who will continue to create history together with the masses of 

our people. And the quote (edited a bit) from Mao Zedong, learned when I was a 

youthful student in UP, came to mind once again. 

The world is yours, as well as ours, but in the last analysis, it is yours. You young 

people, full of vigor and vitality, are in the bloom of life, like the sun at eight or 

nine in the morning. Our hope is placed on you. The world belongs to you. Our 

country’s future belongs to you. 
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Martsa, Martsa,  
Martsa, Martsa 

Mykel Andrada 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Kabaligtaran sa inaakala ng iba, masaya ang sumama sa mga rali. Ang mga 
kaganapang tulad nito ay hindi ang tulad nang ipinipinta ng gobyerno, ng 
pulisya, o ng midya na impluwensiyado ng pamahalaan. Bagama’t mayroong 
mararahas na rali o demonstrasyon na napanood natin sa telebisyon o nakita sa 
mga larawan sa internet at diyaryo, maliit na larawan lamang itong pinalalaki at 
madalas na iniimbento. Hindi karahasan ang layunin ng mga rali. At hindi 
ganoon ang karamihan ng mga rali. Ang totoo niyan, kaya nagkakaroon ng 
kaguluhan sa mga rali ay dahil sa madalas na pandarahas ng mga pulis at 
sundalo sa mga raliyista. 

Sa katunayan, maayos at sistematiko ang mga rali na inilulunsad ng mga 
progresibo at aktibistang grupo. Isang uri ng demonstrasyong masa o mass 
demonstration ang rali, kabilang na ang mga welga, piket, die-in, martsa, at 
ngayon, maging ang planking. Simbolikal ito na pagpapakita ng pisikal na dami 
at lakas ng sama-samang pagkilos. Layunin nitong magpakita ng puwersa at 
magsulat ng kasaysayan ng kolektibong aksiyon, para sa makabuluhang 
pagbabagong panlipunan at para sa mga makatarungang kahingian at para sa 
pakikipaglaban para sa karapatan ng mga mamamayan. 

Noong Setyembre 21-23, 2011, para akong nagbalik-kasaysayan noong aking 
freshman days sa Unibersidad ng Pilipinas (UP) sa Diliman. Pebrero 14, 2000 
nang maglunsad ng martsa ang mga estudyante, guro, kawani, REPS at maging 
administrador ng UP patungong Mendiola. Nagkakatuwaan pa nga kami sa 
pagtsa-chant ng “Don’t be sosi, join the rally!” at dahil araw ng mga puso noon ay 
hinihikayat namin ang mga kapwa estudyante na sa Mendiola na lang mag-date! 
Makasaysayan ito para sa UP at para sa mga tulad kong bagong-salta sa UP, dahil 
sa panahon ng pagkaltas ni Erap Estrada sa badyet sa edukasyon at SUCs, 
nagkaisa ang mga sektor ng pamantasan, at maging ang iba pang sektor sa labas 
ng SUCs, para sa mas mataas na subsidyo sa edukasyon at mga serbisyong 
panlipunan. Ikinukuwento ko sa mga estudyante ko na nang nasa taas na ako ng 
tulay sa may Quiapo ay lumingon ako sa likuran at nakita kong tila “dagat ng 
mga tao” ang bulto n gaming martsa. Libu-libong kabataan at mamamayan ang 
lumahok sa martsa! Nadagdagan ang badyet ng UP at iba pang SUCs. 
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Ganito ring klase ng kasiyahan ang naramdaman ko nitong Setyembre 23, 2011. 
Sa naunang dalawang araw ng strike sa UP Diliman, kapansin-pansin ang 
pagiging malikhain ngunit militante ng mga aksiyong isinagawa ng mga 
miyembro ng Kilos Na Laban sa Budget Cuts: mga kultural na pagtatanghal, 
alternatibong klase, forum, t-shirt printing, moving exhibits, mga talumpati, 
fashion show, indoor rally, at iba pa. Tunay na malikhain at malawak na 
pamamaraan ng protesta laban sa budget cuts sa edukasyon, ospital at iba pang 
serbisyong panlipunan. Nagkaisa ang mga estudyante, administrador, guro, 
kawani, REPS at komunidad ng UP sa makasaysayang labang ito! 

Kung kaya’t ang ikatlong araw ng strike noong Setyembre 23 ay isang manipesto 
ng taimtim na pagnanais para ipagtanggol at kamtin ang nararapat na mataas na 
subsidyo. Maikling lakbayan ito, kumpara sa nilalakbay ng mga magsasaka at 
manggagawang bukid mula sa mga probinsiya. Ngunit ang lakbayan o martsa 
mula UP Diliman tungong Mendiola ay nagmarka hindi lamang sa mga lansangan 
kundi sa tinatawag na “kolektibong memorya” ng mamamayan. Makikita ang 
bayanihan, ang pagtutulungan, ang pagkalikha ng mga bagong kaibigan at 
kasama, ang pagpapalitan ng mga ngiti at tapik, sa gitna ng matinding sikat ng 
araw at polusyon ng lungsod at lansangan. Halos lahat ng bahagi ng katawan ay 
nagreklamo sa sakit dahil sa haba nang minartsa: ang mga paa, binti, hita, braso, 
likod, batok, lalamunan, mukha, at mga mata. Oo, nagreklamo ang katawan, 
ngunit malakas ang diwang palaban. Dahil para sa mahigit-kumulang 3,000 
nagmartsa mula UP Diliman hanggang Mendiola, hindi ang kalikasan ang balakid 
o kalaban kundi ang sistematikong programa ng pamahalaang Noynoy Aquino sa 
pagkakaltas ng badyet sa edukasyon at serbisyong panlipunan. 

Ang mga saglit na pahinga sa lilim ng tulay o puno ay sinasabayan ng mga 
kuwentuhan at biruan, ng pagbabahaginan ng tubig at pagkain, at ng 
pagkukuhanan ng litrato kahit na nagmamapa na ang pawis sa mga t-shirt. 
Napakasaya para sa isang guro na makitang lumahok sa martsa ang mga dati at 
kasalukuyang estudyante, hindi dahil required silang dumalo, kundi kusang-loob 
silang sumama sa isang natatanging causa. Hindi madali para sa mga estudyante 
– at maging sa kahit na sinumang miyembro ng komunidad ng pamantasan – na 
lumabas ng lansangan, lumiban sa klase, upang makiisa sa isang politikal na 
pagkilos. Ito ang tinatawag na pag-aaral sa lansangan – ito’y isang mataas na 
politikal na aktong magaganap lamang kung ang indibiwal ay nagkaroon ng 
sapat na paggagap sa isyu’t sitwasyon. Ang paglabas sa apat na pader ng 
pamantasan upang pumasok sa malawak na silid-aralan ng lansangan ay isang 
manipestasyon ng mataas na politikal na kamulatan. Ito’y sakripisyong may 
kabuluhan. Ito’y sakripisyong hindi makasarili. Ito’y sakripisyong lumalagpas sa 
indibidwal upang maging kabahagi ng kolektibo. 

Pagdating ng bulto ng UP Diliman sa labas ng mga tarangkahan ng Unibersidad 
ng Santo Tomas (UST) sa Espana, Manila, naroon na ang libo-libong mga 
estudyante, guro’t kawani mula sa iba’t ibang SUCs at pribadong paaralan tulad 
ng UP Manila, Philippine Normal University, Polytechnic University of the 
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Philippines, EARIST, at iba pa. Ang pagtitipon ay pagsasalubong ng adhikain at 
prinsipyo. Sa pag-usad patungong Mendiola, hinikayat ng mga nagmamartsa ang 
mga estudyante ng UST at Far Eastern University (FEU) na sumama sa martsa. 

Ang daluyong ng martsa ay dumaong sa paanan ng Mendiola – ang 
makasaysayang lunan ng tunggalian ng kapangyarihan pampolitika sa bansa. 
Marahil ay nabubuwiset ang mga drayber at pasahero dahil sa disrupsyon sa 
trapiko. Ngunit kailan nga ba naging tunay na malaya ang trapiko sa bansa? 
Ano’t anupaman, may mga drayber na kusang bumubusina para suportahan ang 
laban para sa mas mataas na subsidyo at mayroon ring mga pasahero na 
binabasa ang mga polyetong ipinamimigay ng mga raliyista. 

Kilala ang mga demonstrasyong masa sa mga programang puspos ng talumpati 
at kultural na pagtatanghal. Nagsisilbing tagapagbigkis ang mga talumpati, 
tagapagpataas ng morale at diwang mapag-isa ng mamamayan, habang ang mga 
kultural na pagtatanghal ay patunay ng pangangailangan para sa isang kulturang 
mapagpalaya. Masaya ang mag-rali. Pramis. 

Higit pa sa isang petiburgis na kasiyahan, ito’y isang proletaryong kagalakan at 
kaluguran na kolektibong nararanasan ng mamamayan. Ito’y pagsusulat ng 
kasaysayan. Ito’y mapagtimbuwal na kasiyahang naglalayong lahat ng tao, 
balang araw, ay maging masaya at maginhawa. 

Oktubre 5, 2011 
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Pedagohiya ng Pagpapalaya  
at ang Pandaigdigang  

Araw ng mga Guro 
Rod Cuera 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ipinagdiriwang taon-taon ang Pandaigdigang Araw ng mga Guro o World 
Teachers’ Day simula noong Oktubre 5, 1994 bilang paggunita sa mahalagang 
kontribusyon ng mga guro sa paghulma sa mga mag-aaral at mamamayan ng 
iba’t ibang bansa. Mula sa pinakapayak na mamamayan hanggang sa 
pinakamatataas na pinuno ng bayan, nagsisilbi ang mga guro sa pormasyon ng 
kamalayan ng mga mag-aaral sa loob ng paaralan. 

Ngunit kailangang idiin na higit pa sa pagtuturo sa loob ng silid-aralan ang papel 
ng mga guro at edukador. Itinuro ng kasaysayan sa mga guro na hindi nakukupot 
sa loob ng silid-aralan ang pagkatuto ng mga mag-aaral. Hindi rin ang guro ang 
tanging bukal ng kaalaman, na tila itinuturing ang lahat ng sinasambit ng guro 
bilang totoo at hindi mababali. At lalo’t higit na hindi dapat ituring ng mga guro 
ang kanilang mga estudyante bilang tagasalo lamang ng kaalaman. Sa pamosong 
libro ni Paulo Freire na Pedagogy of the Oppressed, itinanghal ang pedagohiya – o 
ang sining, agham at propesyon ng pagtuturo at pagpapalaganap ng kaalaman – 
bilang isang tereyn ng tunggalian. Nangangahulugan ito na may politika ang 
pagtuturo kung saan ang mga kaalaman na ibinabato ng iba’t ibang guro ay 
maaaring magkakatunggaling kaalaman. Ang itinuturo ng isang guro ay 
maaaring pabor sa dominanteng mapang-aping sistema, samantalang ang 
itinuturo ng isa pang guro ay maaaring tumutuligsa naman sa mapang-aping 
sistema. 

Pedagohiya at Kolonyalismo 

Sa kasaysayan ng tunggalian sa loob ng sistemang pang-edukasyon sa Pilipinas, 
makikita na malaki ang kinalaman ng politika sa pagkakatatag ng mga paaralan 
at sa pagkakatatag ng propesyon ng pagtuturo. Makikita ito sa mga paraan ng 
pagtuturo at nilalaman ng pagtuturo simula pa noong ipamana ng mga Kastila 
ang kanilang kolonyal na edukasyon sa Pilipinas – ang edukasyon noon ay 
nagsisilbi sa interes ng kolonyalismong Kastila. Ang mga dasal at aralin na 
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itinuturo sa paaralan ay naglalayong yakapin ang kolonyal na relihiyon at ang 
monarkiya ng Espanya. Gayundin, ang mga gawi at kilos na itinuturo sa paaralan 
ay yaong umaayon sa sistema ng kolonyalismo – mula sa pananalita, pag-iisip, at 
maging sa pananamit. Makikita, kung gayon, sa ganitong kalakaran na ang 
sistemang pang-edukasyong itinatag ng mga kolonisador ay tigib ng politikang 
naaayon sa interes ng mananakop, upang hulmahin ang mga kinokolonisang 
mamamayan bilang tagasunod lamang sa dikta ng dayuhan. 

Nagpatuloy ito sa panahon ng kolonyalismong Amerikano sa Pilipinas, bagama’t 
naging mas agresibo at sistematiko ang kolonisasyon sa edukasyon sa 
pamamagitan ng pagtataguyod ng mga Amerikano ng pampublikong sistema ng 
edukasyon. Pangunahing tuon ng mga Amerikano noon na gawin ang mga 
Pilipino na “brown Americans” – na siyang ubod at buod ng kolonyal na 
edukasyon ng mga Amerikano. Ang wika’y ipinako sa Ingles at ang layunin ng 
pampublikong edukasyon ay gawing mga burukrata (o papalit sa mga posisyon 
ng mga Amerikano sa mga ahensiya ng pamahalaan) ang mga Pilipino. Hindi nga 
ba’t ganito ang orihinal na tunguhin kung bakit itinatag ng mga kolonisador na 
Amerikano ang Philippine Normal University (PNU) at University of the 
Philippines (UP)? 

Pedagohiya at Neoliberalismo 

Sa kasalukuyan, hindi pa rin tunay na malaya ang sistemang pang-edukasyon ng 
bansa mula sa dikta ng dayuhang interes. Bagong porma ng kolonyalismo – o ang 
neokolonyalismo – ang siyang ipinadadaloy na kamalayan sa sistemang pang-
edukasyon sa bansa. Hindi man direktang kontrolado at nakaupo sa mga 
posisyon ng gobyerno ang mga kolonisador, malaki pa rin ang impluwensiya at 
kapangyarihan ng mga neokolonisador, partikular ang Estados Unidos, sa 
pagpapatakbo ng Pilipinas, laluna sa sistemang pang-edukasyon, pampubliko 
man o pribado. 

Isa sa mga sistemang nagpapatakbo sa gobyerno ng Pilipinas ay ang 
neoliberalismo. Ang neoliberalismo ay isang palisiyang pang-ekonomiya at 
panlipunan na nakasandig sa pribadong kapital, negosyo at pagkakamal ng kita. 
Ipinagdiriinan ng neoliberalismo ang diumano’y pagiging mabisa ng pribadong 
pangangalakal (private enterprise). Kung kaya’t isinusulong ng neoliberalismo 
na palakasin ang papel at pahigpitin ang hawak ng pribadong sektor sa mga 
programa ng gobyerno. Sa esensiya, ninanais ng neoliberalismo na maging puso 
at utak ng gobyerno ang pribadong interes. Nangangahulugan ito na 
patatakbuhin ang gobyerno at ang mga ahensiya nito na tila mga negosyong ang 
primaryang layunin ay ang lumikha ng super-tubo at super-ganansiya para sa 
pribadong sektor. 

Hindi na ngayon nakapagtataka kung bakit ang gobyerno ay nakatuon sa 
pagpapalakas ng presensiya ng pribadong sektor at pribadong pamumuhunan sa 
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mga programa at palisiya nito. Pinakamatunog na neoliberal na adyenda ng 
administrasyong Noynoy Aquino ay ang pagpapalakas ng “private-public 
partnership” at ito ang ipinatutungo niya maging sa sektor ng edukasyon. 
Halimbawa, sa PNU, ibinubukas ng administrasyon ni Pang. Ester B. Ogena ang 
pamantasan sa “multi-stake holders” para mamuhunan rito. 

Ito na siguro ang pinakamasaklap na kinahihinatnan ng edukasyon sa loob ng 
isang sistemang ang layunin ay pagkakamal ng kita para sa pribadong negosyo. 
Hindi nga ba’t ang neoliberalismo sa edukasyon ay sipat na sipat sa pagkaltas ng 
subsidyo ng gobyerno sa pampublikong edukasyon at sa pagtulak ng 
pamahalaan sa state universities and colleges (SUCs) tungo sa kangkungan ng 
pribatisasyon at komersyalisasyon? Sa panukalang P1.8 trilyong pambansang 
badyet para sa 2012, nasa P238 bilyon lamang ang inilalaang badyet sa 
edukasyon habang P700 bilyon ang badyet para sa utang panlabas. Ang 
pagbabawas ng gobyerno sa responsibilidad nitong subsidyo sa edukasyon ay sa 
katunayan pagtulak sa mga paaralan na magtaas ng matrikula’t iba pang bayarin 
na ipinababalikat sa mga mag-aaral. 

Ang taong-taong kaltas sa badyet sa sektor ng edukasyon ay nag-aanak lamang 
ng mga problema para sa mga guro at mag-aaral. Halimbawa, dahil sa mababang 
badyet sa edukasyon, ang kahingiang P2,000 kada taon na chalk allowance ay 
tinatawaran ng P1,000 kada taon ng gobyerno. Habang maliit ang chalk 
allowance, walang magawa ang mga guro kundi ipapasan sa sariling mga bulsa 
ang gastusin sa chalk. 

Samantala, ang nagaganap na pagdinig ngayon sa mga mungkahing pagbabago 
sa Konstitusyon, partikular sa edukasyon, ay kakikitaan ng pagsandig ng 
administrasyong Aquino sa liberalismo sa pamamagitan ng pagbubukas sa mga 
sektor ng midya at edukasyon sa dayuhang pamumuhunan. 

Pedagohiya ng Pagpapalaya 

Sa anumang senaryo ng pagtuturo at pagkatuto, laging ipinaaalala ng kasaysayan 
na kapwa natututo ang guro at estudyante sa isa’t isa. Ito na marahil ang sentral 
na tesis ng isang mapagpalayang pedagohiya – na ang edukasyon ay hindi 
nakapedestal. Nangangahulugan ang ganitong asersyon na ang guro ay mag-
aaral rin, at na ang guro ay miyembro, higit sa anupaman, ng lipunang kaniyang 
kinabibilangan. At na mayroong panlipunang responsibilidad ang mga guro na 
maging makabayan at paglingkuran ang sambayanan. 

Ayon pa nga kay Freire, sa loob ng tradisyonal na pedagohikal na sistema, 
itinuturing ang estudyante bilang buslong walang laman na ang pumupuno ay 
ang guro. Itong kaisipang ito ay sinuri ni Freire bilang isang modelo ng 
pedagohiya na alinsunod sa sistema ng pagbabangko (banking system) kung 
saan itinuturing ang kaalaman bilang salaping iniimbak sa utak na tila bangko o 
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alkansiya. Ipinamalas ni Freire sa kaniyang pagsusuri na hungkag at atrasado 
ang ganitong tipo ng konsepto ng pedagohiya – sapagkat kailanman hindi dapat 
isalalak ang estudyante bilang taga-imbak lamang ng kaalaman; na tila ba hindi 
kayang iproseso at suriin ng mag-aaral ang mga ideya’t konseptong 
ipinagkakasya sa kaniya bilang bagong kaalaman. 

Samakatuwid, ano ang nais ipatungo ni Freire sa pangkalahatang sistema ng 
pagtuturo at pagkatuto? Na ang pedagohiya ay dapat ituring ang mag-aaral 
bilang kapwa-manlilikha ng kaalaman. At dahil sa ganitong pagpapabatid, 
maaaring pasulungin pa ang isang transpormatibo at mapagpalayang 
pedagohiya, kung saan ang mag-aaral at guro, sa pangkalahatan, ay hindi dapat 
ipinipinta bilang magkatunggali, kundi bilang magkakampi at magkasama sa 
hangarin na paglingkuran at palayain ang sambayanan. 

Originally published in The Torch 4th issue 2011 
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               The Sovereign  
Debt Crisis and  

Monopoly Capitalism 
   Edberto M. Villegas 

 
 
 
 
 
 

THE FINANCIAL CRISIS OF US CAPITALISM HAS RE-ASSERTED ITSELF AFTER A TEMPORARY 

LULL IN 2010. The seeming recovery of US business in 2010 was due to huge bale-

outs by the US government of big banks and corporations on the brink of 

bankruptcies, caused by the Wall Street crash of 2008, which has been called the 

Greater Depression compared to the Great Depression of 1929.The present 

financial meltdown developing into a graver economic crisis, which has already 

devastated hundreds of millions of ordinary people since 2008, was intensified 

by the downgrading last August, 2011 of the US economy by Standard and 

Poor(S&P), a leading international credit rater of countries. The US economy 

was rated down by S&P from the highest AAA to AA+, a one notch decline and 

the first in US history. This caused widespread panic in the bourses of the world, 

from Europe, the Middle East and Asia, with the European financial market 

already suffering a 37% decrease since February of 2011. Investors worldwide, 

because of their wide exposures in the US market, began unloading their stocks, 

afraid of a continuing plunge of Wall Street assets.  

The downgrade of the US economy by S&P was primarily because of 

the possibility of the US defaulting from its sovereign debt, amounting to $14.27 

trillion, which has pushed the US Federal government, after acrimonious 

debates and haggling among its political leaders (the Republicans and the 

Democrats) to further raise the US debt ceiling by another $2.1 trillion. This rise 

in the debt ceiling will thus enable the US Federal government to borrow again 
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from all sources. This was approved in the US Congress in the last week of June, 

2011, and gave the US a temporary relief from default. But this increase by $2.1 

trillion will be compensated by budget cuts, mostly targeting social services and 

affecting poor and middle class Americans. The US budget reduction would be 

$100 billion by the end of 2012, costing a further 700,000 loss of jobs. Present 

unemployment in the US has now reached a high 8.2 % (June, 2012) and it is 

estimated that over the next decade, 1.6 millions of Americans per year will be 

out of work as a result of continuing budget slashes by the Federal Government. 

The financial stimulus packages of President Obama, costing $4 trillion, which 

salvaged corporate America from the crisis of 2008, has now to be repaid and it 

is the low and middle-income Americans who are made to carry the burden yet 

again.1 Because of the massive stimulus packages of Obama for mega business, 

the US Federal government experienced a budget deficit of $1.5 trillion in 2011, 

which is a high 10% of US GDP of $15.46 trillion, while is public debts has 

reached $16 trillion or 103% of GDP. The budget deficit has been aggravated by 

the costs of funding the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, which amount to $1.24 

trillion since 2001. Further, the US has spent a total of $896 million in its 

intervention with NATO in Libya in ousting its leader, Colonel Moammar Gadaffi, 

who threatened in 2009 the nationalization of the oil assets of Western 

companies in that country.2  

Sovereign Debt Crisis in Europe 

In the Euro zone countries, composed of 17 members who use the euro as their 

common currency,3 the sovereign debt crisis continues unabated since it 

erupted in 2010. Greece, Portugal and Ireland have been bailed out by the 

leading members of the Eurozone nations, Germany, Italy, and France. Greece 

due to a near default of its huge debt, 146% of GDP, has obtained a 173 billion 

euros (1 euro = $1.4) bail-out from the other Euro-zone nations. The Greek 

government in order to pay for its sovereign debt has issued high-yielding ten 

years bonds at 15.3% interest to attract foreign investors. With this too high 

yield, Fitch & Moody’s (other credit raters of countries) have downgraded Greek 
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bonds to junk status. This downgrading to junk status of sovereign bonds is also 

true of Ireland which obtained a 85 billion euro loan in 2010, and Portugal with 

a 78 billion euro bail-out. Both of these countries have suffered high government 

deficits like Greece with Ireland deficit at 32.4% of GDP and Portugal, 9.1% of 

GDP. (The acceptable government deficit set by the 1992 Maastricht treaty of 

the European Union of 27 member countries should be not more than 3% of 

GDP).4 

The sovereign debt crises of Greece, Ireland and Portugal are merely 

offshoots of the stock market crash of 2008. In Greece, a leading culprit was the 

bank Morgan Stanley, which because of its deep hold on the Greek government 

managed to manipulate the yields of Greek bonds, causing a tumble of the Greek 

economy as a repercussion of the global financial collapse in 2008.  The Greek 

government also bailed out a number of private banks in 2009. It is to be noted 

that the Greek government is at present conducting a belated investigation on 

the activities of Morgan Stanley, which may be more for show if anything. In 

Portugal, a major cause of its current problem was the extensive speculations by 

fund managers in its stock market, which also got battered by the spread of the 

capitalist financial fiasco of 2008. In the case of Ireland, its national debt was 

caused primarily by government bail-outs of six large private banks doing 

business on its shores which were heavily involved in the property bubble of 

global finance capital which burst in 2008.5 

The European Union6 has established the European Financial 

Stabilization Mechanism(EFSM), aiming to raise 750 billion euros(almost a 

trillion dollars), to come to the aid of those members near defaulting their 

sovereign debts. This amount will be raised by the other Eurozone countries 

through selling sovereign bonds to investors, particularly capitalist 

corporations, which will increase their respective national debts as well like a 

domino effect. France, which was also hit by the financial crisis of 2008 because 

of its tie-up with Wall Street, is griping about its contribution to the bail-out 

fund of the EFSM as its growth rate is moving at a snail pace, only 0.7% for the 
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third quarter of 2011. It is predicted that the growth rates of the major Western 

capitalist countries, the US, Germany, Great Britain and France will be very bleak 

in 2012 and they may experience another possible recession.7 To make matter 

worse, France and Italy are likewise on the verge of defaulting their debts due to 

the former heavy spending($288 million  by July 10, 2011) to support the war 

campaign of NATO against Libya8 and the latter’s huge public debt(112% of 

GDP) caused by massive bail outs of Italian banks in 2009.(Accepted debt to GDP 

ratio by the Maastricht treaty must not exceed 60%)9It is to be noted that France 

has oil companies in Libya which Gaddafi threatened to nationalize in a speech 

at Georgetown University, US, last January, 2009. France has also a high 

government deficit at 7% of GDP and may be downgraded to AA+ status from its 

AAA like the US. And Germany is not far behind with its public debt at 83.2 % of 

GDP. To stem off defaults, Italy and also Spain(with a high 9.2% government 

deficit, see  graph below) have increased interest rates on their sovereign bonds 

to attract foreign investors as their economies are perceived by the latter as 

risky to do business in. In 2008, Spain went through a major housing market 

bust due to the activities of speculators in its stock market as also what 

happened in Ireland which led to the Spanish government incurring a high 

budget deficit caused by its bailing-out of  private banks affected by the plunge 

of stock values. Spain has likewise sought for a bail-out of 100 billion euros from 

the Euro zone.  
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Data for the Year 2009 (Source: Eurostat) 

The Burden passed to the People again 

It is to the ordinary masses that the capitalist governments will again  transfer  

through more strict austerity measures the payment of their sovereign’s debts 

primarily to capitalist banks. As in the US, to be able to pay off their ballooning 

debts, Greece, Portugal, Spain and France have embarked on extensive fiscal 

austerity measures, basically lowering social services, hitting pensions, 

educational subsidies, reducing government workforces, and raising taxes, 

further impoverishing the poor and middle-classes. These policies have been 

carried out based on the recommendations of the IMF, which is widely 

participating in the bail outs of Euro zone countries. (It is to be noted that the 

IMF has required the Philippines to contribute its quota or reserve money in the 

IMF, amounting to $1 billion to help bail out tottering Eurozone capitalist 

countries.) The huge sums received by the governments of Greece, Portugal and 

Ireland, will be paid as usual to big financial institutions, both local and foreign 

doing business on their shores. 

Huge demonstrations by the masses with casualties already and 

mostly composed of the lower and middle classes, coming from government 
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workers, professionals, students and ordinary housewives, have wracked the 

cities of Athens, Lisbon, Barcelona, and Paris, protesting their government 

cutbacks on social services and the increase of taxes to save big business.  In 

England, a demonstration in the city of Tote ham in the second week of August, 

2011, morphed into widespread rioting and even looting that has engulfed 

London, Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham and Nottingham. The rioting and 

looting have been carried out by economically marginalized sectors, primarily 

the unemployed youth, ethnic groups and even impoverished professionals, 

including parents, whose  livelihoods have adversely declined due to the 

continuing economic crisis of capitalism. To attribute the rioting and looting to a 

culture of violence, gang mentality, and parent neglect of misbehaving children, 

as the British parliament, led by  Conservative Prime Minister David Cameroon, 

has done is a simplistic evaluation of the situation. The causes of the problem 

now enveloping England are its bailing outs of mega banks, particularly the 37 

billion pounds infusion into The Royal Bank of Scotland, Lloyds TSB and HBOS in 

2008 and its costs of financing wars (England’s contribution to NATO Libyan 

campaign, aside from its involvement in Afghanistan, to protect its oil interest 

,British Petroleum, was 260 million pounds by August, 2011) . To support its 

massive spending, the British government has likewise adopted extensive 

austerity measures through reductions in pensions and public jobs, privatization 

of government corporations, including state universities, causing tuition fee 

increases, wage freezes and other such similar policies, causing widespread 

unemployment and poverty among its citizenry. Unemployment, for instance, 

averages 9% in Europe, with 10% in Great Britain and 16% in Greece. 23 million 

workers in the European Union have lost their jobs due to the ongoing global 

economic turmoil since 2008. The “broken England” of Prime Minster Cameroon 

more accurately means that it is capitalism through the help of their 

governments that has broken the lives of the general populace. 

In August, 2011, the Occupy Wall Street Movement erupted in the US 

with thousands of impoverished Americans and their supporters demonstrating 

in front of the stock exchange of Wall St. and also camping out in Times Square. 
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By October of that year, this Movement has spread to 120 cities in the US with 

the Occupy Chicago, Occupy Los Angeles and Occupy Boston following in its 

heel. There followed an Occupy London Stock exchange Movements, Occupy 

Tokyo and other similar demonstrations covering 82 countries, involving 

hundreds of thousands of people suffering from the crisis of monopoly 

capitalism. 200, 000 thousands have rallied in Rome, clashing with police in the 

third week of October, 2011 and the indignatos in Spain numbering 1.5 million 

continue to protest government cutbacks on social services, wages and pensions 

and the growing rate of unemployment, reaching 22%, the highest in Europe. 

The Bane of Finance Capital (Monopoly Capitalism) 

The economic fundamental abided by capitalist countries, which considers 

deregulation in the markets as sacrosanct, is in fact a rationalization of the 

economic dominance of a few. To trust the so-called free market, notably the 

stock markets of the world, to swing back to equilibrium is to rely on the strong 

sense of social responsibility of private business, basically monopoly capitalism 

(the integration of industrial and finance capital) to take measures to create new 

jobs for the people from the funds they borrowed and even received as grants 

from their governments. This assumption is greatly misplaced since the primary 

goal of private business is to make as much profits in the shortest possible time. 

They did not primarily invest the bail-outs from their governments into the 

productive sectors, industry, agriculture and some forms of service, but had 

instead channeled them back into the stock markets to earn interests and 

dividends, higher than they would have acquired from sales. As we have 

witnessed in many instances in the history of capitalism from the Great 

Depression of 1929, the Stock Market crashes of 1982, 1987, 2001, and 2008, 

the drive to accumulate greater profits in the financial markets than in the 

productive sectors of the economy through dividends and interests has led only 

to one bubble economy after another, which inevitably burst. To trust on the so-

called free market of the capitalists to recover in time by itself is to forget that 

the basic drive of each capitalist is to beat his/her competitors by cutting on the 
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latter’s turf and to be no. 1 in his/her line of business. In short, it is greed that is 

being camouflaged by the theory of free enterprise of the capitalists, with all the 

mathematical incantations of their academic priests, so apart from proper social 

planning to create jobs for the people and to improve their livelihoods. The 

social framework of capitalism is biased for the profit-motivated individual and 

the call of “free market” both in the financial and economic sectors is just simply 

a mythical slogan to justify the squeezing of more profits from society. 

In the first place, there is already occurring a crisis of overproduction 

in the real economy, the productive sector, and the calculating capitalist will 

thereby avoid increasing his/her inventories. For instance, as early as 1997 

there was already an overcapacity of 22.4 million automobiles worldwide. In the 

telecommunication industry, between 1998 and 2001, there was also a growing 

overproduction of fiber optic cables as telecom companies went public.10 These 

overcapacities resulted in the so-called dot-com market collapse of 2001, which 

was precipitated by a plunge of the stocks of telecom companies in Wall Street. 

Overproduction was also experienced in other manufacturing industries: 

textiles, steel, ships, aircraft, chemicals and drugs. Since a capitalist will never 

pay a wage or salary to their employees equivalent to the values of their outputs, 

as the surplus that the latter create constitute the capitalist’s potential profits, 

overproduction will inevitably ensue. The purchasing power of the proletariat of 

the world, blue and white collar workers, the latter including scientists, 

professors, singers, etc.,11 who constitute the majority consumers in the world 

market, will thus never balance with the values of the goods and services they 

produce, resulting in recurring overproduction in the marketplaces of the 

capitalists. Indeed, the tendency of capitalism or at the present stage monopoly 

capitalism is to create overproduction and bubble economies. The capitalists 

attempt to counteract the tendency of a decreasing rate of profit due to unsold 

goods and aggravated by competition from his/her rivals either through 

destroying his/her products(wars, deliberate destruction as in throwing goods 

into the river) or a turn into speculative investment in the stock market. The 

latter option only inflates the worth of the real economy creating a bubble 
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economy. Before the Great Market Crash in Wall Street in 2008, the financial 

capital, notably exemplified in the stock markets, of the world was bloated 

sixteen-fold from $12 trillion in 1980 to an estimated $190 trillion in 2007, over 

a third which were in the US. The value of global financial assets in 2006 was 

equivalent to 350% of GDP of the real economy of the world.12 

The capitalist governments coming to the rescue of big business will 

just repeat the vicious cycle of one economic crisis after another. It may lead to 

the capitalist governments, particularly the US, printing more monies to pay off 

its debts, further bloating the economy from its real worth, causing a massive 

bubble economy. Even China which has submerged itself in the capitalist 

economy since the 1980’s is also creating a bubble economy in its stock market 

while the majority of its people are mired in poverty, earning meager wages in 

firms put up by the comprador bourgeoisie in alliance with foreign capital in so-

called free trade zones. It is to be remembered that when Germany in the 1920 

to the 1930’s was made to pay off its imposed huge reparation obligations to the 

victorious Allies in the First World War and when the German people had no 

more capacity to pay, the Weimar republic had to print monies by the millions 

causing a bubble economy, a mammoth inflation of the reichmark, which 

became so devalued to the extent of 1 million reichmarks becoming equivalent 

to one US dollar. This gave rise to the social turmoil in Germany erupting in the 

Second World War. In the case of the euro, the European Central Bank may 

resort to printing more liquid money to bail out Eurozone members in dangers 

of defaulting from their debts, which will spark inflation, hitting more critically 

the general populace. 

Keeping the present ailing and moribund capitalist system alive on a  

lifeline by constantly squeezing more surplus value from the people or causing 

the artificial rise of the prices of commodities and stocks or printing more 

monies, have their limits after all. The endurance and patience of the people 

have also their limits, when finally they realize the irrationality and injustice of 

their situation. It is they who are made to pay for the wrongdoings of capitalism 
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as millions of them starve and lost their dignities when rendered jobless and 

homeless as the vicious economic crisis of their tormentors intensify. Yet, finally, 

millions of the world people are catching a glimpse of the roots of their daily 

miseries as hundreds of thousands of them have began going into the streets 

protesting their unfortunate fate. 

Conclusion 

Indeed the life of capitalism can no longer be sustained. The values of their 

stocks have become very erratic, huffing and puffing to rise up again at the same 

time causing more bankruptcies among ordinary investors, who have been 

beguiled by promises of quick profits in the stock markets. Capitalist 

governments in their various G7 and G20 conferences and emergency meetings 

have tried almost every trick in the books to enable their corporate mentors to 

recover from the economic crisis, from extensive austerity measures, to the 

Federal Reserve Bank of the US reducing interest rate to almost zero, to the 

establishment of the European Financial Stabilization Mechanism(EFSM), the  

European Financial Stability Facility(EFSF) and the European Treasury by the 

European Union. All of these measures have been inadequate, however, as stock 

values continue to deteriorate that even monopoly capitalism is losing their 

confidence in their political protectors and is asking for more extensive 

measures, which will surely cause greater miseries among the masses.  

The way forward to save humankind is becoming clearer and clearer 

as the crisis continues and will surely descend once more on the world with 

greater impacts if ever capitalist governments could come out with some 

temporary solution to the ills of capitalism. The path that is becoming clear is 

that the capitalist order must give way to a system where the values created by 

the people of the world through their productive labor must not be appropriated 

by a few, the capitalist owners of the means of production, but must  revert to 

the people themselves. This therefore calls for a change in the ownership of the 

means of production and the expropriations of capitalist property, particularly 

those of the monopoly capitalists. 
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The suffering people of the world cannot trust on their present 

governments who by all sorts of economic ties are the guardians of monopoly 

capitalism. The people of the world must rely on their own organizations which 

may have seen the way forward of dismantling the irrational economic and 

political structures of their societies. The true value of the products of labor, 

based on the average length of time they are produced and which are becoming 

more abundant through advances in technology, must be maintained in order 

for the people to enjoy the fruits of their work. The value of commodities must 

not be left to the whims of individuals, who are motivated to make colossal 

profits and who manipulate price increases departing from their true values 

through all sorts of methods like hoarding, destruction of goods, deceptions and 

all other shenanigans occurring in the stock market of the capitalists. In this 

regard, an enlightened people must abolish the stock market, which has been 

invented by the capitalist to hoodwink the ordinary investors.  

By the impoverished majority masses of the world agreeing on a 

common method to distribute the goods that they produce in a manner that will 

redound to the development of each can we finally surpass this era of a defunct 

capitalist system of ownership. Only by this way can the common good be 

served through a collective and properly-planned production and distribution of 

the products of labor. Only in this way can science, technology and the arts truly 

advance the welfare of humankind. 

  

Notes 

                                                      
1  US Treasury: CO Roll Call 

2  National Priorities Project, Internet and Reuters – Our World Now, March 22, 
2011, internet. 
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3  The Euro zone member countries are: Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Estonia, 
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Malta, 
Netherlands, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia and Spain. 

4  From Council of Foreign Relations, Internet. 

5 European Sovereign Debt Crisis – Wikipedia, Internet 

6  The European Union is composed of 27 member countries: Austria, Belgium, 
Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, 
Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, 
Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and 
the UK. 

7  This is a prediction of Stanley Morgan, cited by the BBC, on Aug. 18, 2011. 

8  France International News, Internet 

9  Ibid., Council of Foreign Relations. 

10  Quoted from the Wall Street Journal, Aug. 5, 1998, and The Economist, July 
20-26, 2002,  and, from the article “Challenging the Conventional Wisdom on the 
Causes and Cures of the Current Economic Crisis”, by Pa0-yu Ching, Institute of 
Political Economy Journal, July 2010, pp. 10-11. 

11  See Karl Marx “Theories of Surplus Value”, Part I, where he discusses how 
surplus value is extracted from the labor of service workers, such as singers and 
teachers. 

12  From data of IBON Foundation, Philippines. 
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Pahayag sa Pagluluksa 
Joi Barrios 

member, BAYAN Women’s Desk 

 
 
 
(Tala:  Sinulat ko ito matapos mabasa ang kolum na Streetwise ni Carol Araullo, 
tagapangulo ng BAYAN.  Ang unang linya ng tula ay mula sa kanyang kolum. Si Ka 
Arman ay dating sec-gen ng BAYAN Southern Tagalog) 
 
Hindi nakasasanayan ang pagluluksa.  
Agad, pagdating ng balita, 
Nagbabalabal tayo ng itim sa katawan, 
Nagsisindi ng kandila, 
Naghahanda ng parangal, 
Habang sa kaloob-looban, 
tahimik na lumuluha. 
  
Ano’t ipinaliliwanag natin ang pagluluksa? 
Iwaksi ang mga bansag: rebelde, mamamatay-tao, terorista. 
Isalaysay ang kanilang buhay: 
Magulang na pinaslang, 
magsasakang naging lider-aktibista, 
lider-aktibistang naging gerilya.  
Unawain ang pasya 
Na humawak ng sandata. 
  
Halina’t balikan ang isang lumang tula1: 
Ang awit ng digma ay awit ng pag-ibig 
Walang di nagnasa ng buhay na tahimik 
Bawat taong nanandata ay taong nagmahal 
Buhay ay alay para sa higit na buhay. 
  
Huwag, huwag kasanayan ang pagluluksa, 
Hindi rito nagtatapos 
ang ating pakikibaka. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
1 Mula ito sa aking tulang “Testamento,” 1998.   
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Kayhirap Mong Tulaan,  
Ka Arman 

Axel Pinpin 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Kaninang umaga, hinahanap ko ang katwiran, ang mga dahilan 
sa ulan. 
  
Hinayaan ko muna ang ampiyas na magtalsikang tila punglo 
papasok sa makapasok 
ng pintuan. 
  
Halos pabahain nito ang sahig. 
Hinanap ko ang dahilan kung bakit 
noong katapusan ng Hunyo, 
dugo n’yo naman ang idinilig 
sa pagitan ng mga puno ng niyog. 
  
Tinatanaw ko sa bintana ang hagunot ng mga jeep 
at bakasakaling gulantangin ako nito -- 
  
maintindihang wala ka na nga sa amin. 
  
Pero sadyang mahirap hanapin ang katwiran, 
ang dahilan, 
mahirap haraping tuwiran ang katotohanang 
wala ka na nga sa amin. 
  
Ay! Pagkakahirap mo bang tulaan, Ka Arman! 
Hindi iyang mga binigkas ko ang tula 
na nais kong sulatin para sa iyo. Kung nagugusot 
na tulad ng papel ang laptop computer 
ilang beses ko na sana itong kinuyumos 
at iniitsa sa basurahan 
para muling simulan ang simula 
ng pinakamainam na tula para sa iyo. 
  
Anung hirap mong tulaan, Ka Arman. 
Gayong ang buong-buhay mo ay isang malayang tugma 
ng mga pangarap sa bihasa mong kasanayan 
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na lumikha ng pinakamatitibay na pakbag 
at sandals 
sa mga lagalag na paa ng lungsod 
na paboritong pasyalan ang aplaya 
at bundok ng Puerto Galera, 
duminding ng Talipanan, 
at kahindik-hindik na Halcon. 
  
Mga talinhaga ang kimkim-mong-galit 
noong paslangin si Ka Speed 
at ang iyong ina, ng mga lintik 
na putanginang sundalo ng 204th Brigade 
ng Philippine Army na noo’y pinamumunuan 
ng demonyong si Palparan. 
  
‘Kita mo na, maging si Palparan 
ay hindi ko na maihanap ng magandang talinhaga. 
Putangina lamang talaga siya. 
Putangina si Palparan. 
Ay kayhirap mong tulaan, Ka Arman! 
  
Gayong marami na ang nauna sa aking tumula para sa iyo. 
Para silang mga kidlat ngayong bumabagyo. 
Mga kabataang makata sa Facebook 
na hindi ko alam kung gaano ka kakilala 
subali't itinulak silang baybayin 
sa mga indayog ng salita at paglalarawan 
ang iyong buhay. 
  
At dahil hindi mo na mabibisita ang iyong FB account, 
narito ang bahagi ng tula ni Joan Zaragosa para sa iyo, Ka Arman: 
Albarillo 
  
Sa ibang panig ng mundo 
Albarillo ang bungang kahoy 
Ng nakilala nating Aprikot, 
Albarikoke sa iba, kahugis 
Ng Melokoton. Kakulay ng 
Malusog na balat, mamula- 
Mulang pisngi, nagtatalong 
Dilaw at pula. Anti-oxidant, 
Pumupuksa ito ng Kanser, 
Sa tamang takal ng tikim. 
  
Sa ibang panig din ng mundo, 
Isang kolokyal na salitang 
Kilos ang Albarillo: Mabangis 
Na pagkakayari ng tagumpay! 
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At sa iba pa, musika ito 
Ng gitarang mabilis na kinakalabit, 
Saliw sa sukdul-sukdulang 
Yugto sa dulang romantiko. 
  
Ang Albarillong Pilipino, 
Hindi dito lubusang nalalayo. 
  
Tapat sa pangalan, 
Namatay si Arman 
Para puksain 
Ang kanser ng lipunan. 
Marahas ang digma, 
May bangis sa buhay, 
Na inalay niya sa tagumpay.1 
  
Anong hirap mong tulaan, Ka Arman! 
Ilang beses kong dinaya ang aking pandinig 
noong una kong marinig sa dzMM 
bandang alas-kwatro ng hapon ang iyong ngalan. 
  
Hindi naka-limang minuto, may pumasok 
na balita sa e-mail at muling binabanggit 
ang ngalang Arman Albarillo, alyas ka Jun -- 
Platun lider ng NPA sa Bondoc Peninsula. 
  
Gusto kong dayain ang aking mata 
na hindi Arman kundi Sarhento, Kapitan 
o Koronel ng Armed Forces of the Philippines 
ang natagpuang bangkay pagkatapos 
ng sagupaan.2 
  
Mga pangalan ng sundalong sana'y inuukit, 
itinatara mo ngayon sa puwitan ng iyong baril. 
  
Mas madali sanang sumulat ng tula. 
Pero hindi nga ganoon. 
  
Gusto kong gamiting dahilan na abala ako 
sa pag-aasikaso sa iyong burol at libing 
kaya hindi kita maigawa ng tula; 
tulala 
sa paghintay ng pagtila 
ng ulan 
at ng luha. 
  
Noong isang araw bago ka dalhin 
dito sa Maynila, ipinangako ko sa sariling -- 
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hindi ako iiyak, 
o hindi muna iiyak. 
  
Subalit noong sinusulat ko na 
ang maiksi mong talambuhay 
sa Facebook page na inilaan para sa iyo 
umigkas yata ang tapon na nakapasak sa aking mata. 
  
Pagkatapos ng ilang sandali, 
natagpuan ko ang sariling itinatapat 
sa bentilador ang aking keyboard. 
Habol ang higit-ng-balikat 
habol ang uhog na malalaglag. 
  
Kahapon, wala akong dahilang umiyak, 
kailangang tupdin ang tungkulin. 
Kailangang tiyaking maayos ang hanay 
ng sasalubong na mga kasamang 
minsan mong nakatuwang sa gawain, 
nakakakawit-bisig sa kalsada, 
naka-duet sa videoke, 
naigawa ng sandals 
naipagtahi ng backpack. 
  
Tama. Hindi ako umiyak. 
Iniluha na ako mga kasamang naghahagis ng pulang rosas 
at kuyom na kamao 
sa kabaong ninyo ni Ka Darwin. 
  
Walang hindi humihikbi sa salubungan kahapon. 
Walang hindi nagngingit. 
  
Gusto ko sanang tapatan ang mga nauna kong tula 
sa mga kasamang martir, o higitan pa ang ganitong nilalaman: 
  
Ngayong gabi, 
Tiyak na magtitipon kayo sa isang parangal. 
Mag-aalay ng awit at tula. 
Aalalahanin ang aking buhay, 
Kasiyahan man o kalungkutan. 
  
May hatid na kilabot 
ang aking kabaong sa inyong harapan. 
  
Ngunit may hamon ang pagkahapis, 
Kukuyom ang inyong kamao sa iisang nais 
Sa pag-awit ng Internasyunale 
Maaring di n’yo na nga mapipigilan – 
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Papatak ang inyong luha, 
Hahalo sa lupa – 
Sa lupang pinatakan ng aking dugo. 
  
Kung magkaganito, 
Maari ba mga Kasama 
Tipunin n’yo ang aking luha 
Sa prinsipyong nagbigkis 
Sa ating pakikibaka 
At sa aking mga kaibigan at pamilya 
  
Gayo’y ihulma n’yo itong pighati 
sa hugis ng punglong 
Itinubog sa kumukulong asero 
  
Ipangako n’yo rin 
Na patuloy na magpapakilos 
Ng bawat makikisig 
At masisigasig na anak ng bayan. 
  
At sa dulo ng aking libing 
Ay ang sigaw 
Ng makauring paghihiganti 
Tungo sa kalayaan ng Bayan! 3 
  
Ah! Pero hindi iyan ang tula 
na nais kong isulat para sa iyo, Ka Arman! 
  
Hanggang kanina, iniiwasan kong 
makakumustahan si Adel. 
Inuukit ko na, malaon na, 
na parang lapida sa dibdib 
ang larawan niyang nagtatalumpati sa isang rali 
habang umiiyak. Ayaw ko siyang makitang 
muling tumutulo ang luha. 
  
Iniiwasan ko si Kathy. Gusto kong 
maalala na lamang siyang abala 
sa pag-aasikaso sa mga kasamang nahihilo, 
nagtatae at nahihimatay 
sa mahahaba nating Lakbayan. 
  
Pero hindi ko naiwasang basahin 
ang love story ninyo kanina. 
May pasabay-sabay ka pa pala tricycle. 
May palibre-libre pang nalalaman. 
May pabunggu-bunggo sa siko 
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para masungkit ang matam-is n’yang Oo. 
Sino ba sa atin ang hindi baduy, korni 
pagdating sa pag-ibig, 
kahit rebolusyunaryo. 
  
Kinikilig ako habang, oo, 
umiiyak. 
  
Kay hirap mong tulaan, Ka Arman! 
  
Katapus-tapusan, nagpasya na lamang 
akong magkalkal ng isang di-kalumaang 
tula ng pag-ibig: 
  
Kabilang ang banta ng ulan at bagyo, 
sa pag-ibig nya sa pag-asa. 
  
Gayundin ang senyales ng pagbaha at delubyo. 
  
Iniibig nya ito kahit malimit ay mali ang anunsyo 
ng pagtila at pagtigil. 
  
Kung gaano maaasahan ang pag-asa sa alinlangan at baka-sakali 
ay hindi tiyak sa mga disin-sana. 
  
Ngunit, pambihira ma’y natural 
ang pag-ibig sa ulan kung hindi man sa pag-asa, 
gaya ng paghihintay ng mga parang 
  
at kabundukan na ang hudyat ay pagsalakay sa kinukutibtib, 
kinakaligkig na mga sundalo. At mahahagilap 
  
niyang sa paghihintay ng pagtila ng ulan 
hindi nagpapatumpik-tumpik ang Bagong Hukbong Bayan!4 
  
  
July 6, 2012 All-UP Workers Union Office 
Ilang oras bago ang Parangal kay Ka Arman 
  
___________  
1 Bahagi ng tula na Albarillo ni Joan Zaragosa 
https://www.facebook.com/notes/joan-
zaragosa/albarillo/10151011766874658 

2 Nirebisang bahagi ng tula na isinulat para kay Ka Jobo, martir na NPA na 
namatay sa labanan sa Batangas, 2007. 
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3 Excerpt. Unang isinulat para sa martir na NPA na namatay sa labanan sa 
Magallanes, Cavite, 2001. Nirebisa bilang parangal kay Ka Eden Marcellana, may 
pamagat na Mahal Kong Orly. Kabilang sa ilalabas na librong Lover’s Lane pp 38. 
May bersyon din nito para kay Ka lester, kabataang manggagawang pangkultura 
na pinaslang ng mga sundalo noong December 2010. 

4 Tula na kabilang sa Lover’s Lane. May pamagat na Mina, pp 30. 
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Sa ika-120 taon  
nang pagkatatag ng 
Katipunan ngayong 

Hulyo 7, 2012 
Richard R. Gappi 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Pinatay ang kanyang tatay. 
Pinatay ang kanyang nanay. 
 
At tulad ng batang makulit 
na kinikilala ang daigdig,  
nagtanong siya kung bakit. 
 
Nang matutuhan at matanto niya ang mga sagot, 
sinagot siya ng ganito: bakit ka nagtatanong? 
 
Kaya para patahimikin, sinuhulan siya. 
Pero nang hindi siya makuha sa santong dasalan, 
dinaan nila sa santong paspasan: 
Kinasuhan siya ng gawa-gawang kaso 
(sa korte kung saan sinampahan din  
ng gawa-gawang kaso ang kanyang  
nanay at tatay bago pinatay) 
 
Saan ngayon hahantong ang kanyang paghahanap? 
 
Nang masumpungan at makita niya  
ang nawawala sa puso ng bundok, 
pinatag nila ito, sinilaban, pinaglagablab; 
bitbit ang dayong aral kung paano 
gawing isang humahagulgol na gubat 
ang isang payak na komunidad.  
Tsaka nila binigyan ng pangalan: 
(Oplan Balangiga) 
Oplan Bantay Laya 
Oplan Bayanihan. 
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Oplan Teach Me How to Doogie. 
 
At tulad ng kanyang  
tatay at nanay, pinaslang siya. 
 
Kinutya nila nang maraming tanong ang kanyang 
desisyon: 
Bakit ka nakisayaw sa mga parehong kaliwa ang paa? 
Bakit ka nakiawit sa laos nang tugtog at wala na sa 
tono? 
Bakit ka sumapi sa mga taong labas  
at humawak ng armas, di ba't labag 'yan sa batas? 
 
Pero ang mga tanong nila ay nilusaw at sinagot  
ng mga nagbigay sa kanya ng bigas  
ng mga nakangiting sumalubong 
at nakipagkamay sa kanya sa tarangkahan; 
ng kanyang mga kasama at nakasalamuha; 
ng mga katulad niyang ang araw ng kamatayan  
ay hindi idinedeklarang walang pasok at pista 
opisyal: 
 
"Ang isang bayan na patuloy na inaapi, 
patuloy na nagsisilang ng maraming bayani.” # 
 
 
 
 
9:10AM, Saturday, July 7, 2012 
Angono, Rizal, Pilipinas- 
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ACT strongly denounces 
DepEd, Ched &  

Malacanang plan  
na ipasagot sa mga tuition-

profit oriented private schools, 
colleges and universities ang  

2-taong dagdag na senior high 
school (Grade 11 & 12)  

sa ilalim ng K to 12 ni PNoy! 
ACT Propaganda Guide/Primer 

June 25, 2012 
 

 

 

 

 

 

ACT strongly denounces ang plano ng DepEd, Ched at Malacanang na ipasagot sa 

mga tuition-profit oriented private schools, colleges and universities ang 2-taong 

dagdag na senior high school (Grade 11 & 12) sa ilalim ng K to 12 ni PNoy upang 

magkasabay na resolbahin ang dalawang mayor na problemang dulot ng K to 12. 

 

Una, ma-accommodate ng mga tuition-profit oriented private colleges and 

universities ang inaasahang 2.3 milyong bilang ng senior high schools students 

come SY2016-17 at SY2017-18 na hindi ia-accommodate ng public school 

system sa ilalim ng K to 12 program ni PNoy dahil nga sa pagpapanatili ni PNoy 

sa shortage crisis at sa kaliitan ng budget/pondo na inilalaan ng gubyerno sa 

edukasyon. 
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Ikalawa, maiwasan at maresolba ang tinatayang pagkalugi ng mga private 

colleges and universities. Ayon sa Philippine Association of Colleges and 

Universities (PACU): “The financial losses from the enrollment drop could be in the 

billions of pesos if countermeasures are not put in place before 2016.” [Ghost 

campuses loom for colleges in 2016 when K-12 students enter grade 11; June 17, 

2012 10:45am; gmanetwork.com] 

 

Sabwatan ng Malacanang-Ched-DepEd  

at mga private school owners sa K to 12 

 

1. Noong Enero 12, 2012 pa lamang sa Catholic Educational Association of the 

Philippines (CEAP) K-12 Summit kasama ang DepEd ay pinag-usapan na 

ang iskema ng pagsalo ng mga private schools, colleges & universities sa 

Grade 11 & 12 o senior high school. 

 

Nangangamba naman ang Philippine Association of Colleges and 

Universities (PACU) na kapag nagkaroon ng full implementation ang K to 

12 program sa 2016, maraming kolehiyo ang posibleng malugi o magsara. 

 

Hiling ng mga private colleges and universities sana payagan na rin sila ng 

DepEd na magturo ng Grade 11 and 12 o tulungan sila ng pamahalaan na 

makaraos sa posibleng dagok ng K to 12 program sa mga kolehiyo. 

 

2. Ayon naman sa DepEd walang dapat ikabahala ang mga private colleges 

dahil handa silang mag accredit para pahintulutan silang mag offer ng 

senior high school program. 

 

“Sa panahong 2016-2018 o sa mas maaga pa o kung mapagbibigyan ang 

gusto po nilang mangyari ay maari na po silang mag offer ng senior high 

school lang naman, so walang elementary, walang junior high school pero 

may senior high school at kolehiyo, at yung kanilang senior high school 

facilities na gagamitin po nila ay yung mga existing facilities nila na 

mababakante,” ayon kay Assec. Tonisito Umali ng DepEd. 

 

3. Ayon naman kay Atty. Julito Vitriolo ng CHED sa panayam sa kanya ni Kara 

David sa News To Go noong June 20, 2012: 

 

“Meron namang mga estratehiya na pinag-uusapan at actually kasama dito 

ang mga association ng mga HEIs, kasama dyan ang COCOPEA, PACU at iba 

pang sangay ng gubyerno para balangkasin yung mga estratehiya, dun sa 

transition management committee.” 
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“Isang option yung mag-offer ng 11 & 12 ang affected HEI, yung mga guro 

nila pwedeng makapagturo kase bibigyan ng waiver yan, 5 years to get yung 

LET qualification o licensure for teachers.” 

 

“Yung isang estratehiya naman under the GATSPE, yung tinatawag na 

assistance to students and teachers na binibigay sa mga paaralan, pwedeng 

parang i-subcontract ng DepEd yung pagtuturo ng 11 & 12, pwedeng 

ilalagay ngayon sa mga colleges and universities yung 11 & 12, pupunta ang 

estudyante dun at may dalang voucher, hindi nga lang ganun kataas yun, so 

subsidized ang mangyayari dyan, yung mga estudyante; service contract, ito 

yung mga estudyante ng DepEd na hindi kayang ma-accommodate sa mga 

paaralan ng DepEd , dun namin ilalagay sa mga kolehiyo, subsidy sa hawak 

na voucher ng estudyante.” 

 

“Ang isa pang estratehiya, pwede kaseng yung mga guro sa HEI sa colleges 

and universities, pwedeng kunin ng DepEd para sila ang magturo under 

lecturer arrangement, hindi nila kailangang i-lay-off kase masasalo ng 

DepEd; may panukalang batas na bibigyan ang mga teachers ng waiver, na 

hindi nila kailangang ipasa muna yung LET pero meron silang 5 year more 

or less to do it.” 

 

Ibayong pahirap at pagsasamantala  

sa teachers, students & parents ang K to 12 

 

Magdudulot ito ng mga napakasamang implikasyon at ibayong pahirap at 

pagsasamantala sa mga teachers, students and parents habang magpipyesta 

naman sa pagkamal ng mas malaking tuition-profit ang mga kapitalistang 

nagmamay-ari ng mga  private schools, colleges & universities. 

 

1. Patuloy na magpipyesta sa pagsingil at pagkamal ng papalaking tuition-

profit ang 1,604 private colleges and universities na may kabuuang 

enrollment sa ngayon na 1.7 milyon. 

 

Ayon sa ulat ni Don Brodeth ng Taft Consulting Group sa Catholic 

Educational Association of the Philippines (CEAP) K-12 Summit nitong ika-

12 ng Enero, 2012: 

 

“If DepEd will take five years to build enough classrooms for senior high 

school and if private high schools will absorb their own students plus at least 
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50 percent of the senior high students of public schools, private high school 

enrollment will jump by 6.4 million.” 

  

That would lead to an increase in cash flows of at least P34.4 billion for 

the private high schools, according to Brodeth’s calculations. He also 

explained that senior high school would be a “large positive for the profitable 

high schools, but problematic for mission schools.” [Ghost campuses loom for 

colleges in 2016 when K-12 students enter grade 11; June 17, 2012 10:45am; 

gmanetwork.com] 

 

Kikita ng P34.4 bilyon ang mga private schools, colleges & universities 

mula sa paghuthot sa pawis at dugo ng mga pobreng magulang ng mga 

batang nagnanais na makapag-aral at makapagtapos ng high school. 

 

Ang senior high school o Grade 11 & 12 sa K to 12 ni PNoy kung gayun sa 

esensya ay for sale & not for free, contrary sa tinatadhana ng Saligang Batas 

na ang basic education kabilang ang high school ay dapat na libre. 

 

2. Ngayon pa nga lang ay hindi na kayang ma-accommodate ng public school 

system ang milyun-milyong kinder, elementary and high school students 

kaya higit sa 60 pupils pa rin bawat classroom na may 3 to 4 shifts ang 

sitwasyon sa napakaraming paaralan sa buong bansa. Bukod dito ay 

lumubo pa sa libu-libong bilang ang mga students na pinaloob sa Home 

Study Program na tuwing Sabado na lamang pinapapasok kahit pa sila’y 

dati nang regular students sa paaralan. 

 

Kaya talagang wala nang paglulugaran pa ang karagdagang 2.3 milyong 

inaasahang papasok sa 2-taong dagdag na Grade 11 & 12 o senior high 

school sa public school system kundi sa mga private schools, colleges & 

universities na tiyak na maniningil ng tuition fee at ng iba’t iba pang 

samutsaring fees at gastusin sa pribadong paaralan. 

 

3. Ang pinakamababang tuition fee ngayon sa private school ay halos P20,000 

na sa buong taon, pwera pa rito ang bayarin sa textbooks at workbooks, 

samutsaring miscellaneous fees, uniforme, projects & events, at iba pang 

pwersahang collections, contributions & donations. Pwera pa rin dito ang 

gastos sa pagkain, transportasyon at baon ng bata. 

 

Ang iskema ng K to 12 ni PNoy sa senior high school o Grade 11 & 12 para 

sa mga overwhelming majority ng mga students and parents na naghihirap 

sa esensya ay edukasyong may papalaking bayaring tuition fee and other 
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fees for profit at papalaking cost of education for profit ng mga private 

schools, colleges & universities. 

 

4. Ngayong SY2012-13 pa nga lang ay halos dumoble na sa 377,227 mula sa 

dating 190,536 ang mga Grade 7 students na tumatanggap ng government 

subsidies sa ilalim ng GATSPE o Government Assistance to Students and 

Teachers in Private -Education (GASTPE) program ng DepEd. 

 

 

“We allotted more slots for Grade 7 (First Year High School) students to give 

more students a chance to enter high school and finish their basic education,” 

ayon kay DepEd Secretary Armin Luistro. 

 

Ang GASTPE  ay subsidy sa tuition ng mga “students who enroll in private 

high schools in lieu of public high schools that can no longer accommodate 

them.” Ito ay nagkakahalaga ng P6,500 para sa first year Education Service 

Contracting grantees sa labas ng Metro Manila mula ngayong school year. 

 

Kakarampot ito kumpara sa sinisingil ngayong P20,000 sa tuition pa 

lamang ng mga private schools, colleges & universities. Ang mga pobreng 

magulang pa rin ang papasan ng bulto ng gastusin sa pagpapaaral ng 

kanilang mga anak na dati ay 4 na taon lamang sa high school, ngunit 

pwersahan nang gagawing 6 na taon sa bagong K to 12 ni PNoy. 

 

5. Ang magdodominang sistema at operasyon sa senior high school o Grade 

11 & 12 ay ang pagsulputan at paglaganap na parang kabute sa tag-ulan ng 

mga private schools, colleges & universities na naniningil ng papalaking 

tuition fees and other fees at tatanggap ng papalaking budget/pondo ng 

GATSPE bilang subsidy ng gubyerno para sa patuloy na pagtubo at pag-

operate ng mga private schools, colleges and universities na ito. 

 

Ayon sa DepEd mismo, 5,000 lamang ang public high schools sa buong 

bansa, kaya talagang hindi kakayanin ng public school system na ma-

accommodate pa ang inaasahang panibagong 2.3 milyong senior high 

school o Grade 11 & 12 students. 

 

And since required na sa K to 12 ni PNoy na tapusin ang senior high school 

bago makatuntong ng kolehiyo, pwersahang mapipilitan ang mga 

naghihirap na ngang mga magulang na ibayo pang kumayod at magdildil na 

lang ng asin basta maipasok at mapatapos lang ang kanilang mga anak sa 

high school. 
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6. Kaya asahan na nating sasamantalahin ito ng mga tuition-profit oriented na 

mga school owners at asahan na rin natin ang proliferation ng mga low 

budget, low quality at pipitsuging mga nagpapanggap na campuses, 

satellites o annexes ng mga private schools, colleges & universities na nag-

o-offer ng senior high school o Grade 11 & 12, lalo na sa voch-tech & 

elective courses nito, tulad ng phenomena ng pagsulputan ng mga 

pipitsuging computer-IT schools, nursing & caregiving schools, english 

language schools, voch-tech schools na napakababa ng standard sa mga 

maraming lugar sa urban at kahit sa rural. 

 

Ito ay katiyakang dulot ng kawalan ng interes si PNoy na radikal at 

mapagpasyang resolbahin ang krisis sa education shortages; ang mababang 

pasahod at pagtrato sa mga teachers; ang kakarampot na pondo para sa 

MOOE na deficit pa sa aktwal na gastusin sa paaralan; at, ang pagkapako ng 

education budget nang mas mababa pa sa 3% ng GDP samantalang ang UN 

international standard ay 6% ng GDP. 

 

7. Napakababa ng target badyet ni PNoy para sa edukasyon para sa 2013 

hanggang 2017 na lumalaro lamang sa 2.7% hanggang 3.3% sa maksimum 

ng GDP. Isa itong napakalinaw na indikasyon na wala talagang 

kaseryosohan si PNoy sa pagrerporma ng edukasyon at talagang walang 

kalidad itong K to 12 ni PNoy. 

 

Kung itong ngang universal kinder at Grade 1 to 10 ay malala na ang krisis 

sa shortages, tiyak nang hindi matutustusan pa ni PNoy ang senior high 

school o Grade 11 & 12. Kaya pinapasa na ni PNoy ang senior high school o 

Grade 11 & 12 basic education sa private schools, colleges & universities 

para pagtubuan. Nabawasan na ng responsibildad at gastusin si PNoy, 

tutubo pa ang mga private schools, colleges & universities – win-win 

solution talaga ito para kay PNoy at para sa mga private school owners! 

 

8. Malaganap na dislokasyon sa paninirahan at pinapasukang paaralan ang 

dadanasin ng mga mag-aaral sa pagpapatupad ng senior high school o 

Grade 11 & 12 na sapilitang papasukin sa mga private schools, colleges & 

universities na nakatumpok lamang sa iilang “university belts” sa Metro 

Manila at sa iba pang mga sentrong lunsod at bayan ng mga rehiyon sa 

buong bansa. 

 

Kung dati-rati’y nilalakad lamang ng karamihang mag-aaral ang kanilang 

mga public high schools, sa senior high school ng K to 12 ni PNoy kung saan 
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sagot na ito ng mga private schools, colleges & universities ay pwersahan 

nang mapapasakay ng higit pa sa sa isang pasada ng tricycle, jeep, bus o 

train ang karamihan sa mga mag-aaral makarating lamang sa kanilang 

paaralan na nakatumpok sa mga “university belts” sa sentrong urban o 

sentrong bayan. 

 

9. Malaganap na tanggalan ang tiyak na dadanasin ng mga teachers sa private 

schools, colleges & universities na talagang apektado ng pagliit ng mga 

mag-aaral na makapapasok pa ng kolehiyo dahil sa dagdag na 2 taon sa 

high school ng K to 12 ni PNoy. 

 

Malaganap na dislokasyon at kontraktwalisasyon naman ang dadanasin ng 

mga teachers na mananatili pa sa kanilang trabaho. 

 

Kaugnay nito ay malaganap na paglabag at pagyurak din sa mga democratic 

rights & welfare at sa union rights ang dadanasin ng mga teachers. 

 

10. Sa dulo nito, ang K to 12 ni PNoy ay magtutulak sa ibayong pagtaas ng 

porsyento at ibayong paglobo ng populasyon ng mga drop-out high school 

students at out-of-school youth sa buong bansa. Ibayo ring tataas ang 

porsyento at ibayo ring lolobo ang populasyon ng mga kabataang walang 

trabaho, tambay lamang at matutulak na biktima ng mga sindikato sa 

krimen, droga, prostitusyon at slavery. 

 

Samantala, patuloy ang kurapsyon at pandarambong sa gubyerno at 

patuloy ang pagsasamantala at pang-aalipin ng mga malalaking 

nagsasabwatang lokal at dayuhang monopolyong kapitalistang bangko, 

korporasyon at gubyerno sa mga kabataan at mamamayang Pilipino. 

 

Makatwiran at makatarungang panawagan at kahilingan  

laban sa K to 12 ni PNoy 

 

1. Ibasura na ang K to 12 ni PNoy na makadayuhan, walang kalidad at dagdag 

pahirap sa mga guro, kabataan at magulang! Itaguyod ang pagbabalangkas 

ng tunay na makabayan, siyentipiko at pangmasang edukasyon! 

 

2. Pagtuunan at pagbuhasan ng buong panahon, pondo, rekurso at 

paghahanda ang pagpapatupad at pagpapaunlad ng Quality Kinder 

Education bilang pundasyon ng basic education ng kabataang Pilipino. 
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3. Regularisasyon ng mga teachers lalo na sa Kinder! Ibasura ang anti-gurong 

iskemang kontraktwalisasyon. 

 

4. Punuan at iresolba ang krisis sa shortages sa bilang ng mga teachers, 

classrooms, sanitation facilities, textbooks, instructional materials, atbp. 

 

5. Ibasura ang “Home Study Program” na pwersahang nagtapon sa kabataan 

bilang drop-outs at out-of-school-youth bilang brutal na paraan ng 

pagresolba ng classroom shortages. 

 

6. Doblehin ang budget sa MOOE ng mga paaralan. 

 

7. Isabatas at ipatupad ang Salary Upgrading ng mga Teachers (SG15) at 

Instructors (SG16), at dagdagan ng P6,000 ang base pay ng mga kawani. 

 

8. Maglaan ng malaking badyet para sa mga State Universities & Colleges. 

 

9. Ibasura ang anumang tipo ng pagtaas ng tuition & other fees. Ibasura ang 

anumang iskema ng privatization, commercialization at proliferation ng 

mga profit-oriented private institutions & corporations sa edukasyon. 

 

10. Maglaan ng malaking badyet sa edukasyon na hindi bababa sa UN Standard 

na 6% of GDP. 
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UP Professors on K to 12: 
Lengthening the Suffering, 

Increasing the Burden 
Congress of Teachers/Educators  

for Nationalism and Democracy –  
University of the Philippines  

(CONTEND-UP)  
Member, Alliance of Concerned Teachers 

-Philippines (ACT-Phils.) 
 
 

 

 

It is true that the Philippines is one of the few countries in the world that has 
only four  years of secondary education. 

It is also true that with a conservative figure of around 35 students per teacher 
in high school, the Philippines has currently the worst teacher student ratio in 
the secondary level of education  in the East Asia and the Pacific region. For 
example, Malaysia and Singapore have a ratio of 14 pupils per teacher, Thailand 
19, Indonesia 12, Vietnam 18. (All data cited represent the latest available from 
UNESCO.) 

It furthermore cannot be denied that the Philippines allocates only a measly 2.6 
% of annual Gross Domestic Product (GDP) to the total education budget in 
contrast to Indonesia, Thailand and Singapore which allot more than 3 %. 
Vietnam on the other hand allocates more than 5 % while Malaysia spends close 
to the ideal 6 % yearly. The industrialized nations of the world spend on average 
6 % of their GDP on education. The Education Development Index (EDI) which 
ranks countries according to compliance with the United Nations Millennium 
Goal of “Education for All” puts the Philippines at rank 85 while neighboring 
Indonesia and Malaysia are 69 and 65 respectively. The lack of adequate budget 
and resources has consistently been identified in the past as the main reason for 
the deterioration and demoralization of Philippine education. 

In 1970, the Philippines and China were the only nations with four years of 
secondary education. In 1977 China added one year and another year 
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subsequently to make a total of six. Of the 39 countries which had five years of 
secondary education in 1970 only nine have shifted from five years to six and 
another five countries from five years to seven. 

Bhutan, the setting of the fictional Kingdom of Yangdon in the telenovela “The 
Princess and I” underwent a similar transition to that which the Philippines will 
undergo under the so-called K to 12 Program. In 2003, Bhutan lengthened 
secondary education from four to six years. Bhutan may be a poorer country 
than the Philippines in many respects but it seems to have a better sense of 
educational priorities. In 2001, two years before the change to six years, it 
increased public expenditure in education as percentage of GDP from 5.8% to 
5.9%. After two years of implementing the transition, public expenditure for 
education rose to a very high 7.2 percent of the GDP. (It has since then been 
lowered to around 4 percent currently.) In 1998 its teacher to pupil ratio was 
38.6, but in 2006 this had been reduced to 22.8 even with the additional two 
years of secondary education. Having learned nothing from Yangdon, even as it 
currently implements K to 12 (which the Department of Education estimates 
will cost P150B), the Philippine government has made no significant gesture at 
increasing the budget for education as a whole and towards improving such 
important indicators for quality as the teacher-pupil ratio. 

However, the more fundamental question is, does the Philippines really have to 
undergo such a transition to six years? A study by Felipe and Porio in 2010 has 
shown that the deplorable, bottom-rung results of the Philippines in 
international Math and Science tests (TIMMS) is not the result of merely having 
a shorter education cycle. They discovered that elementary students from 
countries such as Russia, Latvia, Hungary, Italy, Egypt and Iran with even shorter 
elementary cycles than the Philippines were easily able to surpass the Filipino 
4th and eighth graders. It was also determined in another study that although 
Malaysia and Brunei had longer education cycles, it turned out that the 
Philippines had actually allotted longer hours of instruction time per subject. 
These longer hours of instruction however did not translate into higher scores. 
The superior results of these other countries could probably be better explained 
by the higher percentages of GDP reserved for education as a whole and their 
use of more comprehensible national languages in math and science. Some even 
less developed and poorer countries than the Philippines do indeed have longer 
basic education cycles. But this does not imply that these longer periods 
necessarily translate into higher quality. These may instead merely result in 
longer periods of “education” languishing in decrepit and deplorable conditions. 

The supposed “shortage” of time in teaching is simply not as urgent as the other 
major shortages which have plagued Philippine education for decades. The 
notion that the curriculum needs to be “decongested” implies that there is not 
enough time to learn everything that must be learned. But who or what dictates 
this “everything” which supposedly must be learned and the number of hours 
which it must be taught? What are these knowledges, or curricular contents, 
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which are supposedly comparable and exchangeable internationally? It is taken 
for granted that these are derived from some vague “international standards.” 
However these are actually dictated and imposed by international business 
interests and their spokesmen in the World Trade Organization (WTO) and in 
treaties such as the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS). The loss of 
national sovereignty in determining national standards and priorities in basic 
education is mystifyingly taken for granted by the “anti-congestion” proponents 
of K to 12. The deep erosion of academic freedom in institutions of higher 
education in the name of neo-liberal ideology, managerialism and the 
domination of market forces is furthermore accepted without question. 

Another reason cited by the Department of Education in defense of the K to 12 
Program is that the Philippines must lengthen secondary education by two years 
in order to comply (at least on paper) with “international standards” set by 
treaties such as the Bologna Process and the Washington Accord. The explicit 
principal intent of the Bologna Process is to make European Universities “more 
competitive” internationally in attracting foreign (especially Asian) students. 
Ironically, our “compliance” with it is intended to make us more eligible buyers 
and “consumers” of the educational “products” which they offer. This has 
obviously nothing to do with Philippine economic interests. On the other hand, 
the government’s labor export policy also faces the very real obstacle posed by 
international professional standards which supposedly require twelve years of 
basic education for the practice of professions. In the contemporary situation in 
which at least 45% of Filipinos live in poverty, a better proposal than making all 
poor households pay more for the additional two years of high school would be 
to make those who want to work or study abroad pay for the additional costs 
through other appropriate systems of assessment and accreditation. 

Rather than spreading further the education budget for this big project, which 
merely reflects the politics of educational reform in our country, the State should 
concentrate its efforts and budget in basic education -improving the quality, 
building science education, scholarship, establishing centers for teachers 
continuing education. We can be certain that the K to 12 Program of the current 
government will not raise the quality of Philippine education, instead it will only 
lengthen the suffering of students in a decrepit, corrupt and miserably 
underfunded system. The additional two years will also constitute an additional 
and insupportable burden among the majority of poor families struggling to put 
their children through high school. Finally, the K to 12 Program will not redound 
to the benefit of the Filipino people since it firmly puts foreign interests before 
the development priorities and educational needs of our country. 
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Washington Accord of 1989 
Recognition of Equilalency  

of Accredited Engineering Education 
Programs Leading to  

the Engineering Degree Agreement 
 

 
 
 
 
 
The signatories have exchanged information on, and have examined, their 
respective processes, policies and procedures for granting accreditation to 
engineering academic programs, and have concluded that these are comparable. 
Through the Washington Accord, which comprises this Agreement, the Rules 
and Procedures and the Transitional Provisions, the signatories recognise the 
substantial equivalence of such programs in satisfying the academic 
requirements for the practice of engineering at the professional level. 
 

1. Accreditation of engineering academic programs is a key foundation 
for the practice of engineering at the professional level in each of the 
countries or territories covered by the Accord. The signatories 
therefore agree: that the criteria, policies and procedures used by the 
signatories in accrediting engineering academic programs are 
comparable; that the accreditation decisions rendered by one 
signatory are acceptable to the other signatories, and that those 
signatories will so indicate by publishing statements to that effect in 
an appropriate manner; to identify, and to encourage the 
implementation of, best practice, as agreed from time to time amongst 
the signatories, for the academic preparation of engineers intending 
to practice at the professional level; to continue mutual monitoring 
and information exchange by whatever means are considered most 
appropriate, including: regular communication and sharing of 
information concerning their accreditation criteria, systems, 
procedures, manuals, publications and lists of accredited programs; 
invitations to observe accreditation visits; and invitations to observe 
meetings of any boards and / or commissions responsible for 
implementing key aspects of the accreditation process, and meetings 
of the governing bodies of the signatories. 

2. Each signatory will make every reasonable effort to ensure that the 
bodies responsible for registering or licensing professional engineers 
to practice in its country or territory accept the substantial 
equivalence of engineering academic programs accredited by the 
signatories to this agreement. 
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3. The Accord applies only to accreditations conducted by the 
signatories within their respective national or territorial boundaries. 

4. The admission of new signatories to the Accord will require the 
unanimous approval of the existing signatories, and will be preceded 
by a prescribed period of provisional status, during which the 
accreditation criteria and procedures established by the applicant, 
and the manner in which those procedures and criteria are 
implemented, will be subject to comprehensive examination. 
Applicants for provisional status must be nominated by two of the 
existing signatories, and will be accepted only through a positive vote 
by at least two-thirds of the existing signatories. 

5. Appropriate Rules and Procedures will be established by the 
signatories to ensure that this Agreement can be implemented in a 
satisfactory and expeditious manner. Accord Rules and Procedures- 
Draft 6. June 11 Page 5 of 65 The adoption of, or amendment to, such 
Rules and Procedures will proceed only through a positive vote by at 
least two-thirds of the signatories. 

6. There shall be biennial General Meetings of the representatives of the 
signatories to review the Rules and Procedures, effect such 
amendments as may be considered necessary, and deal with 
applications for provisional status, and for admission. 

7. The administration of the Accord will be facilitated by a secretariat 
established and operated in accordance with the Rules and 
Procedures made under the provisions of this Agreement. 

 
The Accord will remain in effect for so long as it is acceptable and desirable to 
the signatories. Any signatory wishing to withdraw from the Accord must give at 
least one year's notice to the secretariat. Removal of any signatory will require 
the affirmative vote of at least two-thirds of the signatories. 
 
Signed in 1989 by: 
• Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology 
• Canadian Council of Professional Engineers 
• Engineering Council United Kingdom 
• Institution of Engineers Australia 
• Institution of Engineers, Ireland 
• Institution of Professional Engineers New Zealand 
 
Signed in 1995 by 
• Hong Kong Institution of Engineers 
 
Signed in 1999 by 
• Engineering Council of South Africa 
 
Signed in 2005 by 
• Japan Accreditation Board for Engineering Education 
 
Signed in 2006 by 
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• Institution of Engineers Singapore 
 
Signed in 2007 by 
• Chinese Taipei: Institute of Engineering Education Taiwan 
• Accreditation Board for Engineering Education of Korea 
 
Signed in 2009 by 
• Board of Engineers Malaysia 
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The Bologna Declaration  
of 19 June 1999 

Joint declaration of  
the European Ministers of Education 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The European process, thanks to the extraordinary achievements of the last few 
years, has become an increasingly concrete and relevant reality for the Union 
and its citizens. Enlargement prospects together with deepening relations with 
other European countries, provide even wider dimensions to that reality. 
Meanwhile, we are witnessing a growing awareness in large parts of the political 
and academic world and in public opinion of the need to establish a more 
complete and far-reaching Europe, in particular building upon and 
strengthening its intellectual, cultural, social and scientific and technological 
dimensions. 
 
A Europe of Knowledge is now widely recognised as an irreplaceable factor for 
social and human growth and as an indispensable component to consolidate and 
enrich the European citizenship, capable of giving its citizens the necessary 
competences to face the challenges of the new millennium, together with an 
awareness of shared values and belonging to a common social and cultural 
space.  
 
The importance of education and educational co-operation in the development 
and strengthening of stable, peaceful and democratic societies is universally 
acknowledged as paramount, the more so in view of the situation in South East 
Europe. 
 
The Sorbonne declaration of 25th of May 1998, which was underpinned by these 
considerations, stressed the Universities' central role in developing European 
cultural dimensions. It emphasised the creation of the European area of higher 
education as a key way to promote citizens' mobility and employability and the 
Continent's overall development. 
 
Several European countries have accepted the invitation to commit themselves 
to achieving the objectives set out in the declaration, by signing it or expressing 
their agreement in principle. The direction taken by several higher education 
reforms launched in the meantime in Europe has proved many Governments' 
determination to act. 
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European higher education institutions, for their part, have accepted the 
challenge and taken up a main role in constructing the European area of higher 
education, also in the wake of the fundamental principles laid down in the 
Bologna Magna Charta Universitatum of 1988. This is of the highest importance, 
given that Universities' independence and autonomy ensure that higher 
education and research systems continuously adapt to changing needs, society's 
demands and advances in scientific knowledge. 
 
The course has been set in the right direction and with meaningful purpose. The 
achievement of greater compatibility and comparability of the systems of higher 
education nevertheless requires continual momentum in order to be fully 
accomplished. We need to support it through promoting concrete measures to 
achieve tangible forward steps. The 18th June meeting saw participation by 
authoritative experts and scholars from all our countries and provides us with 
very useful suggestions on the initiatives to be taken. 
 
We must in particular look at the objective of increasing the international 
competitiveness of the European system of higher education. The vitality and 
efficiency of any civilisation can be measured by the appeal that its culture has 
for other countries. We need to ensure that the European higher education 
system acquires a world-wide degree of attraction equal to our extraordinary 
cultural and scientific traditions. 
 
While affirming our support to the general principles laid down in the Sorbonne 
declaration, we engage in co-ordinating our policies to reach in the short term, 
and in any case within the first decade of the third millennium, the following 
objectives, which we consider to be of primary relevance in order to establish 
the European area of higher education and to promote the European system of 
higher education world-wide: 
 

Adoption of a system of easily readable and comparable degrees, 
also through the implementation of the Diploma Supplement, in 
order to promote European citizens employability and the 
international competitiveness of the European higher education 
system 
 
Adoption of a system essentially based on two main cycles, 
undergraduate and graduate. Access to the second cycle shall 
require successful completion of first cycle studies, lasting a 
minimum of three years. The degree awarded after the first cycle 
shall also be relevant to the European labour market as an 
appropriate level of qualification. The second cycle should lead to 
the master and/or doctorate degree as in many European countries. 
 
Establishment of a system of credits - such as in the ECTS system – 
as a proper means of promoting the most widespread student 
mobility. Credits could also be acquired in non-higher education 
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contexts, including lifelong learning, provided they are recognised 
by receiving Universities concerned. 
 
Promotion of mobility by overcoming obstacles to the effective 
exercise of free movement with particular attention to: 
· for students, access to study and training opportunities and to 
related services 
· for teachers, researchers and administrative staff, recognition and 
valorisation of periods spent in a European context researching, 
teaching and training, without prejudicing their statutory rights. 
 
Promotion of European co-operation in quality assurance with a 
view to developing comparable criteria and methodologies. 
 
Promotion of the necessary European dimensions in higher 
education, particularly with regards to curricular development, 
interinstitutional 
co-operation, mobility schemes and integrated programmes 
of study, training and research. 

 
We hereby undertake to attain these objectives - within the framework of our 
institutional competences and taking full respect of the diversity of cultures, 
languages, national education systems and of University autonomy – to 
consolidate the European area of higher education. To that end, we will pursue 
the ways of intergovernmental co-operation, together with those of non 
governmental European organisations with competence on higher education. 
We expect Universities again to respond promptly and positively and to 
contribute actively to the success of our endeavour. 
 
Convinced that the establishment of the European area of higher education 
requires constant support, supervision and adaptation to the continuously 
evolving needs, we decide to meet again within two years in order to assess the 
progress achieved and the new steps to be taken. 
 

Signatories: 

Caspar EINEM 
Minister of Science and Transport 
(Austria) 
 
Jan ADE 
Director General 
Ministry of the Flemish Community 
Department of Education 
(Belgium) 
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Gerard SCHMIT 
Director General of French Community 
Ministry for Higher Education and Research 
(Belgium) 
 
Eduard ZEMAN 
Minister of Education, Youth and Sport 
(Czech Republic) 
 
Anna Mmia TOTOMANOVA 
Vice Minister of Education and Science 
(Bulgaria) 
 
Tonis LUKAS 
Minister of Education 
(Estonia) 
 
Margrethe VESTAGER 
Minister of Education 
(Denmark) 
 
Claude ALLEGRE 
Minister of National Education, 
Research and Technology 
(France) 
 
Maija RASK 
Minister of Education and Science 
(Finland) 
 
Ute ERDSIEK-RAVE 
Minister of Education, Science, Research 
And Culture of the Land Scheswig-Holstein 
(Permanent Conference of the Ministers 
of Culture of the German Länders) 
 
Wolf-Michael CATENHUSEN 
Parliamentary State Secretary 
Federal Ministry of Education and Research 
(Germany) 
 
Adam KISS 
Deputy State Secretary for Higher Education and 
Science 
(Hungary) 
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Gherassimos ARSENIS 
Minister of Public Education and Religious Affairs 
(Greece) 
 
Pat DOWLING 
Principal Officer 
Ministry for Education and Science 
(Ireland) 
 
Gudridur SIGURDARDOTTIR 
Secretary General 
Ministry of Education, Science and Culture 
(Iceland) 
 
Tatiana KOKEK 
State Minister of Higher Education and Science 
(Latvia) 
 
Ortensio ZECCHINO 
Minister of University and Scientific and Technological Research 
(Italy) 
 
Erna HENNICOT-SCHOEPGES 
Minister of National Education and Vocational Training 
(Luxembourg) 
 
Kornelijus PLATELIS 
Minister of Education and Science 
(Lithuania) 
 
Loek HERMANS 
Minister of Education, Culture and Science 
(the Netherlands) 
 
Louis GALEA 
Minister of Education 
(Malta) 
 
Wilibald WINKLER 
Under Secretary of State of National Education 
(Poland) 
 
Jon LILLETUN 
Minister of Education, Research and Church Affairs 
(Norway) 
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Andrei MARGA 
Minister of National Education 
(Romania) 
 
Eduardo Marçal GRILO 
Minister of Education 
(Portugal) 
 
Pavel ZGAGA 
State Secretary for Higher Education 
(Slovenia) 
 
Milan FTACNIK 
Minister of Education 
(Slovak Republic) 
 
Agneta BLADH 
State Secretary for Education and Science 
(Sweden) 
 
D. Jorge FERNANDEZ DIAZ 
Secretary of State of Education, Universities, 
Research and Development 
(Spain) 
 
Baroness Tessa BLACKSTONE of Stoke Newington 
Minister of State for Education and Employment 
(United Kingdom) 
 
Charles KLEIBER 
State Secretary for Science and Research 
(Swiss Confederation) 

  


